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Translating Iraqi poetry into English is a relatively new 
issue, which developed mainly in the United Kingdom, in 
the United States of America, in the Lebanon, and in the 
Netherlands. Attention is focussed in this study on docu­
menting and examining various translated texts presented 
and published between 1950 and 1986, and on evaluating the 
amount of attention each school of Iraqi poetry has received 
in the process of translation.
The impact of English poetry on modern Iraqi poetry is 
examined, and criteria for the evaluation of translations 
of Iraqi poetry are proposed. Poetic licence or deviance 
is treated , and its impact on the translatability of Iraqi 
poetry is discussed. There is also antinvestigation into 
any diglossic problems related to the inclusion of expres­
sions borrowed from the Colloquial Iraqi Arabic in poems 
written in Standard Arabic.
Emphasis is also placed on certain syntactic incongruities 
between Arabic and English, in matters related to tense, 
voice, cohesive devices, etc., and on the impact of these 
incongruities on transference of meaning in poetic trans­
lation. The theoretical discussion of these contrastive 
aspects is supported by extracts quoted from the corpus, 
and, whenever necessary, by statistical data highlighting 
the treatment of these incongruent aspects encountered by 
translators.
Furthermore, metaphorical, symbolic and culture-bound 
features are analysed, and their transference to the TL 
is treated. There is an investigation into causes 
behind any deviation or change of meaning encountered in 
the translated version. This research also focusses on 
certain viewpoints adopted by various scholars who claim 
that poetry is untranslatable. Other claims, which stress 
that metaphors should be translated into non-metaphors, 
are examined.
Overall, this study aims to document and analyse trans­
lated texts of Iraqi poetry and to make a contribution to 
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Translation is a very extensive and appealing area which 
has attracted much enthusiasm, especially during the last 
four decades of this century. Yet, little attention has 
been devoted to Arabic-English poetic translation, let alone 
to the translation of Iraqi poetry which appeared in the 
form of a few articles and a number of translated texts, 
poems or extracts. This present linguistic study was des­
igned on two major bases: documentary and descriptive.
On the first side, it aims to document various invaluable, 
yet limited, attempts of translating Iraqi poetic texts, 
which may assist in transmitting the culture of Iraqi 
society to other nations, in particular, to those people 
who speak English. This step might indicate which school 
of Iraqi poetry has received the lion's share of interest 
by translators, the reason behind such interest, and which 
area needs more attention.
On the descriptive side, this study will—  through analysing 
the corpus of documented texts—  focus on the incongruities 
between Arabic and English in matters pertaining to struc­
ture and metaphorical and symbolic elements, to investigate 
whether there is some sort of common agreement among trans­
lators of Iraqi poetry in applying certain methods in 
translating various chunks of poetic discourse 3 whether or
- 2 -
not translators have successfully emancipated themselves 
from the influence of modes of Arabic writing on their 
translation, and which linguistic area poses a problem to 
translators of Iraqi poetry.
It is my ultimate hope that this present study will con­
tribute to the development of Arabic - English poetic 
translation in general, and to the translation of those 
areas of Iraqi poetry which are still in need of more 
attention.
1.2 Data Collection Procedures
The data-base for this research, which includes translated 
texts of Iraqi poetry, was gathered primarily from June, 
1986 through April, 1987, although the search for texts 
was conducted as early as 1981. Data collection has 
resulted in sixty-one translated texts, covering works 
translated and published between 1950 and 1986. It is im­
portant to mention that the collection of the corpus has 
not been randomly carried out; rather three m^jor processes 
have been adopted:
First, consulting field specialists. In this respect, 
scholars and people interested in Iraqi poetry and in trans­
lation were consulted to obtain advice leading to samples 
of Iraqi poetic texts translated into English. This data 
collection procedure has been consistent with the 
Bley-Vroman and Selinker (1984) method which involves con­
ducting interviews, and asking questions pertaining to the
- 3 -
area of linguistic research, so that one can get represent­
ative samples for analysis.
Second, visiting libraries. The libraries of SOAS (School 
of African and Oriental Studies), the Bodleian Library of 
Oxford, the U.A.E. Library for Research and Higher Studies, 
The Central Library of Baghdad, in addition to the library 
at Bath University, were searched for texts related to the 
area of this research. In these libraries, interviews were 
also conducted with librarians for advice.
Moreover, many bookshops and publishing houses in Al-Ain, 
Baghdad, Beirut, London, Oxford and Cambridge were surveyed, 
and in these establishments certain anthologies of trans­
lated Arabic poetry have been collected.
Third, Computer Search. On the fourth of March, 19 87, a 
computer search was conducted to trace any texts related to 
this study. This resulted in my receiving articles and books 
where translated excerpts were mentioned.
The next step was to categorise the corpus, and this cate­
gorisation process involved two significantly related 
phases. During the first phase, these translated texts,
i.e. the SL and TL versions, were re-sorted, identified and 
labelled according to titles of poems (see Appendix).
Here , the overall results of this step can be summed up 
in Table 1.
Table 1
Categorisation of the Corpus
!
No No No No





The second phase involved an overall assessment of the 
corpus in order to make sure that what has been collected, 
namely, the sixty-one translated texts, could be relied upon 
as represent at ive specimens of Iraqi poetry translated into 
English. This issue, however, has been highlighted by the 
following findings:
1. The data-base includes translated poems pertaining to 
the Conventional School of Poetry, and to Free Verse School 
in Iraq . These texts have been translated and published 
between 1967 and 19S6.
2. The majority of these translated texts were published in 
the United Kingdom and in the United States of America, a 
few in the Lebanon, and one in the Netherlands. This may 
indicate that there is a worthwhile interest in the English- 
speaking world to translate Iraqi poetry into English.
3. These works of translation have been carried out by 
twenty-one translators, who can be classified into three 
groups:
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a) Native speakers of Arabic, such as Bishai (1986) 
and Al-Udhari (1974; 1986).
b) Native speakers of English, such as Arberry (1967), 
Stewart (1976) and Bosworth (1984).
c) Native speakers of Arabic and native speakers of 
English collaborating in translating texts, e.g. Jayyusi 
and Tingley in Jayyusi (1977).
4. It has been found out that As-Sayyab's poem Song of the 
Rain, which is we11-remembered by the poetic audience of 
Iraq, has received six translations: Loya (19&8); Subhi 
(1968); Salama (1972); I. Boullata (1976); Al-Udhari (1986); 
Bishai (1986). Other poems, such as The Mailman, written 
by Al-Haydari, recieved three translations: Al-Azma (1969); 
Khouri and Algar (1974); I. Boullata (1976). There are also 
certain poems which received double translations, such as 
City of Sinbad (see Khouri & Algar, 1974; Bennani, 1982).
5. This final point is very significant. The data-base 
has indicated that some translated texts have been published 
in Anthologies (see I. Boullata (1976); Izzidien (1984); 
Al-Udhari (1986)-; Bishai (1986). Another batch of texts 
appeared in Journals: Badawi (1971); Khulusi (1980). The 
third group of texts came in books on criticism: Badawi 
(1975a) ; and finally, certain texts have been encountered
in Theses: Subhi (1968); Loya (1968); Al-Azma (1969), where 
researchers tackled various aspects related to Arabic poetry 
(See review of the literature). These theses, however,
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provided the present study with many relevant extracts of 
Iraqi translated texts with their SL versions, in addition 
to remarkable and useful highlights of schools of Iraqi 
poetry.
1.3 Plan of Work
Since translating Iraqi poetry is rather a novel area, and 
because it has been rapidly developing in the second half of 
this century, the Review of Literature tends to link this 
area with the earliest attempts advocated by scholars who 
translated extracts of poetry for research, or for compiling 
textbooks on Arabic literature in general. Moreover, this 
review will mention certain issues such as various schools 
of Iraqi poetry, the impact of western literature on these 
schools, and examples of deviation from the SL texts, all 
representing a start for a more detailed analysis in the sub­
sequent chapters of this thesis.
Chapter Two starts by examining language barriers and trans­
lation, and the role played by the latter in disseminating 
knowledge and culture among various nations. Also, it aims 
to make clear that, despite many efforts, aspirations and 
suggestions presented by educationalists, policy-makers and 
other people in matters related to using one international 
language, the role played by translators cannot be overlooked. 
That role cannot be replaced by foreign language teaching 
either.
- 7 -
As the art of translation has been practised since time 
immemorial, this chapter is also intended to give a brief 
account of the development of this area during the Roman 
Empire, mentioning invaluable attempts exerted by eminent 
scholars such as Cicero and Horace in rendering various 
works from and into Latin. In this respect, mention will 
also be made to the development of translation in Baghdad 
during the reign of the Abbasld Caliph, A^l-Ma"* mun.
After this survey, however, the chapter will move further 
to define and explore notions involved in translation as a 
problem-solving activity which cannot be measured or video­
taped even by applying the most sophisticated apparatus. 
Mention will be made of poetic licence and translation, to 
discover whether or not poetic licence in Arabic poses an 
obstacle in the way of transferring Iraqi poetry into English, 
Finally, this chapter will concentrate on methods of evalu­
ation of poetic translation and the translation of Iraqi 
poetry into English.
It is worth mentioning that Iraqi poetry cannot be described 
or referred to as one unified form of poetic discourse. Thus, 
Chapter Three is devoted to the development of Iraqi poetry, 
in particular, in the second half of this century with the 
birth of the new school called Free Verse Movement, stressing 
the fact that advocates of that school tend to dispense with 
the norms of the Conventional qasida form. It will examine 
the influence of English poetry on Iraqi poets (whose works 
have been translated into English) as well. The final stage
- 8 -
of this chapter will be a descriptive analysis of diglossia 
in Arabic, and its impact on the translation of Iraqi poetry.
Chapter Four is designed to focus on problems of structure 
and the translation of Iraqi poetry. Among many sensitive 
issues, vocalization will be examined. The chapter will 
reveal whether or not translators could rely on rhythm to 
arrive at proper vocalizations of certain controversial 
lexemes. Transpositional procedures, such as class-shift, 
unit-shift, structure-shift and internal shift (tense and 
voice) will also be dealt with in the translated texts of 
Iraqi poetry. In this chapter , an investigation will also 
be carried out to discover whether or not translators of 
Iraqi poetry have a common ground concerning these shifts, 
or it is a matter of stylistic choice. However, the most 
central issue here is detecting ambiguities caused by such 
shifts or transpositional procedures.
The final section of this chapter will tackle certain issues 
related to cohesion in translation, to stress that cohesion 
does not solely depend on surface connective devices, and to 
maintain whether or not any SL^TL shift in the cohesive links 
used could lead to ambiguities in the translated texts.
In Chapter Five, this research will focus on the translation 
of metaphorical and symbolic elements in Iraqi poetry, re­
minding us, once more of the impact of English poetry on 
Iraqi Free Verse Movement , and the images used by this school. 
Various areas, such as the construction of metaphor, source 
of metaphorical and symbolic issues, the importance of gender
- 9 -
to Arabic-English poetic translation, and the transference 
of metaphor and culture-bound features will be discussed.
This chapter will also discuss trends or methods used in 
translating or rendering these features, and whether or not 
there are gaps in the TL versions, and, if so, the reasons 
behind such gaps.
General Conclusions, which include certain recommendations, 
will be summed up at the end of this thesis.
The Appendix, which includes the Arabic Texts and their TL 
versions will be presented in Volume Two.
1.4 A Review of the Literature
Interest in translating Iraqi poetry into English is a rela­
tively recent issue. A quick survey of the related literature
reveals the fact that this interest has grown and flourished 
with the development of various Arabic studies undertaken by 
non-Arabs seeking a deeper understanding of the language 
through its literary use, or by those writing course-books 
for students at university level.
One of these worthwhile studies comes from Nicholson (1907) » 
who gives what can be considered as a detailed account of 
the literary history of the Arabs up to the end of the nine­
teenth century. Nicholson , in his study, has focussed
- 10 -
on poetry —  since it is the Arab's prime concern —  trans­
lating various selections belonging to many poets of diff­
erent eras and backgrounds. One of those famous and widely 
read poets is ^Al-Mutanabbl (915-965) of Iraq whose concise 
style is well-remembered by many people when reading this 
line of verse: ^ \
In translating this verse, Nicholson (1907:306) tries to 
imitate the poet's conciseness, his clarity and his appealing 
style:
"0 justest of the just save in thy deeds to me 
Thou art accused and Thou, 0 Sire, must judge
the plea."
Nicholson's conciseness can be realised when one focusses on 
the way he has amalgamated two sentences, namely, (
and into one English sentence
"Thou art accused".
Khulusi (1958) translates selections of verse in his article 
entitled Modern Arabic Poetry, which mainly revolves around 
the poetic achievements in Iraq during the first five decades 
of the twentieth century. The conclusions of this brief 
study indicate how Arabic poetry not only participated in 
politics and political debate, but also in other socio­
cultural issues, such as women's liberation as well. In this 
respect, he quotes a line from the Iraqi poet, ?Az-Zahawi 
C1863 ~ 1939) who revolts against an established tradition
- 11 -
of the "veil” used by women: , , lt , ^
L UJI JI jsJ I Li-; I L
LjjjLi t t UaJ li ^
Khulusi translates this line as:
"Daughter of Iraq, tear thy veil into pieces 
and go about unveiled, for life demands a
revolution."
(Khulusi, 1958:73)
In his translation, first, Khulusi translates the lexeme 
"^inqilab", which literally means "coup d'etat", as "revo­
lution" which is more appropriate for this poetic context. 
Obviously, the term "coup d'etat" is more technical than 
"revolution" which —  although it might have some bad conno­
tations —  can mean a change towards the better.
Secondly, he deletes the vocative article "ya" in "yabnati", 
which in English mean "0" or "Oh" since this vocative article 
can be dispensed with in a context like this; it is intuit­
ively graspable; and finallyt he inverts the structure of 
the first hemistich by placing "Daughter of Iraq" before the 
verb "tear" to give more prominence and emphasis to the 
addressee.
Two other translated anthologies are presented by Arberry 
(1965) and (1967). In his first anthology, entitled Arabic 
Poetry, A Primer for Students, Arberry translates poetry 1 
into prose, covering a period from before the dawn of Islam 
through the twentieth century. In his (1967) anthology, he
- 12 -
renders poetry into poetry, retaining both meter and rhyme; 
a process which requires considerable scholarship. In the 
section devoted to Iraqi poetry, Arberry translates three 
poems: two by *Ar-RusafI (1875-1945) » anc* one by ^As-Safi 
An-NajafI (1895-1977), entitled ( ) As-Sagah:
To a Clock (see Appendix: A-10; E-56). One of the most 
striking points in Arberry*s translation of *As-Sacah is the 
way he has apparently replaced the lexeme( ^ I ) inhisam 
by one of its derivatives ( 0 ) meaning "sword" thus,
retaining the meaning of the SL, and linguistically sympath­
izing with what Haas (1968:107) refers to as "choosing the 
smallest possible unit that will admit of adequate matching"
Here is the extract and its translation:
'f Uil
'r l i3  US' b j  M \
"Sleep is a sword that cutteth our lives through 
And dost thou never slumber as we do?"
(Arberry, 1967: 5-6)
Concentrating on free verse in modern Arabic literature, 
Moreh (1968a: 51) stresses the fact that free verse depends 
on "parallelism and repetition to produce melody and unity 
and to compensate for the loss of regularity in line lengths
(i)
and rhyme patterns." However, this repetition can be
noticed in the translated version of As-Sayyab's poem 
/ © * ** \
( JoaJ I I ) The Song of Rain or Hymn to
(1)Chapter 3 will discuss various schools of poetry in Iraq 
and how much attention each school receives in the process 
or poetic translation.
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Rain in which the word malar meaning ’’rain", is repeated 
many times (see Appendix, E-22).
It is worth noting that this poem, namely, The Song of Rain 
has been of the utmost significance to many translators of 
Iraqi poetry, since it is considered as ^ s-Sayyab1s master­
piece. Our review of the corpus reveals that almost all 
translators, including Loya (1968), Subhi (1968), Salama 
(1972), I. Boullata (1976), Al-Udhari (1986), and Bishai 
(1986), render this poem into English, aiming to reflect the 
linguistic and creative merits "embedded" in the images, and 
in the onomatopoeic effect produced by the repetition of the 
word malar "rain" in the SL version. However, Salama (1972) 
wants to produce something more musical, and even more 
onomatopoeic than merely translating the word "matar" by 
its English equivalent "rain". To achieve this objective, 
he adds the lexeme "patter" when rendering the poem into 
English as in the following extract: f
I ' Ji * bjj \ 'jSX, y
"As if a sad fisherman gathering nets 
cursing sea and fate 





In her thesis on As-Sayyab, Loya (1968) translates many poems 
taken from his works, trying to copy ^ s-Sayya^s melancholic 
tone, and his simple daily-life diction to convey the vivid
- 14 -
language through which the poet is talking about his dis­
tress of life: ' ' . w
^ LJ I a j l ^ * J  I 
i -  V* * ^  ^  k -o
d J./’ VJ
>)^ui 6 jj 1 *—  * L r ^
"The door of the room is closed,
Silence is deep,
And the blinds of my window are drawn. 
Perhaps a road
Is eavesdropping, laying in ambush for me
behind the window,
My clothes, like the scarecrow's are black;"
(Loya, 1968: 392-394)
Loya, like many scholars interested in modern Iraqi poetry,
? _
draws our attention to the fact that As-Sayyab has initiated 
a revolution in poetry by using symbolic elements to ex­
press his innate restlessness as in the following extract 
taken from A Marriage at the Village:
 ^ 1 J l \  j  jJ  I j J l j  £  ^
j Ui.1 1 (J-l”* I " •
1 |.^aj ^ - L j
° 4-1 I (J-i-* ia5 L. ">->
J Iku I Jju J*^ jJ 1 *JLJ l^ J ^
"The beat of the drums since dusk 
Fell like fruits
By winds blowing amidst the palm-trees,
It fell like tears,
Or like sparks:
It is the night of marriage after long waiting!"
(Loya, 1968: 221-222)
Subhi*s thesis (1968) can be considered as a useful guide­
line to the influence of modern English writers on Arab
- 15 -
poets. In his research, he concentrates on the fourth and 
the fifth decades of this century, as these decades re­
present the forerunners of real change in poetry (see 
Chapter Three). Further, his translation of Iraqi poetry, 
especially that of ^Al-Mala/ika, shows how he applies 
concept-for-concept process to get at the gist of meaning.
For instance, in the following extract, he renders the verb
s  .
( ) ^arsimu, which literally means ’’draw", as "portray"
which is more ^>propriate for poetic contexts since "portray" 
is more formal and literary than "draw". Also, he does not 
render rujtii 1-garib literally into "my strange
soul" but into "my nostalgic soul" which is akin to the 
poetess1 feelings in the SL text:
*  ^ Ju? \ ^
j} \ (j 1 Ia
y  •• /
"I express what I feel in my life,
And I portray the sensation of my 
nostalgic soul,
I then weep if the years stab me 
With their awful eternal dagger."
(Subhi, 1968: 138, 293)
Al-Azma (1969) is another researcher who is also pre­
occupied with Free Verse Movement. In his research,
Free Verse in Modern Arabic Literature, he states that 
"since medieval times, Iraq had had a remarkable record 
as far as the periodic renewals of poetry is concerned". 
(1969: 68). Challenging those who advocate Arabic 
qasida form he continues:
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Consequently, for a long time the 
conservatives boasted that Arabic 
poetry protected itself against the 
Western impact and thus preserved 
the originality of the Arabs in 
vision as well as in expression.
This claim was disproved for good. 
However, we must not say with the 
extremists, that poetry was the last 
stronghold of the Arab East to 
collapse under the hammering impact 
of the West.
Here , one should admit that both schools of poetry have 
their supporters although much of the enthusiasm alloted 
to the new school of poetry, started to dry up after the 
sixth decade of this century.
It is worth noting that in translating Al-Haydari's poem 
’’The Mailman", Al-Azma attempts to render three lines of 
SL verse into one TL verse. This formal change is permis­
sible provided it does not cause deviation in the meaning 
intended by the poet:
Badawi (1971; 1975a; 1975b) contributes immensely to the 
translation of Iraqi poetry. His two selections of trans­
lated poems published in Journal of Arabic Literature 
(1971; 1975b), include modern Iraqi poetry of the Free Verse
(ibid: 177)
CjL&£- J-  'J  ■ / I*
What was remained what was, 
Dreaming or burying or restoring
(Al-Azma, 1969: 120)
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School, and in particular, the poetry of Al-Haydari, Al-
Bayati and As-Sayyab, which provides our corpus with a
number of translated texts'. (Appendix: E-12; E-45).
However, in his (1975a) study, A Critical Introduction to
Modern Arabic Poetry, Badawi renders into English many
famous extracts from the famous Iraqi poet, ^Al-Jawahiri,
the most important of which is "Descend Darkness", where
he produces the same effect intended by the poet in the
original version, first, by repeating the verb "descend”,
and secondly, by using dictions which produce the same
magical imprecation and power felt in the SL :
^  L* L*
I 3l£ t c !i  ^^ ilr* o |
°pAjUj i <5^1
"Descend, darkness and fog, and clouds without
rain
Burning smoke of conscience and torture, descend 
Woe and destruction, descend upon those who 
defend their destruction."
(Badawi, 1975a: 66-67)
Haywood (1971) argues that English translation of Arabic 
poetry cannot well represent the effect of the original.
In this respect, he reminds us of Simpson (1975: 251) who 
focuses on difficulties involved in poetic translation in 
general. Simpson puts it this way:
"Because of the special problem involved in 
the translation of poetry, for instance, it 
has often been stated that a poem, like many
- 18 -
other forms of creative writing cannot, and 
therefore should not, be translated. Indeed, 
the greatest source of difficulty in trans­
lating a work of art, especially poetry, is 
how not to sacrifice form for content, or 
vice versa, since form quite often determines 
content, and content form.1'(2)
Yet Haywood's translated selections of Arabic poetry 
reveals great linguistic merits, and ability to convey the 
message of the SL. In the following extract, taken from 
Al-Haydari's poem "The Postman",
notice how by using the iambic meter , and rhyme-scheme 
similar to the couplets, Haywood manages to convey the feel­
ings of the poet and his private world:
<T •x.jj I j L 
Juuu ^ LjjJ I ^ b 1
° df* ^ ^  ^
UjjJ \
Postman
What is your plan?
From this world I'm remote, far out 
You're wrong! There is no news, without
doubt
That earth can bring to this dejected man!
(see Haywood, 1971: 184)
Besides, it must be pointed out that in this translated 
extract, the nominal compound (j \ \ ) which is formed
by "genitive construct", has been transferred into "post­
man" since both Arabic and English are familiar with this 
concept. Yet, some translations prepared in the United 
States, such as Al-Azma (1969), and Khouri and Algar's (1974)
Earlier, ^l-Jahiz (d. 868 A.D.) believes that poetry is 
untranslatable. On this, see 2.2.
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use the word "mailman" instead of "postman" which indicates 
how geographical variations can, to a certain extent, in­
fluence translators translating Arabic poetry into English 
(see Appendix: E-43; E-44).
At this stage in our review of the literature, we have to
admit that Khouri and Algar's (1974) Anthology is perhaps
the most comprehensive batch of translated poems published 
in the seventies, covering many poems from various Arab 
countries. As far as Iraqi poetry is concerned, this an­
thology reveals a tendency towards supporting free verse and 
prose poetry. This has been proved by statistics obtained 
from the corpus. Here, out of a total of nineteen trans­
lated Iraqi poems, only two poems belong to the Conventional 
School of Poetry which advocates the monorhymed and mono­
metered qasida form, whereas the other seventeen poems are 
taken from the other school, namely, The Free Verse School. 
However, in one of those poems written in qasida form 
entitled( OjJ UJ 1 Cl*^ >J I ) "Immortal Liberty", the translators 
manage to produce the structure and the tone of English 
poetry in matters pertaining to inversion and negation. This 
remarkable feature can be portrayed in the use of "cast me 
forth", "sweet unto me there are", and "confine me not" in 
the following extract: — ,
G  -
1 5 ^ - ^  ^  ^  1 If* 1
q J * ^
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When I die, cast me forth in the plain:
Sweet unto me there are both life and death. 
Confine me not in the tomb:
Hateful unto me is prison, though I be dead.
( See Appendix A-8;E-24)
Other translated works, published in the 1970*s include 
Al-Udhari (1974a) and (1974b). The first of these works, 
published in Leeds, is mainly concerned with Al-Bayati, whose 
poem, To Anna Seghers, Author of * The Dead Stay Young1 is of
great value. The translation of this poem can be accounted
for as proof of the fact that literal method of translation 
which is advocated by Newmark (1988), seems successful when 
applied to translating Iraqi poetry (see 4.3.4.2). In this 
respect, the following extract, translated by Al-Udhari,
shows no deviance from the original Arabic version:
"Blood.... on the trees
On the foreheads of the black guards
And on the stones
On the eyes of the moon nailed to the wall. 
On the lamps 
On the flowers"
The translator of the above-mentioned poem uses the lexeme, 
"nailed", instead of "hung" or "executed" to clarify the
j  I I
' 6 I M » \-
s'
(Al-Udhari, 1974a: 54-59)
potential meaning implicit in the Arabic word
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which refers to "crucifixion”. Although Al-Udhari uses 
literal translation process, he tends to agree with Newmark 
1982: 146) in selecting the "most fitting" expression.
Newmark states:
"Where the target language has a number of 
synonyms to express the sense of a source 
language word, the translator should choose 
the word he considers stylistically most 
fitting (congruent, adequat) rather than the 
word that most obviously translates the source 
language word."
What has to be stressed here is that both of Al-Udhari's
(1974) works have formed a solid foundation for his invaluable 
translated anthology which appeared in 1986. In this an­
thology, fifteen Iraqi poems have been translated, with an 
introduction shedding more light on modern literary movement 
of the century^3^ .
Issa Boullata's translated collection (1976) is another 
worthwhile anthology of free verse. As an advocate of this 
modern verse, he points out that "free verse poets are sin­
cerely preoccupied with an understanding of life".
(I. Boullata, 1976: xi). But this can be an exclusively 
biased decision if we forget the role played by Conventional 
poets, such as ^Al-Jawahirl, ^s-Safl *An-NajafI, and
Jamaluddln. Suffice it to mention here a few lines from
-  -  / * * \Jamaluddln's poem ( S 1 ^  ) "In the Mother's Lap", where
I / -
he addresses London to show how the conventionalists "tickle" 
our feelings when they tackle topics related to life:
^^See Al-Khaleej newspaper (Abu Dhabi) No. 2620, 22 June, 
1986.
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One day came I with clouds so black crammed
in my head
So noisy in its temples heard I something
destroyed;
The ice at his temple has turned into live coal
There She received me by her bosom , her arms ,
her mouth, her all
And in a motherly kindness —  a baby in poorness
weaned —
Rested I my head in a lap more blissful than the
bliss itself,
When all at once the clouds cleared up, my
tears smiled.
(My translation)
Jayyusi (1977) believes that we cannot separate poetic 
activities from political debates of any era in history. 
Concerning the translation of poetry, a close investigation 
of her study shows that first, she pays similar attention to 
the conventional poets and to those who advocate free verse 
and prose poems. Secondly she collaborates with Christopher 
Tingley, a native speaker of English, to translate the sel­
ections used for her references; and finally, and perhaps 
most importantly, she and Tingley translated poetry into 
prose in the form of a passage. Perhaps they use this medium 
i.e. prose, to have more freedom to convey the meaning of the 
SL. To highlight this last point, here is an extract they 
translate from’Al-Jawahirl:
- ^  ✓
”1 hate malignant death and its phantom as 
I hate the phantoms of deceivers and frauds. 
[it fed^my maturity with my youth, it fed 
my old age with my maturity, and grants an 
end to my old age; a wolf lurking for me , 
watching me, on its fangs the blood of my 
brothers, my relatives and my friends.”
(Jayyusi and Tingley,in Jayyusi, 1977; 202)
The role of the London-based Iraqi Cultural Centre in sup­
porting and financing works on translation cannot be under­
estimated. For instance, Buland Al-Haydari's poem,
”01d Age", which was translated by Khouri and Algar
in 1974, was also republished in the Cultural Magazine UR 
(1978). In the same issue of this Iraqi magazine. , Stewart 
(1978) has also translated another poem from Al-Haydari,
manages to amalgamate two lines from the original verses into 
one line of verse when translated into English, as in the 
following extract:
entitled (  ^ ) "Sterility", in which he (Stewart)
dl U a
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and there, behind closed windows
large, hollowed eyes,
frozen with waiting for children
fearful that the day will finish....with the road
(Stewart, 1978: 45)
Indeed > this process, i.e. the process of uniting or 
amalgamating two or more lines of SL verse into one line of 
TL verse, might give translators more freedom to group 
certain manageable "chunks" or units of meaning together 
in order to make the TL version more comprehensive to the 
English reader.
Shamaa (1978) analyses certain problems of Arabic to English 
translation, emphasising the fact that areas pertaining to 
gender, images and tenses should be carefully tackled when 
translating from Arabic into English, and indeed, our review 
of the literature, and of our corpus, indicates that these 
areas should be given priority when rendering Arabic poetry 
into English. This is due to the fact that poetry relies 
heavily on emotive meanings and on images which can, in 
Arabic poetry, be incongruent with those used by English 
people. Therefore, any deviation can cause misleading am­
biguities (see Chapter 5).
At this juncture in our review of the literature on Iraqi 
poetic translation, one has to remember Bakalla's (1981) 
study on modern Arab poetesses, in which he quotes selections 
of verse translated by other scholars whenever he analyses 
topics related to Arabic language and literature. This
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phenomenon, i.e. quoting other people's translated extracts, 
is rather different from what other scholars, such as 
Nicholson (1907), Haywood (1971), Abdal-Halim (1975), and 
Badawi (1975a), do whenever they want to provide an expo­
sition of anY literary or any linguistic subject. In general, 
those scholars usually translate all verses they want to use 
as a reference or an example to clarify a certain issue. In 
what follows, we can mention one extract quoted by Bakalla 
(1981: 206) from Kamal Boullata (1978: 17):
b‘l 'J L_J 'j j u  >
j w M  I I I *   b I
bl
The Night asks me who I am
Its impenetrable black, its unquiet secret I am 
Its lull rebellions 
I veil myself with silence 
Wrapping my heart with doubt....etc.
Bannani (1982) has also translated and edited poetic selec-
9 —
tions of many Arab poets, including As-Sayyab of Iraq. His 
translation of ’As-Sayyab's poem, Garcia Lorca, could be taken 
as a conspicuous example or proof of the fact that Iraqi 
poetry also deals with international themes and concepts-.
Here is an extract from that poem:
jyXi ^  A_-Ji ^
^ Iaj>J I  ^,*U~ A *.» J Li-M
t t-AO o * 1—*J
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His heart is like a hearth 
its fire feeds the hungry 
its water boils and blows 
Cleansing the bowels of the earth.
(Bennani, 1982: 22)
The above-mentioned extract, however, needs two explanatory 
comments, the first of which revolves around the lexeme 
( • .. ) tan-nur. This lexeme is —  in our Iraqi culture
and folklore—  connected with "bread” and "the hungry"; 
therefore, using the "hearth" when translating tan-nur 
could be considered as an example of inappropriate word- 
choice referred to by Duff (1980) in his book, The Third 
Language. The reason is that we all know that "hearth" is 
connected with "warmth" and "winter" which is alien to what 
the poet means.
The second worthwhile comment concerns the two lexemes 
( ^ ) jafrimuhu and ( L ) tufanuhu which have dis­
appeared in the translated version. This can be considered 
as an example of undertranslation, since the lexeme, "tufan" 
is of great significance; it refers to a culture-bound 
religious theme (see Chapter 5).
Bishai (1986), in her translation of the same poem, Garcia 
Lorca, uses the word "furnace" for tan-nur, creating a 
similar semantic detour, since the word "furnace" is linked 
with factories and industry: it is rather far from what is 
intended by the poet in this context:
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"There is a furnace in his heart
Its fire feeds the hungry
And water sizzles in its hell.
Its blood purifies the heart from evil."
(Bishai, 1986: 21, 35)
This critical issue, namely, reference to religious and cul­
ture-bound elements, will undergo careful scrutiny in 
Chapter Five. However, one should not halt at the frontier 
of the above-mentioned extract, and leave the rest of 
Bishai1s translated anthology untouched. For example, her 
translation of ^Vs-Sayyab’s poem Take Me, reveals conciseness 
and "fidelity" in transferring the meaning intended by the
poet (Appendix: A-23; E-35):
* L» \ If. 1
*-t “J ^ jy*—  ^ o p 
• j!_^JI ^  £.U yJi
/y
"Take me to the heights,
Let me fLy through the heavens 
Like the echo of a song,
Gurgles of laughter or a cloud.
Take me , for the rocks of gloom 
Are dragging my soul 
Down a bottomless sea."
In her translated poems from ^ s-Sayyab, the publication of 
which has been sponsored by UNESCO, she seems obsessed by 
this poet, and his way of looking at life. In an introduction 
to these selected poems (1986: 16) , Bishai observes that, 
like the English poet, Tennyson, As-Sayyab is preoccupied with 
the notion^, of death, .yet , one can notice that , whereas. 
Tennyson : doe is not have the element of hope in his poetry , 
"Xs-Sayyab presents such element as in :
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Every tear of the hungry and of the naked ,
Every drop spilled from the blood of the slaves , 
Is a smile waiting for new lips ,
Or a rosy nipple in the mouth of a new-born babe 
In the world of tomorrow , the bestower of life .
( See Appendix: E-51 )
The final stage in this review concerns Izzidien*s anthology 
Songs from Baghdad (1984). The work of translation for this 
small anthology has been the outcome of many people inter­
ested in translation and in literature, names such as 
Bosworth, Morris and Hawari, each of which translates a poem
felicitously aiming to convey to the TL readers the deep
( -4 }heart-felt emotions of the poet . However , the pivotal
theme surrounding most of Izzidien’s poem is spiritual love
as in: •*< 6 \ '
f ’
 ^f>J ^ 3  qr* 6 \
J ^ ^3
This is translated by Morris (1984: 26) as:
Lovesick he is, and longing for you?
Should he declare it
Or should it be revealed?
But when he does reveal his love, you all
reproach him 
With heart inflamed and overcome with passion.
Izzidien has also included, in some of his poems, references 
to fictitious characters to add rigor to these poems. For
 ^4^See the Introduction to these selections of translated 
texts by Cowan, Page 3.
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instance, in his poem, A Shahrazad Love-Song, he tends to 
refer to a love-story from >alf layla wa lay!a, making 
himself Shahriar and referring to his beloved as Shahrazad. 
Hawari (1984: 10,12) translates the poem, where the inclusion 
of a footnote could be very helpful to the English readers 
who have never come across these two characters, namely, 
Shahriar and Shahrazad.
”0 Shahrazad, the curtains of night falls:
Now let us enjoy visions of beauty.
• • • •
Blame not (Shahriar) for love,
No succour could he obtain!"
To sum up this review of the literature, one has to stress 
the fact that translating Iraqi poetry into English is a 
recent issue which gained impetus during the seventies and 
eighties when many scholars, researchers and students of 
translation focussed on this interesting area. Yet, the 
majority of those people seemed interested in poetry pert­
aining to Free Movement of Iraqi Verse. Here, the impact of 
English poetry has been pinpointed in Iraqi poetic texts.
Furthermore, this review has also shown how certain scholars 
believe that translating Arabic poetry cannot represent the 
effect of the original. However, many extracts of translated 
texts have been presented to highlight the fact that such
Jt J l
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a viewpoint cannot be taken for granted, leaving the issue 
open for more scrutiny in the subsequent chapters.
Finally, this review has displayed efforts aimed at trans­
lating poetry into poetry, and how translators try to imitate 
English poetry by using certain formal constructions, such 
as negation and inversion. Other issues, such as inter- 
textual relationships between the poems and other texts have 
also been briefly tackled as an introduction to what will be 




2.1 The Language Barrier and Translation
The language barrier has been one of the most crucial problems 
facing various nations all over the world. In general, this 
barrier could hinder the dissemination of knowledge and the 
transfer of civilisation and technology from one area to another, 
and in order to highlight the significance or the seriousness 
of this issue, i.e., the language barrier, one need only think 
about hundreds of thousands of books, newspapers, magazines, 
theses and dissertations, pamphlets, etc., published in various 
world languages every year, and the necessity of putting these 
publications —  especially scientific and technical books —  
within the reach of people concerned.
Moreover, this language barrier has been, and still is, the 
cause of many misunderstandings and conflicts among many nations 
and states claiming, for example , sovereignty over certain 
territorial areas, both on land and at sea. It is worth noting 
that the developing nations can be retarded in their economic 
and political development by language diversity. In this res­
pect, Coveney (1970:16) states that
Language diversity in an under-developed country 
can slow down economic development by preventing 
occupational mobility and the spread of innovating 
techniques. Moreover, under-development may 
perpetuate language diversity by isolating people 
belonging to different language groups and pre­
venting them from communicating with each other.
However, Coveney believes that "if language diversity is a 
contributory factor in under-development, then language uni-
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fication could be considered as a necessary part of develop­
ment planning" (op.cit.).
Besides problems caused on this inter-state level, language 
barrier has left its remarkable impact on the intra-state 
level, i.e., within the borders of a country. This final 
problem is noticeable in bilingual or multi-lingual states, 
such as Canada and Switzerland (Bourhis, 1982), and many Asian 
states, such as Sri Lanka and India where many local languages 
exist, and where people often wonder which of these languages 
can be termed as the official language(s) of the state, a 
case which can endow it/them with special prestige. Yet, one 
has to remember that the prestige granted to the high variety 
over the low variety in a diglossic society is different from 
the bilingual case mentioned above ( See Chapter 3).
However, this dominating issue, viz. the case of deciding 
which language can be considered official, has also affected 
language-planning in schools, which has been "a matter of 
educational, political and social significance" where "new 
language policies will be developed and old policies revised" 
(Hornby, 1977: 2). In India, for instance, English has been 
adopted as an official language, and as a means of unifying all 
the peoples of this sub-continent, whereas in Canada, English 
and French are used side by side.
On a wider international scale, the problem of facing language 
barriers is much more complicated. One solution to these
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barriers, albeit an ambitious one, would be to adopt an 
artificial language, such as Esperanto or Interlingua, to 
unify all peoples of the world —  despite distinctive diff­
erences in their aims and aspirations —  into one speech 
community. But, no one should forget that although Esperanto, 
for instance, is "the native language of no one and therefore 
gives nobody an unfair advantage" (Trudgill, 1983a: 160), it 
can still be looked upon as an imposed language which cannot 
be instinctively acceptable.
Another optimistic solution to the language barrier is to 
select one of our living natural languages and adopt it as a 
universal language. In this respect, one may wonder which of 
the world's 3000+ languages could be adopted for this purpose, 
and on what bases or criteria the choice will be carried out, 
since we all admit that all languages are equally perfect, 
beautiful and useful to the communities who use them, and that 
no linguist has the power or right to state that language A is 
inferior to language B!
Broadly speaking, this issue of an artificial language has 
encoutered many impedimenta; in particular, it conflicts with 
the fact that a national language is an important ingredient 
of identity and nationalism. For this reason alone, an 
artificial language could never be internationally accepted. 
Thus, in an important sense, the language barrier remains with 
us despite many efforts exerted by linguists, sociologists, 
policy-making bodies, and international organisations to 
create and use one universal language. However, until this 
"Utopian dream" becomes a reality, translation will continue
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as an active and necessary means for information transfer 
even after this "one language" has been created, and used by 
all peoples of the world, since we need to render all pre­
viously written books and other publications into this newly- 
born language!
One final question remains pertinent to this section of the 
thesis, and that is: Can foreign language learning success­
fully eliminate, or completely abolish the language barriers, 
and the role played by translators all over the world?
When attention is focussed on this question, one has to 
admit the valuable role played by foreign language teaching 
in breaking down the language barriers. Yet, it will never be 
able to replace the significant role played by interpreters 
and translators for the following reasons:
First, foreign language learning is a long process, consuming 
time and effort which may never be alloted by very busy 
scholars and scientists interested in absorbing the rapid pro­
gress of science and technology (each in his own field), let 
alone the layman. In this respect, readiness and time factors 
are essential.
Second, which language(s) to learn. Will the learning of 
French, for example , suffice and help a Czech scientist know 
everything about this rapid progress? Or, are Spanish and 
Italian helpful to attain the required results?
Recently, many scholars seem enthusiastic about helping 
scientists with their job. For instance, Coveney (1975) tends
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to support the notion of integrating the foreign language 
study with the technical syllabi so that scientists can have 
a better communicative ability while working in other countries. 
Although such a programme has been worthwhile and construc­
tive at Bath, it is confined to a limited number of students 
enrolled at Bath University. However, this experience could 
be useful if applied worldwide.
Third, the problems of funding, and of recruiting the teaching 
staff to undertake this great project, namely, the project of 
teaching languages to scientists. Therefore, translation will 
remain one of the pivotal processes for the dissemination of 
knowledge and transfer of technology for generations to come.
LSP (Language for Specific Purposes) will be supportive, but 
never replace or displace the importance of translation.
2.2 Translation as a Craft: A Brief Overview
Translation, or interpretation, as an art, a craft and a pro­
fession has been the central concern of many people working as 
mediators between various parties speaking different lan­
guages, or as scholars whose aim is to explore various 
aesthetic and valuable treasures hidden in works composed in 
other languages. This means that translators or interpreters 
work to bridge the gaps naturally created —  by language bar­
riers—  among various societies. Hence, the history of trans­
lation must be the history of mankind in the wider sense 
(Finlay, 1971), and therefore, it is rather difficult to give 
a detailed account of the history of translation in a few 
pages. However, one can go back as far as the Babylonian
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Empire when translation was a well-established tradition. 
Certainly, there must have been strong inter-Empire links: 
links with other nations in India, Persia and Egypt who re­
quired mediators facilitating various aspects of relations, 
including trade. In this respect, Pinchuck (1977: 16) 
emphasises that "the multilingual inscriptions whose deci­
pherment has given us access to many forgotten languages of 
antiquity are translations". Similar worthwhile inscriptions 
have also been found in Egypt in recent years.
It is nonetheless apparent to almost all researchers that 
translation in the past was mainly connected with Greek, Latin, 
and Arabic. Before the Christian era, Greece was the centre 
of civilisation and knowledge for many centuries, when philo­
sophy, literature, chemistry, medicine and other disciplines 
flourished. Consequently, there was a need to translate 
various scientific and literary works into Latin as it became 
the lingua franca of Europe; and at this stage, we have to 
refer to the Latin scholars, Catallus and Cicero, for their 
invaluable services in Greek-Latin translation. (See Bassnett- 
McGuire , 1980).
With the rise of the Roman Empire, the art and craft of trans-
olation acquired an imprtant role in the dissemination of 
knowledge, and the spread of Christianity all over the world. 
During that time, the two eminent names, Cicero and Horace, 
remind us of the introduction of two significant notions 
pertaining to translations, namely, "word for word" and "sense 
for sense". Basnett McGuire (1980: 44) reminds us that those
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translators (Cicero and Horace) "make an important dis­
tinction between word for word and sense for sense (or
figure for figure) translation". Moreover, Cicero and 
Horace's main concern was not only to render texts literally 
into TL, namely Latin, but to enrich the TL version as well. 
Therefore, sense for sense translation was commended at 
that time, and translation was considered as a process of 
comparative stylistics. Many readers at that time (the 
elite in particular) know both Latin and Greek; so, they 
tried to appreciate and evaluate the translated versions of 
any works, as long as these versions possessed the merits 
and the richness of a well-written text.
After the spread of Islam, and following the Arab conquest
of Egypt and Syria in the seventh century (A.D.), Greek re­
mained the language of teaching and writing in these areas 
(Ullmann, 1978), and University of Alexandria in Egypt 
participated —  to a large extent —  in both preserving and 
disseminating Hellenic treatises, such as Synopsis of works 
on Medicine, the sixteen basic works of the Greek physician, 
Galen, and the book on Pediatrics written by Paul of Aegina 
(ibid :8 .) * It is worth noting that these precious works 
were rendered into Arabic, and then from Arabic into other 
languages.
It was after the foundation of Baghdad, and during the reign 
of the Abbasid Caliph, ^Al-Ma* mun, who founded Bayta 1-Hikmah
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(The House of Wisdom), that translation reached its zenith.
3 _
Eminent translators such as Hunayan ibn- Ishaq, his son
>Ishaq, Yuhanna ibn al Batrlq, and Ibn Nacimah '’Al-Himsi 
• • • • •
and their contemporaries translated many works from and into 
Arabic. (See Gibb, 1963; Kruk, 1976; Khulusi, 1982).
It remains useful to mention that during ^Al-Ma* mun' s reign 
there were two major trends of translation from Greek into 
Arabic, the first of which was the word-for-word method.
This method did not work successfully and efficiently due to 
the incongruity between Arabic and Greek in matters related 
to problems of equivalence and syntax. The second trend, 
which was advocated by Hunayn ibn * Ishaq, ^Al-Jawharl, and 
others, was concept-for-concept translation. Proponents 
of the latter trend usually take the concept of the SL 
sentence, "irrespective of the number of words included in 
the SL sentence or in the TL senctence" (Khulusi, 1982:12).
At this juncture, we have to stress that the two notions of 
translation, namely, "concept-for-concept" and "word-for- 
word", which are often encountered in many recent books and 
articles, and which are often analysed and applied by mod­
ern scholars and translators, are by no means a "novel" 
invention. These two major problem areas had been discussed 
since "classical" times, and are still being discussed, 
although the terminology changes. For instance Steiner
(1975) looks at word-for-word translation process as "strict 
literalism, the word-for-word matching of interlingual 
dictionary", whereas Newmark (1982) uses the term "communi­
cative" versus "semantic" translation. However, these
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invaluable contributions, as well as others presented by
scholars such as Catford (I965) and Bassnett-McGuire (1980)
represent a series of efforts, added to those exerted by
early western translators, such as Cicero and Horace, and
by Abbasid translators, such as Hunayn Ibn 9 Ishaq and his
• •
contemporaries long ago.
Focussing once again on the Abbasid period, one has to 
admit that translation of Greek, Syriac or Persian works 
into Arabic contributed —  to a large extent —  to the elab­
oration of technical terminology in Arabic. Like modern 
translators who translate scientific or technical works from 
other languages into Arabic, those who translated medical 
works from Greek, Syriac or Persian faced the problem of 
rendering certain items which had no equivalents in Arabic.
To solve that problem, translators followed three methods:
First, they took the technical term as it is, i.e., unchanged 
into Arabic. An example of this is the word "to xirion" 
meaning "desiccative powder", which later became "iksirin" 
in Arabic.
Secondly, those translators arabised the foreign words with 
loan renderings, and this process is the commonest among 
all other methods. For example, "alopekia" meaning "fox 
sickness" became "da^ it -t^a^lab. .
Thirdly, they used old Arabic terms in a terminologically 
restricted sense. For instance, "ramad" meant in Arabic 
"any eye inflammation". It was then applied by doctors as 
equivalent of "ophthalmia" trachoma, and so on (see Ullmann, 
1978., Chapter 2 ).
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It is worth mentioning that early Arab scholars have given 
us their opinion in matters related to translating poetry . 
For instance , "’Al-Jahiz ( d. 868 A.D ) , in his book "Kitabu 
1-hayawan n , edited and annotated by Haroun ( 1968 ) , 
claims that poetry is untranslatable , and should there­
fore be left untranslated • Focussing on Arabic poetry ,
p  —
Al-Jahiz maintains that w if poetry is translated,the 
poetic form disintegrates , the rhythm disappears and all 
beautiful and admirable features of that poetry are lost.
( ibid:75 ).
It is rather difficult to agree with \l-Jahiz1s point of
♦ *
view concerning translating poetry . An initial investig­
ation of the corpus of Iraqi poetic texts indicates that 
many poems have been faithfully and with varying degrees 
of success translated into English , and therefore , it 
might be unrealistic if one tries to discredit the 
invaluable efforts invested in translating these texts 0 
This point will be clarified in Chapter Four and Chapter 
Five . ( Also , see Appendix: A-lO;E-56 ; A-2; E-15;
The final point in this section will be alloted to trans­
lation from and into Arabic in the twentieth century. It 
is worth noting that >this activity has flourished in many 
parts of the Arab world 0 Many institutions and univers­
ities in Egypt , Morocco , The Lebanon , Iraq , as well 
as in other countries , such as Syria , Jordan and the 
United Arab Emirates have already inaugurated courses , in 
English -Arabic translation 0
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Also, we should not underestimate the role of Arab acade­
mies in supporting this discipline (see Bakir, 1984). For 
instance, the Permanent Bureau of Arabization in Rabat, 
which was established in 1961, published a linguistic 
journal called 11 Al-lisan al- arabi”. This journal covers 
various linguistic and literary areas, and publishes many 
glossaries in English, Arabic and French. In 1970, after 
the establishment of ALECSO (Arab League Educational, 
Cultural and Scientific Organisation), the Permanent 
Bureau of Arabization in Rabat was attached to it.
In America, the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), George­
town University in Washington, and Indiana University 
(Bloomington), are already conducting research in trans­
lation. ( See ,.for instance , Mouakkat ,.1986 ) ,
In the United Kingdom, Bath University can be considered one 
of the pioneers in conducting M.A. taught courses in Ling­
uistics and Translation. The second five-year plan is in 
progress at this University, which stresses developing a 
high level of competence in the students’ ability to trans­
late from and into Arabic. Coveney (1983; 4) maintains that 
this course
"also aims to deepen the students’ under­
standing of the structure of English and 
Arabic, as well as to broaden their know­
ledge of linguistic variation in order to 
increase their sensitivity to translational 
equivalence between the two languages. The 
degree scheme includes translation from and 
into Arabic of material of an economic, legal 
political and technical nature."
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Finally, one has to mention that much research has already 
been done at London, Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Salford, 
Manchester as well as other universities, which promises 
well for the future of this discipline, i.e. translation^^.
2.3 Translation: Definition of the Notion 
The essence of translation lies in the meaning or in the 
message embedded or "concealed” in the intra-language levels, 
including syntactic, stylistic, semantic and pragmatic 
aspects. The transference occurs on the inter-language 
level, i.e., between any two languages, in a process des­
cribed as "textual approximation" at all linguistic levels 
(Wilss, 1982), or what Sa^adeddin (1987) refers to as 
"target-world experiential matching". This process, however, 
depends largely upon the world-knowledge shared by the 
author and his reader/translator. This issue will be tackled 
later in (2.4). Yet, it is worthwhile to survey certain 
definitions set forth by eminent authorities in the field of 
translation, and deduce what might be relevant to our res­
earch on the translatability of Iraqi poetry in the second 
half of this research.
It is well-known among linguists and translation specialists 
that "translation is a process of presenting a text in a 
language other than that in which it was originally written" 
(Finlay, 1971:1). This definition focuses on the "text",
C D Many theses done in some of these universities; ;will be 
referred to in the bibliography at the end of this 
thesis.
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which represents a worthwhile and an advanced step towards 
looking at, or examining something above word level 
or sentence level. Although this definition seems to shed 
little light on all the elements involved in the trans­
lation processes, it forms a good starting point towards 
more solid research in this area, i.e., translation. In 
the following paragraphs, a closer examination of other 
definitionsjset forth by other authorities , will be conducted.
One of the worthwhile definitions comes from Catford 0 965s 
35) who states that translation is the replacement of tex­
tual material in one language (SL) by equivalent textural 
material in another language (TL).
Bassnett-McGuire (1980: 2) argues that
"what is generally understood as translation 
involves the rendering of a source language 
(SL) into the target language (TL) so as to 
ensure that (1) the surface meaning of the 
two will be approximately similar and (2) the 
structures of the SL will be preserved as 
closely as possible but not so closely that 
the TL structures will be seriously 
distorted."
Newmark (1982: 7) believes that translation is a "craft 
consisting in the attempt to replace a written message and/ 
or statement in one language by the same message/statement 
in another language."
Finally, we have to mention how Wilss (1982: 28) points out 
that
"Translating is a linguistic formulation 
process encompassing a wide spectrum of inter­
lingual transfer procedures ranging from
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literal translation (and its extreme form, 
the interlinear version) to free paraphrasing 
of a text in the TLM.
Focussing on these definitions, and on others presented by 
various scholars, such as Forster (1958), Nida (1969a), 
and House (1977a), we can tentatively proceed to state that 
translation revolves around four major points:
First, it is a process which involves "transfer" or "mig­
ration" from one language into another. This migration 
stresses the role played by the lexemes, syntax, semantics, 
as well as pragmatics of both TL and SL. At this point, we 
have to emphasise how the world knowledge possessed by the 
translator can influence the translated version (see 2.4.1).
In translating poetic texts, which are —  in general —  full 
of metaphoric, symbolic, culture-bound, etc. elements, 
translators should not only know, or rely on the meanings 
of the SL or TL components, i.e., semantics, but on their 
use (pragmatics) as well. This means that the world- 
knowledge, shared by the author/poet, and the reader/trans­
lator, will enable the translator to gain the "highest 
degree of textual approximation" (Wilss, 1982), required in 
any faithful translation.
Secondly, since the field of translation is organically 
linked with languages —  bridging the gaps between any two 
languages —  it can be considered as a sub-branch of Linguistic 
Science. Here, one has to stress the fact that in trans­
lating technical texts, Such as texts pertaining to physics 
or chemistry, which can be categorised under "standardized 
language" (Newmark, 1982), or (LSP) "Language for Special
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Purposes” (Wilss, 1982), Linguistics can be very helpful to 
translators. Specialised bilingual dictionaries can be 
helpful too.
In these texts, translators usually encounter lexemes per­
taining to a particular field, say Chemistry. For instance, 
steam-jacket, brine, batch process, proportioning pump, and 
heat exchanger, are parts of the chemical terminology, i.e. 
the jargon of this disciplined ^ . in general, each of such 
terms has one specific meaning commonly known by specialists 
in Chemical Engineering.
Yet, in translating literary texts, and in particular, poetic
texts, linguistics can help translators to a certain extent,
since these texts, in general, include what Newmark (1982:
17) refers to as ”non-standardized language". Certainly,
these texts often include certain aesthetic features, poetic
licence or deviance, symbolic and metaphoric elements and so
forth, which make the translator's job a creative one, or as
Newmark puts it "a craft and an art” (op.cit.). For instance,
in the following lines, quoted from the Iraqi poet,^As-Safi
• •
p  —  >  —
An-Najafi, the word " al-fala" does not simply mean a "desert" 
in the poem; it refers to freedom:
,  t b J I } ^
^ ^ J-i-----^  ^
L« jju (j  ^^ &*■> ^ x
(2) These terms are encountered in one page, in a book
entitled The Language of Chemical Engineering in English 
by Hughson C1979).
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Khouri and Algar (1974: 75) translate that term into ’’plain” 
which could be more graspable to the English readers, who 
look at the countryside as a peaceful, quiet place , and 
where one can find more freedom than living in the city:
’’When I die, cast me forth in the plain:
Sweet unto me there are both life and death.
Confine me not in the tomb
Hateful unto me is prison, though, I be dead."
Thirdly, The translation process is related to written texts, 
and not to the spoken media, which is generally linked with 
"interpretation”. In this respect, one has to take into 
consideration the fact that the translator is left with the 
written text (a document, a book, a treatise, a poem, etc.), 
whose author may be absent, or even dead, and the trans­
lator has to treat all the nuances or ambiguities of the 
texts, including the culture-bound and inter-textual fea­
tures. However, it must be stressed that the process which 
involves dealing with texts ( elements -above individual 
words or the single sentence), should be studied as a process 
of interaction between the author (poet, novelist, etc.), 
translator, and reader of translation (de Beaugrande, 1978). 
Here, one has to stress that the most recent approach of 
many translation specialists is that translating is a text- 
oriented process (Chau, 1984) which revolves mainly around 
the following aspects:
First, the text is regarded as the relevant unit of trans­
lating, but sentences and lexemes, which form the ingred­
ients of any text, are also important.
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Second, translation is not studied merely as a comparison 
between two texts, but as a process of interaction between 
author, translator and TL readers.
Third, the focus of studies of translation is on the strat­
egies of language use in relation to context, rather than 
text features alone.
Fourth, the pragmatics of the SL texts is emphasized.
Finally, the concept of equivalence, launched in the sixties, 
is replaced by that of adequacies, although these two con­
cepts are intimately inter-related.
However, all these concepts, viz, equivalence, adequacy, 
appropriacy (Duff, 1981) etc, are centered on using the 
right expression or stretch of language in the right place. 
This sensitive issue is related to whether the style is 
formal, informal, and the degree of formality; technical, 
non-technical and the degree of technicality and so forth.
On this, Wilss (1982) tends to agree that translational 
equivalence (TE) is an "empirical phenomenon", which can 
only be solved for each individual translation. It is a 
text-oriented, or a translator-oriented issue, where trans­
lators often have "choices". This is supported by the fact 
that the meaning of a word is a collection of many indivi­
dual uses of it, in verbal and non-verbal contexts (Hass, 
1986). Here, the translator can choose —  from a set of 
synonyms «*— the most suitable and adequate for the text he 
or she is translating. For instance^ in translating a 
text taken from Political Science or Geography, one
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should remember that continental shelf does not simply mean
an ordinary "shelf" where one stacks books, or a shelf in a
(?)supermarket, and in phonetics, the term assimilation J has 
a technical meaning used exclusively by specialists in this 
field.
In translating Iraqi poetry into English, one should be 
aware of any lexeme "penetrating" from Colloquial Iraqi 
Arabic into any poem, since in Arabic, there exists what 
sociolinguists refer to as "diglossia". This controversial 
issue will be highlighted in (3.4).
2.4 Arabic - English Poetic Translation
As mentioned earlier in Review of the Literature, Arabic- 
English poetic translation is rather a novel area, gaining 
much impetus during the second half of this century when it 
inspired many translators in the Middle East, in the U.K. 
and in the United States of America to investigate and 
convey the aesthetic elements involved in this form of 
creative writing, i.e. poetry. This fascinating area, which 
falls under the general field of literary translation, 
requires a sympathetic understanding of linguistic and 
aesthetic aspects of both Arabic and English, two languages 
of different origins, and of incompatible cultures, and an 
absorption of assimilation, by the translator, of the phil­
osophy and culture or tradition "mingled" in, or expressed 
by these linguistic aspects. This argument, which can also
'in Arabic "continental shelf"_means ( al-jurfi.1-qarri) 
and "assimilation” means (^idgam).
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be applied to any text, can roughly be portrayed in Fig. (1), 
which shows how the issue of translation is not merely 
linked with the surface structure of the sentence, or with 
the linear arrangement of the words in the text, but with 
elements stored in the translator's memory, i.e., exper­
ience , events, stories, history, love, hatred, religion, 
etc. In fact, the reader/translator, relying on his world- 
knowledge, and on pragmatic elements, gives or "injects" 
meaning into the text!
Figure 1
Basic Elements Involved in Translation
/  TL X 
Philosophy





» Lexemes, Syntax 
Semantics, Pragmatics
The Translator and His/Her 
(Linguistic + Cultural) World Knowledge
Whereas we have to admit that every utterance, or speech 
act, whether it is
(1) declarative, such as:
Spring is warm in England;
(2) interrogative, such as:
Who wrote "Song of the Rain"?
(3) imperative, such as:
Show me that poem, please;
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involves "philosophy” or "shared knowledge" among any two 
or more interlocutors, or as Clark and Clark (1977: 13) 
refer to as "co-operative enterprise", we have to stress 
that poetic performance involves a "larger" amount of 
creativity, which demands a deeper understanding and more 
intimate "co-operation" between the reader (translator) 
and the utterance (text) to pursue and grasp the gist of the 
message conveyed by the orthographic elements on the SL 
pages prior to transferring them faithfully to their TL 
equivalents. Therefore, any gap in this co-operation men­
tioned above would lead to deviation from the original text. 
(See Chapter Five).
At this point , one may go back and shed some light on the 
notion of "intimate co-operation" mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, and clarify that notion in the light of the 
translatability of Iraqi poetry into English.
A translator can have an intimate co-operation with his text 
if he has fully understood the poetic communication of the 
text, including the emotive and culture-bound dimensions of 
that poetic communication, which is "a type of communication 
through language that has an aesthetic function" (Posner, 
1982: 113). This intimate co-operation or "interaction" 
between the translator and his or her text may produce the 
effect of the SL version upon his or her TL readers. For 
instance, any translator, knowing the political scene of the 
fifties in Iraq, understands how Al-Jawahiri, in his poem, 
Lullaby of the Hungry, stirs people to revolt although he
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ironically uses the verb "nami" meaning "sleep". In fact, 
by using "nami", ^1-JawahirI means AWAKE!
> *+ IS*  ^ ^
 ^UJI 1 ^ dbuw
"Sleep! 0 hungry people and slumber!
Guarded by the angels of food"
(My translation)
Also in the same poem, there is a culture-bound feature, 
and that is the proper noun, Hadam, which is a symbol of 
"truth" and reality^4^ ,
 ^ i I »
m I cJ li \__*
✓ •
This is translated into English:
"Sleep, and argue not
The truth is only in Hadam1s speech."
(My translation)
2.4.1 Theory, Process and Product
Researchers and students of translation often wonder whether 
or not translation — like any other disciplines, such as 
chemistry or economics —  has a theory of its own , which 
"negotiates between languages whose utterances may be 
subtly or grossly incompatible" (Ebel, 1968: 50). To high­
light and answer this question, one has to investigate two 
basic points:
First, the meaning of theory, and why a novel theory emerges. 
The term "theory", which will be tackled in the following
^4^ Hadam was an Arab woman known to be truthful (see CAbdu 
1-Hamid, 1963: 14).
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paragraphs, refers to the general principles put forward 
or involved or followed in any action whatsoever, and which 
arise out of a pertinent need or a crisis. In this respect, 
the leading philosopher, Kuhn (1970: 74-75) says that, in 
general, novel theories emerge "after a pronounced failure 
in the normal problem-solving activity". Therefore, theories 
are inevitably needed by mankind to solve problems confronted 
in various aspects of life, and these theories may change, 
or "break down", if they fail to cope with the "paradigm- 
induced expectations that govern normal science" (ibid: 53).
Depending on these statements, we can safely say that 
general translator, and translators of poetry should have a 
theory since the whole process of translation is a "problem­
solving activity", and a linguistic exercise facing the 
"crisis" of transferring SL texts into TL texts.
Obviously, many modern translation specialists, such as 
Catford (1965), and Newmark (1982) tend to agree that there 
must be a "body of knowledge" that governs the process of 
translating. In this respect, Newmark (1982: 19) states that
"Translation theory's main concern is to 
determine appropriate translation methods 
for the widest possible range of texts or 
text categories. Further, it provides a 
framework of principles, restricted rules 
and hints for translating texts and criti­
cizing translations, a back-ground for 
problem-solving".
Secondly, the process of observing theories involved in 
translating texts. Here a pertinent question has to be
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answered: can we quantatively "measure" the process of 
translation like any researcher monitoring or watching an 
experiment on certain chemicals in a laboratory? Would a 
theory of translation lead us directly and straightforwardly 
to something like:
Remembering that translation can only be a science when 
dealing with LSP texts, i.e., standardised texts (Wilss, 
1982), and before trying to answer the question mentioned 
above, it is convenient in our linguistic analysis to focus 
on Nida's (1969a) article, in which he states that the 
whole process of translation goes from the source language 
to the receptor's language (TL) through text analysis, 
transfer and restructuring. This process has been portrayed 
in Fig. (2).
>  h 2 + 0 ?
Figure 2










Whereas we tend to agree with Nida’s thesis portrayed in 
the diagram above, we have to emphasise that the whole pro­
cess is not quantatively measurable or observable, and 
cannot be "practically" pictured or recorded, even by 
applying the most sophisticated apparatus. Yet, theoret­
ically one can relate, or represent schematically what is 
happening during the process of translation.
Generally speaking, as translators, we encounter the SL 
visual information represented by the orthographic signs 
or "signifiers" on the pages in front of us. This visual 
information, which can be referred to as the surface struc­
ture of the discourse, has to be processed through very 
complicated electrical cells of our nervous system. Using 
all our stored knowledge, our knowledge of the world (in­
cluding experiences, memories, stories, events, expectations 
wishes, etc.) of both Arabic and English, we start the pro­
cess of conveying the SL text into its TL equivalent.
Therefore, it is not the dictionary meanings that decide the 
translatability of any text; it is the knowledge possessed 
by translators, which lies beyond, around and above these 
meanings. This is perhaps the main reason behind the fail­
ure of machine translation in rendering simple texts, let 
alone the highly creative ones, i.e., the literary and 
poetic texts.
However, this is further evidence to support the importance 
of pragmatic dimensions in our understanding of poetic 
texts. These dimensions, which represent "the contextual 
relations between the text and the participants in the
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communicative act" (Hartmann, 1980: 68), i.e., poetic 
communication, cannot be fed into a machine as "templates" 
for translations. In translating Iraqi poetic texts, into 
English, translators should always be aware of the cross- 
cultural elements, the semiotic function of these elements 
and speech acts, as well as grammatical, lexical, etc. 
devices or links to produce coherent discourse.
Stressing the significant role played by the shared know­
ledge of the poet and his reader/translator in translating
any text, one could mention the following extract from the
> _
Iraqi poet, As-Sayyab
0 w.  ^ ' c 5
4 .!.« 1 t 6 *_> 1 IS*
ju --» Jl>- Jyjjj
• • •
o £ ^
JJ ^ jj ^  l S JLuO J I \ Li>.
* I fj-L> ^  I— fcj-?*-3
"As if walled, ancient Babylon 
Had returned once again!
♦ ♦ •
Its hanging gardens are sown 
With heads cut off by sharp axes."
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 100-3)
In the aforementioned verse , ( \ < u! H j»l \^W ) does not
simply mean any "hanging gardens" or "suspended gardens" 
which are designed nowadays. Our proof to this statement is 
that "hanging gardens" comes with "Babylon" in the same con­
text. The poet presupposes that his audience (readers,
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translators, analysts, etc.) understand that he refers to 
a city in ancient Iraq where a former Babylonian king built 
these gardens for his beloved wife, who loved and longed 
for the mountainous life. Yet, it might have been more 
helpful if the translators had written "hanging gardens" 
with capital letters, i.e. Han g in g Gar dens (see appendix:
E-12; E-13).
However, this argument brings us to a point where one has 
to mention two important notions related to the meaning of 
lexemes within a language.
First, one has to distinguish between meaning per designation,
i.e. the relationship between the significant (signifier) 
and signifie (signified); in other words, between the phono­
logical/graphological elements of a word, and the object1
or the notion it refers to, i.e., the semantic dimension of 
that word (see Wilss, 1982: 38).
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, one has to recognise 
the pragmatic dimension of the word, i.e. the relationship 
between the linguistic sign and its denotation, or what Leech 
(1974) refers to as meaning defined relative to speaker/ 
user of the language , namely, the communicative dimension.
To clarify this interesting point, let us return to the word 
"garden" mentioned in the extract on page 55. The relation­
ship between "g-a-r-d-e-n", /gad*n/, i.e. the "significant" 
and its "signified", namely, "a piece of ground used for 
growing flowers, fruits, etc." can be called designation,
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whereas the relationship between "gardens", in "Hanging 
Gardens" and "Babylon" which occurs in the same context 
takes audience/translators to their denotation. Hence, 
readers/translators give lexical elements their proper 
meanings (semantic plus pragmatic) when encountered in 
various contexts. In other words, translators "make choices" 
and attach the proper meanings to the lexemes as they appear 
in their syntactic patterning. Stressing the role played 
by context, Snyder (1981: 129) points out that
There is no such thing in any language 
as an utterance without context; every 
word, every phrase, every attempt at 
communication must occur in some context... 
A lexeme cannot be translated without 
regard to its meaning in the particular 
context.
In the light of the argument above, it is rather unsafe to 
translate, for instance, the term "course" out of context. 








et c . ...
AIsd, it is not always safe to try to give the meaning of 
a CDmpound by looking at its constituents. For instance, 
"basket ball" is different from "ball-basket", and "sky- 
shop" does not simply mean "a shop in the sky"! It is a 
shop, a duty-free shop in the airport. This is idiomaticity,
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created by ’’fusing" two or more units into one semantic 
unit.
However, when we take into consideration the context or the 
situation in which the linguistic elements occur, and the 
world knowledge each translator posses (of course, trans­
lators vary with the amount and "quality" of world knowledge 
each one posses), we may not be surprised when we encounter 
various translated versions of the same SL text.
In Arabic-English poetic translation, a highly-creative 
activity, our linguistic investigation reveals that trans­
lators can have different views, and therefore, a single
" * s
line of verse from ( j I  jtJ 1 ) "Song of the
Rain" has recieved these five different translations:
— r 1 I i s  J kJo Ll* I£■ (fj U-AS ’
* '
1. Loya (1968: 230) translates it as;
"Your eyes are two forests of palms at the hour 
of dawn"
2. Subhl (1968; 8) gives us another translation:
"Your eyes are two groves of palm trees 
During the hour of dawn."
3. Salima (1972: 118) comes with another translation:
"Your eyes twin forests of palm trees at dawn"
4. Al-Jdhari (1986: 29) presents this translation:
”7oir eyes are palm groves refreshed by dawn's 
breith"
5. Finilly, Bishai (1986: 24) translates it as:
"foir eyes are forests of palm at dawn"
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This above-mentioned .issue needs two further comments:
First, translating poetry, like composing poetry, depends 
on how translators manipulate the aesthetic elements, and 
not on the literal, surface meaning of lexemes that con­
stitutes the line of verse or the stanza;
Secondly, this colourful diversification and "inconsistencyM 
of the translations of a single line from Arabic lead us to 
believe that there are no "unified" or ready-made linguistic 
moulds or templates that can be employed when translating 
Iraqi poetry into English. Otherwise we could save our­
selves the effort and time by "feeding" a machine with these 
moulds and templates, and receive translations in seconds!
This issue, i.e., the colourful diversification of the 
translations of a single line from Arabic, reminds us of 
Wilss' invaluable conclusions in which he states that trans­
fer regularities would not "ever obtain the status of trans­
fer algorithms" (Wilss, 1982: 193). In this respect, one 
would tend to agree that in almost all world languages 
"syntactic, semantic and stylistic features can linguist­
ically be expressed in different ways" (ibid: 194) . In
translating poetry, this issue is of the utmost significance, 
since poetry is —  in general —  based on emotive language; 
and therefore, translators should not "sacrifice" meaning 
at the expense of stylistic beauty. However, this point 
will be cautiously regarded when analysing our corpus in 
the remaining chapters of this research.
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2.5 Translation of Iraqi Poetry: Criteria for Evaluation
2.5.1 Preliminary Remarks
The critic's point of view varies according to his or her 
understanding of the text, which largely depends —  as men­
tioned earlier —  on the world knowledge he or she possesses,, 
and the nature of the text submitted for evaluation. Ling­
uistic evaluative criticism should not merely offer subjec­
tive explanation or interpretation of a piece of prose or 
poetry, but it should analyse the literary works, and 
provide an objective account of the literary conventions, 
codes and extra-linguistic factors. Focussing on affinities 
between critics of literature and those interested in 
painting, Brower (1968: 15) says that "the critic of lit­
erature like the critic of painting must direct us to the 
medium if he wishes us to share adequately his experience 
of a particular work." Certainly, no job is more sensitive 
than to establish a criterion or criteria for the evalu­
ation of poetic translation, since poetry sometimes deviates 
from the norms set forth by previous generations of poets, 
or from the linguistic norms followed by the community; an 
issue which needs more clarification.
There is no doubt that the syntactic affinities between 
poetry and any other style are considerable. In fact, the 
grammatical structures of a style must reflect the native 
speaker's competence. Otherwise, they make no sense. Hence, 
the poet and the reader must have full grammatical compe­
tence in the SL for "deviance" to take place. If not, there 
is a danger of nonsense!
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At this stage, one may ask the following question: Do all
sentences in poetry behave like the following few lines 
taken from Matithew Arnold •:
"The sea is calm tonight
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; "(‘5 )
which can be represented by
S ___ > NP + VP ?
Broadly speaking, this is not so, and "it is common to find 
sentences in literature which cannot be generated by rules 
of grammar" (Widdowson, 1975: 25). However, it must be 
emphasized that deviant sentences can be interpreted within 
the context of literary writing in which they occur ag
the context of poetic communication entails a group of
general expectations concerning what will happen in the 
text (de Beaugrande, 1978). (6)
2.5.2 Poetic Licence and Translation
In English, poetic deviance has received much attention by 
linguists, critics as well as by translation practitioners. 
(See, for instance, Levin, 1965; Cruse, 1986).
One Of the most controversial examples of syntactic dev­
iance can be taken from . e.e. cummings :
"anyone lived in a pretty how town 
(with up so floating many bells down)
Spring, summer, autumn winter
he sang his didn’t, he danced his did"
 ^^^Quoted in Simonson (1977: 658).
( 6 )'Differences between syntactic deviance and semantic 
deviance will be treated in (4.1).
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Do we have the right to say that this verse is nonesense?
Or, can it be considered as syntactic deviance? It is 
commonly agreed that this is not a nonsensical utterance, 
although cummings does take poetic licence one stage further 
than most poets, using, for example, how as an adjective 
and didn1t and did as common nouns. Thorn (1969: 51) is 
right in saying that these sentences may "resist inclusion 
in a grammar of English". Yet, the word-order (apart from 
lack of co-ordinators) in the first and the fourth lines is 
grammatically acceptable.
This poem is important because, although it is highly 
deviant, it nevertheless contains structural signals or 
clues that enable the reader to recognise it as English, and 
reinterpret its elements as necessary, i.e., deduce that did 
and didn1t are functioning as nouns, and that how is func­
tioning as an adjective. According to Transformational 
Grammar, the main deviance in the aforementioned extract 
can be classified under two headings:
First, the violation of lexical rules which are:
a) Sub-categorization Rules which indicate that did is an 
auxiliary verb in the past tense, and that how is a question 
word.
b) Selectional Rules which determine that the verb "sang" 
collocates with a small number of objects, such as: "song, 
tune, opera, lyric, rhyme, etc." (On Selectional Restrictions 
see Jackendoff, 1972).
Second, the violation of syntactic rules by using neither 
prepositions, co-ordinators nor punctuation marks that are
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used in normal texts.
In spite of all this lexical and syntactic deviance, we 
have the SVO word-order in the first and the fourth line of 
the above-mentioned quotation. This normality is enough 
for the educated native speaker to make some sort of 
meaning out of highly deviant poetry.
The moral of this is that poetic licence has constraints, 
such as the constraints of the normal word-order, except 
when the poet wants to give his/her verse some sort of 
effect, for the sake of "rhyme or metre, or some other 
patterning" (Cruse, 1986: 7).
In Arabic poetry, poetic licence or deviance is, by no 
means, a rare phenomenon. This remark is supported by the 
common saying known by many educated Arabs:
are allowed to do things which other people have no right 
to do". Yet, in Arabic, poetic licence is rather different 
from the English example mentioned earlier in this section. 
Looking closely at this point, Wright (1859? 374) states 
that in Arabic "the poet may find himself obliged, by the
necessity), to make some slight change either in the con-
An interesting example of this "poetic necessity" would 
be to use some sort of contracted form of a word instead 
of its full form, i.e. on the morphological level. In this
which means: "Poets
exigencies of metre and rhyme C *. * \ I ;  ^  ^ . poetic
sonants, or in its vowels"^ ^
(7 )1 I have underlined the word slight for emphasis.
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respect, it is worth mentioning that the imperfect verb
( ^UuJI JjJJ 1 ) ^ ^ U- . 1 astati has been
.> <
contracted into asti in the following line quoted from 
Izziddien (1984: 42):
/^  ^  ^  ^ o  ^  ^ o ^
^  ^ 15^ .5— t. (j-* \ j^ JLc- W  j —~ *>3 I y } Li I
This "contraction" has not been done haphazardly; rather, 
it has been well-planned, i.e. on purpose, for the sake of 
rhythm. Translating this line , Khattab (ibid: 46) seems 
to have grasped this morphological deviance:
"Would I could, full of longing, 
walk on eyelids"
Yet, looking at this translation closely, readers may 
encounter an instance of syntactic deviance, which could 
mean that the translator is trying to parallel the deviance 
in Arabic by syntactic deviance in English. Of course, 
their non-deviant version may be:
"Would that I could, full of longing, 
walk on eyelids"
Another interesting phenomenon, pertaining to deviance in 
Iraqi poetry, is the inclusion of foreign words, English 
in particular, in certain verses. Such words are used in 
Arabic poetry, either because they have a certain power 
as they stand in the poem, or because the poet uses them 
ironically. The following line, quoted from Jamaluddin's 
poem, ( ^| ^ s ) In the Motherls Lap (1980),
r / .
where he addresses London, reveals how the poet uses the
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English word ’’sorry" transliterated in his poem:
e>  --  jT ^   ^ y
X^ JL»L cJi
which means:
"Sorry" said I "sweet lady, you are not 
so erroneous."
(My translation)
The final point is the inclusion of expressions borrowed 
from colloquial Iraqi in poems written in Standard Arabic. 
This point will be discussed later in (3.4.2) when the 
focus will be on diglossia and the translation of Iraqi 
poetry, where^As-Sayyab includes the word "darabik", 
meaning drums, in his poem "A Marriage in the Village":
cL— I Aju* dL IjjJ 1 jkj ^
I 1 -A-J J 1 cJ-i* JsJ I i," *
/
Loya (1968: 221-222) translates this line:
"The beat of the drums since dusk fell 
like fruits"
To conclude this analysis ofspoetic deviance in Iraqi 
poetry, one has to stress the following points:
First, poetic licence, similar to those mentioned above, 
is not common in Iraqi poetry translated into English.
An.investigation reveals that only sporadic instances of 
such deviance have been encountered in the corpus under 
invest igat ion.
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Second, poetic licence has been used by Iraqi poets for the 
sake of flow of rhythm, or to draw the readers' attention 
to certain expressions or events.
Thirdly, poetic licence does not seem to have formed an 
obstacle in the way of transferring the message from SL to 
TL, as these instances of poetic licence have been contex­
tually interpretable.
2.5.3 Approaches to Evaluation of Poetic Translation 
At first, one has to mention that there is no single 
criterion for the evaluation of poetic translation which 
has been taken for granted by scholars interested in this 
domain, i.e., translation. Every scholar or researcher 
has his own method of evaluation. However, in order to 
linguistically evaluate any translated version, one has to 
focus his or her attention on the merits of the version, on 
any aspect or aspects "deviation" from the original —  
particularly if the TL and SL have different grammatical 
constructions and incongruent culture-bound and folkloric 
features —  as well as on "the assimilation of foreign 
stylistic innovation, which sometimes influence the entire 
phrasing of the sentence" (Stetkevych, 1970: 96). Yet, 
one has to remember that linguistic evaluation cannot be 
completely objective because the critic or the researcher 
is a human being affected by likes and dislikes. However, 
even with the use of poetic language, which represents a 
special context (.de Beaugrande, 1978), researchers can
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present linguistic descriptions of the translated version, 
shedding considerable amounts of light on relevant issues 
valuable to translators and to trainee«-translators who 
make use of contrastive studies (see Emery, 1985: 173).
In what follows, we will explore the validity of two crit­
ical approaches relevant to translation of poetry:
1) Prescriptive (Legislative) Approach:
This traditional approach to literary criticism is often 
found in early books on rhetoric. This approach claims to 
teach the translator HOW to render a better version by 
giving him or her a series of rules or guidelines. This 
approach, which cannot be "paged" diachronically, is very 
much linked with the notion which believes that translation 
is a practice in comparative stylistics', However, this
type of evaluation was generally practised by the Eliza­
bethans, such as Dryden and other eminent scholars in later 
years, and is still used today by some. We would agree 
with Crystal (1969: 260), that those scholars, like many 
students of literature, "frequently begin their analysis of 
a text in a highly impressionistic way, relying on their 
innate sensitivity to produce the required results". This 
approach does not seem of much help to our linguistic in­
vestigation of translations of Iraqi poetry.
2) Descriptive Approach
This trend is the most recent approach to criticism follow­
ing the growth of linguistic and stylistics, which help u s —
( O ' )
'Bassnett-McGuire (1980) believes that this notion is 
linked with the Romans.
among other things to analyse the structure , and the mean­
ing of texts more precisely.
The structuralists segment languages in an empirical way, 
showing the effect of the segmental features (i.e. sentences, 
words, morphemes, phonemes) on speech and on writing. Al­
though the signifiers (i.e., letters, words, etc.) of 
normal sentences are systematically arranged in any utter­
ance, there is a risk in depending solely on this arrange­
ment to find out the entire meaning of the verse submitted 
for translation. In other words, we cannot rely only on 
the surface structure of the line of verse, which repres­
ents the visual information mentioned earlier, but on the 
underlying syntactic structure of that verse as well. On 
the other hand, there is a risk in rejecting the whole of 
the structuralist's thesis as invalid. In this respect, one 
tends to agree with Culler (1980: 65) that linguistics 
"offers a first step, certainly: re-write the poem or 
stanza as a series of distinctive feature matrices." This 
means that before translating the first line of verse from 
the following extract quoted from Simonson(1973:616) :
"Had we but world enough, and time,
This coyness, lady, were no crime."
(Andrew Marvel)
one has to "cut" it into its smaller elements which might 
help detect the meaning beyond these elements as a whole. 
This line for example has seven lexemes; seven free mor­
phemes; eight syllables and four iambic feet. Moreover, it
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can be termed as protasis or if clause of a conditional 
sentence , meaning:
"If we had but world enough, and time”
This could mean that one has to look for the other part of 
the poetic utterance, i.e. the main clause, to get at the 
meaning intended by the writer.
It is worth noting that translating involves two language 
systems, whereas descriptive linguistics is concerned with 
single systems (de Beaugrand, 1978). However, various 
approaches to language analysis serve as guidelines for 
translators to solve ambiguities and various shades of 
meaning related to deviance and metaphoric elements in the 
SL sentence.
For instance, transformational grammar relies on the in­
tuition of the native speakers and his/her ability in 
relating the surface structure of the sentence to its deep 
structure. Transformational grammarians, such as Chomsky 
(1965), tend to agree that, for example,
”The thief killed my old friend"
is derived from, or identical to:
"The thief killed my friend"
and "My friend is old"
which represent the deep structure of the sentence mentioned 
above (see Lyons, 1977). Yet, in the above-mentioned
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example, the ambiguity concerning "old friend", and similar 
structures, such as "flying planes" and "catching flies" 
(Akmajian, et al., 1984), and the like, can be resolved by 
reading the whole text. This means that translators "cannot 
translate isolated words or sentences unless they are part 
of a complete discourse which is usually embedded in a 
particular context or situation (Hartmann, 1980: 51).
Hence, textlinguistic studies aid us in evaluating trans­
lated versions of poetry. Stressing the importance of prag­
matic and semiotic elements (discussed earlier in 2-4.1) 
analysts can use their world knowledge, and their linguistic 
tools, such as contrastive grammar, cohesive devices etc. 
to evaluate the translated version, and see whether or not 
there is any "detour" from the SL text.
It is not difficult for researchers to see how competent 
translators deal with unfinished sentences in poetry, 
sentences like those encountered in the following quotation
  o _ ^
from Al-Haydari's poem ( r “  ) Barrenness :
jJa} \ 'jXj
: US'
<3*1* ■>«. > J ■« * ’ O m£-
C r -
“ j l i ^  J U J / l  ’a \ y j \
Khouri and Algar (1974: 127) have managed to follow the same 
style, and left the third line of SL verse as it is, i.e.
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unfinished, since it is coherent to the readers: coherent 
because cohesion has been maintained through the ’'parallel" 
repetition of the lexeme, "same":
"The same road,
The same houses,
Held together by profound exertion,
The same silence.
We used to say:
Tomorrow it will die,
And there will awaken 
From every house 
Young children's voices"
At this poiht^one has to refer to House's research on 
Translation Quality Assessment (1977a; 1977b). In her 
thesis, she tries to develop an eclectic model for assess­
ing the quality of translated texts related to science , 
commerce, journalism, tourism, religious sermons, political 
speech, moral anecdote and comedy dialogue. Her model, 
which stresses the ideational and interpersonal function 
of the texts, is based on pragmatic theories of language, 
and in particular on speech act theory and on textual and 
contextual considerations. She tends to focus on differ­
ences in the cultural presuppositions of the SL (English) 
and the TL (German) which necessitates the application of 
"cultural filter". Yet, on the whole, she excludes 
literary texts, and in particular, the poetic texts from 
her analysis. Therefore, what one needs are certain 
criteria in the light of which one could evaluate any 
translated text of Iraqi poetry.
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2.5.3 Criteria Proposed for the Evaluation of Translations 
of Irqi Poetry
After the brief survey of certain approaches, applicable 
for evaluation of poetic translation, conducted in the 
previous section of this chapter, it seems pertinent at 
this stage to set out our own criteria for evaluation used 
in this research.
Here, a linguistically-oriented, descriptive approach will 
be adopted in the light of the following facts, some of 
which were touched on earlier in this research:
First, poetic translation is not an easy job, therefore, 
one has to give those invaluable efforts exerted by trans­
lators of Iraqi poetry much credit;
Second, the process of evaluating and appreciating a trans­
lated poem is similar —  to a certain extent —  to the 
appreciation of an original poem, and therefore it cannot 
be completely objective;
Third, all criteria adopted by scholars could be subjected 
to revision if they do not meet the needs of new situations.
Therefore, in this thesis, care will be taken to avoid the 
use of emotive terms like "good" or "bad" translations 
prior to launching a full-fledged investigation accompanied 
by, or substantiated with, ample examples for points 
discussed. Here , . > this investigation will work along 
three interrelated areas:
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1) Syntactic incongruity between Arabic and English, two 
languages of different origins. In this respect, various 
transpositional procedures, such as change of voice, shift 
in tenses and grammatical cohesion , besides other syntactc 
elements will be stressed, and two terms: Influential 
versus Neutral will be used. ’’Influential" ^ refers to the 
state where any change of voicq shift in the time-value 
(of the verbs), change or deletion of cohesive links causes 
change of meaning transferred ,whereas "Neutral" refers to 
no change in the translated version.
2) Use of metaphoric, symbolic or culture-bound elements.
The following changes will be investigated:
metaphor------ ^ simile
simile ------ ^  metaphor
metaphor or simile  > zero-image^ 9 )
Here, the prime concern will be transferring meaning to 
the TL readers, and where necessary and applicable, foot­
notes should be provided. Related to this point will be 
the lexical-choice. In this respect appropriate versus 
inappropriate word-choice will be focussed on, and this 
concerns the use of
Poetic versus unpoetic;
Formal versus informal;
Meaning per designation versus meaning per denotation; 
Colloquial versus classical or standard;
( 9)By zero-image, it is meant changing the image into sense. 
On this, see ( ° » L ~ 11 % ) in 5.4.
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3) Addition or Deletion. Here the two terms, overtrans- 
lation and undert ranslat ion, will be applied. The main 
concern behind this point is to investigate whether or not 
any addition or deletion in the TL texts has caused any 
change in the meaning of the SL texts.
To sum up the main points investigated in this Chapter, 
one has to stress the fact that foreign language learning 
can never replace the role played by translators in dissem­
inating knowledge among nations.
This chapter has also pinpointed the significant role played 
by former Greek and Arab translators, and their efforts in 
rendering various works of science, emphasizing that the 
two widely-used notions namely, word-for-word and concept- 
for-concept translation, are not a novel invention at all. 
These two notions had been discussed and used since 
"classical" times.
Furthermore, this chapter has presented ^Al-Jah iz' t s /yiew on 
the translatability of poetry, showing certain reservations 
and leaving this issue open for further analysis in the 
subsequent chapters. After discussing various definitions 
pertinent to translation, and the major debate revolving 
around this domain, i.e* , translation, much emphasis has 
been placed on the pragmatics of the texts, and the role 
played by translators to understand and transfer them to the 
target language.
As far as poetic licence is concerned, it has been revealed 
that this phenomenon is not common in the SL texts, and it
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does not form any obstacle when these texts are translated 
into English.
Finally, this chapter has surveyed certain criteria applic­
able for evaluation of poetic translation, and proposed 
certain guidelines for analysing and evaluating translations 
of Iraqi poetry.
CHAPTER THREE 
IRAQI POETRY: ITS DEVELOPMENT 
AND TRANSLATION
3,1 Arabic Poetry: Identity and Craftsmanship 
No-one denies the fact that poetry is considered by the 
Arabs as an incomparable craft, a task which, in general, 
involves philosophy, music as well as other aesthetic 
features. In this respect, almost all Arab writers look 
at poetry and poetic achievements as "the most important 
characteristic and one that distinguishes them from all 
other peoples." (Cantarino, 1974: 1). This is because 
Arabic poetry —  as a literary achievement —  surpassed all 
other domains of arts, such as the novel or the drama. In 
fact, there is no point in comparing the quality and the 
"amount" of poetry produced in Arabic with any other lit­
erary works composed in this language.
It is well-known that, since the famous Seven Suspended 
Odes of the pre-Islamic era, and possibly even before this, 
the Arab poets have been constantly using poetry to record 
their important events, relations, love , chivalry, eulogy, 
satire as well as other intentions and desires. (See for 
example, Nicholson, 1.907.; Gibb, 1963; Haywood, 1971;
Jayyusi, 1977). Poets have always been considered as 
"spokespersons" of their tribes and their communities, and 
this is due to the fact that poets, in general, are the 
most eloquent, and perhaps, the most brave people in their 
societies. They are skilful in selecting words, expressions 
or images to "tickle" emotions or arouse feelings.
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In general, one can say that pre-Islamic poetry is a poetry 
of nomad origin. The dictions and images used by poets of 
that era are characterised by features related to deserts, 
horses, camels and ruins. But this is not always true, 
because there have been many instances where poets — who 
lived some fourteen centuries ago —  address us in 20th 
century "images" or dictions. In the following verse, for 
example , readers often notice how the pre-Islamic poet, 
*Imri* 1-Qays, successfully coupled the words sea and 
trouble to convey the image of the night descending like 
a sea wave, full of troubles and discomfort:
,
i s r 3 — V s ^  (3-^-/ >
w
It reads in English:
"As gigantic sea waves, night has descended 
On me not unlike heavy curtains 
To conceal all kinds of troubles 
To test my prowess."
(My Translation)
At this point, it is worth mentioning that there is a 
parallel between Shakespeare and Imri 1-Qays in using 
the words sea and trouble together, despite the different 
ages and cultures in which they lived. This interesting 
coincidence can be seen in the following verse quoted from 
Shakespeare:
"Or take arms against a sea of troubles"
( See Alexander , 1964: 216)
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At the dawn of Islam, and during the ^Umayyad and Abbasld
dynasties, poetry flourished in the mosques, in the Caliphs'
courts, in the market-places, etc., and with the rapid
spread of Islam, and the diffusion of Arabic among the non-
Arabs, "many poets preferred a simpler diction to match
the gentler cadences of new music" (Arberry, 1965: 13).
In order to clarify this shift or change towards the use of
simpler expressions and images, one has to remember 
? _
Al-Mutanabbi , a tenth century Arab poet, who compares 
the "bricks" of palaces to "stars" in a very simple, daily- 
life language , commonly understandable to twentieth century
readers ( See V/ormhoudt, 1978:44) ?
^ j LjJ \ cdJ (J-sj—
* l 1J A I L»j ■
/
-This, line of verse means:
u The habitations are considered too small for you 
•Even if the bricks of this building were stars."
The final example in this brief introduction on Arabic 
poetry comes from ' Sawqi (1868 - 1932) who can be remem­
bered for tackling certain universal themes in his poetry, 
as in the following couplet quoted from Arberry (1965: 160):
^  1 t  «11 L> ^
Ll > * LxiJ t * j}-6 jAj N  I IS* (Ja
"In spring and its beauty I recall the time
of youth and its frolicsome young steed —
Was it aught but a flower like Spring's blossom, 
that annihilation hastened to overtake without 
any sin (committed)?"
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This universal theme, namely, the relationship between 
’’spring" and "youth" has frequently been mentioned by 
many English poets. However, one of the most outstanding 
examples is taken from John Keats (1795-1821), whose Ode 
To a Grecian Urn has continuing popularity among many 
readers of the English literature:
"Ah, happy, happy boughs! That cannot shed 
Your leaves, nor ever bid Spring adieu;
Ah happy melodist, unwearied,
For ever piping songs for ever new."
.( See'Wain , 1981 : 455" ) !
In this aforementioned extract, happy, happy boughs, happy 
melodist, piping songs and adieu have special flavour and 
beauty pertaining to the Romantic Movement by which many 
modern Iraqi poets are obsessed. In (3.3.2), reference 
will be made to Nazikl .1-Mala**ika, an Iraqi poetess of 
the Free Verse Movement, whose famous poem To Keats indi­
cates how she adores the Romantic Movement, and how that 
movement has left a strong impact on her poetic style.
In fact, she borrows and uses many of Keats’ expressions 
in her own poem mentioned above, which makes us feel sure 
that there must be some sort of inter-cultural relationship 
between Arabic and English poetry, and that this relation­
ship is by no means a matter of haphazard coincidence.
This poetic influence on ^Al-Mala^ika, and on her contem­
poraries, will be dealt with later in this chapter, when 
discussion will be focussed on innovations in Iraqi poetry 
in the second half of this century, innovations which 
influence content as well as form.
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3.2 Iraqi Poetry: Preliminary Remarks
Before proceeding to explore various aspects related to 
Iraqi Arabic poetry in the second half of the twentieth 
century, which is the core of our research on poetic trans­
lation, one has to emphasise that Iraqi poetry has its in­
separable roots very deep in the literary history of the 
Arabs. In fact, Iraq has been the centre of many literary 
activities, including poetry which flourished in *A1-Hirah, 
?A1-Kufah, Basrah and Baghdad^ ^ . In this respect, Cowan 
stresses that
"The fertile and passionate land of 
Iraq has from time immemorial been the 
cradle and homeland of countless poets 
and singers who have been forced by 
the very air they breathe to express 
their feelings, passions and longings 
in sublime verse and song."(2)
The people of Iraq wrote and recited poetry in the pre- 
Islamic era, at the dawn of Islam, and during the ^Umayyad 
period (662-750) and Abbasid time (750-1258). Eminent 
poets, such as *Abu Nu*as (747-813), *A1- Mutanabbi (915-
965), ?AS-Sarif \r-Radi (970-1015) and others are still 
read and enjoyed today
During the Age of Decline which continued throughout 
the Ottoman Empire (1453-1924), and up to World War I,
(1VAl-Hirah is a town, approximately 170 kilometers to the 
south of Baghdad. History tells us that civilisation 
flourished there before Islam.
(2 )v 'See Introduction to Izzidien's "Songs from Baghdad" 
(1984).
( 3)v 'Selections of verse belonging to those poets have been 
translated by Arberry (1965).
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literary activities — including poetry —  remained "stagnant",
and confined to mini gatherings called Nadwas (Haywood, 1971).
At that time, although many poets were virtually concerned
with eulogizing the Ottoman Sultan to get their rewards,
some wrote religious poetry which dealt with ethics. The
name of ^Al^Umari (1789-1860), Haydar ^l-Hilli (1830-1886)
• •
and *A1-Habbubi (1849-1916) are obvious landmarks of that 
period in Iraq.
3.3 Iraqi Poetry in the Twenthieth Century
3.3.1 The First Five Decades
This section of the thesis does not aim at a detailed his­
torical account of Iraqi poetry in the first half of this 
century; however, certain pertinent points should be 
recalled.
First, one should remember that the twentieth century has 
witnessed many political and cultural phenomena which have 
left the impact on society as a whole, and, in particular, 
on literary life. Besides the two World Wars, Iraq has 
witnessed the formation of the first national government, 
the establishment of official shcools, more contact with 
the West through missionaries, and later through the process 
of sending students to study abroad —  particularly to 
Great Britain —  for higher degrees. In general, there was 
a degree of cultural and emotional enlightenment the fruit 
of which has been reaped by later generations.
This multi-faceted renaissance, together with other auth­
entic and influential factors, such as the physical 
nature of the land of Iraq with its green plains, the 
twin rivers, the Euphrates and the Tigris, the date-palms, 
mountains in the north, marshes in the south, and the Gulf 
all these gave Iraqi poetry of this century special dis­
tinctive features and identity . Here Jayyusi (1977: 
175) observes that in Iraq
"an artistic growth of vast dimensions 
was taking place during the first decades 
of this century and, with the support of 
an authentic and strongly entrenched poetic 
tradition, it brought, in the late forties, 
the most important and drastic revolution 
in the history of Arabic poetry."
Yet, one should not forget the role played by religious 
and language studies in the mosques which gave another 
impetus to this enlightenment. Among the most outstanding 
poets of the first half of this century are ''Az-Zahawl 
(1962-1936), PA1-Kaziml (1870-1935),'As-Sabibl (1890-1966) 
"As-Safi *An-Najafi (1895-1977), and ;A1-Jawahiri (b.1900) 
From this chronological order, however, it seems obvious 
that there is no clear-cut demarcation, or periodization 
line separating the first half of the twentieth century 
from the rest of this century, since three of the.above- 
mentioned poets, who wrote poetry in the first five decade 
have also contributed to the poetic scene even after the 
fifties. What is significant here is the birth of a new 
school of poetry called The Free Verse School ( >A^-§i<ri 
1-Hurr) around the fifties of this century (see 3.3.2).
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This school has been considered as a challenge and a 
’’revolution" against the Traditional or Conventional School 
of Poetry which will be examined in the following para-
. (4)graphsv .
This school, namely, the Conventional School of Poetry, 
which is supported by the poets mentioned above, advocates 
the monorhymed and monometered poem called qagida. The 
formal structure of each verse is that it is composed of 
two hemistiches of equal length, and that all the verses 
of qasida have one rhyme, for example, a, a, a, a, a, etc. 
This technique, which is "adored" by modern poets as well, 
relies on the fact that poetry should have music mingled 
with emotions. In Arabic, this music comes mainly from 
„metre and rhyme , and in this respect, many Arabists, such 
as Moreh (1976: 125) tend to agree that
"the accepted definition of poetry among 
most of the classical Arab prosodists 
is al-kalam al-mawzun al-muqaffa ’speech 
in meter and rhyme’. Unrhymed verse was 
thus excluded."
In what follows, three short extracts will be quoted from 
various poets belonging to the first half of this century, 
the first of which shows the political attitude of the 
poet,^Ar-RusafI, towards the government at that time.
This extract has been translated by Jayyusi and Tingley 
into prose:
(4)v 'The word "traditional" used in this research does not 
mean archaic, out-of-date or backward at all. In 
general, it refers to the norms set by poets throughout 
the literary history of the Arabs.
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> l*» ■— 4-#^Lljue^  (J - * ,„j
„  ^  ^  ^  h KS* ^
*JLxj JJL(> (J U  1^4 tJ ' Jl.V c < ■ * tM
„ 4 JK&* *JULs *. " „i jJ )
• - w *
f  ' j -» ^  A j*-**— ^  (_J Vejls
"How can you hope for progress in Iraq when 
the road of its rulers is not its own? There 
is no good in a country where swords are in 
the hands of the cowards and money in the 
hands of misers, where the few tyrannise the 
many and the many bow their necks to the few."
(See Jayyusi, 1977: 190)
The second extract, which has inspired many readers for
its vivid images, comes from ^ s-Safi *An-Najafi1s poem 
> cAs-Sa ah. Here , the theme revolves mainly around life
and death, and how time passes away quickly. This poem, 
p c
namely As-Sa ah (To a Clock), which has been translated 
into English by Arberry (1967: 5), can be considered as 
a worthwhile example of translating poetry into poetry, 
where the translator maintains the couplet rhyme-scheme: 
aa, bb, cc, etc. (See Appendix: A-10; E-56).
J ^ 4—>■ cK UajJ 1 I is-1 L
 ^^ ■o*’ I 1^-5 J  ^1— dJ LJUI ^ 1a
"0 Clock, worn out by regularity!
Rest and repose are all forbidden thee;
Thou hurriest, since no crowd hindereth
Thy running footsteps, swift and sure as death.
Our nights and daytimes are thy properties,
And thou destroyeth them like enemies."
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The third and last example is quoted from ^Az-Zahawi, 
who can also be considered as a traditionalist, yet, in 
some poems, he freed himself from the monorhymed pattern 
of qasida, and experimented with what is called "As-siCri 
1-mursal" meaning blank verse. However, this new type 
of verse, which is composed with varied rhyme, can be 
considered as "one of the most interesting phenomena in 
^Az-Zahawl*s work". (Masliyah, 1973: 3). ^Az-Zahawi's 
blank verse can also be considered as an indirect influ­
ence from the West; an influence he received through his 
contact with missionaries. However, surveying the poetic 
scene during the first five decades of this century, one 
can conclude that this phenomenon, namely, ^Az-Zahawi’s 
blank verse, was unfamiliar to his Iraqi contemporaries, 
such as ^As-Sablbi and 'Ar-RusafI, who supported the con­
ventional qasida form, and used it for writing poetry.
In what follows, Haywood (1971: 108-109) translates a 
couple of lines from ^Az-Zahawl’s works composed in blank 
verse, i.e. , with varied rhyme:
o *
p U ^ U J I ^ L  jj iilj
' >•-*' ip vsi
"Death for the youth is better than life
in which
He is a heavy burden to his fellow men. 
None is more troubled than the wise man
who can see 
The ignoramus honoured, while he is
despised."
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3.3.2 Innovation in Iraqi Poetry
As discussed earlier, one of the revolutions against the 
conventions of Arabic poetry came from *Az-ZahawI, yet, its 
scope was rather limited and tentative. The real drastic 
change, in terms of poetic innovation, started around the 
fifties of this century when poets abandoned the rhythm of 
meter and resorted to an inner rhythm "variously created by 
a subtle arrangement of thoughts, a harmonious array of 
images, and a syntactical parallelism of words and other 
artistic devices." (I. Boullata, 1976: X). Poets who 
advocate this innovation believe that the norms governing 
the qasida form, i.e. the monometer and the monorhyme, often 
curb the flow of their thought. Rejecting these norms, many 
Iraqi poets aim at a freer form of verse uninterrupted by 
the equal length of the hemistiches. This Modern School of
# j
Iraqi Poetry has been led by Naziki ,1-Mala ika (b. 1923), 
Abdul Wahab Al-Bayati and Buland al-Haydari (b. 1926), and 
Badr Shakir As-Sayyab (1926-1964). Many other poets fol­
lowed suit.
Doubtless, this innovation in poetry has not affected only 
Iraq, but . _ other Arab countries as well. Earlier, Abu 
Shadi (1892-1955) of Egypt, used this technique, i.e. the 
Free Verse, and "continued to defend and preach the 
encouragement of versification in Shi^r hurr after estab­
lishing his magazine Appollo... 1932-1934." (Moreh, 1968a: 
36). The following quotation from Abu Shadi throws some 
light on that Egyptian experience:
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(ibid, p. 34)
In English it means:
"You interpret the highest meaning of eternity,
And prove by art life's essence;
Every thing throbs in your art alive 
You borrow the beauty you see in things."
In the aforementioned extract, one can easily notice the 
different lengths of the lines, and the varied rhyme 
(a, b, c, d) experimented with by many poets of this 
Modern School throughout the Arab world.
A cursory glance at this Modern School of Verse in Iraq 
indicates that it can roughly be divided — according to 
the poetic form it advocates— into:
a) Free Verse
b) The Prose Poem
In what follows, these two stimulating forms of Arabic 
poetry will be explored in some detail.
> v  V ca) Free Verse, which is called As-si r al-Hurr. In this 
type of poetry, the poet uses multiple rhymes, and a com­
bination of metres (rhythm) in one and the same poem.
Poets and critics supporting this school claim that this 
type of poetry is more flexible. In general, those people 
prefer "to use strophic or irregular stanza form with a 
change of rhyme, or, more simply to change the rhythm of
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the poem many times at the discretion or convenience of 
the poet" (ibid, p. 28). Samples of this form of verse, 
composed by modern Iraqi poets, are quoted in the Appendix.
Focussing on the birth of this phenomenon in Iraqi poetry, 
one has to go a little further, and investigate the ling­
uistic and literary background of the four leading poets
; - ;
of this new movement: Al-Mala lka, As-Sayyab, Al-Haydari 
and Al-Bayati, to see how this movement has developed 
throughout the last four decades.
Biographically speaking, one has to admit that those poets 
have many affinities. All of them were born in the same 
decade, and educated in a college in Baghdad, where they 
had more contact with English literature, whose influence
if
is very vivid in their works. From reading and analysing 
their poems, any researcher can easily trace the ingredients 
or the impact of many English poets, such as John Keats 
(1795-1821), on their poetry.
For instance, it is quite obvious how the Iraqi poetess,
*A1-Mala’ika, is fond of and deeply obsessed by the works of
Keats, especially by his "Ode to a Nightingale", and "Ode
to a Grecian Urn". Like Keats, she is preoccupied with,
and interested in nature. She finds herself addressing him 
» -
in her poem " ila Kits" To Keats, where she imitates Keats1 
mood and even uses some of his expressions, such as piping 
songs. (see >A1-Mala’ ika, 1960: 167).
The English translation reads:
"Your sweet immortal songs 
Are my song, my piping song.
Oh how many a night in winter 
Have I used them to turn back 
The tumult of the storm.M
(Subhi, 1968: 139).
At this point, one should not forget or underestimate the 
influence of other English poets, such as Edith Sitwell, 
Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot on modern Iraqi poets of the 
Free Verse Movement; an influence characterised by the use 
-of symbolic elements to express what they feel, what they 
aim at, as well as how they (those poets) survive certain 
internal conflicts. In what follows, we will notice how 
western influence "migrated* to Iraqi poetry.
At first, it has to be admitted that some useful guides 
to that influence come from Sitwell and Eliot, who use 
rain, snow and death to express their dissatisfaction with 
modern life, and their hope for reform. As evidence of 
this, we refer to Sitwell's "Metamorphosis", Second Version 
1946, in which she says:
"Death seemed our only clime 
And death our bell to chime."
CSitwell, 1957; 221)
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In this poem, she repeats expressions referring to, or
denoting the concept of death many times„ Also, in "Still
Falls the Rain", she mentions the word rain seventeen times
(ibid: 273). The repetition of the phrase Still falls the
rain conveys the fact that disaster and gloom are never
ending. This tendency has been copied by many Iraqi poets
>
of the Free Verse Movement. For example, As-Sayyab in 
"The Song of the Rain" repeats the word rain no less than 
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To avoid suspicion on departure night 
We hide our tears under the rain... 
Rain....
Rain...
Another example highlighting the influence of the English 
poetry on Iraqi poets comes from Al-Bayati, who repeats 
the concept of death more than five times in Two Poems to
My Son Ali. Here , how the poet starts his poem:
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Khouri and Algar (1974: 109) translate it as:
"O my sad moon:
The sea is dead and its black waves have
devoured Sinbad's sail 
His sons no more exchange cries with the
guls and the hoarse echo
Rebounds
The horizons are shrouded in ashes 
For whom then do the enchantresses sing? 
When the sea is dead”
-b) The Prose Poem, which is called "qasidatun-natr" or 
"poetry in prose" where neither rhyme nor rhythm is used. 
Therefore, this type of verse is different from blank verse
P v \  c * - e~" As-Si ri 1-mursal", employed by Az-zahawi, in that the 
blank verse possesses rhythm although:it is not monorhymed. 
Moreh (1968b: 336) argues that
in the prose poem the intention is to 
write poetry by taking prose as a 
medium, i.e., the thoughts, subject 
matter, emotion and diction all belong 
to poetry and only the meter is absent.
Moreh tends to draw our attention to the fact that, in the 
Arab world this genre% i.e., prose poetry, achieved so 
much success that many poems of the Mahjaris' works "Shicr 
manthur" were republished^^. Yet, he emphasised that
(5 )"Mahjaris" are those Arabs who migrated from Syria, Lebanon 
and Palestine to the Americas, and settled there. Later, 
they established their literary clubs.
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"most of these prose-poets were not successful" (ibid:
351), perhaps, because they misused that freedom of 
prosodic composition to the extent that it cannot be called 
"poetry".
However, to call this type of literary composition poetry 
is a controversial issue, and has remained at the heart of 
literary debate for the last three decades, and latterly, 
it has lost a great number of its supporters. This is 
because — we must admit that — what is called "a prose 
poem" is not poetry; it is a type of ornate prose! In 
poetry, the first element that appeals to the listener is 
music (rhythm) which prose poems completely lack, and here­
in their weakness lies. Yet, this does not mean that all 
prose poems are "inferior" or "incorrect". For instance, 
Rejuvenation of Words is a sample of poetry which contains 
beautiful images, such as:
o
S t
"In the wakefulness of the star 
A beam of light appeared in the corner;
She is a niche 
I am a prayer,"
( Khulusi,1980:66-67)
3.3.3 The Conventional School
Having analysed certain issues relating to the "wave" of 
innovation affecting Iraqi poetry after the 1950's, and
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shedding some light on the influence of English poetry on 
certain Iraqi poets, one has to refer to the other school 
of poetry, namely, the Conventional or Traditional School, 
and trace its attitude towards this innovation.
It is true to say that the emergence of this innovation has 
been received rather coldly by the Conventional School which 
believes in the validity of the monorhyme and the monometer 
for the Arabic poem. Many very gifted poets, such as 
^Al-Jawahiri, and Mustafa Jamaluddin (b. 1927) strongly 
reject the westernisation of Arabic poetry, as they believe 
that the poem must be monorhymed and monometered (see 
Haywood, 1971: 184). Otherwise it is not poetry; it is 
prose.
But this does not mean that those talented poets are in­
flexible or unable to write free verse or prose poetry; on 
the contrary, they wrote excellent and memorable poetry; 
excellent in form and in content. Three lines from Al- 
Jawahiri's ( 1 ) "Lullaby of the
Hungry" (Diwan, Vol. IV; 73) reveals the beauty and the 
genius of this school, i.e. The Conventional:
This is rendered into English as:
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"Sleep! O hungry people and slumber! 
Guarded by the angels of food;
Do sleep, for if you are not 'full* in
wakefulness fed 
You will be fed in this slumber.
Sleep on the scum of promises 
Embedded in the honeyed speech;"
(My Translation)
Yet, one has to pay attention to the fact that some Con­
ventionalists have occasionally written poetry in free 
verse form. This might indicate that this type of verse, 
i.e. free verse, has also had some sympathisers from the 
other school. The following extract quoted from Izzidien's 
( 1 a ) Lure of Memory (1984: 32-33) can
be taken as a sign of sympathy:




^  jLiAJ O' Ia i t ^  «) .P 9
This has been translated by Bosworth
"For poetry and love you are songs and wishes
And for my heart you are the f»,arbinger of fine
songs.
0 my beloved, be merciful to a lover 
Let not your tears flow.
The echoes of deep sighs are roving in my
heart."
(ibid)
Moving a little further, however, one can easily see how 
advocates of the Free Verse School occasionally write 
poetry in qasida form. This is another indicator to the
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fact that the relationship between the two schools has not
"I express what I feel in my life 
And I portray the sensation of my nostalgic soul 
I then weep if the years stab me 
With their eternal awful dagger, 
and laugh at what was destined by Time 
For the strange human frame”.
Yet, in almost all literary gatherings, and in conferences, 
people can often see the "rift" between the two schools of 
poetry in Iraq; a dissension born after the birth of certain 
innovations in Iraqi poetry discussed earlier in this 
chapter.
3-4 Diglossia and the Translation of Iraqi Poetry 
The sociolinguistic issue of diglossia has been the centre 
of much debate over the last four decades. This contro­
versial issue, which is constantly linked with Arabic, as 
well as with other languages, such as Tamil, Greek, Swiss 
German and Haitian Creole, has been analysed by researchers 
who tried to draw a clear-cut line between two varieties of 
the same language used by a speech community, in order to 
trace the implications for educational, political, and social
been completely severed! Here is an extract from^Al- 
Mala?ika, translated by Subhl (1968: 138, 293):
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issues. (See Ferguson, 1959; Al-Toma, 1970; Fishman, 1971; 
Bin Abdallah, 1975; Dittmar, 1976; Hornby, 1977; Hudson, 
1980; Zughoul, 1980; Ryan et al., 1982; Tollefson, 1983 and 
Trudgill, 1983a).
The term '’diglossia" has been borrowed from the French term 
"diglossie", meaning "two languages". . Butr Zughoul (1980) 
notices that this subject, namely, diglossia, was first 
tackled by the German linguist Karl Krumbacher in 1902, 
shedding much light on Arabic and Greek. Here r this 
linguistic phenomenon has been analysed and defined by 
Ferguson (1959: 339) as:
"a relatively stable language situation in 
which, in addition to the primary dialects of 
the language (which may include a standard 
or regional standards), there is a very di­
vergent, highly codified (often grammatically 
more complex) superposed variety, the vehicle 
of a large and respected body of written 
literature, either of earlier period, or in 
another speech community, which is learned 
largely by formal education and is used for 
most written and formal purposes but is not 
used by any sector of the community for 
ordinary conversation."
Looking at this definition more closely, one can see how this 
phenomenon, i.e., diglossia, is linked with, or based on two 
significant points, which are: "variety" and "community".
This means that this notion, namely, diglossia, is linked 
with or rather confused with bilingualism. The reason for 
this confusion is that both "diglossia" and "bilingualism" 
are societal phenomena involving some sort of dichotomy of 
languages, or varieties of one language.
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Broadly speaking, diglossia is very often referred to as a 
situation where two varieties —  of the same language as in 
Arabic, Greek, Tamil, German, etc. —  exist side by side in a 
speech community, and "these two varieties are associated 
(in behaviour and in attitude) with particular domains" 
(Fishman, 1971: 53). In other words, each of these two 
varieties is linked with certain situations or functions, and 
these "two varieties have names and are felt to be distinct 
(Trudgill, 1983a: 114). These two varieties, which will be 
discussed elsewhere in this section, are referred to by 
sociolinguists as the High variety (H) which is used for for­
mal occasions, and the Low variety (L) which is used for in­
formal, intimate purposes, and for daily-life conversation.
As for bilingualism, the case is rather different. A bi­
lingual person is a person who speaks two different or dis­
crete languages, say Arabic and Cantonese. Yet, the term 
"different" can be vague and subject to much linguistic 
debate, because one might wonder whether or not a p air of 
languages, such as French and Italian (which are two des- 
cendents of Latin) could be taken as completely different 
languages! However, almost all people tend to agree that any 
individual speaking Italian and French, English and German, 
etc. is referred to as a bilingual person. Conversely, no 
researcher has yet referred to a person speaking Katharevousa
and Dhimotiki, two varieties of Greek, as bilingual. To
analyse the issue on bilingualism depends on how one tackles 
the problem: historically, structurally or functionally, 
which is beyond the scope of this section on diglossia and 
the Translation of Iraqi Poetry.
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3.4.1 Main Features of Diglossia
Focussing on diglossia, one should stress that the High/
Low dichotomy of the same language is characterised by 
three major sociolinguistic features:
First, distinction between two varieties of the same lang­
uage used by people living in a single geographical region, 
where one variety possesses a special prestige over the other 
one, as in Figure 3, quoted from Trudgill (1983a: 114):
Figure 3
Diglossic Situation in Four Languages. 














Second, standardisation, which means the establishment of 
accepted phonological, graphological, morphological, syn­
tactic and semantic norms in the variety concerned. This 
standardisation process can be achieved when the variety is 
codified or written down, since the written form of any 
language is more ’’stable" than its spoken form, and these 
"codified norms are available in the form of dictionaries,
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grammars, style manuals and prototype texts” (Ryan, E.8. 
et al., 1982: 3). Yet, not all low varieties have been 
codified. Trudgill (1983) draws our attention to the fact 
that Colloquial Arabic has been codified whereas Sweitzer­
deutsch is not normally written.
Finally, and perhaps more importantly, is the Specialisation 
of Function which refers to the situation or environment in 
which the High variety (H), or the Low variety (L) is used. 
Ferguson (1959: 328) points out that "in one set of situ­
ations only H is appropriate and in another only L, with the 
two sets overlapping only very slightly"; and this point is 
of the utmost relevance to the investigation carried out in 
this research, concerning the translation of Iraqi poetry. 
This investigation will be dealt with after the following 
observations related to diglossia in Arabic as a general 
phenomenon.
At first, one has to admit that there seems to be a unanimous
agreement among researchers that in Arabic, there are what
the sociolinguists call the High Variety (H), which is
referred to as Classical Arabic, namely, "Al-fusha", or
Standard Arabic, and the Low Variety (L), which is referred
>  c — —
to as the Colloquial, "Al- amiyyah". Yet, Emery (1983)
notices that the language used in university instruction, in
the media, and in the formal speeches can be called Modern
( )Standard Arabic (MSA) " . Earlier, Zughoul (1980) stresses
(6 )Stetkevych (1970) calls it Modern Literary Arabic. In 
this research on poetic translation, Standard Arabic and 
Classical Arabic are used interchangeably.
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that in recent years some sort of Educated Arabic has 
emerged. Certainly what Emery, Zughoul and other resear­
chers want to establish is that there is a tendency towards 
a "simple” form of Fusha Arabic, different from the one used 
in old poetry and in old writings: a language free from
archaic expressions, such as (taka>ka>a) meaning gathered,
> c
and ( ifranqi u) meaning scatter or disperse. However, this 
variety, namely Classical Arabic, which is the language of 
the Holy Quran, and in which the major bulk of Arabic liter­
ature is written, is usually learnt at educational and 
religious institutions. It possesses high prestige value too.
The second variety, which is called ( ^ ad-darijah) or (^al-
camiyyah), is usually used at home, for intimate purposes,
( 7 )
and in the folk literature, including prose and poetry 1 .
Whatever names are given to this Low variety, one has to 
admit that in every Arab country, there is a Low variety —  
perhaps with many variations —  used by people living there , 
and this variety may be incomprehensible to the people of 
another Arab country. For instance, an Iraqi can find it 
difficult to understand and follow two Algerians, or two 
Sudanese, fluently chatting in their local variety "al- 
camiyyah", but when they "code-switch" to Standard Arabic, 
the problem can be solved. This may suggest that there are 
considerable disparities between Standard Arabic and the 
colloquial(s) used by various Arab countries, and these in­
congruities involve differences in lexical, syntactic,
semantic as well as other elements.
_ _
Zughoul (1980) and Aziz (1982) refer to this variety as 
Spoken Arabic (SA), whereas Hudson (1980) calls such a 
variety "local vernacular".
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Although this section of the thesis does not aim to give a 
detailed account of these countless disparities, it is worth 
our notice to shed some light on f.our. expressions used in 
the Low varieties (colloquials) of four Arab countries as in 
Figure 4, where readers can imagine the amount of differences 
existing in other elements.
Figure 4
Diglossia and Four Lexical Items
SA ENGLISH EGYPTIAN GULF:U.A.E. SUDANESE IRAQI
hida shoe gazma jutl jazma hida or 
djundara
qalam pencil alam ga {urn gaium qalam







3.4.2 Attitudes Towards Diglossia in Arabic
At this stage , it is necessary to realize that there have been 
interminable suggestions and sincere calls to stop using, or 
"abolish” the colloquials in all aspects of life. In fact, 
some of these calls advocate "the preservation of Classical 
Arabic and raising it to the status of a naturally spoken 
language" (Al-Toma, 1970: 692), and that the gap between the 
two varieties L and H will be bridged by eliminating illit­
eracy and by means of the mass media. This classicists'
- -1Q2
approach also calls for the simplification of CA so that it 
can be used by the majority of people, and then the L variety 
will disappear (Zughoul, 1980).
Yet, these suggestions could encounter many obstacles, the 
most significant of which is that the use of the colloquial 
has been extended; it is expanding rather than decreasing! 
Also, colloquial Arabic is understood by the laymeij , and it 
is not easy to impose the H variety on them.
The second suggestion is to nominate and develop a regional 
variety, such as Egyptian Arabic, or Baghdadi Arabic to re­
place the Classical or Standard Arabic (Ferguson, 1959;
Anis, 1960). This latter trend, however, has encountered 
strong opposition from many politicians and linguists on the 
grounds that none of the present colloquials ’'could fill the 
needs of the Arab community as a whole” (Chejne, 1958: 41), 
and that encouraging the use of dialects may make divisions 
among Arab countries. In this respect, Chejne continues:
’’The only way out of the dilemma is to 
revive the Classical Arabic on the assump­
tion that it is the only common bond of 
unity and the most practical way for 
preserving Arab homogenity and Arab cultural 
tradition." (Op.cit.)
However, Bin Abdalla (1975) approaches this issue from another 
perspective. He suggests eliminating the Colloquial Arabic 
from poetry and prose, and other creative works. Also, he 
urges Arab thinkers and educationalists to "purify" the 
colloquial Arabic and make it as close as possible to 
Classical Arabic • ( Also , see Bakir ,1984)*
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Examinations of these attitudes, suggestions and counter­
suggestions may provide useful insights into the socio­
linguist ic features of diglossia in Arabic. What one has 
to stress here is the fact that the colloquials exist side 
by side with CA of MSA as vehicles of communication, despite 
the fact that they are not the only means of communication. 
However, to bridge the gap between Standard Arabic and the 
colloquials, certain measures should be adopted, the most 
profitable ones would be:
a) Running more courses in Standard Arabic where speaking is 
encouraged.
b) Reducing the amount of plays and talks presented — in 
the colloquial(s) —  on the radio and on TV.
c) Increasing the visual aids and means of advertising which 
make use of Standard Arabic.
d) Giving priority to practising SA in speaking, reading and 
writing over the teaching of theoretical grammar at all 
levels of educational institutions, etc., i.e., stressing 
the communicative aspect of the language.
3.4.2 Diglossia and Iraqi Poetry
As has been pointed out in the previous sections, diglossia
exists in Arabic despite hopes and efforts put forth to
bridge the gap between the (H) variety and the (L) variety.
This section will move a little further and investigate the 
existence of this phenomenon, i.e., diglossia in Iraqi poetry, 
and its influence on the translatability of this poetry during 
the last three decades.
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In the first place, one has to strejas . that in Iraq, there 
is poetry written in the High variety, i.e., Standard 
Arabic, and poetry written in the Low variety, the collo­
quial. Much emphasis and more interest has always been shown 
towards poetry written in Standard Arabic, especially at 
schools, in the cultural clubs, linguistic and literary 
conferences, and in research. As far as poetic translation 
is concerned, a careful survey has revealed that almost all 
translators of Iraqi poetry focussed on, and translated 
verses written in Standard Arabic, perhaps because this 
variety, i.e. , Standard Arabic, possesses a special prestige. 
Moreover, it is widely understood by native , as well as non­
native speakers of Arabic. Finally, this type of poetry is 
the main concern of publishing and printing houses inside
if
Iraq and abroad, particularly in the U.K. and in the United 
States. Therefore , many British and American translators and 
researchers could have easy access to selections of Iraqi 
poetry, and only to poetry written in Standard Arabic.
The other relevant point . revolves around whether or not any 
of the translated poems —  included in our corpus —  contains 
in its original SL text words or expressions quoted or
> C"borrowed from the colloquial, namely, ” al amiyyah", and 
the influence of such "penetration” or inclusion on the 
translation of these texts.
Careful investigation of the corpus of this thesis indicates 
that the original (SL) poems, which have been translated into 
English, do not include any outstanding problem lexemes taken 
from the colloquial. The only noteworthy expression in the 
survey done on the corpus is "darabik" in*As-Sayyab's poem
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This poem has been translated by Loya (1968: 222):
"The beat of the drums since dusk 
Fell like fruits
By winds blowing amid the trees".
The poet has borrowed the colloquial word "darabik", or more 
accurately "danabik", in his above-mentioned poem because it 
is the only expression referring to these narrow-waisted, 
jar-like drums often seen used by Iraqi folklore musicians 
in wedding parties, and on similar occasions. Standard 
Arabic does not seem to offer any fixed word for this type of 
musical instrument, and this might be the reason which led 
the poet to include this colloquial expression in his poem.
To the translator of this poem, namely, A Marriage in the 
Village, the word "darabik" does not seem to have created any 
problem. Loya (1968) uses the word "drums", which is a 
common word understood by all English readers. Yet, a foot­
note , describing the shape of these drums can be helpful to 
non-Iraqis who have never come across or seen such musical 
instruments.
To summarize the main issues investigated in this chapter, 
one should remember that Arabic poetry, and the poetry of 
Iraq, had passed through various stages before the evolution 
of Free Verse Movement , and the prose poem which attracted
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the attention of many scholars and translators. Here, the 
impact of many English poets, such as Keats, Sitwell, Pound 
and T.S. Eliot on modern Iraqi poets have also been traced.
Moving a little further, this chapter has focussed on 
diglossia and the translation of Iraqi poetry. After pin­
pointing the main features of diglossia, the most significant 
of which is specialisation of function, the focus has been 
placed over views and attitudes of various scholars towards 
this phenomenon in Arabic. These views and attitudes have 
been followed by suggestions presented to bridge the gap 
between the High variety and the Low variety of Arabic.
Finally, it has been indicated that, although poetry written 
in SA or CA exists side by side with poetry written in
u
colloquial Iraqi Arabic, no problem lexemes have "infiltrated" 
from the colloquial into our corpus of Iraqi translated texts. 
The only noteworthy word is darabik, which does not seem to 
form any obstacle to the translator.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
TRANSLATION OF IRAQI POETRY:
PROBLEMS OF STRUCTURE
4.1 Preliminary Remarks
One of the central issues related to the full appreciation 
and evaluative understanding of a poem is the way one 
tackles its grammar, or what Kintgen (1978a) refers to as 
"comprehension of its syntax". This comprehension relies, 
to a certain degree , on some sort of what can be teimed as 
"sentence diagramming" formulated by readers/translators as 
they go through any poetic text. Given the fact that a poem 
or any piece of literary work is composed of sentences,
"most of them well-ordered, many of them deviant (no pejor­
ative meant), some of them incomplete" (Ohmann, 1973: 132), 
readers/translators try to relate various chunks of that 
literary work to each other in an effort to grasp the over­
all meaning of the work. This argument supports the fact 
that our sentences, and the larger texts such as poems, are 
by no means haphazardly arranged.
In fact, all readers, whether they are students, critics, 
translators or those reading for pleasure, try to get meaning 
out of the text by using their knowledge about the world, 
about the lexicon (Clark and Clark, 1977), as well as about 
the properties of grammatical elements of the text which 
serve the conveyance or transference of meaning (Cruse, 1986). 
These properties, which include certain basic relationships 
between subject-verb, verb-object, modifier-head, etc.
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(Kintgen, 1978b), as well as other relationships between the 
close-set items, such as affixes, articles, conjunctions 
and prepositions, and the open-set items, namely, those items 
in the lexicon which are "subject to a relatively rapid turn­
over in membership” (Cruse, 1986: 3) are very significant 
to translators since their focal function is the transmission 
of meaning.
However, it is not uncommon for readers to encounter instances 
of grammatical deviance existing simultaneously with semantic 
deviance. In this respect, Cruse maintains that whereas 
grammatical deviance can be normalised by changing element(s) 
belonging to the closed-set items, semantic deviance can be 
interpreted —  or rather corrected —  by altering one of the 
lexical items pertaining to the open set. The following 
example is quoted to support this point (ibid):
The green idea sleep
a) change of close-set items:
The green idea is sleeping
b) change of the ”open-set” item:
The green lizard is sleeping
However, in poetic contexts, readers/translators often accept 
grammatical deviance "especially if syntactic well-formedness 
is clearly sacrificed to some higher aesthetic end, such as 
the maintenance of rhyme or metre, or some other patterning" 
(ibid: 7). In general, readers very often interpret gram­
matically deviant sentences by referring to non-deviant 
examples, or "presumable normal version" (de Beaugrande, 1978).
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The following line quoted from Ezra Pound supports this 
viewpoint:
"Shines in the mind of heaven God"
which should normally be taken as:
"God shines in the mind of heaven"
On the other hand, semantic deviance can be considered as 
figure of speech as in the following quotation taken from 
Gibson (1948: 46):
"Not all my ink
Keeps to my word or want,
Arrests the sun, resurrects the tree,
Or translates out of my water 
So little wine.".
( Quoted in Kintgen , 1978a:17)
In this excerpt, poetic deviance is created by the' use of 
"Not all my ink" as a subject followed by four conjoined 
predicates, each of which involves an example of metaphor:
1) keeps to my word or want
2) arrests the sun
3) resurrects the tree
4) translates out of my water so little wine
This issue, namely, figures of speech, will be treated in 
Chapter Five , when the focus will be upon imagery and the 
translation of Iraqi poetry. However, the following remarks 
have to be stressed before eirbarking on any grammatical 
analyses of translations of Iraqi poetry:
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First, the translator of Iraqi poetry —  like all translators 
is a reader before he becomes the writer of the TL version, 
and in order to get meaning from print, a pre-requisite 
would be to find some sort of grammatical relationship among 
various chunks forming any text, be it a line of verse, a 
stanza or a full poem.
Second, since grammar is representation of form and repres­
entation of meaning (Chomsky, 1980) which means that gramma­
tical elements bear semantic properties, incongruities bet­
ween Arabic and English in matters related to syntax should 
be given top priority, as these incongruities «- if not 
tackled properly — could lead to meaning ambiguities in the 
TL text.
Third, generally speaking, in poetic language, grammatically 
deviant sentences can be tolerated or interpreted by referring 
to non-deviant sentences (Cruse, 1986) stored in the trans­
lator's long-term memory, which forms a basis for interpret­
ing problem areas encountered in translation. This area, 
viz grammatically deviant sentences, has been discussed 
earlier in (2.5.2) when discussion has been focussed on 
e.e. cumming's poetry as it represents a highly deviant 
poetic work. It has been concluded that, although that poetry 
violates the subcategorization rules and selectional rules 
of English, educated native speakers could understand that 
poetic composition and appreciate its images.
-  I l l  -
4.2 The Importance of Vocalization to the Translation of 
Iraqi Poetry
This section is concerned with the area of vocalization
& s  - b " -V •
( C.L— S \} <J5_JL> l~iJI }\ ) which may cause
problems for translators translating Iraqi poetry into 
English.
It must first be admitted that, in the past, Arabic script 
showed no means of noting a vowel at all, and the twenty-two 
characters belonging to the Arabic alphabet were written 
individually (as in print style of the English orthography), 
and therefore, the values of these characters or "symbols 
were exclusively consonantal" (Beeston, 1970: 24). History 
tells us that such orthography might have caused ambiguities 
as it showed no sign of dots or even markers known nowadays. 
A sentence like
£  C-> ^ ^  ^  <— > I ^
^  ^ (J-* (J-x-9 I ^
could have various vocalizations rendering various meanings, 
some of which could be problematic. Here are two possible 
readings for that sentence:
(1) M>iqbal hamil 1-kitab"
which means "accept the messenger" or "accept the carrier 
of the letter"
(2) " *uqtul hamil 1-kitab" 
which means "kill the messenger".
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However, many attempts were made to solve that state of 
ambiguity by adopting the system of dots used in Syriac. 
Later, and with the extensive circulation of the Quran in 
the eighth century A.D., the system of vocalization
"Developed, designated to secure the current 
reading of the Holy Book, by which short 
vowels were marked by symbols placed above or 
below the consonants which they follow in 
speech; other symbols placed above the letter 
marked absence of a following vowel, and 
length of a consonant."
(ibid: 25)
Since Arabic is a highly inflectional language, a language 
in which affixes (prefixes, suffixes and infixes) combine 
with words or stems to indicate such grammatical categories 
as tense or plurality, vocalization marked, or represented 
by the diacritics or short vowels, namely, D j  , £a] , CtfJ : 
kasrah, fatha, and Pammah must be taken into account, to 
attain the required degree of accuracy.
Although this research is not aimed towards a full analysis 
of diacritics in Arabic, .one may attempt to lay down 
a few examples where changes of meaning occur when vocaliza­
tion is changed.
At the word-level, for instance, the combination of the 
consonants ( c-> ) and ( j ) would create the following lexemes:
A) (
ljland (as opposed to sea)
B) ( jj, ) burr, meaning: wheat
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C) ( ^  ) birr, meaning: charitable gift^ ^
✓
At the sentence level, changes of meaning also occur when 
one changes the vocalization of the words comprising an 
utterance as in the following couple of sentences:
"qatala d-di* ba r-rajulu" 
and : ’’qatala d-di^bu r-rajula”
whereas the first sentence can be represented by (V + obj + 
subj), the second sentence is represented by (V + subj + obj).
At the textual level, proper vocalization can be considered 
a very helpful means of maintaining cohesion of the text, 
since this element, i.e., vocalization, entails links or 
relationships among various chunks of the text '. This 
level, which secures coherence of our discourse (Newmark, 
1988), is of central importance to the way the text is pro­
cessed by translators whose work goes beyond the word level 
or the sentence level.
However, since the short vowels ’’possess’’ grammatical prop­
erties, they also entail semantic and pragmatic properties. 
Yet, people nowadays (either out of negligence, speed, or to 
save time and effort) tend not to put short vowels and/or 
doubled consonant markers on the letters constituting the 
word. They leave them to the reader to interpret from the 
text. This situation is not linked with personal messages
See J. Cowan (1976: 49).
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and letters only, but with journals, newspapers and some
books as well. In such a case, and in order to surmount
this ambiguity, translators often have to regress, i.e. go
back and re-read the previous line(s) to try to catch the
proper meaning intended by the poet, and this act of regres-
( ?)sion can be time-consuming to translators
In the following three quotations, one can see how ambiguities 
may emerge as a result of various possible types of vocaliz­
ation. The first of these quotations comes from the Iraqi 
poet, "Al-Haydari , when he addresses the Mailman:
UJ lL> 1
CjjJ I'cfL U  
S' j ^
In this quotation, the underlined expression ( j^  ) can have
two forms of vocalization rendering two different meanings.
f *» ✓ 0
First, one can vocalize it as ( ) wa dun, and in this
case it means "a promise” which is inappropriate in this 
context.
* J " cThe other vocalization is ( Jl ) wa ud meaning "and return” 
i.e., two words, and this is the proper meaning intended by 
the poet. This quotation has been translated by Khouri and 
Algar (1974: 123):
(2)
Smith (1971: 36) indicates that "the number of regress­
ions that readers make is an indication of the difficulty 
of the passage they are trying to read.”
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"Return along the path whence you came, 
The path that so often brings you 
What is your desire of me?”
Notice how the Arabic conjunction (  ^ ) wa meaning "and" 
has been deleted when the verse has been translated into 
English; yet, the meaning has not been affected. (On this 
point, see 4.4.2).
The second quotation, illustrating the significance of 
vocalization in Arabic comes from As-Sayyab's poem, Song of
j —
the Rain:
jLJ I .oj* iS ' '
C V e ’ ' H  4*0'y-J ' '^43
In this quotation, the underlined expression ( tT ) can 
also have two vocalizations which produce two different 
interpretations, the first of which (c-oJl^  ) ka-lhabbi 
meaning Mlike seeds", is entirely inappropriate in this 
context. The other form of vocalization: ( 
ka-lhubbi, which means "like love", is the one intended by 
the poet. However, all of the seven translated versions of 
this poem, namely, Song of the Rain, have retained the latter 
meaning of this SL item. In what follows, Al-Udhari’s 
translation (1986: 30) will be quoted:
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"Do you know what sadness the rain brings?
And how the gutters burst into sobs when 
it pours?
And how lost the lonely feel?
Incessant - like running blood, like the 
hungry,
Like love, like children, like the dead - 
is the rain."
The final example portrays the signficance of vocalization 
in Arabic - English poetic translation, and is quoted from 
As-Sayyab's City of Sinbad:
/*
i_i L -j (3 J - J  I <3-9-9 6  1 j  U - l J  1 p A
The underlined word has two different vocalizations, the 
first of which is ( ): al-mada meaning: "the
distance" or "the period of time". The other vocalization
1^.  ^ -
0 ): a 1-muda meaning "the knives" is the one in­
tended by the poet. Here, as far as rhythm is concerned, 
both vocalization, ^al-mada and Pal-muda are acceptable in 
that line of verse. Yet, rhythm cannot always be relied 
upon in choosing the proper interpretation. The overall 
context has to be investigated for clues of meaning, and in 
this respect, the word ^al-muda is unquestionably the proper 
vocalization, which is translated into "knives”. This 
argument is supported by two fundamental reasons:
First; (historically and pragmatically speaking) if one 
regresses, or goes back, he/she would encounter the expres­
sion Tartar, or more accurately Tatars : those tribes who 
attacked Baghdad and other Iraqi cities, causing considerable 
plunder, damage and death.
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Second, (linguistically speaking) if one looks cataphorically
o ^
one would meet the word ( ) meaning nose-bleed or
bleeding which is linked with knives. Bennani (1982: 19) 
translates this line of verse , using the pronoun their 
referring anaphorically to Tartars:
’’The Tartars have struck! Their knives are bloody”
Here, one has to mention that, in the absence of the vocal­
ized version of a poem, able translators can — to a certain 
extent - rely on the context of the item concerned to arrive 
at the proper choice of its TL version or equivalent, in 
particular, if the item has a symbolical value only 
(Newmark, 1982). But students of translation should not be 
told that vocalization is dispensable, as this could lead 
to deviation from what is intended by the writer.
Another interesting example, pertinent to the significance 
of vocalization to translators of Iraqi poetry, comes from
. 6 x
Izzidien’s poem Lure of Memory
Bosworth (1984: 32) has utterly rejected the vocalization of
c -f _ \ \ ) as al-ma na in the following verse:
4 J—UbA 1— li
, W J ?
"And let this be the last look,
With a smile of remembered pleasures,
Take this suffering heart
Which in the far loneliness will not be happy."
(see Appendix: E-27)
i C
Bosworth's acceptance of the vocalization: al-mu an-na
y c —
and not al-ma na could have been the outcome of two main 
reasons:
First, whereas the context needs an adjective, the word
? , c - . al-ma na is a noun;
Second, the use of al-ma na vocalization could certainly 
hamper the flow of that verse. This means that besides the 
pragmatic and semantic features of the poetic text, rhythm 
could be another fundamental factor in deciding the proper 
vocalization, in order to determine the proper choice.
Hence, the use of suffering is the proper translation of 
the Arabic item (
At this stage, one can conclude that vocalization is of the 
utmost importance in translating Iraqi poetry into English.
Its importance lies in the fact that any Mmis-vocalization" 
could create distortion in the TL text. Here , an impor­
tant outcome of the discussion mentioned above has been that 
this issue, namely vocalization, forms no obstacle in the 
way of transferring SL texts into their TL equivalents. Also, 
the analysis of the corpus reveals that in poetic texts:
a) Rhythm can be considered as a helpful factor (but 
not the sole factor) for grasping proper vocalization 
of certain controversial items.
b) When the SL version lacks vocalization — as is the
case with many poems included in our corpus — linguistic 
and pragmatic information is applied by translators to
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arrive at the proper vocalization (i.e. reading) prior 
to transferring the poem into the TL.
What is more interesting is that when reading various 
translations (double translation, or even "■ treble" trans­
lation) of a poem, one can clearly notice how there is some 
sort of agreement or consistency among various translators 
in their proper choice of vocalization which leads to 
proper rendering of the items concerned. For instance, 
translators of As-Sayyab’s poem The River and Death have 
translated the word ( I* ) calam into "world”:
"Death is a strange world that enchants the 
young"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 107)
"For death is the children's spellbound World"
(Al-Udhari, 1986: 33)
"Death is a strange world which lures the young"
(Bishai , 1986: 30)
In the double translation of City of Sinbad, notice how 
translators render the lexeme ( j*>Jl ) as Jal-hajar —  and 




"Yesterday they removed the stone horseman,"
(Bennani, 1982: 20)
"Yesterday the took the stone horseman,"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 101)
4.3 Transposition and the Translation of Iraqi Poetry
In Chapter Two (2.2), it was shown how the two controversial
notions pertaining to translation, namely, word-for-word,
and concept-for-concept , or sense-for-sense are not "novel"
inventions created by modern linguists, or by translation
practitioners working nowadays. Rather, these notions are
very much linked with eminent names, such as Cicero and 
^ > -
Horace, Hunayn ibn Ishaq and others who boosted this art 
to its zenith so long ago. (See, for example, Basnett- 
McGuire, 1980; Wilss, 1982).
However, "word-for-word" and "concept-for-concept" processes 
of translation, very basic and general as they are, rep­
resent a somewhat broad spectrum through which various works 
of translation can be assessed. What one requires is a 
deeper understanding and awareness of certain transpositional 
areas, such as structure-shift and intra-system shift (tense 
and voice), which if not tackled properly —  could cause 
ambiguity in transferring the SL message into its TL equi­
valents. The significance of transposition, which is "the 
only translation procedure concerned with grammar" and 
"where most translators make transpositions inuitively" 
(Newmark, 1988: 88), can be attributed to the fact that it
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works on two levels, the first of which is the intra­
language level, i.e., within the language itself, be it 
Arabic, English or Chinese. The second level can be referred 
to as the inter^-language level, i.e; .between two languages, 
and in this very level lies the organic relationship bet­
ween transposition and translation. In what follows, this 
topic will be discussed with reference to translated texts 
of Iraqi poetry.
One of the most straightforward definitions of transposition 
comes from Pinchuck (1977: 190) who states that transpo­
sition ’’involves replacing a grammatical structure in the SL 
with one of a different type in the TL in order to achieve 
the same effect”. This procedure involves a two-fold trans­
action, encompassing the intra-language, and the inter- 
language levels. Pinchuck continues:
’’Transposition can take place within a language 
as well as between two languages. Paraphrase 
is transposition within a language: fI am going
to town tomorrow' and 'I will go to town 
tomorrow'. There is no change in denotative 
meaning.”
(ibid: 192)
In Arabic, and on the intra-language level, the following 
sentence:
yJiU I
ja a t-tiflu bakiyan
v subj hal
can be converted syntactically into another form without 
changing the meaning:
jaca t-tiflu wa huwa yabki• •
v subj HP subj v
1
* (3 )Hal clause
Notice how the lexeme , bakiyan, which is hal, is changed 
into wa huwa yabki which is a clause referred to as hal or 
circumstantial clause (see 4.4.2). This subordinate clause, 
which expresses an attendant circumstance (Williams, 1984), 
usually comes after the particle "wa" which is used here as 
a subordinator and not a co-ordinator. This issue will be 
tackled later.
Now, what is worth mentioning is that transposition revolves 
around three major points:
1) It is a "trans"-Mposition", involving a change or a 
shift in certain elements of a sentence: a shift which 
can be optional or obligatory (see the translation of 
the Nominal Sentences).
2) It is very much linked with grammatical structures, or 
with what Newmark (1982) refers to as grammatical units.
3) It is applicable to Arabic-English poetic translation, 
since these two languages have different grammars, and 
incongruent syntactic areas which require transpositional 
operations in translation,
4) Grammatical transpositions could be adopted by writers/ 
translators for stylistic reasons. Thus, it must be
(3 ) -  -HP: hal particle, i.e., wawi l-hal.« , r  ■ 9
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remembered that "certain transpositions appear to go 
beyond linguistic differences and can be regarded as 
general options available for stylistic considerations” 
(Newmark, 1988: 87). This point will be highlighted 
later.
One of these incongruent areas mentioned in the third point 
above revolves around the Nominal Sentence , which is pre­
valent in Arabic texts, whereas it is "absent" in English. 
However, such a sentence is translatable into English with 
the use of certain syntactic procedures, such as the in­
sertion of verb to be, since Arabic nominal sentences do 
not have copulas (Wright,1859 )• So, the nominal sentence
" al-waladu mu ad-dabun"
which is represented by (subject + predicate) can only be 
rendered into a verbal sentence:
"The boy is polite"
In order to be capable of showing the significance of trans­
position in the translation of poetic texts (Iraqi poetic 
texts), one has to shed a certain amount of light on the 
following changes:
1) change in word class or class shift;
2) change in rank of the item, or what can be called 
as unit shift;
3) change in word-order which can be referred to as 
structure shift;
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4) change in tense, voice, etc. which is referred to as 
internal shift (see Pinchuck, 1977; Catford,1965 ).
4.3.1 Class Shift
It is generally agreed that almost all languages have four 
basic word classes, consisting of what Quirk et. al.,(1973) 
calls "open-class items" which are known as noun (N), Verb 
(V), adjective (Adj) and adverbs (Adv) which are "subject 
to a relatively rapid turnover in membership" (Cruse, 1986:
3). An investigation of the corpus shows that these words 
are sometimes inter-changeable when Iraqi poetry is trans­
lated into English. It has also been noted that change or 
shift in word classes seems opt ional since translators of 
Iraqi poetry enjoy the freedom to exploit more than one TL 
alternative to replace the SL item. This freedom, which 
could be taken as stylistic preference, will be exhibited 
in the following few paragraphs.
One of the most interesting examples of class-shift is the 
translations of Iraqi poetry revolves around changing verbs
into nouns (V  --^ N) as in the following line taken from
^As-Sayyab's poem Song of the Rain
* /J l ^  llU l.il I V / j
Salama (1972: 120), in his translation of this verse, seems 
to favour the non-literal method of translation when he 
renders the verb (V) karkara into (N): the chuckle , retaining 
the meaning of the SL text:
"The chuckle of the boys amid vinetrellis"
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This change, i.e. , CV — > N) has been optional since the 
translator could —  if he wished — have rendered verb into
verb (V >  V) as is done by Loya (1968: 230), when she
translates the same verse:
"Children giggled in the vine-arbors"
Another example , where a verb is changed into a noun, is
quoted from Bishai (1986: 39). Notice how she translates
the verb ( ) takfiq into (N) : the "flutter" in
/• ™
As-Sayyab's poem: Jaikur and the Trees of the City^  ^
j I (jjkiC ^
*> ° '  *
'j*  — pJ It 6 (J lib
 ^ I jy* J L
"And in the eyes of the children 
There is the flutter of wings 
In the world of sleep.
The clouds have passed over the road 
Whitened by the light of the moon,"
(see Appendix: E-26)
The other extract, portraying class-fchift, suggests that SL 
verbs can be changed into adjectives: (V •— ^ Adj) while 
rendering Iraqi poetic texts into English. The translation 
of this extract, taken from ( Perplexity, supports
Jaikur is a village in southern Iraq, where the poet 
was born.
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this point. Notice how Morris (1984: 26) uses the adjective
o *
"asleep" for the SL verb ( ) nimtum:
"Who makes a lover spend his nights awake , 
Yourself asleep."
It must be noted that this tendency, namely, changing 
(V— > Adj) has also been adopted by Hawari (1984: 10) 
when translating Izziddien's poem, A Shahrazad Love-Song, 
into English. In the following excerpt, Hawari presents 
two interesting examples of changing (V --> Adj):
yantaSi ( v ) ---- ^  ecstatic (adj)
fada ( v ) _____ ^  brimful (adj)
a j^>j i v  j,j i (j 1 j l
cUJLiJ I jwiiaJ (jj* **aJ \yj I 3-2-L3 li 
(3y& 1 dU * ■** ir 1-31 ^
* (J-N-sjJ 1 l-»  ^J3 *
"Thy lucid voice, of wanderer sublime,
Ecstatic with beauty of a sweet dream.
Thou hast, love-lorn, annointed love.
And he, love-lorn, by your kindness, lives again. 
And I remonstrated with thee in loving dalliance. 
And a feeling brimful of noble love."
(see Appendix: A-32; E-6)
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Finally, and in order to pursue a wider view of class shift
in the translation of Iraqi poetry, one can quote the
following verse from "As-Safi ^An-Najafi's poem
where a noun has been rendered into a verb (N ^ V) :
^ •* * 
i s ' C5-* i
?iiJ I ^  ^ * i -
"When I die, cast me forth in the plain 
Sweet unto me there are both life and death."
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 75)
This example is interesting as it contains an instance of 
Unit Shift, namely, changing a phrase into a clause:
c —"min ba di mawti" ---> "when I die".
This point will be discussed later in (4.3.2).
4.3.2 Unit Shift
This transpositional procedure involves changing a word to 
a phrase, a word to a clause, a phrase to a clause or vice 
versa (Pinchuck, 1977). In translating Iraqi poetry into 
English, one can encounter many instances where a single word 
has to be expressed by two or more items, as in the follow­
ing quotation taken from As-Sayyab's poem The River and 
Death:
In translating this verse, Bishai (1986) substitutes the
9 ' *
single lexeme ( 1) al-mah with a phrase constructed
from (V + det + N + prep) and that is "catch a glimpse of":
"If only I could
Look down from mountain peaks
To catch a glimpse of the moon"
(Bishai, 1986: 26)
Shown also below is another transpositional example pertain­
ing to unit shift in translating Iraqi poetry. Subhi (1968:
197), in translating ^Al-Mala*ika1 s poem ( w  )* ^ ✓
Memories, has used a clause: "which resounded" for the single
c ^  (5)
word: ( Oj ) ran-na which is a verb .
W is** — is* 6j 
L Ii- jj 1 *» ^
"Except for a voice which resounded in 
my ear 
Then melted away
For a moment, then I did not know even 
where it went."
Arberry's translation of ^As-Safi's poem . ( )
To a Clock is an excellent example of rendering poetry into
One has to bear in mind that the Arabic verb can be an 
amalgam of a pronoun theme and a predicate. Hence, the 
verb ran-na means "it resounded". (See Beeston, 1970).
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poetry. In his translation (1967: 6), he changes a word 
into a clause, ending the line with "through" so that it may 
rhyme with the next line. Here is the change:
"Sleep is a sword that cutteth our lives through 
And dost thou never slumber as we do."
Also in the above-mentioned verse, there is an instance of 
class-shift. In order to create the image of "sleep cutting 
our lives", Arberry has changed an abstract noun into a 
concrete noun (i.e. , different categories):
*>inhisam ^ husam (meaning: sword)
N -----^  N
Khouri & Algar (1974:81), who translate ^ Al-Mala^ika' s poem 
Who Am I, present a useful example of changing a simple sen­
tence into a subordinate clause:
z'
s * ^ «* | |
^ U 1 Cr* (J 3 ^
J  U p  1 ^ j S j  1 o  J k  '
"The wind asks who am I?
I am its confused spirit, whom time has 
disowned".
This subordinate clause * namely, "whom time has disowned" 
which forms a part of the complex sentence:
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"I am its confused spirit, whom time has 
disowned"
involves a significant instance of structure shift which 
will be dealt with in the next section.
4.3.3 Structure Shift
Structure shift is concerned with word-order in Arabic and 
in English, a significant issue relevant to translators of 
Iraqi poetry.
In English, word-order is both grammatically and semanti­
cally significant for "grammatical intelligibility depends 
largely... on the order of elements in the sentence" 
(Darbyshire , 1971: 69). This system of word order, which 
can be referred to as "fixed word order" (Matthews, 1981), 
exemplified by two significant features, namely, adjacency 
and sequencing, is tentatively portrayed in the following 
couple of sentences:
a) Michael beat Andrew
b) Andrew beat Michael
Sentence (a) is semantically different from sentence (b) 
because each has a different word-order which tells us who 
does what (Abboud et al., 1975). Therefore, the change from 
(a) into (b) can be referred to as meaningful change.
On the other hand, there are optional changes which do not 
indicate any change or alteration in meaning. To clarify 
this point, one can, for the sake of example^ examine the
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verb "take off" to see how certain changes in word order 
may not entail any semantic change:
c) I take off my jacket 
d r )  I take my jacket off
This point can be portrayed by examining sentence (c) which 






take off my jacket
The following tree represents sentence (d) where the movement 









Yet, the case is not as simple as this. It must be noted 
that, whereas the movement of the adverbial particle in 
example (c) does not entail any semantic difference, the 
movement of the particle "out” in example (e) carries or 
entails semantic difference:
e) He must pull his finger out
f) He must pull out his finger
Focussing on these two examples, native speakers of English 
can tell that sentence (e) involves literal and idiomatic 
meaning (he must proceed faster), whereas sentence (f) is 
likely to be taken only in the literal sense (Matthews, 
1981).
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However, pursuing the issue of preposition/adverbial par­
ticles and word-order, one has to stress that there are 
certain consraints concerning the position of these items, 
namely, prepositions and particles, in our utterances.
For instance, people do not normally say:
g) I take my off jacket
because "my" is a possessive adjective which has to be 
followed by a noun in normal utterances.
In Arabic, which is considered a highly inflected language, 
word-order is not as important as in English, since the 
diacritics or the short vowels, and what Goodman (1973) 
refers to as "inflectional cues" play a considerable part 
in determining (subject-verb-object) relations. Referring 
to Latin (which shares many characteristics with Arabic, 
such as the role of inflections in determining subject- 
predicate relations), Matthews (1981: 255) observes that 
"it is a commonplace of linguistic typology that the more 
relations are realised by inflections, the more the order 
is, or can be, syntactically free." Emphasizing this point, 
he maintains that
"There is thus a complementary relationship 
between a type of system with free order 
and rich inflections - in particular, with 
an extensive pattern of agreement - and one 
with few inflections and fixed order"
(ibid: 256)
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This system of free word-order can be portrayed by the 
following couple of sentences where change of word sequ­
ence does not entail any semantic change:
qatala Caliyyun zaydan








 ^^ subj v obj
However, it would be unwise to conclude that, in Arabic, 
word-order is entirely free from constraints. For instance, 
one can say
tf
karaja 1-qitaru mina n-nafaqi
k) 1-----  --------  ---- --------
v subj prep n
which can be translated as:
1) The train came out of the tunnel 
but it is not correct to say: 
m) karaja 1-qitaru an-nafaq min
because in Arabic, as in English, prepositional phrases, 
are normally formed by (prep + N). This may suggest that, 
although Arabic can be referred to as having free word order, 
that order within phrases —  as in English is largely fixed 
(Concerning English, see Matthews, 1981: 257). Here, one
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should remember that studies on word order usually explicitly 
exclude poetic discourse. However, the main incongruties 
between Arabic and English word order can be summed up as:
First, in general, Classical Arabic, or Modern Standard 
Arabic, which is inflectional in its morphological struc­
ture, follows VSO (verb + subject + object) word order 
(Bakir, 1979; Saad, 1982; Agius, 1988; Raof, 1988). Al­
though this system of word order is dominant in Arabic, it 
is not very "rigid". This means that other forms of word 
order are also allowable, depending on the context of use 
triggered by speakers/writers, and implemented for stylistic 
choices. Commenting on the dominance or frequency of VSO 
word-order, Raof (1988: 356) states that:
"It is a commonplace in Arabic that the 
VSO is the favourite word order; it is by 
far the most dominant order as far as the 
actual use of the language is concerned.
It has a higher frequency of occurence 
than the actual types of order such as SVO,
SOV, OSV, etc."
It seems clear from the body of research done in this area 
that the VSO order has been considered as discourse- 
neutral, and any shift from this basic word-order to another 
type of word-order is "pragmatically motivated and discourse- 
oriented" (ibid: 358), which can be carried out by empha­
sis (i.e.; intonation in speech).
This VSO order can be illustrated in the following verse 
quoted from ^As-Safi ?An-NajafI's poem Immortal Liberty:
c — ✓
fasayu ti kul-lu juz in kabaran 





In contrast, the English sentence normally follows the SVO 
pattern. Therefore, translators have to make a structure 
shift to conform to the TL system, namely, English:
"Each will come and relate to me
subj v v
The happenings it has seen"
obj
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 77)
In order to demonstrate another structure of Arabic verbal 
sentences which follow VOS pattern, one can quote the fol­
lowing verse from As-Sayyab's poem, In the Night:
"Sa^akudu darbiya fi 1-wahmi ,
wa >asiru **tal^nlya )
v obj subj
( 6)_ In this transliteration, there is an amalgamation of 
"nuna l-wiqayah" and the object "}ya" in talqaniya".
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Translating this verse, Loya (1968: 394) has to restruc­
ture the last line (or the last hemistich) by starting with 
the subject in the (SVO) normal order pertinent to English:
”1 shall take my way in fancy
. , ,. , my mother shall meet meAnd walk, and — ------- ----------* subj v obj
Finally, one has to stress that in Arabic, the verb can be 
"an amalgam of two semantic elements, a pronoun theme and 
a predicate” (Beeston, 1970: 71), whereas in English the 
subject, verb, etc. are normally represented by separate 
units or free morphemes. Therefore, the Arabic-English 
translator has to use separate or independent units instead 
of the bound morphemes encountered in the SL texts. This 
can be illustrated by examining the following verse quoted 
from Al-Bayati's poem, Eye of the Sun:
0
uc* *ila dima'&qa bacda 1-mawti”
v subj
It is worth noting that the subject tu. is a pronominal 
affix; it is a pronoun theme. This line is translated by 
Stewart (1976) as:
  returned tQ Damascus after death”
subj v
Second, the Adjective and the Adverb Modifiers. In Arabic, 
and in languages with the dominant order VSO, the adjective
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(7 )usually comes after the noun . In fact, all modifiers 
follow the element they modify, whereas in English, they 
precede these elements as in the following sentence:
4
5 IkJ I j ~ * 1
1 2  3 4
v subj obj mod
^i&tara t-talibu haqibatan sagiratan
1 2 3 4
subj v mod obj
The pupil bought a small bag
Therefore , translators should be aware of this syntactic 
disparity between Arabic and English. From the translated 
texts of Iraqi poetry, the following extract illustrates 
this difference:
o *
j 1*^1 I ,iS±L%.
Ml  » U  y *
"damun... cala l-a£jar
1-harasi 1- aswadic «ala jibahi
n mod
Al-Udhari (1974: 54) translates it:
Greenberg (1961), quoted in Saad C1982)
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"Blood... on the trees
On the foreheads of the “black guards ." 
mod, . n.
❖
Likewise, adverb modifiers, such as ( ) jid-dan,
normally follow the elements they modify instead of preced­
ing them (Abboud et al., 1975). In English such modifiers 
precede these elements:
4 ' ' * ciju I J I■ ~— ;—  / ^
mod ,
very
"The poem is ----  wonderful"
mod.
The third significant incongruity between Arabic and English 
in matters pertaining to word-order, concerns the genitive 
case. It is apparent that English has two forms of genitive 
case, namely, the possessive marker ('s), and of-construc- 
tion or "of-genitive" (Quirk et al., 1973), as in:
"the teacher's plan": the modified noun occurs
finally,
and "the plan of the teacher"; the modified noun occurs
initially.
Arabic, in this respect, depends on what is known as 
construct relation, (*idafa), which consists of two terms, 
"each term being most commonly a single noun". (Abboud 
et al., 1975: 79). Here, the modified noun comes first. 
Consider the following example quoted from ^al-Mala ika's 
poem, To Keats:
140
* u i  ^ — *-J I *■—'
This quotation is rendered by Subhi, (1968: 139):
’’Tormented by cries of anguish 
Shaken by the shocks of years.”
Another quotation to highlight the use of idaf a in Iraqi
poetry comes from As-Sayyab’s poem, The Song of Rain:
* y
0 Jad  I Sjj I
This is translated by Loya (1968: 230-232) as:
’’And the Song of rain
TickLed the silence of the sparrows on trees.”
There is a good reason to think that, in the aforementioned 
example, the translator uses the of-construction instead of 
the possessive marker (’s) because both the modifier and the 
modified nouns are non-person (Quirk et al. , 1973). Also, 
in English prose, although not necessarily in poetry, the 
final element receives end-focus, and is in the normal 
position for new information. So, the rain’s song emphasizes 
the noun song, whereas the song of the rain emphasizes rain. 
In the original poem, As-Sayyab enjoys emphasizing the word 
rain; therefore, The Song of the Rain could be considered as
a better rendering of ( > Jl Oj_____  • •\ ) than the
rain’s song.
The fourth incongruity between Arabic and English word-order 
is concerned with the formation of questions. In the ques­
tion construction, Arabic uses general particles like
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hal, or " " __a, or pronouns like ( i>* ) man. Such par­
ticles or pronouns normally precede "verbs which occupy 
initial position in the same sentence" (Saad, 1982: 14), 
whereas these particles or question words are placed before 
the NPs when the question is about a person or a thing rather 
than the verb (Raof, 1988).
English, on the other hand, normally forms questions either 
by inverting the elements of the verb phrase (VP), or by 
using "dummy" do. Very plainly, and in order to clarify 
this structural issue, Akmajian et.al (1984: 174) refer to 
the Question Rule adopted for the formation of questions in 
English:
"To form a question from a declarative sentence, 
place the first auxiliary at the beginning of 
the sentence. If there is no auxiliary verb, but 
only a main verb, place an appropriate form of 
the verb do at the beginning of the sentence, and 
make appropriate changes in the main verb."
However, syntactic analysis of the translated texts of Iraqi 
poetry indicates that translators have been well aware of 
this incongruity of question construction between Arabic and 
English, and the process of restructuring involved in trans­
lating verses including question forms. In order to portray 
how translators of Iraqi poetry cope with question particles, 
here are two quotations, the first of which is from The River 
and Death (see Appendix: A-13) ^
^ f ^ 1-*-i I  ^ Cf' k-JL 
UaJLi J y* 6 l
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* j j  N \ '{y* U N I W
Khouri and Algar (1974: 105) translate this quotation, 
replacing ( \ ) with ARE, and ( Ja ) with DO. This is one 
point; the other point is that those translators restruc­
ture the second line of this verse be fore transferring it 
into English. This re-structuring can be illustrated as 
follows; notice how they maintain conciseness by placing 
the question particle hal at the beginning of the line:
THE ORIGINAL LINE OF VERSE
I ^  ^ L ,  “cU * > L J ' d j j \ }
Restructuring
_____________________ I _______________________
THE NEW LINE AND ITS TRANSLATION 
Do the wakeful fishes sleep at dawn?
This is the translation of the whole quotation as in 
(Appendix: E-48)
"Are you river or forest of tears?
Do the wakeful fishes sleep at dawn?
And these stars, ^ do^  they still wait 
To nurture with silk a thousand needles!"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 105)
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Since this quotation undergoes a non-literal translation, 
such syntactic restructuring shown above is not obligatory 
(Wilss, 1982); rather it is optional. This argument can be 
supported by introducing Al-Udhari’s translation of the same 
quotation, where he places the question particle DO in the 
middle of the line of verse, and not at the beginning of 
that line:
"Are you a forest of tears or a forest of a river?
The unsleeping fish do they sleep at daybreak?
The stars, do they go on waiting
Threading silk through thousands of needles?"
(Al-Udhari, 1986: 33)
Yet, careful analysis of the first line of Al-Udhari’s 
translation shows an example of overtranslation. The inap­
propriate replacement of ( m^  ) with "a forest of a river" 
seems to affect the meaning intended by the poet, since such 
replacement involves an instance of unnecessary padding 
(see Duff, 1981). Hence, Khouri and Algar (1974: 105) 
come closer to what is intended by the SL text:
"Are you river or a forest of tears"
The second extract, exemplifying the formation of questions 
in Iraqi poetic translation, comes from Al-Bayati’s poem: 






Khouri and Algar (1974: 113) translate it as:
11 Is this dead moon a man?
On the mast of dawn, on a garden wall? 
Do you rob me?
Do you leave me (9 }
Without a homeland and a shroud?' '
It is worth noting that, in translating a nominal sentence 
such as: , " s
c ‘.1 ii
* ‘ J
translators of Iraqi poetry are mainly involved in a two­
fold linguistic operation identified as follows:
First, they have to render this nominal sentence:
\ ^  \ I J 1 IJlA
into a verbal sentence, since nominal sentences do not exist 
in English (see 4.3.4.2). This is normally done by inserting 
verb to be after the subject:
"The dead moon is a man"
Second, since, the SL line is in a question form, this TL 
sentence "this dead moon is a man" should be transformed 
into a question by the process of permutation, i.e., placing
( 8 ) \
Because the question particle ( * ) consists only of one
letter, it is normally written as a part of the follow­
ing word, e.g. lju/t (see Abboud et al., 1975).
( 9 ) rProblems pertaining to disparities between Arabic and 
English in matters related to gender will be tackled 
in Chapter Five. However, in this verse, "moon" is 
used as masculine!
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the verb to be at the beginning of the sentence (Akmajian et. 
al, 1984). Hence, the proper rendering of the abovementioned 
line of verse is:
"Is this dead moon a man?"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 113)
4.3.4 Intra-system Shift
This transpositional procedure, discussed by Catford (1965) 
has also been tackled by Pinchuck (1977) as "Internal- 
Shift", where he presents examples from English and German. 
However, in this section, the focus will be directed towards 
tense and voice on the inter-language level, i.e. , between 
Arabic and English, which possess incongruent tenses and 
voice patterns. This incongurity could be very crucial to 
Arabic-English poetic translation.
This research will first focus on tenses in the translated 
texts of Iraqi poetry, to examine whether or not there hre 
shifts in the "time-valueM of the translated texts, and 
whether or not such shifts in the "time-value" have any 
impact on the meaning transferred from the SL texts into 
their TL equivalents.
The next step will be to investigate change of voice in the 
translated texts, to find out whether or not there is a 
"general tendency" among translators of Iraqi poetry to 
retain the voice of the SL text , to change the active voice 
into passive or vice versa, and what impact this syntactic 
issue, namely, change of voice, has on the meaning trans­
ferred in the translated texts.
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4.3.4.1 Problem of Tense
In general, Arabic has two tenses, namely, the perfect 
( . I ]| ) as in (safara, kataba, etc.), and the imperfect 
) as in (yusafiru, yaktubu, etc.), Normally the 
perfect is changed into imperfect by attaching certain pre­
fixes, such as "yaM " aM, etc., which indicate the tense, 
whereas certain suffixes, such as 11 *uM; M>ina", etc. mark 
only the gender (see Wright, 1859'; Beeston, 1970).
It should be remembered that this section is not aimed at a 
detailed exposition of verbs and tenses in Arabic; however, 
certain focal points, pertinent to tenses in Arabic-English 
translation should be considered;
First, it must be stressed that, in Arabic, a verb sequence 
can function as a complete sentence. This can be illustrated 
by examining the verb ( ) mat at, meaning: "she died”
(Beeston, 1970). This Arabic verb sequence contains: 
subject + singular + feminine + verb + past, all in one 
orthographic unit. However, this is different from the 
nominal sentence which has a non-verbal predicate structure , 
such as mu>ad-dabun in:
" *al waladu imi*ad-dabunM
or a prepositional phrase, such as fi 1-foadiqah:
Q
11 aliyyun fi 1-hadiqah"
Second, although certain dynamic verbs in Arabic, such as 
mat a, refer unambiguously to the past time Cibid), Arabic 
verbs do not always indicate time-reference automatically
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unless there are contextual clues used for the projection of 
action to a definite time: clues, such as time-marking ad- 
verbials, or an event or an experience shared by writer/ 
speaker and his readers/audience.
The argument mentioned above might lead one to emphasize 
the fact that, for every grammatical category, be it a verb,# 
a noun etc., there must be a distinction between "context- 
independent meaning and interpretation fostered by specific 
context" (Comrie, 1985: 19). For instance, take the verb 
" ^ \j " ra? a meaning saw. Out of context, its basic meaning 
refers to the past time. Yet, it can "acquire" what can be 
termed as a secondary meaning referring to future as in the 
following sentence:
» *■ UL N I 1 t 1— ^  I j b |
"If you see a fire, inform the fire-brigade."
Likewise, the dynamic verb " w L "  mat a , which refers un­
ambiguously to the past time (Beeston, 1970) can acquire 
future time value as in:
A. J» (f) jj (J->C* U t j
"If the man dies, he will leave a will"
In these couple of sentences, future time reference is in­
dicated by the use of the conditional particle " \$\"
> , i
ida meaning: "if".
In the following sentence, the imperfect tense has been 
rendered into future tense because the Arabic version includes 
future time reference indicated by the use of the adverbial:
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^a^-Sahra l-qadim
I will travel to India next month .
Here , what this section of the thesis has claimed for 
Arabic can —  to a certain degree —  be valid for English verbs 
as well. Comrie (1985) observes that, for instance, the 
verb "did", which basically refers to the past time, can — 
in the following sentence — refer to a potential action in 
the present or future:
This means that, in certain contexts, certain English verbs 
could acquire secondary meaning or time reference.
At this stage, and in order to initiate the discussion of 
tense in the translations of Iraqi poetry, one has to review 
certain instances quoted from the corpus prior to the general 
conclusions which will follow later.
In the first extract below, an immediate observation one can 
make is how Bosworth (1984: 32) is very much concerned with 
the "time reference" of the SL text (and not with the 
"superficial" forms of the verbs) when transferring this 
poetic text into English (Appendix: A-41; E-27):
"If you did this, I would be very happy"
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"Will my memories complain of my weeping?
Who will sing to me and give me my cup?
If you depart to-day quietly and gracefully!
Then stay, my beloved."
In this SL extract, there are five verbs, namely, turns1 , 
yugan-nini, yasqini, rahalta and qif. With the exception of 
the verb qif which is "command", the other verbs have been 
rendered into future in the TL text as in Figure (5) 
below:
FIGURE 5
SAMPLES OF TREATING TENSES ACCORDING TO TIME VALUE
SL VERBS TL VERBS
ARABIC ENGLISH
VERB TENSE VERB TENSE
tumsi imperfect will complain future
(^akiyatin)
yugan-nini imperfect will sing future
yasqini. imperfect (will) give future
rahalta
•
perfect dep art present 
(suggesting 
futurity because 
of the use of 
C °c>\) meaning 
"if")
qif order stop order
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Here, although the poet uses three imperfect verbs and one 
perfect verb, the "atmosphere" of the whole aforementioned
extract is future. Bosworth gives the time value of these
verses, i.e., futurity, much credit, because he has been 
well aware of the whole argument between the poet and his 
beloved; a dialogge syntactically focussed on the conditional
*’* i * i ^clause ( u • ) in rahalta which suggests and involves
futurity.
In the next quotation, taken from Al-Bayati’s poem, Two
Poems to my Son Ali, the poet uses the verb ( )
ta^in-nu which is imperfect, as a part of fral or circum­
stantial clause:
Yet, the whole surroundings, or what Brown and Yule (1983) 
refer to as "environment", i.e., the co-text or the ling­
uistic context, indicate or refer to the past. However, the 




First, the poet starts with: o
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where the verb " " refers unambiguously to the past
time (Beeston, 1970). This verb has also been repeated 
elsewhere in the poem.
Second. ^As-Sindabad ^Al-Bahri, known by Iraqis as an old 
sailor who lived many centuries ago, conveys the reader/ 
translator to the past time^^\ Therefore Khouri and 
Algar (1974: 109-111) translating the poem, have used the 
past tense in the TL text:
"In their street I called your name , and 
darkness was the answer.
I asked the wind after you, as it moaned 
in the heart of silence 
I saw your face in mirror and eyes 
In the window panes of distant dawn 
In post cards."
4.3.4.2 Tense in Nominal Sentences
One of the major incongruities in sentence structure between 
Arabic and English is that, in Arabic, there exists what is 
referred to as the Nominal Sentence, which is mainly composed 
of a subject and a predicate, i.e., without a verb. There­
fore, it is timeless. In this respect, Beeston (1970: 67) 
states that
"Non-verbal predicates are in themselves 
not time-marked at all, and any time 
reference they may have is derivable only 
from the context in which they are placed, 
or by the addition of a time-marking ad­
verbial ."
Some people believe that ’As-Sindabad ^l-Bahri is a 
legendary character, and a symbol of brave adventurers.
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However, it is not uncommon to find a nominal sentence 
forming an entire line of verse, as in:
’ *
* is* ^  ^




Khulusi (1980: 66) translates this quotation inserting the 
verb to be after the theme I_:
"And you are right at the top of the cupola
As a bell ringing, a long wailing sound,
I am dumb
whilst ---- —    "
subj v adj
Another example portraying how a nominal sentence forms an 
entire line of verse comes from Song of The Rain:
° 1T1 I 1*. I  ljL» Ifi- d)^ /
I. Boullata (1976: 7) translates this line inserting the 
verb to be after the subject:
"Your eyes are two palm groves at the hour 
of dawn."
Translators of Iraqi poetry into English, then, face the job 
of tackling problems related to nominal sentences prevalent 
in Arabic texts, since in English, almost all sentences are
— JL53 . ^
verbal sentences^ i V . However, their linguistic job is 
two-fold:
First, those translators have to provide a verb, and this 
could be the verb to be, the significance of which is to 
link the subject with the complement in the TL. (Nilsen 
and Nilsen, 1978). Ye% ,using the verb to be does not 
always seem obligatory in the translations of Iraqi poetry. 
Other options may sometimes prove better in transferring 
the SL message. In the following verse, quoted from 
Izziddien, Khattab (1984: 44) uses the lexical verb "recline" 
indicating locatory position, and involving the notion of 
rest and resting situation:
y •" <-*, J
k-^> 7T-—  ^ Cr* cU-J ^ k ^
"Had he come in day's loving prime,
When on the jasmine bed 
Woven by love, I recline."
Certainly, the above-mentioned translation is better than:
"When on the jasmine bed 
Woven by love, I am."
Second, they must assign tenses to the TL sentences, and if 
the Arabic nominal sentence has no time markers (such as
ijm+\ amsi, lji. gad an, etc.), translators often make
✓ . . . . . .
Exceptions can be fo^nd in the language used in captions 
and in block language which often consists of a noun 
and a noun phrase , such as Danger: Falling Rocks (see 
Quirk et al., 1973).
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their own judgement, relying on the overall "environment" 
of the text. This point can be supported by examining the 
following couple of lines, which are taken from the Iraqi 
poetess, >A1-Mala>ika:
>» s
In this example, the time reference is present, which is 
indicated by the preceding verb ( J 1 • ) yas>al;
hence, in translating it, Boullata (1978: 17) uses the 
present verb am:
"The night asks who I ajn
Its impenetrable black, its unique secret I am"
The next quotation involves the use of ( £ ) kana (the
root: kwn), whose "suffix set serves to mark explicitly past 
time" and "its prefix set future time or notional value" 
(Beeston, 1970: 80). Here, the poetess is recalling "memor­
ies" occuring in the past. Notice how Subhi uses "was" 
and "were" when rendering that verb:
XjiS ^ K - 'JJ -IT
' a U  ^  ^
 > l5-> <S ^
*3 Ujj N (J-J-J1 ^  K"
* j t> !  \ \ j - l  1 'uJUJI
/




”It was night in which stars were an unsolved 
riddle.
In my soul there was something brought about 
by the wearying silence ;
In my sense there was numbness and fading 
consciousness;
In the night there was an unbearable stagnancy
Darkness was secrets shed"
(Subhi, 1968: 197)
Yet, Al-Udhari (1974: 55), in translating Al-Bayati’s 
poem: To Anna Seghers: Author of "The Dead Stay Young", 
prefers to copy the style of the SL poem when rendering the 
nominal sentence into English. In other words, he has 
never used or inserted any verb after the subject "blood":
° j  k * - 2 *  ^  1  *  *  *  f J
J 5— ~ N  I ^ J  1 * \j o -
' ✓ ' * *
.  I j L s J  I  j e i  I S }  . 1  ^  j — ls^S ’
’ y '
•jUjMI ^
Notice that , in translating the seventh line, "railway 
sleeping cars " could be better than "railway sleepers" .
y 
©
"Blood. , . on the trees
On the foreheads of the black guards
And on the stones
On the eyes of the moon nailed to the wall 
On the lamps 
On the flowers
On the windows of the railway sleepers."
(Appendix: A-15; E-57)
Newmark (1988) states that, despite the fact that, in trans­
lating poetry, literal translation is usually condemned, 
he advocates it as a means of poetic translation. However,
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an investigation of the corpus unravelled that this stat- 
egy, namely, literal translation, can sometimes be helpful 
to Arabic-English poetic translation. It is evident that, 
in translating Al-Bayati’s poem mentioned above, Al-Udhari 
does not seem to distort the meaning of the SL text, and 
this has a thrown a certain amount of doubt on Andrew 
Levere’s argument that, in literal translation —  where the 
emphasis is on word-for-word stategy —  the sense and the 
syntax of the original are distorted (see Bassnett McGuire, 
1980: 81).
Still, the discussion instigated in the paragraph above 
requires two more comments:
First, an investigation of the corpus reveals that no trans­
lator has applied the literal strategy for a whole poem. In 
other words, translators normally move or switch from one
strategy to another as the situation requires. In the fol-
• * >
lowing extract from Al-Haydari's poem: ( f ) Sterility or 




“ jU u .  J  lit . I
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Translation one
"The same road 
The same houses
Held together by profound exertion^
The same silence 
We used to say:
Tomorrow it will die,
And there will awaken
From every house
Young children’s voices."
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 127)
Translation two
"The same road
The same houses, tied together by a great effort 
The same silence.
We used to say 
Tomorrow it will die 
And in every house will wake 
Voices of little children"
(I, Boullata, 1976: 23)
Translation three
"The same street
The same houses, deeply interlocked,
The same silence.
We used to say, "Tomorrow we’ll be dead,
and then awake
From every house
the voices of small children"
(Stewart, 1976: 43)
In these three TL versions of the same extract, it is appar­
ent how all translators advocate literal translation for the 
first, the third and the last line of the SL text, whereas 
the rest of the text receives concept-for-concept strategy. 
Furthermore, in Translation one the second SL line has been 




Held together by profound exertion"
This formal division could serve to emphasize and create 
atmosphere of boredom intended by the poet.
Second, if a translator adheres to, or adopts the literal 
strategy (without paying attention to the TL syntactic re­
quirements), he/she might "produce" an instance of under- 
translation as in the following line translated from Song of 
the Rain:
This translation needs a linking verb which is obligatory in 
this context, where the new version should read:
"Your eyes are twin forests of palm trees 
at dawn"
or "Your eyes are two forests of palms at the 
hour or dawn"
(Loya, 1968: 230)
To sum up this section on tense in nominal sentences, it has 
been noted that translators of Iraqi poetry do not tend to 
follow one way of rendering nominal sentences into English. 
Rather, three methods have been used:




a) The most remarkable method is that nominal sentences 
have been rendered into verbal sentences where suitable 
copulas have been empoyed to link the subjects or the 
themes with the predicates. In this respect, SL sen­
tences, when translated into English, receive copulas 
in the present tense (is, am, are). Those sentences 
which include structure modified by suffix set of kwn 
(e.g. ^  ) are different from the nominal sentences 
mentioned above; they are verbal sentences receiving 
copulas in the past (was, were).
b) In certain veises, nominal sentences have been rendered 
into verbal sentences where lexical verbs (and not the 
verb to be) have been used. This stylistic preference 
has been manifested in the translation of A Hymn to 
Al-Zahra1 a by Khattab (1984: 44) mentioned earlier. 
Another instance could be quoted from Arberry (1967: 5):
'flkJI u  I  L
<fLj/
' * / '
"O'clock! worn out by regularity
Rest and repose are all forbidden thee."
c) In other extracts, translators seem to copy the struc­
ture of the SL nominal sentence where no verb is used in 
the TL text. Yet, it must be stressed that this method 
should be meticulously handled as the absence of a 
copula or a lexical verb could lead to an instance of 
u ndertranslat ion where meaning may be distorted.
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4.3.4.3 Voice and Change of Voice
As discussed earlier, Arabic has two main verb forms, namely, 
the perfect and the imperfect. Passive voice is formed by 
what is called ’’internal vocalic change” and obligatory 
deletion of the agent,; as in the following sentence:
^  > < *
Active — >
tabaca l-camilu 1-kitaba 
which means ’’the worker printed the book”.
which means "the book was printed”
Focussing on the transliteration of these two sentences, one
phonemic in Arabic (Beeston, 1970) . This is one critical
point. The other worthwhile point is that, in Arabic, the 
agent is not normally mentioned in the passive voice, either 
it is not known, or because the speaker/writer does not want 
the agent to be mentioned or expressed. Therefore, the
Passive
c •tubi a 1-kitabu
can notice how, for example, the verb taba a has been changed 
or transformed into tubica which can be represented by:
CaCaCa __ ^ CubiCa
where the change of the vowel [a ] into Cu)
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agent is majhul which literally means "unlknown". Whereas 
in English, one normally says:
"The lesson was written by the studemt", 
in Standard Arabic, people do not say:
w o *
U J  I cJ-O (jA 1 ' • /■ ' / / r
kutba d-darsu min qibali t-talibi
However, if one finds sentences similar to this example in 
newspapers nowadays, it could be taken as an influence of 
the English style on the Arab journalists* Normally, in 




or use the active voice: ^ ^
kata t-talibu d-darsa
As observed in the discussion above, a fundamental differ­
ence between passive voice in Arabic, and passive voice in 
English is that in Arabic, the verb undergoes internal 
vocalic change, i.e., change of vowels ( Wright, 1859 ) • Also 
in the passive construction Kutiba d-darsu, the object be­
comes the grammatical subject and is known by Arab
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„ j “.Cgrammarians as na iba 1-fa il (the deputy agent), (see 
Agius, 1988).
In English, passive is formed by adding an auxiliary verb 
before the past participle of the verb concerned. However, 
in traditional terms, English passive voice is formed by 
changing the positions of the nouns or the noun phrases 
(NPs) and inserting MbyM before the second NP in the passive 
(Palmer, 1971) as in the following:




Applying the above-mentioned rule, or what has been proposed 
by Chomsky (1957):
NP1 - Aux - V - NP2 — > NP2 - Aux - be + en - V - by-NPl
The new sentence, i.e. , the passive, will be:
"The book was bought by the man".
Here, the object/goal of the Active Sentence becomes the sub­
ject (i.e. grammatical subject) of the new sentence. This 
procedure can be illustrated more simply by the following
tree diagrams in Figure (6) :
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FIGURE SIX

















Another interesting issue is whether or not meaning is 
changed in passivization. According to Standard Theory of 
Transformational Grammar, it was felt that in passivizations 
including quantifiers (e*g. all, some, many, every, etc.) 
and negation predicate not, the meaning of the utterance could 
be changed; otherwise, not. (See, for example, Grinder & 
Elgin, 1973), Notice change of meaning in the following 
examples:
1) All the students speak two languages
Two languages are spoken by all the students
2) Many people don't accept the present social structure 
The present social structure isn't accepted by many 
people
At this stage, and before analysing the corpus for change 
of voice, the following remarks should be remembered:
1) In Arabic and in English, the passive is transforma­
tionally derived from a corresponding active (Khalil,
1988).
2) In both Arabic and English the object is moved into 
subject slot.
3) In certain cases (e.g. when there is an adverbial), 
the agent is not necessarily mentioned in English, as 
in the following sentence;
"My son was vaccinated at Cromwell Hospital in London".
To cite instances illustrating SL - TL change of voice in 
the translated texts of Iraqi poetry, one could first refer 
to this verse quoted from Al-Mala ika's poem ( c*\__*jSli ) •
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Dikrayat, translated by Subhi (1968: 197). In this verse, 
the verb ( fagahu has been rendered into passive
voice:
"was brought about"
'jJjl u L  \✓
"In my soul there was something brought about 
By the wearying silence."
Another instance, where a verb in the active has been changed 
into the passive, is quoted from Al-Bayati’s poem Eye of the 
Sun, translated by Stewart (1976):
" l ^ > a +
; 1 (J-x3 ^ Iji- N L# | » I   ^ tj i>*
V 15“^ *✓ " ~
"Who staunches the memory of the condemned 
before execut ion?
Who puts on the robe of the saint and the 
martyr?
Who is burned like me in the fire of longing?"
The translation of the above-mentioned extract indicates 
that, even with the availability of a verb in the active 
voice, which may well convey the meaning of the SL verb, 
some translators prefer the passive construction for the TL 
text. Here, "is burned" has been used although "burns" is 
also accessible.
Moving to the following couple of quotations may provide a 
good insight into the change of voice in poetic translation,
is3
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where the translated verses have undergone passive --->
active change. In this respect, however, translators have 
to provide the TL sentence/verse with a subject, which can 
be formulated by examining the context, i.e. , by looking 
cataphoi*ically or anaphorically for textual clues from 
which the subject can be inferred. For instance, in the 
following lines from As-Sayyab’s poem: City of Sinbad, the 
verb suq-qiqa ( j* * ) has been translated into ’’you
split"
J 1 iji—
jSju. \}  c * \  j i J \ cdj Laa (jo li ^
"You split the rocks open
And with your gifts flooded the Euphrates."
(Bennani, 1982: 17)
Here, the subject provided for the translated version is 
"you" because the poet is, in the previous lines, addressing 
the rain, thus providing thematic continuity.
A second example of passive — active change of voice, 
where translators provide the TL verse with a subject, comes 
from the same poem mentioned above:
* 9S 5
' u-j ^  '
"Yesterday they removed the stone horseman"
(Bishai, 1986: 20)
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In this example , the subject "they" has been provided for 
the TL active sentence , because the context of the poem 
indicates that "the people of the city” had "removed the 
stone horseman".
Some translators, on the other hand, tend to retain the voice 
of the SL version when translating Iraqi poetry into English. 
This can be illustrated in the following verse where the
w J
verb ( jA ) huz-za is translated into were shaken:
"The tombs moved, their dead 
were shaken and they rose."
Here, one can suggest that the reason for using the passive 
is because the agent is unknown and not recoverable from 
the context.
An examination of the corpus of Iraqi poetic texts and their 
translated versions reveals that syntactic incongruities, 
between Arabic and English in matters related to voice, do 
not seem to have formed an unsurmountable obstacle in the 
way of transferring the SL poetic message into its TL 
equivalent. However, certain worthwhile conclusions come to 
the fore:
First, in general, certain verses have undergone change of 
voice whereas other batches of verses have not undergone 
such a change. In this respect, translators of Iraqi poetry
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have acted along the four possible inter-language trends —  
pertinent to voice —  shown below:
TREND ONE: Active  ^ Passive
/■
^ UaJ 1 1 \---.L;
M0 Clock Worn out by regularity"
(Arberry, 1967: 6)
TREND TWO: Passive  ^ Active
% - w ' r J '





"Their dead were shaken"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 95)
TREND FOUR: Active •--->  Active
**  ^ 5
r W  6 1
"But when he does reveal his love"
(Morris, 1984: 26)
Second, statistically speaking, the majority of the trans­
lated verses (i.e., our data-base) have retained the voice
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of the SL texts, i.e., no change of voice. As displayed in 
Table (2), out of a total of 1750 verbs analysed in the SL 
texts, only 94 of these verbs have undergone this trans­
positional operation, namely, change of voice mentioned 
about in TREND ONE and TREND TWO.
TABLE TWO 














61 1750 94 1656 5.37 %
Per Cent: Percentage of verbs involving change 
of voice to the total number of verbs 
analysed in the corpus.
Although this change of voice represents only 5.37%, being 
a somewhat small percentage compared to the total number of 
verbs which have never undergone any change of voice , further 
analysis has indicated that there is a noticeable tendency 
among translators of Iraqi poetry to render the active voice 
into the passive. However, this structural tendency, illus­
trated in Table 3, has been supported by the fact that 86 out 









Pass — > Act
Voice 
Act __> Pass
61 94 8 86
Pass = Passive 
Act = Active
VICV = Verbs Involving Change of Voice
This interesting tendency, it must be admitted, suggests 
that this structural preference, namely, (Active — > passive) 
change, or the use of the passive voice in English texts, is 
not confined to the writers of scientific or technical texts 
as stressed by Pinchuck (1977); Kirkman (1980) and Andrews 
and Blickle (1982) —  but extends to poetic translators as 
well.
Moreover, change of voice —  in the translations of Iraqi 
poetry —  is sometimes geared towards maintaining certain 
prosodic features, such as rhyme. Notice how Arberry 
(1967: 5) uses the passive voice in the TL text so that he 
can produce the complete rhyme-scheme:
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M0 clock% worn out by regularity!
Rest and repose are all forbidden thee
That rhyme-scheme, namely, aa, bb, cc, etc., which covers 
the whole poem, together with the iambic metre , makes the 
TL version look like an original piece of art.
Also, the use of passive constructions could serve certain 
rhythmic features. Notice how the translator of the fol­
lowing verse, Al-Udhari (1986: 9), created a trochaic 
(stressed and unstressed) foot by using passive voice at 
the initial position of the second TL line where he placed 
the strong "beat” or the stress on the verb "touched” to 
attract the reader's attention to the action.
, - ^ j
* I— .»»*-) I \ J IS*
"Like sea
Touched by the evening's hand."
A second example where the stress has been placed on the 
passive verb to make it prominent is quoted from City of 
Sinbad. Here, Bennani (1982: 19) has placed the stress on 
the verb "Dressed":
\juju. ‘cJlS-* d) IgJLU 
° \
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"Your end is like your beginning 
Dressed in blood. . . .11
Of equal significance is the fact that some translators use 
the passive v>ice in the TL text because the subject of the 
sentence can not be recoverable from the context (see the 
extract on page 167).
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, translators of Iraqi 
poetry are in favour of using passivization because they tend 
to follow the English modes of writing, where English people 
use the passive voice and other topicalization constructions 
to make the focus of their thought clear (Akmajian, et al., 
1984). De-emphasizing the subject and topicalizing the 
object in passivization could bring the object of the active 
SL sentence into prominence (Khalil, 1988), and provide our 
text with thematic continuity (Stubbs, 1983). Notice how 
Bishai (1986: 49) makes the object *al-jarida '’the sheets 
of the newspaper more prominent in the following verse from 
As-Sayyab:
o ^ '' * *
"And the sheets of the newspaper are 
Propped up between us"
*  ^  ^
In the second example below, quoted from Al-Jawahiri,
Jayyusi and Tingley (1977: 198) have topicalized the object 
(i.e. the receiver of the action, idleness) and given it 
prominence. v ^  ^ t o ' *
« . ^«.\ -1 t r r ^  ■** ^  .I , »■* (J 1 ^
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"Descend on the sluggish whose idleness is 
scorned even by the flies"
4.4 Cohesion and the Translation of Iraqi Poetry 
This section of Chapter Four is concerned with the way dis­
course chunks forming the translated versions of Iraqi 
poetry hold together, and how the cohesive devices used in 
these versions maintain texture. Moreover, it will pinpoint 
the characteristics of certain cohesive devices or ties in 
the SL and TL texts, whether or not these ties have been 
preserved or altered by translators of Iraqi poetry. Fin­
ally, it will consider the overall effect of the absence 
of the SL cohesive ties in the TL texts. In other words, 
does the absence of these ties lead to a coherent interpre­
tation of the text, or does it lead to meaning distortion?
The concept of cohesion has been investigated in this 
research for two main reasons:
First, the corpus or the data-base analysed in this thesis 
includes full poems, which means that the study is focussing 
on texts. Here, a text, which can be referred to as the 
verbal record of communicative events (Brown & Yule, 1983); 
a stretch of language which maps to the surface a mutually 
relevant communicative intention (Hatim, 1984), involves 
units bigger than, or higher than the word level or the 
sentence level. However, the corpus does not include any 
ready-made, unnatural sentences, such as those prepared by 
traditional grammarians for their analyses.
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Second, it is assumed that there are disparities between 
Arabic and English in matters related to cohesive links, 
or "cues” which influence the interpretation of various 
chunks of discourse constituting the text. In fact, these 
cues or links existing among various chunks enable audience/ 
readers to interpret any text (Goodman, 1973; Brown & Yule, 
1983), whether it is a treatise, a poem, etc., set forth 
for translation, or for discussion and appreciation.
In order to discuss the notion of cohesion, one has to rem­
ember an early study presented by Halliday and Hassan 
(1976) who define cohesion as relations of meaning that 
exist within the text, and that define it as a text. How­
ever, that study concentrates — to a large extent —  on certain 
formal or verbal markers, such as but, and, so, etc., as 
well as on other relations like reference , substitution, 
ellipsis and lexical items which are necessary for verbal 
connection, i.e. , surface connectivity. In this respect, 
Halliday and Hassan (ibid) believe that these ties "inject” 
or provide texture to any text.
Yet, it has been discovered that these links, initiated or 
adopted by Halliday and Hassan, are rather inadequate for 
texture. For instance, Brown and Yule (1983) maintain that 
formal linking devices used for concatenation cannot alone 
guarantee coherence or correct interpretation of the text.
A sequence of sentences with many cohesive ties may not
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necessarily guarantee textual coherence • (^^This critical 
issue will be tackled in (4.4.1), when treating the trans­
lated texts of Iraqi poetry.
It is important to realize that the foregoing argument 
should not completely discredit Halliday and Hassan's study 
of cohesion. Rather, what they offer can be taken — of 
course, with some reservation —  as a milestone for any con-' 
trastive analysis pertaining to Arabic/English poetic trans­
lation. In short, what one needs is an understanding of:
First, the surface, connective relationship or "ties" among 
sentences of the text which refer to reference, substitution, 
logical connection, etc., and their formal or grammatical 
usage (Widdowson, 1979). In this respect, cohesion can be 
studied within the framework of surface connectivity of the 
discourse.
Second, the relationship or interaction between the text and 
the reader/audience/translator, etc., which involves coherence 
or making sense. In fact, readers are more likely to try;
"to build a coherent picture of the series 
of events being described and fit the 
events together, rather than work with the 
verbal connections alone"
(Brown & Yule, 1983: 197)
( 12} To support their view, Brown & Yule (1983; 197) quoted 
an example from Enkvist (1978: 110) where no logical 
links have been established between the various senten­
ces of that example despite the fact that many cohesive 
ties exist.
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This coherent picture, and the absorption or understanding 
of the text —  be it Arabic, English or German—  depends 
largely on the language use, or on pragmatic aspects of the 
discourse involved, i.e., on the world knowledge shared, 
possessed and utRized by readers/translators to interpret 
the text. (Jackendoff, 1972; Clark and Clark, 1977; Lyons, 
1977 and Widdowson, 1979). Therefore, logical links should 
be there so that a text can be coherent to its readers.
This issue which has been mentioned in (2.4), will also be 
tackled in Chapter Five when the focus will be on images and 
culture-bound features encountered in Iraqi poetry.
4.4.1 The Role of Cohesive Links in Poetic Translation 
The first of these features has been referred to by Brown 
and Yule (1983: 192) as "co-reference" the forms of which 
"direct the hearer/reader to look elsewhere for their inter­
pretation". In this respect, two types of reference have 
been identified in the SL texts, the first of these is 
"exophoric reference" which lies outside the text as in the 
following line of verse quoted from AloBayati’s poem The 
Book of Poverty and Revolution, where the poet points at 
snow:
') ‘d J U J  ^JiJI 1 >
Khouri & Algar (1974: 111) try to imitate the SL text and 
produce the same type of exophoric reference:
"Is this snow from the coldness of your 
night s?"
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The other type of co-reference relationship, i.e., the 
endophoric reference, exists within the text, and ’’instructs 
the hearer/reader to look inside the text to find what is 
being referred to” (Brown 8s Yule, 1983: 199). This refer­
ential link, which is found between pairs of constituents in 
sentences (Akmajian et al., 1984), is well exemplified in 
the following quotation from As-Sayyab's poem City of Sinbad:
T (f) LfcJ <_$ jJ j l* I I V;
v L .  li.
v ;  *
5 1,
This has been translated by Khouri 8s Algar (1974: 99) as:
”0 Spring
0 Spring, what has afflicted you? 
You have come without rain 
You have come without flowers,
You have come without fruit,”
In this above-mentioned translated quotation, the anaphoric 
cohesive relationship has been maintained by the full lexical 
expression ’’sping” and the pronominal expression "you”. In 
the SL text, Khouri 8s Algar (ibid) have been well aware of 
the fact that Ka in ( ^  ^  ) dahaka, and ta, in ( )
j i> ta ref e r anaphorically to (  ^ ) ^ar-rabic meaning
"spring", which is the addressee. Therefore, "you” has been 
used as subject in the TL version. Such proforms depend 
largely on certain antecendents for their interpretation 
(Brown 8s Yule, 1983) %
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Focussing on the role of pro-forms, one should stxess that, 
whereas in English all of them are free morphemes, in 
Arabic, they can be either:
a) free morphemes, such as ( <5* ) hiya which refers to 
“^r-rifr, meaning the wind in:
1 cfJLjuc- cJ 1 irj
This excerpt has been translated as:
"I asked the wind after you,
as it^  moaned in the heart of silence.”
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 109)
or :
b) bound morphemes, as in the following quotation from 
Izzidien's poem The Bewildered Whisper:
qrt-k C5-J 
/ . ^
\s*-**3 it*-** *^ 3— ~
V J . x
The bound morpheme hu in sawqahu ( * ) refers to
qalb ( *7^  ) in the first line. This has been trans­
lated by Al-Samarrai (1984: 42):
”My lovelorn heart divulged its yearing 
then in pain 
Notion after notion and my wounded 
memories back they turn, etc.”
In this respect, Arabic bound morphemes, which represent 
pro-forms have to be rendered into free morphemes when the
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SL texts are rendered into English. Therefore,knowing the 
antecendent is of prime significance to translators of 
Iraqi poetry, since they assume that, in order for the SL 
poem to make sense, various chunks of that poem should be 
cohesively related to one another.
Yet, one should note that recognizing the surface connec­
tive devices of the text may not be sufficient for trans­
lators to arrive at the gist of the SL text. This can be 
shown by examining the following excerpt quoted from 
As-Sayyab's poem City of Sinbad where several referential 
links, including the diacritics or short vowels exist (see
It is not hard, then, to notice that without establishing 
the logical links among various fragments of the text, and 
without arriving at the writer’s intention in producing 
the message (Brown & Yule, 1983), translators may not be 
able to convey the message accurately to the TL readers.
For instance, the poet in the aforementioned excerpt is 
referring to Babylon and its Hanging or Suspended Gardens
(13)
built by an old king for his wife a long time ago;
(13 \
v ' This issue has been discussed in (2.4) where a distinc­
tion has been made between meaning per designation and 
meaning per denotation.
4.2):
 Jl J-.L )  \
{j-a (J t^laJ t I
jJ I j l5-Lu»J I lyj
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Here is the translation of that excerpt:
"Ancient, walled Babylon
Seems to have returned once again
With its towering iron domes.
• • •
And its hanging gardens are sown
With heads chopped off with sharp axes."
(Bennani, 1982: 20-21)
It is important to note that in Arabic poetry, and in part­
icular, in the qasida form, the repetition of similar or 
parallel syntactic forms helps maintain cohesion. Rhetor­
ically speaking, such parallel structures and juxtaposition 
of items can be considered as an effective means to influ­
ence the audience by "tickling" their emotions. In this 
respect, Koch (1983) maintains that repetition and para- 
llelism are used in Arabic discourse to persuade people. 
Focussing on Arabic prose, she emphasizes that these two 
discoursal features, i.e., repetition and parallelism, are 
used by writers to present a case and support it. However 
these two discoursal features are not confined to Arabic only, 
but to other languages as well, and they are prevalent in 
The Holy Boble, The Quran, and —  to a certain extent — in 
English poetry and drama. These features have been found to 
be helpful to establish the metacommunicative frame for 
artistic verbal performance (Bauman , 1977; Koch,1983) , 
as in Macbeth’s famous resignation :
"Tomorrow and tomorrow, and tomorrow"
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In what follows, two quotations will be analysed, the first 
of which comes from ^ !V1-Jawahiri ' s famous poem, entitled 
Descend, Darkness:
In this respect, the verb atbiq has been repeated eleven 
times in seven lines of verse. This syntactic, lexical 
and phonological repetition helps the poet influence his 
audience and present his case, Badawi (1975a: 66-67), 
translating this extract, attempts to reduce the number of 
times in which the very atbiq has been repeated, without 
causing any detour from the SL text. This example of 
ellipsis shows how Badawi employs commas, and the logical 
links derivable from that poetic context —  to convey the 
meaning and maintain conciseness and brevity. Here is the 
translated version:
"Descend, darkness and fog, and clouds 
without rain,
Burning smoke of conscience and torture 
descend,
Woe and destruction, descend upon those 
who defend their own destruction.
Punishment and retaliation upon the 
builders of their own tombs.
Descend, croaking (of crows), and let
your echoes be greeted by the hooting 
of owls. Ruin, descend.
e
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Descend upon those sluggards of whose laziness 
even flies complain.
From too much cringing of their necks they 
cannot tell the colour of the sky.”
(see Appendix: A-2; E-15)
Whereas the first example on ellipsis has been quoted from 
the Conventional School of qasida, the second extract will 
be taken from the Free School of Iraqi poetry. Here, 
As-Sayyab is talking about Lorca, the Spanish poet:
Bishai (1986: 35) translates this:
"Its sail is dewy, like the moon,
Its sail is strong as stone 
As quick as the twinkle of an eye.
As green as spring.
Its redness is that of blood"
V  — cIn this extract, the poet repeats sira uhu as a part of the 
construct relation four times in
to maintain cohesion. Bishai (ibid) — without deviating from 
the images intended by the poet —  tries not to copy the 
formal structure when translating this verse into English.
* — A f*'
J
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Instead, she mentions sail meaning ( ^ * ) sirac only
twice, relying on "as - as" to convey the simile to the
It is worth recording here that translators of Iraqi poetry 
prefer to use ellipsis in the TL versions because they are 
well aware of the fact that, whereas Arabic tends to favour 
lexical repetition (Koch, 1983), English seems to favour 
ellipsis (Williams, 1984). This suggests that translators 
try to observe certain English modes of writing which make 
the TL version look like a normal English poem.
4.4.2 On Conjunct ions
The major aim of this sub-section is to study certain con­
junctions in Arabic, and their role in maintaining cohesion 
in Iraqi poetry; to explore which of these conjunctions is 
the most prevalent in the SL texts, how they are treated by 
translators, and whether or not any deletion or alteration 
applied —■ during the process of translation —  to these 
elements has any impact on the overall meaning intended by 
the poets.
The conjunctions, which Arab grammarians call ( 
i.e., connective particles, can be considered as one of the 
most prevalent means of cohesion in Arabic. These particles, 
the most significant of which are O  ) wa: "and", ( J
readers ( On problems of images see Chapter Five ) 0
which can be translated as "thereupon", "for” or "so",
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lum-ma: "then", etc. (Wright,1859 5 Kharma, 1985), are often 
used in Arabic prose and poetry to connect words, phrases, 
clauses and sentences and maintain cohesiveness. Yet, one 
has to remember that, in English, all conjunctions are either 
free morphemes, such as "and11, "but", etc., or a combination 
of free morphemes, such as "moreover", "nevertheless", etc., 
whereas in Arabic conjunctions fall into two categories:
O  * >
a) Free morphemes, such as ( ) tum-ma, ( ) >i^, etc.
*
b) Bound morphemes, such as ( -j ) fa, (see Wright,1859 ').
It is generally acknowledged that whereas wa implies simple 
structural linkage, _fa has the "additional value of implying 
a sequence from the preceding expression to the following 
once, whether temporal or logical" (Beeston, 1970: 97).
Notice how wa in the following quotation shows simultaneous
actions: ^
* > /s 6 I 6 I (J  ^ ^
Khulusi (1980: 67) translates this:
"I, who am the leader, have come to an end,
And the snake 1s skin shrinks:
It gives birth and screams, it screams and 
gives birth,
The snake and the woman."
In contrast, Ta shows that the actions progress from cause 
to effect, thus resembling English "so" or from statement
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back to its cause of justification (Beeston, 1970). The 
following verse ,from Izzidien ^ translated by Bosworth 
(1984: 32) supports the point mentioned above:
”0 my beloved, be merciful to a lover.
Let not your tears flow.
The echoes of deep sighs are roving in 
my heart.
So smile on me before you go.
Focussing on the conjunction (^ ) wa, one has to empha­
size that it has been frequently used as a co-ordinator in 
almost all texts anlaysed in the corpus of this thesis.
What is important is the fact that each translator has his 
own decision to make when encountering this conjunction in 
Iraqi poetic texts. Put in a simpler way, it has been found 
out that not all translators replace every wa with and in 
the TL texts. As proof of this, here is a quotation taken 
from 7As-Safi 7An-Najafi's poem To a Clock:
(J jS-^CLJ I O  Ia N t J--
Arberry (1967: 6) replaces wa in wa tahjacuna and wayagfu
with and, whereas he uses a zero-conjunction
(14)
tarqudu in the TL text;
v ' By zero-conjunction, I mean that the conjunction existing 
in the SL text has been deleted in the TL text.
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"And, when men slumbered, ye would take repose, 
The wine would sleep, ye, and the cup would 
doze."
Likewise, not all translators seem consistent in rendering 
the conjunction f£t into "so", "for" or "thereupon". In 
the following verse, Al-Udhari (1974: 55) uses "and" to 
replace fa:
> 1  c S  ^
fjui y u  1  
j Uj yjSii L j u^ . u ^
"As though fire 
Had swept the world,
And reduced the earth to waste 
Peopled with crosses and cactus plants."
In the following quotation, al-Mala ika, speaks to Keats:
C.UJUJ1
* 5
*— *-*  ^ 3^ <J **“£—^
4-S IaJ 1 **■ CoJJ
f
C5 15^ j bJ 1 * *A 1 J
iJLU Jt
"Your sweet immortal songs 
Are my song, my piping song 
0 how many a night in winter 
Have I used them to turn the tumult 
of the storm.
And recited them to the fire in my store, 
And sung them to the outspread shade,"
(Subhi, 1968: 139) 
• •
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Notice how ( J ) in fakam has been replaced by "0”, an 
interjection, whereas the conjunction ( J ) in *5 
has been replaced by a comma. However, Badawi (1971: 98) 
in his translation of Al-Haydari1s poem He Said Something
 ^ Z*' s' <  ^ i . 1 ■ \
To Us, has replaced (3 ) in ( ) by then; ( ) in ( V 'u )
•- ''1and ( } ) in ( ) by and:
*
u* V
llA j* $ a U  cJ 15
<—* I <» * b
f . * \  \
ks~  b J?*
"The other day he passed this way.
Said something to us, then went his way, 
And soon dawn flowered into our village 
And hopes flowered,"
To clarify this issue on conjunctions, one has to emphasize 
that ( ^ ) which is frequently used in Arabic prose,
and which is considered as a vital means of cohesion in the 
Arabic mode of writing (see Holes, 1984; Williams, 1984; 
Kharma, 1985), is also used by Iraqi poets to maintain 
cohesion. Whether in prose or in poetry, co-ordination and 
the use of parallel structures prove successful and influ­
ential in presenting a case (Koch, 1983). However, trans­
lators should be aware of the English mode of writing which 
depends largely on subordination rather than co-ordination, 
and on commas, semi-colons, etc., rather than excessive use 
of "and" whose equivalent in Arabic, Wa, may sometimes mean 
a full'stop to the receiver. In such a case (Sacadeddin, 
1987: 144) observes that:
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"Both wa and the full stop communicate similar 
information to the receiver, in so far as they 
activate in the minds of native receivers the 
concept of a jumla, that is a complete unit of 
sense."
This can be portrayed in the following example:
S'  ^  ^  ^ ^
^  I* l_. oJIjJIt-j &
^  • *>9-1 I I*-— * t-; J
could function as a full-stop
Investigating the corpus, one should stress that translators 
of Iraqi poetry do not seem inclined to change very wa into 
and; rather, they generally follow four major trends of 
transference portrayed as follows:
( J ) wa ------>
This means that translators, in general, try to emancipate 
themselves from the Arabic mode of writing —  including the 
punctuation system as they are dealing with Iraqi poetic 
texts. Also, those translators have been cautious in tack­
ling wa used with hal or circumstantial clauses, "clauses 







This point, namely, wawi 1-hal, which has been referred to 
in (4.3), can be exemplified in the following verse from 
Al-Bayati:
Khouri & Algar (1974: 109) have replaced wa in wa sa>altu 
by zero-conjunction, whereas they have translated wa in 
wa hiya, which is circumstantial, into as^ , followed by a 
subordinate clause (adverbial clause) producing the same 
effect intended in the SL text:
"I asked the wind after you as it 
moaned in the heart of silence"
The second verse, including wawi 1-hal comes from As-Sayyab"s 
poem, Christ after Crucifixion:
* 1 £
Badawi, translating this verse, uses that followed by a 
subordinate clause (adjectival clause) modifying the noun 
"ship"
"Like a hawser tied to a ship
that is sinking into the depths"
(Badawi, 1975b: 136)
Whereas Badawi uses that to replace the circumstantial waw, 
Bishai (1986: 45) employs as for the same verse:
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"Like a rope which pulls a ship
As it sinks to the bottom of the sea.”
(Bishai, 1986: 45)
However, it seems clear that, whether translators use that 
or a£, their main objective is to render circumstantial 
clauses into subordinate clauses in the TL texts.
To sum up this discussion on conjunctions, it has been found 
out that wa and _fa are the most prevalent concatenating or 
co-ordinating particles used in Iraqi poetry. Also, it has 
been revealed how translators make a clear-cut distinction 
between co-ordinating waw and the one used with circumstan­
tial clauses, namely, wawi 1-hal mentioned in the example 
above.
Furthermore, in translating poetry, it has been discovered 
that almost all translators do not favour the excessive 
use of and to render the co-ordinating waw in the TL text. 
Rather, and out of stylistic preference, four trends have 
generally been adopted:
1. wa —--> and
2. wa —-- > a comma
3. wa — — > then
4. wa —---> zero-conjunction
However, it seems clear that the disappearance or the deletion 
of the "equivalent” of wa from the TL texts does not seem to 
distort the meaning of the original verse. This point supports 
the fact that the interpretation of our discourse does not
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fully depend on surface connective devices alone , but on 
interaction between the writer and his readers as well.
As far as wawi 1-hal is concerned, translators tend to re­
place it either with a£ or that followed by a subordinate 
clause anaphorically modifying an element mentioned earlier 
(e.g. a noun) in the text.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, it has been noted that, since grammatical 
elements bear semantic properties, incongruities between 
Arabic and English —  in matters related to syntax —  have 
been given top priority by translators of Iraqi poetry.
The first grammatical issue tackled here has been vocaliz­
ation which is linked with Arabic. Although vocalization 
on the sentence level and on the textual level seems to 
maintain cohesion, i.e., surface connectivity, as well as 
establish logical links among various chunks of our dis­
course, many of our SL texts lack this vital "bond”. How­
ever, lack of vocalization does not seem to have formed an 
obstacle in transferring the SL poetic message to its TL 
equivalent.
When encountered with a lexeme which involves two possible 
forms of vocalization such as *al-muda and ^al-mada,
( • \\ ) *al^maCna and *aT-muean-na (see Bennani, 1982;
Bosworth, 1984), translators either rely on the rhythm of the
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verse concerned, or on the overall context of the whole 
poem to arrive at the proper choice of the TL item.
Another concern of this chapter has been the application of 
various transpositional procedures by poetic translators. 
These transpositions, namely, class shift, unit shift, 
structure shift, and intra-system shift have been widely 
and purposefully employed. However, the following findings 
came to the fore:
First, the application of many transpositional procedures, 
such as class shift and unit shift, has been out of stylistic 
preference. In other words, each translator has his or her 
own choice to make when rendering poetic texts. This is 
supported by analysing two TL versions of the same verse:
karkara (v) ------------the laughter (n)
the chuckle (n)
Karkara (v) -------^  giggle (v)
Second, liter si translation has been successfully used in 
certain texts. Yet, one has to be cautious when dealing 
with this issue as it has been obvious that no translator 
has ’’employed” this method all over a full poem. In other 
words, translators very often switch from one method to 
another in the same poem, and as the situation requires.
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As far as nominal sentences are concerned, translators either 
inserted an appropriate form of the verb to be after the 
subject, or used a lexical verb in the TL text. What is 
interesting is that in certain texts, no verb has been 
inserted when rendering SL nominal sentences into English.
Yet, researchers and students of translation should not under­
estimate the role played by verbs in English sentences, as 
the absence of these verbs could lead to ambiguities caused 
by understanslation.
Third, as far as tense is concerned, translators, in general, 
have observed the time value of the verbs prior to trans­
lating Iraqi poetry into English. Determination of time 
value has rested either on the existence of certain adver- 
bials, or on pragmatic considerations pertaining to the 
text; considerations which involve temporal, geographical, 
etc. features.
Fourth, in general, translators of Iraqi poetry have retained 
the voice of the SL texts when rendering them into English. 
Yet, whenever there is a tendency to change voice, trans­
lators seem to favour (active v  passive) change. This
general conclusion tells us that translators of Iraqi poetry, 
tend to use the passive in the TL texts which is one of the 
basic characteristics of English mode of writing (see, for 
example, Akmajian, et al, 1984).
Here , this syntactic phenomenon, viz, the tendency to­
wards using passive constructions in the translated texts, 
together with frequent use of subordination rather than co­
ordination, the use of commas, semi-colons, rather than the
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excessive use of and, can suggest that translators try to 
emancipate themselves from certain Arabic stylistic 
features, and make their TL versions look like original 
pieces of English writing.
Finally, it has been revealed that deletion of certain
o  ^
cohesive devices, such as conjunctions ( , . H )
in the TL texts does not seem to hinder the flow of these 
translated versions. Apart from a few instances of under­
translation or overtranslation (i.e. padding), ambiguities 
may sometimes emerge in the transference of culture-bound 




AND CULTURE-BOUND FEATURES IN
IRAQI POETRY
5.1 Preliminary Remarks
It is agreed by almost all linguists that writers, or in 
fact, all users of a language are inherently and constantly 
influenced by their societies and their cultures. This may 
suggest that various writers, whether they are poets, 
novelists or dramatists, often choose their subject matter 
from their environment which undoubtedly provides their works 
with images or what is traditionally known as "figures of 
speech" to add power and beauty to their creative exper­
ience, which later stands alone, separate from the artist 
who created it (Simonson, 1973). In the following quotation, 
notice how ^ s-Sayyab is influenced by Iraqi features (e.g. 
date-palms, the Gulf, sailors, etc.) which he often refers 
to when creating images or expressing an issue:
a JU t if- L-* ljL> U- dJ
 ^ ~ t
ykiJ I I j £) lu j—~  ^1
« - i f » A  < 3 = — ^ °  iS *  U  ^
Loya (1968: 230) tries to convey these images to the English
readers:
"Your eyes are two forests of palms at the hour 
of dawn,
Or two balconies from which the moon is receding,
They drown in a mist of wintry grie f 
Like the sea over which the hands of evening 
hovered;
I shout at the Gulf: M0h Gulf,
Oh, bestower of pearls, shells and death!”
Yet, it must be noted that Iraqi poets have not confined 
themselves to local themes, notions and images only, but 
to international or universal elements as well. For in­
stance, ^Al-Mala \  ka, in her poem, To Keats, expresses her 
dissatisfaction with life and finds herself addressing 
“Keats and even using his expressions, such as piping song:
Subhi (1968: 139) translates this poem, remembering Keats' 
own expressions which appear in his translation: Here are 
a couple of lines from Ode On a Grecian Urn:
"And, happy melodist, unwearied 




( Quoted in Wain , 1981:455
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Here is Subhi1s translation of the Arabic text mentioned 
above:
’’Your sweet immortal songs 
Are my song, my piping song 
Oh how many a night in winter 
Have I used them to turn back the tumult 
of the storm,
And recited them to the fire in my stove 
And sung them to the outspreat shade."
Also, the symbolic use of rain as a sign of disaster and 
dissatisfaction is another universal or western theme, 
adopted by Iraqi poets of the Free Verse Movement. In 
(3.3.2), it has been revealed how is-Sayyab uses rain as a 
symbol of unrest and distress, copying many English poets, 
such as E. Sitwell. In general, sources of symbolic 
features will be dealt with in (5.4.1). However, in the 
following few paragraphs light will be thrown on certain 
inseparable relationships between poetry and images used 
or created by poets.
It must be stressed that trophes or figures of speech, such 
as metaphor represent an essential and more pervasive and 
significant semantic feature of poetry (Leech, 1969) 
where the poet conveys to his/her audience meanings and 
concepts above and beyond the literal meaning of the actual 
wording of the line of verse, or the stanza. In fact, 
metaphor is the word-picture used by the poet or even by 
prose writer to illuminate and embellish his/her thought 
(Spurgeon, 1965), gain more insight into a situation
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(Newmark, 1982), and communicate something to the receivers 
or influence them through his or her utterance (Olsen, 1982).
This suggests that, in dealing with metaphor or with any 
aspects of imagery, researchers should focus on elements 
that operate on the meaning (the signified) rather than the 
form (the signifier) of the words (Sapir, 1977). For in- 
stance, take the following line of verse from As-Safi 
^An-Najafi’s poem The Flower Seller:
 ^  ^ s "* s *
L>Ju I jAj / l>
* ^ S s' ^
J  A ,<v! A 1 I jJ l.v — >  «J • j
"A gazelle came selling fresh-plucked flowers 
Their beauty enchanted by artful display."
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 72)
In this quotation, the poet does not mean a real deer
(or a small graceful antelope) selling flowers. Rather 
his intention is to describe how he saw a beautiful, slim 
or graceful lady selling flowers (maybe she was not selling 
real flowers, and that her cheeks were a^red as roses!). 
However, the image involved in this comparison between a 
lady and an antelope causes or instigates some sort of 
surprise, for the audience already knows that ( crfk > is
- human




This instance of surprise, expounded in the departure 
from the literal meaning of the word ( ), represents
an important step in detecting metaphors. In this respect, 
knowing the literal meaning of item A assists us when 
interpreting the metaphorical use of that item in diff­
erent contexts. Here , Mooij (1976: 13) states that
if someone figuratively applies a word to 
something beyond the field of its literal 
meaning, he appeals at the same time to 
what hearers or readers know about this 
literal meaning. This literal meaning 
does not disappear but plays an essential 
part in the interpretation of the metaphor.
However, metaphors are considered as powerful devices used 
for explaining, describing, interpreting or elucidating 
new situations. The need for a research into metaphor is 
encouraged by the fact that —  up to now —  no-one could 
compose a bilingual dictionary of metaphors (Haas, 1968). 
Also, it is logical to say that any plan to compile a dic­
tionary for metaphors will fail due to the fact that human 
languages have two major characteristics, namely ere ativity 
which is "a design-feature of the language system”, and 
productivity which refers to the language user's ability to 
extend the system by means of motivated, but unpredictable 
principles of abstraction and comparison (Lyons ,1977).
This means that no dictionary can include, or will include, 
all "old" metaphors as well as countless cases created 
daily by scientists, poets, novelists, journalists or even 
by the laymen. In this respect, one tends to agree with
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Black (1979: 23) that a ’’successful metaphor is realized 
in discourse, is embodied in the given text, and need not 
be treated as a riddle” or by prescribing its meaning in 
a dictionary.
Before bringing these preliminary remarks to an end, one 
should remember that, to translators of poetry, metaphor 
represents one of the most critical areas to deal with, in 
particular, if the metaphor is a culture-bound one. How­
ever, this chapter will focus on the following points:
First, since the central issue is how translators render 
metaphorical elements encountered in Iraqi poetic texts, a 
brief account of metaphor and poetry will be presented. In 
this account certain views relevant to metaphor will be 
examined. Next, the issue of gender and its relationship 
with metaphorical issue will be discussed. This is done 
because English and Arabic include certain incongruent as­
pects pertaining to gender which can influence the inter­
pretation of poetic discourse. Third, metaphorical elements 
in Iraqi poetic texts will be analysed, to see whether or 
not they have been accurately transferred to English.
The final step would be an overall evaluation of the trans­
lation of metaphor where reasons for gaps in the translations 
might be detected.
5.2 Metaphor and Poetry
It is well understood that what makes poetry enjoyable is 
the degree of emotion and emotive meaning provided by images
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involving certain degree of contrast and comparison in 
context. The most significant of these images is metaphor 
or metaphorical extension which
"induces the hearer (or reader) to view 
a thing, state of affairs, or whatever, as 
being like something else, by applying to
the former linguistic expressions what are
more normally employed in references to the 
latter."
(Cruse, 1986: 41)
However, one of the basic arguments on how to recognize a 
metaphor is the element of "strangeness" or surprise it
creates for the readers or the audience as it is encoun­
tered in context (Mooij, 1976). This element of "surprise" 
or what Olscamp (1970) refers to as "shock" can be plainly 
portrayed in the following sentence:
"Jack is a fox"
Here, the core of the "shock" lies within the departure 
from ( + human) into (-human), and the perceived similarity 
understood by the readers could be that both "Jack" and the 
"fox" are deceptive or tricky. The following figure may 






The second example showing how metaphorical elements 
produce a moment of surprise is quoted from Tate’s Ode to 
the Confederate Dead:
"We shall say only the leaves whispering 
In the improbable mist of nightfall”
(Allen Tate, see Simonson, 1973', 707)
In the first line of this verse, readers usually stop at 
the word "whispering" to enjoy an instance of personification 
drawn by a contrast between that word, viz. "whispering" 
and the other words comprising the line of verse , in part­
icular, the word "leaves". This suggests that "leaves" 







+ green or yellow 
etc.







- green or yellow 
etc.
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Yet, it must be admitted that the last two qualities 
mentioned above, i.e. (+ plant and + green or yellow) are 
in fact backgrounded rathe r than deleted. This is because 
both the literal and figurative meanings co-exist in the 
metaphoric utterance. Leech (1969: 151) clarifies this 
issue by stating that "the figurative meaning F is derived 
from the literal meaning L in having the sense 'like L' or 
perhaps 'it is as if L'". Quite obviously, from a ling­
uistic point of view, the literal meaning is always basic, 
and the figurative meaning derived.
However, the image presented above could be detected or 
analysed through two possible foci. First, one can suggest 
that the word "whispering" has a metaphorical sense while 
■the remaining words of that verse have retained their 
literal sense. Following Black (1962), one can consider 
the word "whispering" as the core or the focus of the meta­
phor, since in this context, it (i.e. whispering) departs 
from the meaning attached to it in the lexicon, i.e. the 
Selectional Rules (see Jackendoff, 1972). These rules, 
however, deteunine that the verb "whisper" collocates with 
people or what is linguistically referred to as (+ human).
In this respect, the violation of the "rules of logic" 
created by associating properties suitable for things in 
one category with something in another category is a central 
factor for the construction of a metaphor (Binkley, 1974).
The second suggestion pertaining to the image mentioned in 
Tate's verse above could be that one can consider "leaves"
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as an example of personification where they, i.e. "leaves" 
whisper — like people —  to one another.
To quote a similar example from Iraqi poetry, where "trees" 
have been personified by ^Al-Mala *ika, one can notice the 
departure of certain lexemes from their Selectional Rules 
or selectional restrictions.
"The shrubs bent over us in sadness,
Weeping with mute tears."
(Stetkevych, 1970: 77)
Here , trees are
a) bending b) sadly c) weeping
d) with mute tears
Another element pertaining to word extension is the hyper­
bolic use or exaggeration of description which could create 
surprise to the readers as they encounter the image. An 
example illustrating this element in Iraqi poetic texts 
would be quoted from Al-Haydari's poem He Said Something to 
Us (Appendix: A-36; E^21). Notice the exaggeration invol­
ved in the use of:
"And thunder in his smile!"
u - H
Badawi (1971) translates this poem;
"The other day he passed his way,
Said something to us, then went on his way.
A promise in his eyes,
And thunder in his smile."
Whereas hyperbole depends on exaggeration, irony incor­
porates a function that leads from a given meaning to its 
reverse or opposite (Cohen, 1975). An example which might 
be interesting to translators can be quoted from 
«*A1-Jawahiri who tries to stir people to revolt against 
their tyrants. Ye%, instead of using commands such as 
"awake", he uses "sleep" or "slumber" depending on irony 
or reversal of meaning to achieve his aim;
f u L j  i V  r d i  y
"Sleep! 0 hungry people and slumber 
Guarded by angels of food!"
(My translation)
Other notions adjacent to metaphor, which ought to be 
touched on here are metonymy and synechdoche, two areas 
based on actual relations of contiguity^^. The first of
Many linguists and critics believe that metonymy in­
cludes synechdoche; see, for example, Newmark (1988: 106).
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these two figurative constructions, namely,metonymy, relies 
on relations between something like maker and product, 
cause and effect, or vessel and content. An example of 
this would be to mention "Baghdad” meaning "Iraq", and
mentions "city" meaning the people or its inhabitants:
Bennani (1982: 23) transfers the same image to the TL 
readers:
"Despite all this, the city fell asleep"
Badawi (1975b) presents another translation, where the word 
"feelings" has been attributed to "city"
"Despite its feelings the city fell asleep"
Another figurative construction, viz. synechdoche, which is 
of little literary interest, but is found in proverbs, 
such as "Two heads are better than one" (Leech, 1969:150), 
relies on relations between part and whole, or genus and 
species, like using "head" for "person", "hour" for "time",
etc. (Mooij, 1976). The following verse can be used to
illustrate how the poet uses "hour of dawn" to mean "the 
time of dawn":
"city" meaning "its inhabitants". Notice how “As-Sayyab
"Your eyes are two palm groves at the hour of dawn"
(I. Boullata, 1976: 7)
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The next topic in this section is to examine the difference 
between the metaphor and the simile. A worthwhile view 
maintains that metaphor is —■ in reality —  a condensed or 
an elliptical simile (Black, 1962), which depends heavily 
on comparison between two entities where "as", "as.... as” 
or ’’like” have been deleted.
However, this means that for each metaphor, one can formu­
late or devise a simile. Here , one has to make up for the 
implied or implicit quality, trait or description per­
taining to the two elements compared in the text. For in­
stance, ’’Jack is a fox” was originally, or could mean;
’’Jack is like a fox"
"Jack is deceptive like a fox” 
etc.
This approach which relies on the shared knowledge of the 
world between speaker/writer and his/her readers/audience, 
was adopted earlier by Aristotle when dealing with metaphor, 
In this respect, Ortony (1979: 3) reminds us that Aristotle
"believed metaphor to be implicit 
comparisons, based on the principles 
of analogy, a view that translates 
into what, in modern terms, is generally 
called the comparison theory of metaphor.
As to their use, he believed that it was 
primarily ornamental. Metaphor, in other 
words, are not necessary, they are just 
nice. ’’
Nevertheless, the viewpoint mentioned above, which recog­
nises metaphors as examples of elliptical;.similes, cannot
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be taken for granted. It needs two more comments:
First, whereas one can easily construct a simile out of 
"Jack is a fox", because both the topic and the noun 
referred to are there in the sentence, one needs more than 




This is because, the predicate or the noun refeired to, or 
what the Arabs call PalHmiSabbah bihi is not stated. Yet , 
this does not mean that it is difficult to construct by 
’’investing" one's imagination, or what linguists call 
power of competence.
The sickles sing (like a group of girls in 
a p arty) ,
Focussing on this issue, Mooij (1976) states that there is 
some sort of agreement among Aristotle's point of view, and 
those of Henle and Arab rhetoricians like ^Al-Jurjani.
These views, in general, appeal to the role of imagination 
in understanding and interpreting the metaphor (see also 
Abu Deeb, 1981).
Second, if one considers "metaphor" as a vehicle for conr 
veying meaning or elucidating an idea, one cannot take it 
as ornamental only. In fact, metaphors are, and should be,
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ornamental and functional at the same time. Stressing 
this interesting point, Newmark (1988: 104) says that
The purpose of metaphor is twofold: its
referential purpose is to describe a 
mental process or state a concept, a 
person, an object, a quality or an action 
more comprehensively and concisely than 
is possible in literal or physical lang­
uage; its pragmatic purpose, which is 
simultaneous, is to appeal to the senses, 
to interest, to clarify ’graphically', to 
please, to delight, to surprise.
Hence, the purpose of metaphor is cognitive as well as 
aesthetic! Notice how the metaphorical elements in the 
following extract from Al-Haydari's poem, He Said Something 
To Us, are not forced into the poem, they are not redun­
dant, and they are not exclusively ornamental:
, £ ^ -r*
lift I J 13
\ • 1 ' ;
j ^ 1 6  it 11 ^
Badawi (1971: 98) translates this extract, where the meta­
phorical elements have been vividly transferred to the 
English readers:
"The other day he passed this way,
Said something to us, then went on his way, 
And soon dawn flowed into our village,
And hopes flowered,
Our vines awoke from their sleep,
Their boughs bending, laden with fruit, 
love and shade."
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These metaphorical elements; dawn flowed, hopes flowered, 
vines awoke , boughs laden with love make poetry something 
different from our daily-life language.
At this stage, and before bringing this section of the 
chapter to an end, one should make a reference to how 
metaphor is classified by certain people interested in 
this field.
At first, one should remember that there is no "single" 
clear-cut classification for types of metaphor created 
and used in literature, science and technology, etc. This 
also means that there is no demarkation line between one 
type and another, and that, it must be admitted, every 
linguist or critic has his own way of classifying metaphor. 
For instance, Dagut (1976) recognizes three types of meta­
phor which are:
a) Those metaphors which were of extemporal oral 
invention, of literature and journalism, which were 
used and forgotten.
b) Those metaphors which remain as they began, unique, 
semantic creations, such as
"golden boys and girls"
"time's winged chariot"
c) Those metaphors, that gradually lose their uniqueness 
and peculiarity and become part of the dictionary.
By this type, one might think that he means the 
"dead" metaphor.
Newmark (1988), on the other hand, classifies metaphor into 
six categories, namely, dead, cliche, stock, adapted, recent
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and original metaphors.
By "dead” metaphor is meant the image which "frequently 
relates to universal terms of space and time, the main 
parts of the body, general ecological features, and the 
main human activities" (ibid: 106). An example of this 
would be "leg of the table" and "mouth of the river". Yet 
one should emphasize that many linguists believe that 
dead metaphors are no longer attracting "surprise" as they 
are gradually becoming part of the lexicon. For instance, 
Cruse (1986: 45), who refers to these metaphors as "frozen", 
states that "because of their non-transparency and syntactic 
frozenness, we shall consider dead metaphors to be minimal 
lexical units". According to Dagut (1976), this shift 
represents a movement or a shift from "performance" to 
"competence", or from individual creation to routine coll­
ective repetition.
Yet, Ortony (1979), in his remarks on the difference bet­
ween dead and live metaphors, does not seem in favour of 
using these two labels, viz. dead, and live for metaphors.
He indicates that the so-called dead metaphor cannot be 
considered as a metaphor at all, but merely an expression 
that no longer has a "pregnant" metaphorical use. However, 
what he suggests is that metaphors can be labelled as 
"extinct", "dormant" and "active".
One of the types discussed by Newmark (1988), and which 
should be mentioned here, is the stock or standard metaphor. 
This type of metaphor has been defined as "an established 
metaphor which in an informal context is an efficient and
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concise method of covering a physical and/or mental situ­
ation both referentially and pragmatically (ibid: 109).
An example of this would be:
’’widen the gulf between them”
which in Arabic means:
Finally, and before analysing the corpus of Iraqi poetic 
texts, to explore how metaphorical elements have been 
treated by various translators, the following remarks 
should be stressed:
a) In poetry, metaphor represents an essential, and not 
only ornamental, ingredient for conveying an idea 
and elucidating the thought (Spurgeon, 1965; Leech,
1974). Notice, how the following verse ’’collapses" 
when one lifts or removes the metaphorical aspects:
b) As there is no consistent procedure for generating
metaphors, and hence no mechanical way of acknowledg­
ing them as they come along our discourse (Cohen,
1975), recognizing and identifying them remains a 
subjective process, since this psycholinguistic pro­
cess involves one’s taste and appreciation, and the 
interaction between the writer and his/her readers
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which relies on the world knowledge invested to inter­
pret this element, i.e., metaphor. Therefore, one 
should not expect a Chinese to understand and enjoy 
a culture-bound metaphor in Iraqi poetic texts at 
a mere glance.
c) In general, for each metaphor, one can devise a simile. 
In fact, through devising that simile, one can obtain 
the gist of the imagq ,i.e., clearly interpret the 
image. For instance,
’’John is a lion" 
can be interpreted as:
"John is as brave as a lion"
d) Metaphor is one of the worthwhile sources of enlarging
our vocabulary (Dagut, 1977; Newmark, 1988). This
issue can be supported by the fact that, for instance,
many compound words were originally metaphorical
stretches of language, which later lost their emotive
meanings, gained some sort of idiomaticity, and become
part of the lexicon. The following instances may
illustrate this point (see Nilson and Nilson, 1978):
hairspring headquarters
headboard headstone
headlight head waiter, etc....
e) It has been noticed that there is no agreement —  among 
people interested in metaphor —  in matters related to 
how metaphors are categorized or classified. However, 
in the translated versions of Iraqi poetic texts, this 
issue will be given attention although the focus will
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be centered-?- to a large extent —  on how metaphorical 
elements are transferred into English (see 5.4).
5.3 Gender and the Translation of Metaphor in Iraqi Poetry 
This section is concerned with certain problems pertaining 
to gender (grammatical and natural), disparities between 
Arabic and English in matters pertinent to this issue, and 
their impact on the transference of metaphorical elements 
in Iraqi poetry. Finally, this section aims to answer the 
following question: Does gender form an obstacle in the
way metaphorical elements are interpreted, translated, and 
appreciated by the TL readers? If so, what measures may 
be suggested to solve this problem?
It is obvious, first, that gender is linked with grammatical 
grouping of words, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., 
into classes or categories known as masculine, feminine, 
and neuter. It is interesting to mention that, in certain 
languages, grammatical gender is different from natural 
gender, i.e. sex. For instance, in German, Esel which 
means donkey is masculinq and therefore receives the mas-
u
culine article der in: der Esel; whereas, Madehen which 
means girl is neuter: das'Madchen, and Sonne meaning sun 
is feminine: die Sonne.
In Arabic, where one of the components of a lexical item is 
its gender (Shamaa, 1978), nouns are either masculine or 
feminine, which means that in it, unlike German, neuter does 
not exist. Also, male persons are always grammatically 
masculine, females feminine, but non-persons may be either 
(Beeston, 1970). Here, nouns are distinguished by the
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nature of a pronoun which refers to them. Thus, qalam is 
referred to as huwa, a^-^ams: hiya, yad: hiya, and so forth.
It is worth noting that the suffix ( ) which can be
transliterated as a(t) indicates feminine gender, and in 
general, any noun without this feminine suffix, is masculine 
(Abboud et al., 1975),
Thus,
c cmu al-lim mu al-rlima
mas. fem.
As far as verbs are concerned, Palmer (1976: 126) notices 
that in Semitic languages, verbs are marked for gender.
He states that
"In western Indo-European languages 
only number and person are marked in 
the verb, but in Semitic languages 
and Eastern Indo-European languages 
gender is also associated with it.”
Pursuant to this discussion on gender in Arabic, one has 
also to mention that adjectives must also agree with the 
nouns they qualify. Thus we say;
?al-kitabu 1-jad.id : the new book (masculine) 
and: ’a's-sa*atu 1-jadida; the new watch (feminine)
In English, although certain pronouns, such as (he, she, 
it) are considered as gender-sensitive (Quirk et al., 1973), 
it is generally agreed that English has no grammatical 
gender like the one attributed to Arabic, Latin or German.
To clarify this issue, Palmer (1971: 189) indicates that 
English "has no gender: the nouns of English cannot be
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classified in terms of agreement with articles, adje ctives 
(or verbs). He confirms that the suffix ess used in 
nouns, such as princess, duchess, poetess, authoress, etc. 
is a lexical feature and not an ingredient pertinent to 
gender, since that suffix is not regular (op. cit.). This 





Yet, it must be emphasized that English, like Arabic, 
assigns sex categories (i.e. natural gender) for some nouns 
and in this very point has a problem where translation of 
metaphor in poetic texts is concerned. In certain contexts, 
however , English people consider nouns like car, ship, sea 
moon, France , etc. as female referring to any of them as 
she. Nouns like sun, dawn, etc. are considered as male, 
whereas in Arabic nouns like sea, moon, book, sky are mas­
culine , and nouns like sun, ship , garden , island are female. 
To illustrate some of these incongruities, here is a line 
of verse from William Wordsworth:
"The sea that bares her bosom to the 1110011 " 
fem. fem.
In the following verse, quoted from Al-Bayati’s poem Two 
Poems to My Son Ali, both qaffiar and bafrr are masculine.
This means that English readers have different knowledge of 
the vorld from their Arabic counterparts which could affect 
their appreciation of the image.
M0 Sad moon 
The sea is dead and its black waves have 
devoured Sinbad's sail"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 108)
Often, in Arabic, people compare the beauty of both men 
and women to the beauty of the moon. In the translated 
text, this could be clarified in a footnote, as the poet 
in the SL text is talking about his son, Ali, as if he 
were the moon!
It is also interesting to note that in Arabic poetry, 
poets talk of their loves or sweethearts using expressions 
pertinent to the males. Here, Izzidien , in his poem 
Lure of Memory, addresses his sweetheart:
C
He continues describing what he has seen:
b 'J* U H  ^,1 oJ
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Translating these verses, Bosworth (1984: 30-32) has grasped
does not mean ’’Stop, my lover” or ’’Stay, my lover", and 
that ( 1 \ ) does not simply mean ’’the ducks”. Bosworth
knows that the poet is addressing his sweetheart, and that 
’’ducks” means beautiful, well-built girls or ladies swim­
ming or bathing on the sea shore, or the river bank like
(?)beautiful ducks . This experience has been embodied in 
his translation:
’’Stay, 0 beloved before you depart 
A moment so as to see you
And fill my eyes with your grace and art,




I'll not see the ducks sleeping in the brook, 
Chattering in the spring of youth with the
Another interesting example, where the poet uses expres­
sions and gender markers pertinent to the males while
the meaning intended by the poet, and therefore (
o
breeze-song.”
(see Appendix: A-41; E-27)
dealing with female themes, comes from ^As-Safi ^n-Najaf i ’ s
poem The Flower Seller:





Iraqis very often refer to well-built, plump girls as 
walking like ducks!
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Khouri & Algar (1974: 77), translating this poem, tend to 
bridge the gap between what is literally stated, and what 
is really meant by the poet. In other words, while trans­
lating the metaphorical elements, they try to disclose the
fact that the poet is speaking to a graceful lady and not 
to a boy! Therefore, Zabi has been rendered as ’’gazelle"; 
gala meaning he said, has been rendered into "she said" in 
the TL text. Here is the translation of the extract:
"A gazelle came selling fresh-plucked flowers,
Their beauty enhanced by artful display.
Her arms full of bright roses and anemones,
She said: "Will you not buy of me a flower?"
I said: "I wish to buy your finest flower,
And will lavish on it all I have."
She said: "Then buy the anemone like unto 
A goblet of wine or a maiden’s lips."
However, it must be said that such a shift in the TL text 
is permissible only insofar as it does not distort the 
meaning of the SL version. Also, it must be stressed that—  
although gender does not seem to form an obstacle in the 
way poetic images are rendered into English —  certain foot­
notes are required to explain disparities related to metaphor. 
This could lead to a deeper appreciation of the Iraqi poems 
by readers of English.
5.4 Transference of Metaphorical Elements in Iraqi 
Poetic Texts
As metaphor represents a significant element in Iraqi poetic 
texts, and because it is centered on non-literal use of 
language as in Al-Bayati’s poem, Two Poems to My Son Ali,
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C.L
"The sea is dead",
( Khouri & Algar, 1974: 109 ) 
compared to the literal use:
"The sea is calm",
the accuracy of rendering that element lies within the trans­
lator and his/her capability of grasping or recovering what 
is meant by the image. Here, translators, like readers, 
have the task of restructuring the figurative verse — to 
understand it —  before transferring it to the TL, and this 
process of restructuring
depends in turn upon such factors as 
abstractness versus concreteness of 
items and contexts, the explicitness 
and completeness of the combinations, 
and the number of plausible alternatives.
(de Beaugrande, 1978: 68)
In this respect, any prescriptive rules, set forth by 
translation practitioners, in matters related to how to 
render a trophe, may fail due to the fact that the appreci­
ation and understanding of any image is a psycholinguistic 
process, which is — to a large extent —  a subjective process. 
It is the knowledge of the world, the interaction between 
the poet and his/her translators that matters most in 
rendering the image.
On the transferability of metaphor, however, views range 
from those which claim that they cannot be translated word- 
for-word but they can be rendered .through different
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linguistic forms, to those at the other extreme which 
stress that metaphors can and should be translated word- 
for-word (Shamaa, 1978), In what follows, this issue, 
namely transferability of metaphor in Iraqi poetic texts, 
will be tackled within three questions that follow:
First, what is the major difference between simile in 
Arabic and in English, and is there any tendency among 
translators to render metaphors into similes or vice versa? 
If such a tendency exists, what impact does it have on 
meaning transfered to the TL?
Second, according to their sources, can metaphor in Iraqi 
poetic texts be classified, and which type(s) represent(s) 
a problem area to translators of Iraqi poetic texts?
Finally, what are the major trends or methods adopted by 
translators of Iraqi poetry when transferring images into 
English? When investigating alternative translations, is 
there any indication that translators agree on applying 
one particular trend when dealing with the same SL image?
The first area tackled here is the major difference between 
similes in Arabic and in English. In this respect, one 
should stress that the simile is a rhetorical figure of 
speech whereby one thing is explicity compared to another 
by means of constructional elements as l i k e a s . . . as, more 
than, etc. (Leech, 1969). In English, all these elements 
are free morphemes. Arabic, on the other hand, uses either
free morphemes, such as ( ) rnitlt ( 6 ^  ) Ka*an-na,
* 9 v( a m ) yusbihu, or the bound morpheme ( —* ) ka
(which is a preposition) , and which is used for brevity,
rhythm and where the sentence does not need the verb
v %yusbihu or ka an-na, To illustrate this point, two ex­
tracts will be presented, the first of which includes an
instance of simile with the bound morpheme ka:
t y N I c&j5)
/  ' /  ‘—
MAnd lights dance, like moons in a river.”
(Loya, 1968: 230; I. Boullata, 1976: 7)
The second verse, which includes the free morpheme ka an-na 
> " >comes from As-Safi An-Najafi’s poem: To a Clock:
uJUJI ^
5 S
^  t -^1
"Our nights and daytime are they properties, 
And thou destroyest them like enemies.”
(Arberry, 1967: 5)
What is interesting is that in certain texts, translators 
have grasped an instance of simile despite the fact that in 
the SL text no constructional element,: such as (-*) ka 
exists. The following verse', quoted from As-Sayyab’s 
poem Kugjini: Take Me, can be used to illustrate this point;
> L— J 1 is?J I* * Jo i
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Here, the simile constructional element ( is not men-
/ -
tioned for the sake of rhythm? otherwise (eS**—■9 ) should 
read
sada - — >  kasada
Bishai (1986; 32) in this verse, probes deeper in the 
poet’s world and presents the simile to the English readers. 
This suggests that she recovers what has not be graphically 
mentioned in the SL text:
"Take me to the heights,
Let me fly through the heavens 
Like the echo of a song,
Gurgles of laugher or a cloud.’1
On investigating the corpus for any tendency or traces of 
shifting from simile to metaphor or metaphor : to simile
through translation process, it has been found out that 
such a tendency is rather rare in the translated texts of 
Iraqi poetry. This might indicate that sticking to the 
formal construction of image,!i.e., translating or rendering
simile )» simile
metaphor ----->  metaphor
could help translators convey the image accurately to the 
TL readers. Yet, the issue is not as simple as this, in 
particular, when translators deal with provers included 
in poetry, In (5.5), it can be seen that although trans­
lators tend to stick to the formal construction of the
Sltnlle> 'djit 'jL'SjL d* L
/ ^ /
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they could not clearly render the concept of the proverb 
into English:
"None scratches your skin like your own 
nail"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 115)
"Nothing can scratch your skin as well as 
your own nails"
(I. Boullata, 1976: 14)
However, this can be taken as an indication to the fact 
that literal translation must be handled cautiously when 
encountering proverbs in Iraqi poetic texts, in particular, 
those proverbs which are culture-bound. When literal 
translation seems incapable of rendering certain culture- 
bound proverbs, then, "paraphrasing the concept" involved 
in the proverb would be most adequate device for coping 
with these sensitive elements (on this issue, see 5.4.1).
The second stage in this section is to explore what types 
of metaphor are prevalent in Iraqi poetic texts. This will 
provide us with an insight into the nature of each type, 
and the possible devices or means of rendering them into 
the TL. Careful investigation indicates that original or 
individual metaphor is the most prevalent type of metaphor 
in Iraqi poetic texts. Such metaphors are created by poets 
to support certain issues, and for aesthetic reasons. 
Newmark (1988: 112) believes that this type of metaphor — 
whether created or quoted by the SL writer,
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a) contains the core of an important 
writer’s message , his personality, 
his comment on life, and though they
may have a more or less cultural element, 
these have to be transferred neat;
b) such metaphors are a source of 
enrichment for the target language.
In what follows, three quotations will be introduced to 
pinpoint how translators deal with these elements. The 
first of these quotations is taken from Song of the Rain:
L^oJtj',1 Jl
•JliiJt L
Here both evening and clouds are personified. The first 
example of personification shows how evening yawns like a 
"tired” "sad" man, whereas the second line portrays how 
clouds weep with heavy tears. These two images can 
easily be grasped by English readers as both tears and rain 
represent:
a) liquids which can be compared to each other.
b) signs of sadness and unrest in the English 
literature.
✓
I. Boullata (1976; 7) translates the above-mentioned 
quotat ion:
"Evening yawns, and the clouds 
Pour down their heavy tears"
Loya (1968; 232), uses the verb shed which is more poetic 
than pour down to convey the trophe to the English readers;
"Evening yawned and the clouds kept 
Shedding what they could of heavy tears."
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Yet, in the following translation of the same SL verse,
night", which represents an unnecessary change since both 
"evening" and "night" exist in the English lexicon:
"The night yawns and the clouds 
Still drip with heavy tears."
(Bishai, 1986: 24)
The other quotation, where original or individual metaphor 
has been included in the text, is taken from the Iraqi 
poet, ^As-Safi iVn-Najafi’s poem To a Clock:
Although the whole poem is an example of what Newmark (1988) 
refers to as metaphor "extended" over the whole text, the 
most outstanding images here are:
Arberry (1967: 5-7), translating the poem, produces the 
same image in English:
"If it would make thee drunk, I’d pour thee 
wine!
The months and years should share that 
draught of thine,
And when men slumbered, ye would take repose, 
The wine would sleep, year, and the cup




Notice how Arberry uses a variety of lexemes or verbs 
(slumbered, repose, sleep and doze) for his personification, 
conveying the gist of the images smoothly to the TL 
readers:
However, the beauty of these images is coupled by the 
couplet rhyme-scheme in "repose” and "doze".
The final extract, showing an instance of original or indi­
vidual metaphor conjured in Iraqi poetry, is quoted from 
Al-Haydari’s poem Old Age:
Khouri and Algar (1974: 129-131) translate this poem into 
English; notice the metaphor "bury a secret in her breast" 
in the following version:
"Dreaming that a woman might dream of me 
That I might bury in her breast 
A secret she would not mock;"
Here. , in all these instances of original or individual 
metaphor, literal translation seems to be successful, and 
in this respect, translators tend to agree with Newmark 
(1988) that such metaphors, whether they are encountered in
men (slumbered) ye: Clock (repose)
wine (sleep) cup (doze)
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authoritative or expressive texts, should be translated 
literally; yet, Dagut (1976) stresses that these elements 
are "impossible" to translate. He also states that
the problems of rendering poetic metaphor 
are so inextricably bound up with those 
arising from other essential features of 
poetry, such as rhythm, rhyme and assonance, 
that they can hardly be examined in iso­
lation (ibid: 25)(“*'.
It is rather difficult to agree with Dagut's viewpoint con­
cerning the translatability of poetic metaphor since 
translators’ job is to translate or transfer the meaning 
of the text, the meaning which is inaudible and invisible 
(Haas, 1968), and where the form is granted a secondary 
place in the translator's action. Careful investigation 
of the corpus reveals that even stock metaphors or cliches 
can be rendered into what Newmark (1988) refers to as 
sense. In the following quotation, taken from Suq ul-Qaryai?;
"The Village Market", the metaphor ( * U-UI ) has been
rendered into "the middle of the sky*51 :
y
s L I. JI *^5” 1
\ N  * ...H  f / J I  o L - L j
"The sun in the middle of the sky 
The women selling grapes gathering 
their baskets"
(I. Boullata, 1976: 14)
^ I n  his article, Dagut focuses on metaphor in creative 
prose.
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It is worth mentioning that BoullataTs version above can 
be considered a "faithful” translation despite the fact 
that the metaphor has been sacrificed for the sake of 
accuracy; accuracy of transferring the meaning to the TL 
readers. But, this does not mean that one has to agree 
with Nida (1969b) that metaphors must be translated into 
non-metaphors! The problem depends on the element itself, 
i.e., on the metaphor and how it is perceived by the TL 
readers, and their culture.
It might seem reasonable at this stage to quote another
- /
translation for the metaphor (*U « J  I produced by Khouri
and Algar (1974: 117):
"The sun in the liver of the heavens,
And the women selling fruit collect their 
baskets."
Here, ( L ~ I \ ) has been literally rendered into
"the liver of the heavens". One cannot be sure whether or 
not the TL readers understand that the poet is referring 
to noontime or mid-day since the liver is placed in the 
middle or the central part of the human body. However, 
distortion of meaning could have been solved if in ill© TL 
version , " heart ” had been used instead of liver M •
In order to put this image into a more graspable perspec­
tive, Figure (7) is designed to show how graphically the 
comp arison between "heavens" and "human body" is maintained 
by the poet, and understood by his SL readers.
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FIGURE 7
Noontime Image in ( > \xS I )
and Its TL version 
’’The Sun in the Middle of the Sky”
HEAVENS HUMAN BODY
LIVER
The other type of metaphorical elements explored in Iraqi 
poetic texts is the archetypal or universal metaphors; 
symbols such as light/darkness which stands for good/evil, 
knowledge/ignorance and security/fear (Shamaa, 1978). 
Earlier, Black (1962: 241) looks at archetype as
a systematic repertoire of ideas by means 
of which a given thinker describes, by 
analogical extension, some domain to which 
those ideas do not immediately apply.
Thus, a detailed account of a particular 
archetype would require a list of key words 
and expressions, with statements of their 
interconnections and their paradigmatic 
meanings in the field from which they were 
originally drawn.
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This ’’systematic repertoire of ideas” mentioned by Black 
(ibid) can best be detected in the poetry of the Free 




if  cjj j i J  \  I JL LuJ j  1 ^ $ b_sJ 1
^ U-J r, ' N U  \, <. j r,
In the last line, ?al-mawt. 7al-milad, ^ az-zalam and   1 —   _ » «
*ad-diya** are all archetypal symbols figuratively used 
comparing and contrasting happiness with sadness, hope 
with despair, etc. As these symbols are universal, and 
because they possess similar connotations in Arabic and in 
English, word-for-word rendering can be successfully 
applied when translating these symbols in Iraqi poetic 
texts. In what follows, two translations will be quoted:
’’Like the sea over which the hands of 
evening hovered,
Containing the warmth of winter, the 
shiver of autumn,
Death, birth, darkness and light”
(Loya, 1968; 230)
"Like the sea when evening spreads its hands 
over it
They are drowned in clouds of transparent 
grief
Full of the warmth of winter, the shiver of 
aut umn,
Death, birth, darkness and light.”
(I, Boullata, 1976; 7)
’Al-Mala^ika has also used darkness as a sign of sadness 
and distress:
Subhi (1968: 197) translates this quotation:
"In the night there was an unbearable 
stagnancy,
Darkness was secrets shed."
However, at this stage, and because archetypal metaphors 
are linked with universal symbols, this issue will be dis­
cussed in the next sub-section, where focus will be centred 
on how these symbols, together with culture-bound elements 
are translated into English.
5.4.1 Translation of Symbolic and Culture-bound Features 
in Iraqi Poetry 
As observed in (3.3.2), Iraqi modern poets, in particular 
those belonging to Free Verse Movement which emerged around 
the fifties of this century, rely very much on Western 
sources of symbolism when presenting their case in verse. 
Many of these loan metaphoric elements have infiltrated 
into Arabic through increased literary contacts (Shamaa, 
1978). For instance~As-Sayyab, in his poem, Song of the 
Rain, invests the notion of rain as a symbol of distress 
and sadness, as it (i.e., rain) does not bring happiness to 
the parched land of Iraq. Emphasizing Eliot's influence on 
*As-Sayyab's poety, Abdal-Halim (1975: 70) states:
"In this period, the influence of T.S.
Eliot becomes prominent for the first 
time, in his prosody, in his mytholog­
ical imagery, and when he represents 
Iraqi society as a wasteland waiting
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for rain of revolution, a rain which, 
when it first came, did not alter for , . 
him the parched condition of the land,"^^
This issue, i.e., the symbolic use of rain by Iraqi poets 
has been discussed in the previous chapterswhere ample 
examples have been provided. What one needs now is to 
shed light on another symbolic feature, borrowed from 
English poetry, and that is the concept of death.
Suffice it say that this concept has been used by almost 
all poets of Iraqi Free Verse Movement to express dissatis­
faction with life, followed by resurrection, i.e. happiness. 
Here are three extracts with their translations:
"But the hands of the dead, before dying, 
Hid the seeds under the earth 
And rain fell  M
(Al-Udhari, 1974a: 57)
 ^ /•
s * * *
MI wish to live in peace:
Like a candle melting in the dark 
With a tear to die, and a smile”
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 83)
The symbolic use of rain has been widely mentioned in 
English poetry and fiction. See, for example Sitwell 
(1954), and Hemingway (1976).
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"When the night is dead
And the coaches returned frost-coated
No horse between the shafts
Driven by the dead"
(Khouri & Algar (1974: 11)
Since these two significant concepts, i.e., rain and death 
exist and overlap in the SL and the TL cultures, neither 
translators nor TL readers would have much difficulty in 
grasping the image.
Geographical and historical references are alslo prevalent 
in Iraqi poetry. These references or metaphorical symbols 
are often used to support certain causes. For instance, 
the Great Wall of China, and the myth of Sisyphus as well 
as other symbols have been used by Al-Haydari to inform 
the Postman that everything remains as it was, i.e. no 
change;(g)
Odysseus, Myths tell us that in the underworld, Sisyphus 
was compelled to roll a big stone up a steep hill; but 
before he reached the top of the hill, the stone always 
rolled down and Sisyphus had to begin all over again.
See Encycopaedia Britannica, Vol. 20 (1966: 726).
The myth of Sisyphus has also been used by ^s-Sayyab.
See Appendix: (A-25; E-3).
(6)
^5^ Sisyphus was the father of the sea-gods Glaucus and
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I Boullata (1976: 17), translating this poem never uses 
footnotes for these international symbols, assuming that 
the TL readers share with him the world knowledge on these 
symbols.
Another extract, where historical anecdotes have been used 
as symbols, describing or clarifying a state of affairs or 
certain conditions, is taken from^As-Sayyab’s City of 
Sinbad:
-X /  5
jjuJ I j>U> I
4 N j J  1 it l-J
* ^ ■* ^ I
‘ j*5J\ U Jy_ Nj 6 Vo-r3
"Is this my city? Where the Tartar’s daggers 
Are sheathed on its gate, and the desert 
pants
With thirst around its streets 
Unvisited by the moon.”
(Bennani, 1982: 21)
In this extract, the poet is referring to an historical 
catastrophe, when the .Tatars (tribes coming originally 
from Central Asia) had mercilessly attacked Baghdad and 
other Iraqi cities many centuries ago. This symbol of 
fury and destruction, viz. Tatars^ jjas been used by the 
poet to describe the extent of damage, and to prepare the 
readers for the personification: "the desert pants" like 
thirsty people or thirsty animals! However, in order for 
English readers to grasp the gist of the metaphor, a foot­
note explaining this symbol is required.
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Furthermore, religious issues have been used by Iraqi poets 
to support or elucidate an issue. Most of these religious 
symbols or anecdotes are quoted or taken from the Holy 
Bible and the Holy Quran, For instance , ^ As-Sayyab, speaking 
about the Spanish poet Garcia Lorca, refers to the "Flood" 
^t-tufan, an important event mentioned in the Bible 
(Genesis: chapters 7; 10, 11), and in the Quran (Surat Hud: 
40), where the earth had been purified from sin and corrup­
tion in the time of the prophet Noah. In this respect, one 
has to present a few excerpts from the Bible and the Quran 
before carrying out an analysis of the poem, Garcia Lorca. 
Here is the Bible saying:
"And it came to pass after seven days, 
that the waters of the Flood were upon 
the earth"
(Genesis: chapter 7: 10)
"In the six hundredth year of Noah’s 
life, in the second month, the seventeenth 
day of the month, the same day were all 
the fountains of the great deep broken up, 
and the windows of the heaven were opened."
(Genesis: chapter 7: 11)
The Holy Quran brought the same story:
jJ . 1  bJLS ‘ j j i l l  ' U ,  b p  » U  ! i \  ^
^  g ur jf ^ y. V ^




Ali (1977; 524) translates this;
"At length, behold!
There came our Command,
And the fountains of the earth 
Gushed forth! We said 
’’Embark therin, of each kind 
Two, male and female 
And your family - except 
Those against whom the word 
Has already gone forth - 
And the believers.”
But only a few 
Believed with him.”




’’There is a furnace in his heart
Its fire feeds the hungry
And water sizzles in its hell
Its blood purifies the heart from evil."
(Bishai, 1986; 35)
Unfortunately,the inter-textual relationship between 
^As-Sayyab’s poem mentioned above, and the Story of the 
Flood of the Bible and the Quran have not been clearly
transferred in the TL text. The beautiful and effective 
resonance embodied by the use of tan-nur, ma* , yafur, and 
tufan, which have been borrowed from the Holy Books, has
been blurred out. Instead, blood has been used for flood,
and hearth replaced earth, and this translation drags the
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docus of this metaphorical symbol, viz. Flood, out of its 
co-textual and inter-textual reference!
Bennani (1982: 22), who translates the same poem, never 
mentions the symbolic element: The Flood, ^t-tuif an although 
he seems to present the effect of that symbol in his trans­
lation::
"His heart is like a hearth 
Its fire feeds the hungry 
Its water boils and blows 
cleansing the bowels of the earth.”
Another quotation highlighting the use of symbolic features 
borrowed from religion is taken from Lutfi's poem, 
Rejuvenation of Words, where the poet speaks about his 
spiritual love towards his sweetheart:
b ^  *—■* yA
Khulusi (1980: 65) translates this verse:
"She is a niche,
I am a prayer,
A prayer to an omnipresent God,"
In this TL version, however, no considerable effort is 
required by English readers to understand the theme of 
spiritual love embedded in the metaphor which could be 
interpreted as:
"She is sacred like a niche."
"I am spiritually bound to her like a prayer."
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This TL version has not been provided with a footnote 
as Khulusi presupposes that almost all people know the 
sacredness of a niche or an alter and the prayer in a 
church, a mosque, a synagogue or a temple, and the rela­
tionship betwen worshippers and these sacred objects or 
entities. This shared knowledge between the translator 
and his readers represents a significant step towards 
grasping the meaning of the metaphor involved in the SL 
texts.
The next issue, concerning metaphor and culture-bound 
elements, involves the use of myths by Iraqi poets to 
support or clarify a case or an objective. The body of 
myths and legends handed down from ancestors is linked with 
fables, stories or fantasy. Often, people do not question 
their ’’falsehood” or ’’reality" as long as they serve as 
vehicles to convey meaning. Iraqi poets use myths or fic­
ticious characters or events to add beauty and power to 
their verse. Here is A Shahrazad Love-Song by Izzidien, 
where the theme is quoted from Alf Layla wa Layla:
jJ ^ j > i»l ^ (.J * »n ^ v ■ ■*» /
r’
- *
This is translated by Hawari (1984; 10):
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M0 Shahrazad, the curtains of night falls: 
Now let us enjoy visions of beauty.
Blame not (Shahriar) for love,
No succour could be obtain!
Be thou then gentle to a poet whom 
Boundless memories of faithless love 
lave pained.”
In this extract, TL readers who have come across the 
Arabian Nights may understand the spiritual love between 
Shahriar and his love Shahrazad, and the degree of suffer­
ing involved.
Traces of Western mythology have also been detected in the
the Phoenician godess of Love and Fertility, saying that 
Astarte could do nothing to ease the sufferings of his 
land, and that when she appeared, she was carrying a basket 
of stone (and not fruit) with which she pelted every wife 
(Abdal-Halim, 1975).
"And in the village Ishtar is dying of thirst, 
There are no flowers on her forehead 
And in her hand, there is a basket, its fruit 
are stones
Which she casts at every woman. And in the 
palm-trees 
On the city's shore there is wailing.”
0*
corpus of Iraqi translated texts. For instance, As-Sayyab
c v -in his poem, City of Sinbad refers to Astar or "Astarte",
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 103)
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Proverbs or popular sayings are also prevalent in certain 
Iraqi texts. In order for the TL readers to understand 
the proverb, a prerequisite would be to know the social 
cultural, etc. background of the society where the proverb 
exists, and the context or situation where the proverb can 
be used. As proverbs represent one of the most sensitive 
culture-bound features, translators could sometimes find it 
rather difficult to render them into their TL equivalents. 
In this respect
’’the translation difficulties involved 
here arise from the non-congruence of the 
cultural implication of certain images, 
or even from the total absence in English 
of certain objects or concepts.”
(Shamaa, 1978: 148)
It is worth remembering that the main aim towards using 
proverbs in Iraqi poetic texts is to support an issue, 
and influence the hearers/readers. However, in trans­
lating proverbs included in these texts, the following 
trends have been observed:
First, the SL proverb can be replaced with suitable TL 
proverb if the SL and the TL share the same concept, i.e. 
if the concepts overlap, such as the following verse 
quoted from As-Sayyab's Suqu 1-qarya, The Village Market:
LILJI J^Lt N
These two proverbs can be translated literally to test 
whether or not meaning has been affected:
The second pioveib can be considered as an influence 
of Shakespear on the poet. However this concept is
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"Always on their shape fall the birds 
The sea and the te ars are not capable 
of washing sins"
Yet it is rather unwise to try to impose literal trans­
lation here since the TL offers the equivalent of the 
same concepts. Here , I. Boullata (1976; 14) offers his 
translation;
"Birds of a feature, always flock together.
The sea cannot cleanse sins, nor can tears,"
Second, certain proverbs, when literally translated,
could convey what is meant in the SL text. The metaphor
involved in such proverbs, despite their absence in
English, may be understood by the TL readers without a
footnote. Here is a quotation from Book of Poverty and
Revolution by Al-Bayati:
  a • * ** 4
j J j  \jS  jJ * \
> J 1  l ‘\ jJ
Coj jjj j
o I jJ
"Once, alas, we were small and there was...
Would that poverty were a man,
Then, I would kill him and drink his blood"
(Khouri & Algar, 1974: 113)
The final set of proverbs are those which are deeply 
embedded in Iraqi society. These proverbs, which have no 
equivalents whatsoever in the TL,cannot be understood by 
the TL readers if they are superficially paraphrased or 
literally translated. An interesting example would be
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* ' -
( cf) j__ ib JjL* dJjJL <fL> U ) quoted in Suqu 1-qarya
^ v
The Village Market.
3 * .^u®3-3 j-3
 ^peoj I ^  I, ^ J J 1, diJk  'Jjl. 'd*±» eU U
%* j-3 ^ urj J  ^^  *■*?■ C^ l
Unfortunately, in the two versions of translated texts in 
the corpus, that proverb, namely, ma hak-ka jildaka mitlu 
zifrik, has been literally translated where meaning has 
been completely changed.
’’The cry of a cock escaping from a cage, a 
little saint"
"Nothing can scratch your skin as well as 
your own nails"
and "The road to Hell is closer than that to 
Paradise"
(I. Boullata, 1976: 14)
The cry of a cock escaped from its cage
And a little saint:
"None scratches your skin like your own 
nail"
and "the road to Hell is closer than the parth 
to Paradise"
Iraqi people know that the proverb, mentioned above, is 
said as an advice to people who rely on others to do what 
they can do properly. Therefore, the meaning has nothing 
to do with the wording of the proverb. Here , then, one 
of the best methods is paraphrasing the concept involved, 
and not through literal rendering of the lexemes forming
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the proverb. One of the suggested translations could be:
’’You are your own best friend" 
or "You are the best person to do your job."
In order to demonstrate these three trends conclusively, 
one may suggest reasons f or ^translator. to use a certain 
trend in his or her process of translating proverbs. In 
other words, why a translator applies trend one rather than 
trend two or trend three to proverb X- These reasons, 
however, are illustrated in Figure 8.
FIGURE 8
TRENDS USED FOR RENDERING PROVERBS
TREND SL TEXTS TL TEXTS
REASON FOR 
APPLICATION
ONE SL Proverb TL proverb
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An analysis of translating metaphorical elements in Iraqi 
poetic texts has revealed that the most prevalent type of 
metaphors used in these texts is the original or individual 
metaphor, created and used by poets to clarify and support 
an issue. Translators normally apply literal method of 
translation when they encounter metaphors like
Translating the above-mentioned verse from Al-Bayati's 
poem An Apology for a Short Speech, I. Boullata (1967: 18) 
uses the literal approach:
’’And I carry my heart in a suitcase 
Like a child who drenched his cross with
The second type of metaphors explored in Iraqi poetic texts 
is the archetypal or universal metaphors and symbolic 
features. Most of these metaphors are used by Iraqi poets 
of the Free Verse Movement who are influenced by the 
Western Literature, in particular, English poetry. Here, 
translating such features is not difficult as they exist in 
the TL language, and they are part of the repertoire of 
the TL audience. In this respect, literal translation, or 





M  like the sea
Touched by the evening's hands 
And wrapped in winter warmth and autumn 
shiver,
Death and birth, dark and light"
(Al-Udhari , 1986: 29)
The final batch of metaphorical elements involve culture- 
bound elements including proverbs, the most problematic of 
which is the proverb which has no equivalent in the TL, 
and which has — in this research — been termed as "Complete 
Discrete Situation". In this respect, and in order to 
surmount this problem, one may paraphrase the concept (see 
Figure 8 ) .
Several final remarks should be recorded here:
First, an investigation of the corpus indicates that very 
often translators do not have a tendency to shift or change 
metaphor into simile or vice versa. Thus, translators 
do not seem to agree with Newmark (1982: 90) who believes 
that this might be a "compromise procedure", "if there is 
a risk that the simple transfer of the metaphor will not 
be understood by most readers."
Yet, Bishai (1986: 45) has experienced this shift, viz. 
changing metaphor into simile, without distorting the 
meaning of the image
"My heart is like the sun when its pulse 
beats with light"
Also, translators do not feel sympathetic with Nida's 
(1969b) thesis that metaphors must be translated into
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non-metaphors! What has been discovered from analysing the 
corpus of Iraqi translated texts is that many factors, such 
as the type of metaphor, the culture, degree of overlapping, 
etc., play an important role in translating or rendering 
the metaphor.
Yet, one can detect or see sporadic instances where word- 
for-word rendering does not work, so, changing metaphor 
into sense or what can be referred to as literal meaning 
seems useful as in:
s U _ 5 J  1 x S  tjJ jl* .iJ
"The sun in the middle of the sky"
Second, it has been observed that the value and beauty of 
certain metaphorical elements has been blurred out as a 
result of
a) Wrong selection of words, such as using night when
evening "must" be used;
b) Absence of attention to inter-textual relationships 
between the metaphor and other events or texts, such 
as those mentioned in the Holy Books;
c) Deletion of the image , or part of that image from the
TL text, as in the following extract:
4uuiJL> ^
A. ux J b ij ^
( See Appendix: A-3 ; E-4 J
Here,the underlined image has been deleted although it 
is not redundant.
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"I carry my heart in a briefcase,
Like a dead child,"
(Al-Udhari , 1974; 59; 1986: 38)
Finally, it must be stressed that, in investigating various 
translations of a text, it has been observed that each 
translator has his own choices and his own ways of dealing 
with metaphorical elements. This is another indication of 
the fact that translating metaphorical elements is a sub­
jective process not manacled by prescriptive rules, as in:
j^5^   ^^ «jj {j** 11
"My heart is the sun when the sun throbs with light"
(Badawi, 1975b: 137)
"My heart becomes sun, when sun throbs with light"
(Bennani, 1982: 23)





This study has attempted first to document various serious 
efforts towards translating Iraqi poetry into English in 
the last three and a half decades, which represent the 
most lucrative period in the history of this branch of 
poetic translation. An analysis of the corpus has indicated 
that not only did translation practitioners seem interested 
in translating Iraqi poetry, but researchers as well. This 
is supported by the fact that many translated texts have 
appeared in journals as well as in theses or dissertations. 
Here , one has to mention that these translated texts can be 
taken as one of the significant guidelines for English- 
speaking scholars to gain access to our Iraqi culture,
■which, although it shares many features with the rest of 
the Arab world, has its own flavour, and culture-bound 
values and images as well.
Yet, it must be admitted that the majority of translators
seem obsessed by the Modern School of Free Verse Movement.
In other words, very little attention has been devoted to
translating texts pertaining to the Conventional School of
Iraqi Poetry which advocates the qasida form, perhaps*
because of the influence of English poetry on many modern 
poets as well as on translators. Therefore, one would like 
to see more attention focussed on translating poems com­
posed by conventional poets, which might provide readers 
and researchers with a deeper insight into the social and 
cultural aspects of Iraqi society.
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This research has also indicated how Arab translators in 
an earlier age were interested in rendering scientific 
works mainly from Greek, into Arabic, a movement which 
flourished during the reign of the Caliph, ^Al-Ma* mun, 
whereas translating poetry was rather neglected. It has 
been observed that, for instance, Al-Jahiz claimed that 
poetry should not be translated,, and stressed that it is 
unstranslatable. It is interesting that even some modern 
researchers such as Simpson (1975) tend to agree with the 
Arab scholar, Al-Jahiz, on this issue. However, careful 
investigation of our corpus reveals the fact that such 
claims cannot be taken seriously as the majority of trans­
lated texts show beauty and felicity in transferring the 
meaning of the SL texts to the TL readers.
One of the areas analysed in this study has been the impact 
of poetic licence on translating Iraqi poetry into English. 
In this respect, light has been thrown on two pertinent 
elements, namely, contracted forms of lexemes, such as
> •» q
as^i , and the inclusion of words borrowed from Colloquial 
Iraqi Arabic and from English. However, these elements 
which have been used in the SL texts for the sake of rhythm 
and for emphasis do not seem to pose any problem for trans­
lators.
Also, we have touched upon the significance of vocalization 
to translators of poetic texts, as vocalization, or the 
use of diacritic marks determines the correct meaning in­
tended by the poet, and provides the text with cohesive­
ness, thus "binding” whole chunks of the text into one
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interrelated piece of discourse. Yet, despite the fact 
that the majority of our SL corpus does not show signs of 
diacritic marks, vocalization does not seem to form an 
obstacle in transferring these texts into English. Trans­
lators could arrive at proper vocalization of certain 
controversial lexemes, such as ( ^  ^ 6 )
etc. either by relying on the rhythm of the verse, or on 
the linguistic and pragmatic context or environment in 
which the lexemes occur or are used.
This study has revealed that because of various syntactic 
incongruities between Arabic and English, various trans­
positional procedures have been used when translating 
Iraqi poetic texts into English. It has been indicated 
that the use of many of these procedures, such as Class 
Shift, Unit Shift, Structure Shift and Intra-System Shift 
has been a matter of translators’ stylistic preference or 
stylistic choice. This has been emphasized by examining 
alternative translations of the same SL text, where the 
same stretch of language could be rende red into two or more 
permissible TL forms by various translators dealing with 
the same text.
In general, translators of Iraqi poetic texts tend to 
observe the time-value of the verbs used in the SL texts.
In other words, when translating these texts into English, 
those scholars are much concerned with the time-reference, 
and not with the ’’superficial" forms of the verbs used in 
the SL texts, which means that they bear in mind that,
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besides basic meanings, Arabic verbs —  like English verbs —  
could acquire secondary meanings in various context.
As far as nominal sentences are concerned, it has been 
noted that when translating these sentences into English, 
translators either applied a suitable form of the verb 
to be or used a lexical verb. What is interesting is that, 
in certain cases, no verb has been used, and here word-for- 
word process appears to be appropriate. However, this 
latter phenomenon may well be restricted to poetic trans­
lation, and therefore, students of translation, in partic­
ular those who are at the training stage, should hot be 
encouraged to dispense with the verbs when rendering Arabic 
nominal sentences into English, as this could lead, in 
'certain situations, to undertranslation or even deviation 
from the SL texts.
It is worth remembering that in Transformational Grammar, 
it was felt that in passivization —  except with sentences 
including quantifiers, and the Negation Predicate not —  
the meaning of the utterance does not change. However, 
translators of Iraqi poetry, in general, tend to retain 
the voice when transferring poetic texts into English.
This could mean that they try to avoid any possible meaning 
change by altering the voice of these texts.
Yet, this does not mean that, in verses where voice has 
been changed, meaning becomes unclear. We have already 
noticed how in translating the poem, To a^  Clock, the trans­
lator has changed the voicef an operation geared towards
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maintaining rhythm and rhyme , coupled with fidelity in 
retaining and preserving the meaning of the SL text.
An important outcome of analysing voice in Iraqi poetic 
texts has been the finding that, whenever there is a ten­
dency among translators to change voice, this tendency, in
general, is in the form of (Active Passive) change.
This could help in topicalizing the object of the sentence, 
and give it more prominence. This interesting phenomenon, 
i.e., using passive constructions in the TL texts, together 
with frequent use of subordination rather than co-ordination, 
the use of commas, semi-colons rather than the excessive 
use of and, may indicate that translators try to emancipate 
themselves from the Arabic modes of writing and ’’adopt” the 
rhetorical modes of writing prevalent in English texts.
Metaphorical and symbolic elements have also been analysed 
in this research, where it has been indicated that these 
elements can be universal and whose interpretation depends 
largely on the degree of co-operation among various inter­
locutors involved in an event or in an experience. In 
other words, the interpretation of these elements depends 
on the world-knowledge shared by the poet and his or her 
readers, translators, audience, etc.
This is a truism. What is important to mention here is 
that certain scholars believe that it is impossible to 
translate metaphor; others insist that metaphors must be 
translated into non-metaphors. However, careful investi­
gation of the corpus reveals that these points of view 
seem far from being realistic. The translations of our
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poetic texts display the fact that the generalizations 
mentioned above tend to neglect the fact that translating 
each metaphorical or symbolic element depends on context, 
the capability of the translator, his or her "amount and 
quality" of world knowledge shared with the TL, and on 
the type of the metaphor.
For original or individual metaphors, literal translation 
tend to be successful, whereas for cliches, this process 
seems invalid. Here, certain translators seem to favour 
changing the metaphor into what one may call "sense”, 
which aims to retain the meaning of the SL text besides 
meeting the expectations of the TL readers.
Archetypal or universal metaphors have also been analysed 
in Iraqi poetic texts. As these elements, together with 
other symbolic features, form a part of the repertoire of 
the TL readers, literal translation, or even word-for-word 
process could be appropriate.
As with translating proverbs included in the SL poetic 
texts, three pertinent phenomena have been analysed.
First, similarity, which means a semantically congruent 
(or equivalent) proverb exists in Arabic and English. In 
this case, one can replace the SL proverb with its "counter­
part" in the TL; yet, although this textual replacement 
could be adequate and permissible, it might create prob­
lems to translators aiming at rendering poetry into poetry.
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This is because the TL proverb may not rhyme with the 
translator’s scheme, i.e., the rhyme-scheme he or she 
plans for the poetic text. However, careful pre-planning 
could surmount these problems.
Second, Near Similarity, which means the SL concept of the 
proverb exists in the TL. Here, literal translation with 
a footnote could be valid, and finally, Complete Discrete 
Situation refers to a state where neither the proverb nor 
the concept is found in the TL. In this respect, para­
phrasing the concept, supported by a footnote, could 
serve translators of poetic texts to get the best results.
To bring these general conclusions to an end, one should 
stress that certain instances of distortion have been 
detected in the tranlsations of Iraqi texts. Evidence 
presented in this study indicates that these instances have 
occurred not because of syntactic incongruities between 
Arabic and English, but due to other reasons, the most 
significant of which are wrong or inappropriate selection 
of lexemes, absence of attention to inter-textual rela­
tionship (i.e. relationship between the poetic texts and 
other texts or events), overtranslation, deletion of an 
image, a line or more of verse, as well as to rarity of 
explanatory footnotes, which could have a key role in 
conveying the meaning intended by the poets.
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\J* t *• . #
’ '' ^ \m^r n j
/ i f f  t - r ^ i  
f V p  fifff /* j^Tf7
nfrn ,sP. p 5 -sP„ i iv\
K  ieif ’ h \jp rncF p ijnf^  iff p  •
riinr nr? P nrP■» j r .* . . .
?u r> if1 ’ c-5r'in ’ °f^r) i^f P ” *
nr? iifp in? inn » * * ’> *
*-? y~T~~Tr\* * p? ^ |f7 i f? «f|Cf7 tpf 51 -S
^  ^  T*1 ’ T^. **^1 
r ^ r T ? f u * V . ; * *
yf p ^  * •'*? ^  ’ *£r |"*tf
£ p ’ -r~? ' T f  iifP  ’ r*rr rr f3? m r P **’»■*«•• -* " • f i
jf f>^ -i-^ iT ipY'?’ •••
r rsc> im r  i- r 1’ m  • "  i'^  itin  i ^ I * “•
-Sin ? nr ’ P iF?nr i -'Kni * 
j\rfp erf’1? Ip  -?  ~^r ^ f \rf ’* * < * i
ct"^c^ 57 *P |f^ IT^fT* IP’f P  ’ 
fj(f5 *o vtt ifnr^ ? r?P op ^ rri 
r -<^  -tf'O |cr^ '  J n  P <f P
l ^ l 51
^  ~i/-irn
( OI-3 aas ) x-V sq-xej,
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Text : 1-2 ( See E- 15 ; E- 16 ) ^ ~
>
Ij LI g •» oL,o (jjJjl j^J>l
<4u t . LI t U j ^  4 Jl oL_=k.^__ ._L>1
cjL_i ~J?l (p.jbjLj «L_x _^l_c jL^
1 fl ■ C* ( A  1 *■ )  ^^ 1 C» t l ^ j h  * !**>I
«-— I—J -J I l_— J l_--—  > t3___L.l
^ .>■ j^L_4 ^_Lc
«w->4 j_51 >u i L* i?^ _D 11 .* <«.) i o J  i_y-^j*-i ji-
Text:
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A-5 ( See E- 4 ; E- 5 )
4a1j> j IjJU 1
L^->J I U^J 1 jun«A
* | *3 im im
b j J^O-S l—«_3 15"
* / ’ b b
*— i f** 6 l^ —l^ T
<-.<.<b.» ) 1 JlaJ IjiCt «j 15" 6 Ijl^ sm 6  jj-j US'
*
 ^ I ^ J 1^ 1^ | j 1 1 i 1^^
i •> l_9.Li3 1 1
<—'jj~> ^ J U U  1^
t- »
^  c?^5  ^ ^
*-*-^ -Lo jJ  l_j <3 jj*  1 <* vi—N--» (J-iL’ (J«i-»
A-r^ U  l^j 15"^  I J^ l \}Z* b U J 1 ^ Jl. ^ .c
> V
^ 1^ ,.. > i 1 Lf I3 
^  lit l>-
c U  U
eSj^ 0 1^
0 >
b ^ U  l^j 15" N U  Ni 1  ^C, b U J  lei M r ^
- ^  
I— ,/J lju#s*w
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Text : A-4 ( See E- 9 )
 ---------  v U J i  / U jJl;
4U1 oO
ifJjb t>-^ oLa
: J ( ^
Jt*J>\ <J JUJl j L
. 3 jl J* (J oUaJ-1 j
jjlw ^5 ijp U^yg 1
• c U  ^ *-1juJI ».».~,~I
<Jl>-jJl JjL/3
>  ^ «. j
Li ( V i^*«uji
J jVjJij 5^\j ^ L*5l L
J jbll b
dJbb J^' ~*
. ^ye-vaJl (_5 O^yJalt 3jL«^ >b
* • ■  «•
t v ^pi v j^si
v-jX* (J jjb (Ja j
: c£*aJ I* ji* oL4-l (_5ol V 
< oLu (J ^ U^aJl J-^
o\»l*0 (J *U AwaJ-l J
* , ". -»’ . ..
• iS^t . y tlr4 <>1—sAjw
fliJbJl ^  tUU 
! j\ j {_$\y**
• jl «Ajjl
(_5 <—»_jJj 4x**JZ S ' 
. 1 ) 1 J O ja\ 4jc*JL>
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-Liy 'jA
(  J\A+/lWJ < J  * jL x ll  £ j U » t
c £-1 y - J l j  c £* fj+J
( j ! yi&\ ^ j l l l
( j L c J l j  j b x J l  < * l l i  ( J
• <a\za (jj
j J >*Ji ^ 1  C - - * J
c ^ i c i l  p ~ d *l ( J -^  
% *
C (J^**11
i r  J i l l  ( J j L J b  o ^ ~ S " I  
. i c  jA l
yj^ .j <y 
c ^ -U U l iJ  o l j l
• j^ i gj ^  J  ® ' j '
o L J -l £_w2J
. i j j J l  j P i l J  C
ts* j1’ ^  <y ^
o U -o  y »  jIjL J ^ M  s^U zva J
C j V ^ l l  4>* j+**A y  • l i  J j  J
. lJj vfJUwiJ
! o \£j  *u *J l 1S1
iilo^- (J U^i ^jl 
lu^Ij f\rj\
LiLxJl g^J*£Aj
. iii-L ~£ <1)1 c-ii^  
S' iMj, ^  ;. Uljt J ajt 
o iiJL> >L ( ^ 1  ^ * < < 1
C jjoJUll j ollaJ-t i^S’y* (_5
O J\ !xll lui^l i>-jLv»
- 6 -
t - » U l  l lA y>-j  B
I v l Ji\ J 'jufc^ fl -Sj, U lulls'
. jo |i
<wjL-IJ1 L- lalajl . iJjxlaJl t"
c l ^ j l i
0 ^ jJj ii C-ill V
• j j y»J j C La *^>^A) \  ^• 1 J
o c  j j ^ ca  l» (iJLJI
oi< oj>-j\ j \j.>- tS ^ f-1 
olil 0u *-111 j\j j <£j_ ^ iu JA 
<J jl»ll Vj 
<j ! jUxll ^ 5
* * *
I •( * *
: jUJ-1
« ! « U l t  o j > » l  o l  *X» j t  b
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Text: A-5 ( See E- 22 ; E- 31 » E- 33 ;
E- 50 ; E- 51 5 E- 52 ) v  U-J t / L  ^
% ^ \
4 <p L- bjlp iit^P
* 0 
• Ict^ <5 -^i gjj Obij-i jt
c 3 »-j ijv>- l3b«p
^  J  . . . * I^ V l y j
# ^  * #
^ ^ mJI ipL< b>j ^ JIj u JLI <>
• • • ‘ IccJ^- J  o^ r3 ^
^-t <--»L-^  (J jli^AJJ
i >L «il I <ajt j**
i <— o  *lzJLJl
* 4 ^^ >UaJlj 4 ^^Ulj 4 Ojilj
*l£Jl <^Pj 4 ^ J J  *-J*
~ *0 *
J.U; o
! j^ JiJI ^  <-Jl>-I3J JiUl ij*ZzS
^*a1| L«^amJ ^ l^wjl
# #
. . . i^all jJ «^j jj o^ixi* o^laij
4 ( j ^ l  JS\j* J  JUtVl jf/j
J p  jjiU-N C - w >  O P O P O j  
. . -
. . • >
. . - >•
Jljj t» * *b-U
- * - 
. juiJi 14* ^  j*  ^ 14 c r *
: ot J j  iS^c O b ’
I^p  Jc-a JVil ^  ob
- 8 -
J lj-J l
. I . . ly u  JLp JLjo I : aJ IjJli 
«>jaJ 01 *^{
l3b* l|if (JU>  o [j
Iy*U l i*y  ^b; J jl v-JU- j
• -M* V-r-y <>• v-*~*'
iJLJJl bjj>- taL«0 <jt£ 
jj iJ lj •Lll y J j j
• d*^d *biJ! > jj
• •
• • J**
? > l l ^ o >  itoyJU ;t
? ,/*> ^ 1 47*d.Aj^ *—*5Sj
? ^L^JU V  JL>> ycJL, ^LSj
4 £ l> tf  I J t ^  %
! > 11y k .  j > *  i J t& V tf 4 vlJ-lS
> l l  £• pU.la" ^  i3lzlX*j
<3j>i £ >  £ ) >  j-*j
4 jl»Jllj <3>^ *
(3j> J b  p-r l|it^
j\k  ^  l^ gU JJJI 
0 '
L i i
*! <£>>j 4 j^^Lj 4 ^
<_£JUaJl ^ -j-*
: £>J1 *& 
^ *
« • • • Ip.A'j jUll ^
jJl >-«L JiyJl £*-*t I^Sl 
4 <Jl>lj <j t)
<Jl>-^ Jl l^»*> b  111
*j~ «y c M l ^  <*




4 ^JUJljj ub^UJlL 0y - jL a j  
i *LJjP> j  4 £>^"3 cJual^ P 
. . .  >* i 
... >.
• • • >  
£>>- <3l> 3  J j
|»w i^ o  J^Ull 
j l O U > J l  ^ .1^ 3 
01>Jl
*r< ^ .P" • • • J  jjJJ
• ■ • >
• • • >  
. . .  >»
f j * *  O* ‘ J^r^1 *y  '-'-P f 5-* 
. . ^klL _ ^  03 <«ip- — UUipI |»j
• • • J**
...)** 
• *•
*-\c—J3 oJl£ 4 ljUw» U5 0> -Xjtj
(LmJI h «m
c >11 Jia^j 
a *
-  c£>3 v - ^  On*- - f^  J^J
• £>*" V  (j--J <33> 3j  ^  U
. . . }X A  
...>
. . . > *  
 ^ >13 ^  5> i J
»  4^ -1 ^  *1>*> jf  i \ j* -  
•3> 3j  f \ J r \ j a  Js"j 
•V J3 ^  Cj*  <33y  5>5 JSj
»^->~j> jUa^jl (J ^
*aJ_^33 >  Jp
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! slJ-l 4 ^ aJI jlaJI |IIp (J 
... J*A 
. . . J*A
. . . )*A
C . . . JaWi JilyJl
■ c ! 1 4 jljU l 4 -> lj t
I 4j(5
. ( ^ 1j jUJil 4-->lj L
4 j M I  AjL> ^j A
jU *llj 4 ^U-Vl «^pj : 4 JU^Jl <Jp
Jd^ - f ^  o* Iaj
Jt ^ ^1*11 ^  
4 j l j i i l j  £s^-i i  
4-^SJ <-iJf j j
# i
<5xJl» o i>J l l^ ji S ^ j
^w lJ
t i o j j  
. . . > * »  
. . .  > -  
. . .  > 4
*JA\ \)ei JS J
ykjJl *1 j\ *\j**
0
i\j*l\j £^ -1 J $ j
f*  «>* <3^ *jk* 
JbJL>* • j l^ i l J  c^ fi 
- ijjjl |ii ,_)* CJijy iJ U -jl 
I . jU - I^ A lj t '^i)l -UJI ,IU  j
• . 2*11
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Text: A-6 ( See E- 23 ; E- 6l )
« LJ! »
ui ^  j u ,  jjji
jLdl o UI 
5 Ci^ 3 Ui 
Oj^-JU C ^Ji
O>JaJU C J ilj
llA ^4aL) t* --^ i j
Ojjj&I j l
? ojZ*I ^  UI
UI j^A JL-J 
o t jl  (_>J>j\ o ljJ -l l-f>*jj Ul 
ol^*V  J  l^lt* UI
aI^ UI M j
aUj ^
^>»JlI UjJb ISli
*ULwII Aj» l>- oUi>-
! ^Ivai ISli
4^ * .
Ul <Jl~o j&ju Ij 
j^ a A  jl>! S jl>  Alt* Ul
j^ tJ l l^ >t«<l 3ja Ij
j u j i ^ u i  j u i  ui
JLp J l jJ /ili c i  <j-*
Ut A*i.al ^jpi j  
Jb Jb>- l«*l J  
•tU - #Ia
Ul (jfA JL-J OjIJJIj
<J (3 (£ j^ ~ m**
‘ C^ UI 
e/i'
c->l j~« A->x^  Jla^*
4 *
U* A-—?-l J ^ lj 
« I^S aJI cJL^j liU
rj MJI d - b
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Texts A-7 ( See E- 55 )
>'7' ^ ^  ^ ~  jOlj
Lj j S  I A_£- J-2-J   LxJ I
4 (J ^  <ipy I. «_AJt
. dJLt£ <IPy I* iUl
JO^L* vliiS’
^5^ £7* t <J J-1* 4 ^
Jd^ -15* Ijv* ci T^-J*^
t
J^jU iSjr^  J1J-W ^  «>•
f « |
... jS* KS" j U ^ AJl
I J k-JJ 3*J •}
jUaiJl Olk^ - jt l^l jJ-P y  vl~AA
. ( <
£)j cT-*' VO* «>* 4 lS* J1'— ^
• j}— ^  cJ 4 <_}* ^5^
‘ Jr^3i V s1”1 £JJ t/?
: V ^
! iS^ J ^  *1 •
* ^  <3s*j Xj 3^^ ^  4 -iij>-j <—>L5^ I *^j
jW^- ^  jj—* k-iL>- |i klJbJ . . «Ul
! jl jJ^-1 j JLilji X* ^  v^ L *i
o j i j A j  V (_|^ v_.1llaji 1
? jUJi «jv* v *' <y
 ^ • 
i j ^ J j U  ./illi
Oj-^ >“^  <3iti*
? jUiit J JJJi 6 jlSlJj
jlj v±L* U-jj J^o^ l **^




* • * ^  -
J/CL-Jl t * j O* v_il>-i ljL^j  . l>«—i
? (JL>- viJL^-j oU~~> 
Cv^J t oj!
I
? «jljaJI J1 O i*-^ jAj o l> *
• {j* ^ < p * * >LJl
5 ( See E- 24 )
/
I LJ I 1
oJiJUtJl <u> jpcJl
cs— 'a4 ^  cr4 cJ c?
™^ll (J  ^yx^  IJL>-
ij 'I ‘ Uj=r>' ^
<jl_jC xU) jJ J fj*3**)
i. «/J 1 lijj
oL_jjl^ f'L— «* ji
*• c «.
° A  c5— ~-r 
(J oUjL-
<1 >-j  £ JUo I_A l»
ur-^V J *- _^JLp vZ^a ejCi
(i<—^ J  jJ t. . ^ j r  
o y  s^ ai u-u
Ol— <»l^)l <1 ) 1 JIjO
 ^J^*~ *■ j— >• J^S"” ^ 
ol— ol>- (^ ij a— i Up j
* «• c
.i^l) i *>~lj ^ jl iJi^ A
ol— Hr4 c J'— c a4 Jy~
. II ^ .. tj- 1  jA la a (jl
sUjII a*j 4— > ^ 1  Jl apj
Text: A'
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9 ( See B- I ; E- 42 ) ^ ' jXL
g«SUa»| j£ g } l   : ”
aJup j\ y£- oir
a!2aS”* AAv?b * jX j
J i^ l  
Jr^ JV:
L.j
? ,. o i l l  j
’ : «^t-j
! .. o u ll jj lit*
S jh^1 cJ A^ **JI iiJL» jli>-
o^ p^<aji oiij'yi 
»b«/jll viliL*-pl jJ jJJll JAJ j
ajj j>- Vl*i 
JiJUa .. . )l (J bb
Alj j l l  (J ..*)} ,
All Jill 4_1| jILlaJI JaZi\ CJlUij
_^ UaaJI sJltl) r-l>j
* *-




A<ii«</?Il l^n/j 11 ^1 -
*LJ-l o b ‘lll »L~.*JJ jl
j  - v




 ^.. JU y  b U  —
! .. ‘jojl b b  _  
lift Aiy^lj V
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Text: A-IO ( gee E- 56 )
1 -^5 LoJ I I
ULJi Iflxjl tflu* \j
yy. av. $  & i  
'.yf dh^_ i 
;< iiT  a iV
LcVT; d  jCiff C5-V-*
UipV t j ' ■ - «'■ • ✓
- I«*il L.cil Cy*
\lS£ jc t l i i  i l  
\\IJS A'Jlh J) d-il1
i^ 3 F ; y ^ i
►tjii \-it
; u f  p T  j j ; f ;  
; u -  o ! ;u 3 f;
j  ^  
fl i , l  j,
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Text: A-II ( see E- 41 )
V UJ1 /u, ^
U  Ul : U Ul
j  ^jJl ^ U j ( SlyJl iJb-l ^ 
v lyJI Ul . jjdlkU 
! «—> 1 ^  1 ul . *^1 j i } \  vLl> y* o lii/ 
»^UJLJi oJ>-tj ( ^^ JLi y» c_apI 
! Ul . . . *>UJLj Jb y» ti^tj
iilk ^  11*-^ lj| _ y  J
-  viJLil*Jjlj vlJ-^ >-j oL~j Ujj£j
41 j t Jt vlU o U w ^
* *U»jlJU
! jl oj 
I j S  uii lcr j *
oJbJlil villA? JL^ j 
illj>  ot .  . . ( <jlj i  V y&j
• j j  *1^ A1 J  v illj-t j l
S JL iJ l (3;^ "—» \ j ~ j j *  I j j l y j  ^
jly  jV j
- 17 -
itA/L <Jj~~)lj y <Ji 
e-ail Ji (JI^ J L*j  ^«IaUI
S cJllill jJ—£> <J 0ji+sij 
Oy>- J*> U->- bjJa^-Jj jjly b  ^ 
? 0 o liJ \5
. . IjL^o LjV . . . I JUo UjVj
—  t£V
. _/sA_wJl J ! I A^j ^  c i^ L ij 
Ul t Ul ( p-JLiJl Ul ; «-L£J U* Ul 
. j i^ A .II Ul t (£j *-11 Ul ; JOjI U Ul 
*-Ui! j j *  J«>I ( is*** d  cb^Vi ul
ijj^ -l j* < J jji-l JA
. c-U^ Loil ul ( ^wzll ul . oUJ^-1 ^y*j
U «w>^ U tal * jj jjZs}\£ Ji4-I 
o l^ V l«jp^ j jJ Ul»l „ ^U>yiJlj -
. oUw>^ll JjjJ ^  ^jJI <—AJjlj «
./ill * <J J l i  ^  <. ,4:la.i jlS’ frjJl ^  
. ^iJii ^ J j —j 0» Ul
< _ p_i i* i
. j^ iiU yk jU  ^JJ |j 
J^ >-1 c5j-» £jJ~ali J  i3l 1^ *jJ l j
C i f ^ o U U U  
. * L J l xX\ j  -  ci-**
! *l£Ji j>  ilo  « {j/t./iA (Jp <^U3l Ji
4 *
? f^ ijl ^ ti . jUwaJij j^JIj  s-ij^-l
*Uj31 i^^ l j j  ^  J**
! *jJ  jUi» ^  j f JUj i {*
v il^ U  *  rU‘SfU ja l
- 18
. LUwxMj ijr^j
j\c. mm}J •! f y* ^
UkU .. . iiUl i»>3 jt dLpj
. U k M  y^-j ^  gj £-*j I*
f j i  ^  <^ yj (jy
(UVl i •y*JLh«ll 0-lA>%-l*
Yj i iilijf J *^>-1 ^ y jr ^ i y  <J* 
O^ )t~* uy^ l Jy'j ^-uj 
: Jyi Vi ^
O iJ -^ ' ^l-* ‘ * t / 1^  p^i> ‘ J^-A1 lJ" *
! OjiSy
! jUaJl 4j J x J j ^ 1  J j£ )l l i l  lo w
O^Url J £ ) l lc - J ?  ^U J Uj JU
C y .y ^ ^  l$ y »  i f  £-^ J cS j J
o *  U ^  IjSy. -1 j
uy-Jl V^J if^ s i (jJl ^ iJ l oi>. J
Jifjf
OUJI f j  it+fui JiJt
Ub^^ljUsijjaUlj t *1^ 1 £jj 
* £>£ t>* £r-^  f^Vl cJlS' oj Ij^ JUwU
4 ^  X> *Wy V l^ L  jj
wC-aiJ J* ^ aJI Jlijlj ^  y
! ^will *U
f -
-^ -r1 <y O^ aI Ojll ol «Cj 
I j ^ tail *L**
!?^i» oLjj <Ip U ^ a>-[•< j
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Text: A-12 ( e- ii 5 e- 45 ; e- 46 )
V U_J1 / U  jJL,
J J I
i f j L*JLaj
• I ^
4 JJ^ J l u i-J  *Ay j
4 #N— *
Jl^l? c lp  j*-** ^..1
•  ^ ~ t • *
J j^ J l d\S : C w iJ lj . jl
O j i l  — Jl j~*j
JLij J->* J^ -*
qI^JI o\S . jAaSI J l  
. o^-l *bJJl J  *
t *
. o  j i t  ( U J p  t ^
$
4 J l i J O j*jl ^ —>*
c JLsl-l (jj^r i 0^ *“





• ^ 1/ <j 4/0 < £ 4 ivJoJi
t • j
I Ij y  0 ~A .ill iJA p  j| {j -4~LS\ JjJLi 
* #
4 Ijs* 4 1^ *3j t o^ r* 4 a*
i}r*~^\ J* C5T^  4
• Cj% • 4“*aT^^
jjJZmmJ (£jJi ^j\>oJl (J
4 (5*^ 4 JlpS’ ^ >J0j
• Jk* 4 *lc^  : jUJb c~- 
. j^ ixll 015" »jlJ| j  j U jo o j 5
jOi l/  4 ^  
•>>■ J5 ^ ii : L^L ;Lx p5
o° v^‘ J* J : ^ Ul ^  t>L>-
. •j^3J ,jA^> ji <1« o^lai
• • • ^jn uL> ^  ^Os»U 4 oju> IJL£>
«
. «j~- o j 5 JL2i
•>j Jltij c ^  4 lj^ \ jj t jt5
i ' K ^
4 V-* £jyi cJwlj u  ojl>
* • • *!*• vl^ll ^ axj <j| Ol>-
*U-p )
( 0*
O' 4 ^  o* Ol>-
? W  ^  cP ^ lS C! ! cj! 1 -
. .^. ojll ^  ! L/ ^  ^  O'
i ? bjj ^  J*3 4 ^
. •^  <Jiij *. ii o^
* - # - . . ' 
^Jj 4 J^Ll 4
. JjlfO UUx>- £Jj>
9 JA ? lj*U
fji . . foi . .^ fj5
4 J* o-i3l
. tfjj J  Ul S ^
• i £ j j  j  J l - lA ^
c5j-^ ^ t5j~^ O *
? ^  O ^ j j
# • r*^  • *
: j J L M l  < j j j  (j o \ i j *  o V l  Ut U  
t t cJilI
t, ^jJl j > j  J - a 4  1
-  jljJij >^-jl31 ^  cpi5V5’ c^S
* . *. ..**.»
• 1-^j^ 3^ 1j y S "  (^s'“Aj ^ j y
*  ^* f
‘ > ‘j , > S j  I t U i  ^  C»l..rti oi*" 
' » .'
v j U w a J l  ^ U x P  \-*ji c A i i  (jy>-
* * , ’ ' •<
i «iU-^>- oju-w»j 1 <^ >*
• , , < ,
• ^  (J*>’
o U ^ j  (jp- * M r '  Lsj-li
• ti o [ j  i j y  jj-j u  ^  \j U-ii 
•^♦ili <l>oJl l>-li 
. t j i x *  b y  J  j J a } \  r y  ^ y - y r  V - T "
4 Wc* Jui ^
,^-a J. <Jlj>.tj <, jljj ^  o j
V ^ j  t O l j L  Jl t - L ^  ^yt
 ^If* 4 kS^y
I » j S \  U j  i i j j *  t ' o ^ i l  villi
O j l l  y > % j C ~ a 1Ij < J j _/■*— ' j f  J bu
: V r ^ L >  j y ^ h  J 4-JI V  O J 5  *
4 oi*^l <£/ 1* (5*^  4 *^5  ^0^
v * iliJlS^ 
*f * 1 '• °.y“ f>j *1 - - * Jl^* ^  c*V J* S* 4
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Texts A-I3 ( see E- 14 5 E- 48 ; B- 49 )
«— » LsmJ I
Qjtlj ^ 1 1
• «*>
• • •• * I»
♦ • •
• -* —■ .. ^  ^ J ft.
- > * * -r  ® J 'j-3 cJ £-y#
(J j  t j Lt^  c5
.*■ • * ' . *
Oi^ (J <— Iaj 1^)
c ( ! t— t  . . .  v^jjJ 9 
u ^ - (_s° cJ
4 V i / *  *i 
. ^lailS”* c£j*- ^
^!)Gail <J OjJLp jJ ^j \ -
c?^ —- O^-*^ wLi»l
j^ >-^  jtr t >w>i js' j 
> ” *y~’ - “
• <yj <y c ^vi
JMJI l j S \  J a  J k l jJ ^ j \
JLjs\
cJ^ laJl £ jJ i c
J^L JI ^  j
. #»  j  4 L - %  *liU
» ... > * .. * * «.
J - + A \  g ! \  C jii-J cr _^J>-1 jJ ^ jl
. Jc. J* UJt JsVT'J-U 
? f  I C JI ^  ijlp l
? > J J l  J  ' f  b  J a C ^ jftU I " d U U lj
jU o l (J J^JaJ c ^ o J L a  j
* I i .*... jjJ u C jIj
- 23 -
> - > £ *■ 
jUJil JaiJl c «jJLi <1J  j C  ^  i  j l
O  JL^»I
liJ lj oUl 0 j-0 -> -
t J ^ L *
! di A4 ^
jUwaN iU  O j l l i
• ^  ^
. . .  i»j> b c tiJLi <L)IS~ J
T
C < J ji L  .. V__
.  ^ (jww 0_j
A^Oill J-ia_j <j\>- C ^ jJ lj 
. i » 
U^t ol Oji ,/i^r*^ <-5
-^>e—~Jl (_^| j5 * ^waJl I^CLA Jf \ J
— J L + i \ \ j  JjJaJlj 0 jygjjl <AA 
^PallS" c jJ lj *L* *XJU
• p“ * l->_ - ' .  . * 
t Oy_yl (J c/>* c /*'j^ ’'
UJ''>* e*° ^  *^~*
a!J jJI If^ UJ J-ij (J|
J f 0 * «■. ^Uo*J! ( ( _ 5 j J U p I
c jl^ J I J i j  C J >  \ j \
^JL)I £•
! jlvoul ^ o |  . flU^-1
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Text: A-I4 ( See E- %  )
J— -I jl *-1— lA j— i^ J— *-£■
<_J jy —*-Jl >w-Jl C—JL* Jl*




, r ^ —
A •
(JV-^Vl ■! iAJ |1 ^ 1
v—>1 - - o 11 J_j jL_c-l <1*—*L*
«^>I.X. ■ wM £ y>- “^1 * ....»<L|j
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Text : A-15 ( See E- 57 )
ijj U J  I < < I
> U -  b l j i
U Ui, oy^-t-i ^   ^y* ^  ^ * U^ "
' jU i.N l 5^-U ••• pj 
J ^  ^ 6 li\> JLt
Cj t jl>J 1 ^  I 1 £ yy^ 15-^ -
6 j^-J—> LoaJ I (,5^ "
^ u i i V  ^
6 pJ IcJ i 1
j  Ui N 1 cJ U;_ U
^ U J I^  6 LJU1 U ^
*
J  ' <jr* ^  6 Ijil i I ^  J lJ  ^ | j^ -1
* *
6 (jfij I ^ 3  J u J  J **”' L >
' j IL* N \ Ujju c, *■ Ui
*
j  U j  1 1 N _ j  i_- j>*S \ iy*  U Jut- j
pSli^-A-x- a^JLJLjJLs
\ y^ *' ^  y 
J UJ 1 J LaJj^  I J ji
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Texts A—16 ( See E- 58 )
-----------
<X>*^ ' iy*Z> f'R * cjr^ — 
Vi'jJ' a >  j
C' u3^ sJ&jm j
v3^' vjy?1 j
JW* 4> ^  (>**»-
^jk
l*Jt» 1>*J jul j 
V^U' ^




^L mJ' C«li «U* i. | .X^p3 j 
OS/**' ^  «Uj 1* ^^ l|J |
O#1*^ t^< ^  *1/








17 ( See E- 39 )
jJI J LJIi3~
I j—  ft j O-j I^a <JU 
- r—*3 <J— ^  *1 CJi
( aj d —^ I
jJUiJl J Jtf
X*)l jl *^J.|
 ^ 1---A j b JJ ^ ili Jls c V  cJi
gH C--) jla jVl jjo jA
<■ <Sx^ <^ S' jl c ^ pili Jli c VC-ii
^ o^i tsjj
OSl JU c V cJi
J—i*k^l ^ L—-vail O^J 0 -Ai
J^^ l cr*3^  JUcVei; 
•J— -LLI5" i s<ii (J ^ J
c p’k c ^ * " 1 <J^* c Vi~-1*
Jl— I 5
j—*j J^ri / gj*0 J^
j^JL-J-l j*j jiLjJ (5^ *
l$jl—j b  ^jjJ-l ^a J JU
j J^S" I C-Lc* c (_£ jil C—J
>• j > Lji p (Jl^
j^— Sill ib j— >rj d *— db
I *La jlai—1 ^Jl (j : C-l>
J— ^  <3j— °i <£'&*' j*
5^—! tsf-* b *^»l*iMl <jr*^  Jl 
J ij* 4_» y l» J—
I 1 £_JL; >Ul sJU
JLiJ  p ^JLiJ \ J-Xio V
gr— >' cSji— - cs^l J'
J S' J?Jl id {Jo -^1
- 28
Text: A-I8 ( See E- 2 )
  \ y  ^  y
* 1 Jl J l  JuJj
wSj ijL—«oytrfl Jij -^-l Vj j* *Vi
. JC—l C_«—■» aJLi WJ»' * > j 'W'
Lf■ .Am, ~.j> O^A- 0\ LL>- ^4
? L A^jJ| C^-4-^aJl
• W*- L$y° j*^  / 
l~« l—Sj ul J—*-j jL J l  y
#jAp « >1 Ojlp jl, I Aj  ll i" - - S'
Ojl, -»-* U « ■ I ^  jtf ly * . t J jI>*
tjl— «VI o L - J j  uJ— *— ll J— «Vl — '£
j L j>- L _ J jl_JI 1— >-j— ^  A-JI J— r>-
IS o l
* * *
_— T-rJ-1 £_*> bj— ^  •^ T
.»■ : J :*- £ — 1 ,>* J - * - 1' j - o -  O jj >—







•—-»jjJ—ll J5* o j .  .lap -I >-jja   >JJ c.,„:5^
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Oi’
■L>- —-—>11 J—i i  ^ — i j t  11
I—*J ^  .•>• c J jl—A ) I
* # *
^  C Jl5 * 1^—* j I  L J I
4>- cs-:^
(jJ— Jl iJLfe ^  : mj £3 Jj ~ ii 4_iL-
J  =■ : 'J cf1— ^  o-i- ■ II L j.  c5Jj-^>
J —f 5 C'j g - i j l  J y  LJi_>J
Sfc Sfr
JL5 ^ ix —1 ^ 3 U l
J —i j —kJi Ijt— Ajl------------- v l-------P j j j
t_^JL:_ iJ -l gLsJlS' j^L J l JJ—^ ^ r-^ 1-----N u A —I*
J j-U *  Cr4 ^  k—«—i- l Ijl_^a
iij>jJL>- Jju IjJI>- 
iJ ju iJ  j*^
- 30 -
Text: A-I9 ( See g_ J2 )
K> 'jj' (^-9 * !y° p>ujJ I &^ >u>
b j  Ia  b j u t  L5.JjL> a J L J  I (JJs> j*_/-*-*■ ^
d U  I j  Juui yAJU
••• i**-; - '^Lr^r: u>-j
| ts^
p Mf- ^ ^>Ju
i * U  ^
A^ O-£- 1 d* JUU?J 
\ A-lb U  A I j* I 1 t •> b  d-J-SLS
_ t _
♦ * * A M s >  b  t j  «-* } J>* ^ A
A-*— I b  <J_>  ^j ^ A j J  6  b  < ^ A
4-* b ,  4 6 4J  j 4 j o -  jjJjsJ
aJLj  c *j u ! j 
! A - M  -I.; , • .11A_> *„o AAJ fr 7-_v£»j ' 71
j j  I j A _ j _ * J J \  AJlbf- 1 * I in b  1 I 
! t-L*^ [jr*(R-J *■ b^J \
 ^ 4^ »jJL> * Ui. ^  1
T _
J^ s.
' Xf-> I ^  '
J l i » .  O L /o J  t ( J ^  j j  Jfc
<
j J L x J  b  A 1 i A *
AjLxLiJ I ^J I ^ i-b^ -' 
\ A ^ J l  ^  ^ / b J I U ,  aJUI^mJ 
A-J^ jJU I jjJ Ij • • • I I (Jj
ijA-J ^ A ^ jU
6>b **ri ^j l5-^  crO*’ * tJ? ^ -*0
 ^U;^ J I £^3-^
• * I I A - J _ J  I
_ _ • I I tt\ ATV
_  1 _
*i -’J ^ (.-Aj LSr' (Jj>0
£ - J  15^ I A ^ 3 - j  \j O J  ^
A J jJ ^ 1 A_> Uj ^ 1 0 «—*» *JLj jS 1
A_*_j Lip 6 ^3 <—*>• Li I J
^ j L—8 >-^Jj <—• I ^ A *. ~ ..*
*” V I J ^» ,^J 1  ^<yy^  lij
6 L.-f^-i 1* J^ i I fJ jJ i Li 1
j^jU* *V I jJLv jaSo->_^
J—Lj * 6 ^ J ^ 3 3 6 jJb
^*S- ^ _^J > ^ -9-L A  ^(AA A t j«aJ ^ J—L>
l.i.A.*u> (_y* L^1 I j  
A^ 3-Jj>- £_i_*a_i Ia  ^ s^Xs»j_i Li  ^Ji—> jjJ
• * * '*-?
• * *. Li--ou? {j ~ *
t^-A, L^ oluuJ ^1 A-L^ J^  N 'iLo ^ n_9j! I O^L<aJ^
- 32 -
Text: A—20 ( See
B-40) V L_JI
Lu * ^  4 jO U a *J| ( *VJo3l (jjl J^ju
A^A» oV t I^-LjjI 4 o U jjl jJ bwli
• ^  j c/ji (^  e/jd 
y^i jJj^ Ij_^ p 4 O^ll ^ j l i  t o^ll »^ JL«o
• \ . J-sdJl
* i i
L . ^^—»• vil<^.» i •! Cjt
*IJ-I of Q...J 
i i » lii)l lJu (J-J
. *l0lil O^ I A* vL-J
4 l>..;:,..Al ii* JUi»Vl j^vpl 1^ t *IjIApIj
/. #j,t # • , #* 0
. jU O J <j«J ^*7^ " <J 4 IajLn^
| . • I
4 IjjUwJj p-fiS’l OjJU fS
4 Uj 4jt£ . . jj-Xj jJkj
4 U«..T—*
« f *.
? 4jtU-J {J 11__ll IfJLp ^ -jC SJ 4 «-JL^ Jl <>-Uo 4 {j*
! 4jU-^f 4_ijj-<aiJ U 4 f y l j *^ v-JUiJl U j> j J —j  Kj^~
_ & )\ u u A  4
. . O^
L^-Jl 4 ijl* V|lz*x1 ..
4 cJbj Vj 4 -^^ y* Jaj jy^>
I L^^ a3i \crr^ 4
I *
. JUip U <i>-j
Text:
- 33 -
A~21 ( See E- 26 )
U jU w I 
 ^ oJU^ -t IfitsT
J ^ rT  (j 0 ^  




( j^ JLJl oUul 
^JU ok’
• °* Cfjr~r* dr^ yr
^ k ll l i * j  j ~*..tJl jiJ j
- • • jj^ fr ci 
*■1— • — JL«!;
j& J
V  cr^r 
jykjJl 4J Jjy <, Ip U jt
a>x>-V I Ji£> 
O j» -  |l^  <J 4 (j
4 JjZj 4-^
t 4jw~J: jt 
. - . (JJ—'*
- 54: -
Text; A-22 ( See E- 30 )
url y
?? . 0








Text; A~2? ( See E- 35 )
w  IwJ 1 £  I*. JJLj
*\c—51 ju t J JA 
! A^l>w i ol Ji£ i \y^ 
oli
jlyJl gl* Jl if-Jjt
* I. Jill iJbjO J j^$T
.J&lJJJpSjS'lj
(jjU Sft oi^ S[
#
• d^>*“ c ^ yj
. UJU* Vi
Jiill £J-U* Jl ^-U
• u y — ^  p-r:
cyy- V# cii*^




&jA\ J #Jy* J]
<■ cC^ cM •*^ ,y  *4/^
y^U> Ifi 01^ ir jj Jl 
OjISj
• ^ 4-P 4 vr'J*i^  Wr^l^
p— Qlij IfcU ol*j 
4 «jlaJI jJI vlllj oUa^  ^ a-J 
p3!*-^  «jI1j J£ oobo * ,J-*-* ^.1 . 0,5 Ip j  ( IfJLp Ov.l^ >
. . *.^1 oi>- bj L>> <^ jjJ OjUj
. eJUwAiJl C)jjS 4 vlJLJl j^bj
! «iJULp ly
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• ^ yi u *^j
o-jLJl 1*1
jfc ( S 4M*JI
: {yLmsj *jb  JJ ^£>w
ob _ Ob’ LfJL» c IajJL^  La
Jl v J i Apjpjb
ijibjl jV
. LaIJL* cjjJL 
o -jU l <JJL.f>tJ 
( IaI JpL* La i *-bjJl o jj cJLii 
JUU u t^ )  b 4 l|lu j La
}^dj <*j>r c$j*> bjtj
i . iI Jlj ll u jU- Jjj i J^L*
? J a ? CJi I
*1^1 d G p  cJj^t (t 
^LojI VI J rfjJ i.
ui^A-U  ^J
i ? *L^«£Jl • J  jU lt  «w>«Lui3i viLi> J a
O lt ^ j  J  JUJlI ^>b Jl qL: 
JL*-5l o L jJl J  <Jj
JlyJl 'j J ’ j l  cAb ^ .y_j
J^jLiJl j \ j  J c 5?^
<JLp U^a^v- OJL- j^jJl Jp jJLpIj 
I *LjaJl JU^ i i ly
t *
. <Jj OJLaj 4lP O-jjju
- 57 -
Text: A-•24 ( See E- 28 )
o L / i
'J** ^  oj
JmJI
«yy> >r tr—*■ <y c»^
^ ->** U4^ 0*
jly \JjJ UfcJt ^ JtS'
u^ ® je* fr* C& fJ cf
j^jl> j • • • ■ It ^^JLH j  ^>i»j Ij^
*1^  «y h
V* «y*i/ fJ
V  cr^ i/ O^ c$ fj
•W ^  ‘cr1 c*
Ua*j J*3 *J L
V o K
cflt y  J*Ut pJ j^ J j cr-Xfc y
4g C-^ »^T l^p> j£\j w<» ^IS*
je ti^  Ctfb ^  C jll
V»J^  C& fJ
l<t jj O^— ' 1> Cy ^ >-* j**
M* ^  j ^
*Sj M J  1 cflj b
- 38 -
Text: A-25 (See E- 3 )
Cp iS^
: CPJ 4 £rj <y
, * •
I 4jJl>- (J
• I * (J b  <uij
i •L3-1 > Vj
-»\/N 3^ 4 v  c^ -
jj-AJ V Ijit V| t ^ ■»..! )lj
• ^ < J  ^  jbo
: Cr^ ^ ^  ^
1 1 j1 ^  «>• U*^ V i
4 J  O* Jjr^  
• 0 * .f
• ->>-* J* J"
. jy o>> ,yro fjjJ j j^ Jl
, I
4 £ ^3  c5j^  J
• • <
o^p ^  < iU  ^  v iiJ ^ -1*5
jUJtf sb^-
*—>1 J>Vl» ^j>-j£ 
t$ jb  1 j  ^ ^ jb  pJU
• I #
oyb <£jb  i]C-i j j
* O j ^ p 3- V4^*
*ujJi *ob fj*jJi ti i
4 {ji <J 4 ^  V*»ti
4 <;4‘*-J <^3jl ^ -^1 Jy«
U-J 1 ^  I*. jJU
- 39 -
t
l J (1^11 |> j
►LJiil d :.l^  1
g } L»li
; j j j~>S\ f\r*i ij*
c<'UULU Jl J±\y>fj*
. <Uit U  (. I* i
g 1 O j o l  . . '-*wrr' 
JjJJl ^ JiS \j\j**\
J Jr1
y * .’^  ^
J jA^\ cry *t>-Vl ^ Ja^ - ,j 1m





• 4*•*-*•' g^O-ll «~Jl
«-L^...ll 1>j1jup1
*.\jk\ jJ>- Jj>. JpXsOj
1
i5jl^  <J Jr-*
(  j l ^ l f  J ^ L i  
*lo {£j \* i3lli J j^ Jli
i ^ ^ 3 1  v i ~ > -  ^
* ' #
• J J —*' i  j U a i l l  i > j i  J
• cs^t ^  1 j>
! ol>- i si->lJLsj-l L i l l jJLj
• j>«* « Olyfcj l j  . . L^r-J
jj>jJl *»w~p y^aJl
! * *  J *  u ~ * - ^ l  J r ^ — l j
! V  <jJl jljAji o\
-40 -
Text: A-26 ( See E- 37 ) U_J 1  ^ ^ s~
Zjy3\3 yiS\
0)
d J L i U l  £ U J I  y
0-3 C_
d-L* ^ £p J l i l  j$
?  d j y u  ^  ^  i j u i  
?  d i ^ y  ^ j>~ y  jtjA\ i j u i
^  h)'y. th
J i ?  < J L t  y>\ _
(_5 oIj^ p T«pLw/
Jl c£*ri->
?  (_$_ ^3  0 ~ * l v 2 J i  IJLa I
?  _/*>£• ^  O U - U I  ( j  »— *J L o i t  ^ j S i  U a I
• • .*■ • *■< (£jii b  C J I  1 JLaI
0^ -> ^  1 *-" .  ^ t t 1
?  L> o l  Ij u I 
® l ^ 1  d J ^ - > - j  
« o L »  L>l*_Jl 4j JL>-I o ~ ^ -  dJ
* \ y i i J l  d J L l a l  d i p l > j  
* L ^ / I  ^  J l
? <Jj^ £rr" u-^ -* 
? ^  i>*J
UJU l» JLrJ aJL« j
£t^ CXZ* <j*J
uTJd^. 
* L > - I  < J j i  Ul>
?  j L J I  o J lI ^ O l l  IJL&l
ObnJ Jp ( ^hjsJI AjjL<
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% f  ^
jU^tj j
... oir jjj c ur ji oi i jU w ?
0 L J 1  y i iJ I  o l  j l  
c A J ib ij o i l
o L J I  y iiJl (1)1 j l
(Y>
o ^ iL J J  ^>-1 O o l i
o ^ >-1^11
o^ i?u c ^ c
0_£*Jlj t t I  ^ jy 
C)j&* t»j olS" U
(1)^ V ii3 l>  c j t J l )
jy ~ s^ l> C *UI O l ^ ojis
<• ^x\ ol^ rjui,
< J Q a ll O J j l  O l p L .
OUiJl K tjy  
Oljftlj JlaJb 
d)b^ lj >^«Jlj
c3 _ /^ -  01  
jikJ
jljill 4>- j# *^aJ Ol jl L. 
J^j^l ol. (^ JUl (iJLjJl -la*
- 42 -
Text: A-27 ( See E- 53 5 E- 54 )
5j Jal\
i iLjil c
•^JS iS-X&r *!•*>• j
: #£l JLiJI j JjA c JjIJi
U^Jl ^^ 2‘* vJ ® 
^ 1*1>■ oVdlf
k *IJU-I IJU> / i U j
: #jJw? jj-oJij c y^aiS y  } dk* £.U*j
*^>oU J l » J « ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  8
L>bi)ij c o y  I yJI <*-=>r y  
• 0_^-oll «1)j-W»l^-lj 
J T U  c Ijpjj 8
8 o^is^Ls c  ^ f y y j
! ~^>~j IA L * o_j*A5WI_j
C Ul7y  dip 
8 O 0 ^jll^-l j
jjLJIj jjb-Nl **5bj t Jy-J 
- + 0 
! ^ b c oJj y i \ (J jJ 9 ; c_jJj *.L-j£J~lS^
8 j^««sa1I ^ a*vJI x^l j) I* jl l>»" »JLpj j|]
• i- yfc i * + - ”.;uj t ulyij c 3j-- 0->b>J
: ^UJl ^ l-dl 1^ j t
jjjyi i^ Ji^ ii jp c ijoi s 
* (\y^j c U^aU-l J—£ J*- V ^>xJlj
*u~Ji J
: #J%JI "y^ c.  ^jfi\ oUb j
OLT(^-r*" ^ ”'p 8 - ’ > -■ > ;
, fCr
<-jb jJ lj c 3 j j w all vlwJI_jJ-l j  C yliLj J j-J Ij
«LxJl c (JlfitVl e^ Ua^ aj
J->*JI «—jIp (J i— J^liJj
Texts
- 43 -
A"28 ( See E- 45 S E- 44 ; E- 47 )
V .. *ky 
JUo 4j^ lir LioJl y  Ul 
o' ^  ^JLi V ...
j u ^ y i  i j l l
oir u




J j  Xy
f t ~•t*) IXa Jaiy
yil i*iip 
k jy *  y  o^iU J y  
X * i  ijjJa^ >i
y *S ^  J  Jl 
J f f  5 > w » j
Jjj^ JlypU
y* lei ilJLi V  .. Olk^l
U U >  \j j *^ jjji\ ^  J p j




Texts A-29 ( see E- 29 ) ^ jJlaJsJ 1 J^ _L>
(£  jr*~  I
U1  \JLAj
eUoil . . .  La 
*1j * \ cj Ol pJU-1 
Ia (J o l jJU-l 
U^- j- > — : ^
L~* f£ j*»C- 
t>*Jl IJLa * (J
31 j>*1 <1 c-f jAJ
3Ual t <— . . .  La 
^^>■1 ijZ i
Ul IJLaj 
ULi^lj ^ *^>1 ^ yjl 
ULp >*~J 01 v3 l>-l
< a 1v ?










Text: A-30 ( See E- 7 J E- 8 ; E- 34 )
( j t jh l  I
IaXhj c
O j^«Jl ^p A>
: J UT
J O ^  ljj3>
j l O  JUM o l^ v 3.! 
jj^ U l jl^Jl £• <jj>-
O lxibil U L o  
<y»y o Iju^Jl! L)_^o 
O l  jS" JU1 I* I j i
(-J jjJl lj<  ^O ^1
V n  pV
7 .. pJ
: J^ ii LS'' 
J jiJ  U *5 jJ io  Tjlp
cljyJ tfll IIa*^ C - 3 j
U>
J o l —jl iillft j  
i £ j *  ol5^
c l U j  
J^ aj 15" U <yo |1
 ^j j l t  
JjJUoJl ijlS 
Jj J-/* t)l 








Ol yip (1) j ~p- OjIS’"
jUts<all jljml 
jlfJl ol oUiJ 
Ji^l £•
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Texts A-3I ( see E- 17 )
u~*-wJl




5 *J I vi
I ^  1^ -3 i3"j I *
» x I • * \!4—> JL>o ys^ t~J ~*s*y
>.
4 aAlj > 
4
r**3 jjJ o 4 sX>%^0-9
jj 5-a»*» li cj-aj>- *
V
L^kAxxJ 1 4-> LsLj
»
I 4 jy^oy
<*J y*oJ 1 _-<jx_j
y 1 
J3^-^ I  ^l-^-*-^- • *^ <3 I *3 j Ij^j >3 j Li, p*. ^ (J5-5
JSJI ^  Jj>* I
JLJ 1 ^  (^ iLJ 1^
ts-^-5 i>\5 l5 Cr* f-^ ^-*-J ' *^ .5
Jl j  (JjlUJ wUmJ I
UJI
,i U N e>-
5 lS j^J 1^
<3—j l_j 1^
4 J M*J I ^ .U jJ
4J I ji-  15^ I Ajcj ^J I <_£ JlaM
^  Uf*  ^ ^'i-cJ l^ J 1 I (jr^-J
I ^l. jJ 1 ^  I^ a ^  ^  ^  ^  \y. M 1 Iaj llio li
* " ^  £
>—' y*~-> j  I _^> j_j jj I Laj3J«««3
I y 4j  L j IajJU- IyjLj^o y
cJ-J-J I ^  j Us*, M I J; ! 4 JLi, I Li I U ^
j^ «u«aJ I ^ j j~> <— li,i, Ls.^ 
(3^ -5 «— L»a-J I JuVmJ I y 
,J~*~J I (3 li-i-4 (^ J I (_£-*_£• I
(_3_^-3-J I *" Ia«ii— »xj 1ajiSL1-*>.a I Ia_Lj.* ^IiSU aj
J  J-^ I J U*J«j I L«-i «— tjJ I 4.<J A.A Cr^y  J ^ g - U — l A ^  ^  L ^ J l o A ^
(3^ »^  ^  J >—j It 1^-jSJ 
^ J l
15-^J  ^ u,-^  I^ ^-La-a 45 j lj
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1~X> I U j jL
3 b ^
cb j J 1 « 3 ji j  * U  1 ^  l i j
J-JU 1 J*?*" J  ^l j 3*!)} U^ OunAj (JXkJ I
J NLJ I  ^1 <L* yjkS 1iJtA.!? cb-^  .9 ^ 1—* y*~j U  i-fr^
* b iJ  1^  {J-^>J 1 p > ^  l^ -J-9 XjJLsJ (^ jJ  I f j o j  N I ^ r ^ ~ i ^
* Ib o J  I c U J U J  1 IAju-j 1
0 b>J l^ j <—*yjkS I 1^  I ljLA
J A-»—> jJ  
4>Uju
(3^ J^ I (J-O  ^ liit % b  p^X«J I t I j  OO^jJ 1 i—*-9 J ’ ^
Jla-^J 1 j (3~^^  ^ A* b ^  (3 ^ ^ ^  
‘s’  ^j k—* (jJ-J-*
A_a—uaJ I t j ..j 1 IaJL> I 
6-A^ A_jJ I IaJL-j 1
J U ^ iJ !  ^
J b V 6 U ,  ' b N ^ l ^ ^ l  aoa ^
* I—**—i 1 2 c.b-^ -1 1
\  j  151s ^ 1  )
y^SXjk < < jltJiJj N
l j  J  1 -^ 1** Ia-O  C*^ux> 1 1 j  (Ijpj ^  1 A JlA_S
b  cfbJb
C*^»J 1 Jlx-> ^JJO jLf.
U>d— ^  J - ^ l  
U J 1  
Ia_>Jlj V-aX *
* 1 j^ toJ 1 ^ * b*J 1 IaJ^J 1 (X./ ^   ^ AJL^ -S
*  b —J 1 J b
1 v  b  ^  l^ iJ b  I U s 1 ^  1 ^  11
1^5^ x3 b  ^
aJ ^ b j 1 «_*>» b  j^ o  j^-b- ljjAj 1^
aJ  I j j J  1 1^3«j j  3«i/15" j j  1 Julj
<—'«X£- ^  pAj La> v iJ i 1 ,^ 5 1 J
l i  (J-*5-1
> jS i  ^J-1 ^5 ^ 1 “-***£> 1 1 tj-3-*** ^
%X>J J l>  p  J  1-3 ^  1 A • 1—> Jif-^-*
^  Li-SJ 1 ^  (JJflJ 1 A^_9 C ? 1 a > 2  ^  ( S ^ ^ J  & £'
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Text:A- ( See E- 6 )
J - r - 1
jj— -—  ^ y  ^
C — ^ — U  ^ j l i  « it __ c-j
tgr-<— I,..:..—n. li
jJk> U  *L_iJ J *
j — - va— p- V l  v_-— -— k j  y  a )l J i ) !
4 aj J— <ij— —tJ y
<JJ ■ ■?-•— Jl
J U
■I — - J l  j J - J - k  ~ ■•■■:■■ ■» i
4— ^
J-JUM <_A_kJ ^  -» Jlj J
i. . ■ * ll «jJJ vJU





L_^Vl J U  c-JU» 
J-O-^1 J-J a4
- ‘t#“
I S SI oA
j>i * ii v-ii— p-^—.jl
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U
.. 1. Jl *
•L -jj-j ■ <*l c.«i.. 4 .11 j  yh
4-JV-J-t {}j-“PL> 4 -j^ —SiU
•L_-_J-I o l *4-1 j l
L ^ i  j  r. a I U ISIj
•lj* <y, g— ^  — i olT
L - ^ ^ U  L . « ^ ..» Ti/I
• lj J \— hjL £ ^
• I j j  L . :„ » j l  . 11
l i  S..JI Qj..L, 31 ^  y  ISIj
4-Jlj i l j —J  j— Ji
•y -  c  * l_ £ i
• ilp  1-^,:.3..:p  J i «y *
J-*?* a*? J
c$>* *J l-:— i J  y-4*
*-rJ»P L -p I^  J y  Q > .L
l..« ■ W j  I—li-  SmJj.mA* IJLJO
O ^  ll I JL ■ f j
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Text: A-33 ( See E- 19 5 E- 20 )
w  L— 11 £  1^, J%y_j
^  J
jUl
: jjaj ^ >^>r j* * lltj
j j ^  <y <j*J^  j&t 
£ - 1 {jA j l ^«— 'Z #LJX » j
^kll <J j ^ * - 4 IjA
J O j ^  CfJ i Atj?-
ji\ c A f » V l  ( 5 * ^
^sJl ; i l  J --J  <5 X 1 jaj 
j j—Jl ^laij O^ Oliil (_$X« 
^U Jjl SijXSl (5 X.
£ x J t  4 * 1 ^  
S * £ - \ S  i£yS\  < * l ^  
^ U l J l  O m I J i »  £ £ j —J l 4 * 1  ;
^ J \ S  s & H l t e X j Z





( See E- 25 )
UJ1 /U. j
V UI 'y _ ^ t
. ,  j *  *jj\z*0j
• o i J °  v-/
<_a1A ^  \jL-<»Jli * J
< Oil-/
V ^ l  *v ut uuul
* L^ -1^ . jj ^  L j }
• C— * (Jl ( Ojll jll«>
iSi^ 's?m f »
^KJI J J i <j 4jjjJ
« t i_<Ul Oj*)Ij
p^_AjJI ^  V~‘ “‘^  J
: vi
< J5CUI S jjil &X> <j 
C^wBI i : JyZ~*
; (5-^ i o ' ? *b\*yr
? ^ jLa)I ty j _^ »-
*.
: cr
< w  ^
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< JZS #  -yaflj t
f . V  J* J-0- (* 
‘ cfc '-! ‘ ’^ 5U-1 'Jyj*
: ^ p —*j • • j*j*
O  J JL£-I
c]1-^ <>* (J*’! I; ^
1 <SS?
J li^ l J  < />  ^Aioll «JUil
• * pj>l ti
p-* ci dkjj -t-»-L
jrU-1 J
0)
^ b J L o J l  ^ 1*  p t aj~S\ ^ _ > - lja  1 - -  .c.j o l *  ^ > * J I
j>wll ^jl^ J l   ^ a j b l  «A*j
*^l»^Jl j^La-T Ji^ flj 
Y ol^ -Ui
oL«
C j I j J i  y&ajj jk\a <3 j *  »— J b J i j
o b ^ s  c Js\.\ isi c i<j u cjit
«-UxJt ^ Ip Uj LJjt J>- Cj^p
\l£> Ni
O l _ (^ _ flJ l j
: U  c ujb
(_5
^ I j J L l J I  i l l l f t  o l l > -  c j d  k! ^ -  c < j l i * ~ J l  ^>-1
j L » ^ l i  c j l  I a  j  c j\>- 
*
O b J l ^ l i  < _ -> L -* i)b  a^%JaJ OUiaJlj ^ liJlj
V  ^yj~\ fjJ>j)i I ^ j£ bl^ l
Y j3i (J 5i^Jj j 
j l * J i  I J 6 U 1
Y jb al >by>
(Y)
aUj _^>«3 ^ b <L)X» 
* • >
^ ^ b la J l c l ^ P j l j i  ( J  i l U  ^ b  v i 5 b
Oj^ **Jl ^ O'j j tiilP cJL-j
^ J r * ^ J  ^ 1^  ( J  C - j l j j
« A i l j j
. JO jiI Ob'lkj  ^j  
J L 1 4 - I  I ^ J m  ^ b  OJO* 
j^^ JI jJb,<aP 1$~jUS"
- 56 -
\r)y} Y
t-jiJ l l^-l ? jJ^aJ j l j  
ol. JJ1 j 




 ^ * »1 joJl i_JLo]l J jc  j
L>U «~jb ^  J-
«-^ l j^ l J  j iU  jJi iSjX IT
O  c (_£ ^ * J  l» C *1
• *  *  • I „O  j i j  I JO I UjUaJ j
Texts A-36 ( See E- 21 )
- 57 -
u;U- .- pi oil
^  O- Ir* o-Vb
M  U ,iu
o-*% 
^ O' j'
La j*jj L~t U  (JU 
Lll y  (__$
(^* j  _/>5 
u ~ ^
La Is--5» Li (Jli
47^ laj (J < jl£ j 
>»
JU- j
4I«^J (J j  
4Zv? >♦ (J J -U- __)
tJI j>*j£ £_>>-
m j BI
UJ t U jM
u~^.
>*
La <j-« ^«jT ju£ LJ <_5V5
4Jt5^pl *h>rj (J 
<JUij 4^ P (J 
aJLT 4-15 J  
U jUJ c ^ -LU *51* j
^  J j
L ii^ i (J jli-^aii ^
J j
L7j - j  (J ^  ^
Jb
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Text : A-37 ( See E- 18 )
its*
J ly i\  0)1 
<3Liil J  La y l j  c JL*j
<31 y  : < ^ l i l . . .  t aI J }  
V ^ 1 y  J
AlP jJ*JiJ
t£Oli O  ^p <jb
(luji
4 (_jlJj
•. . ^ • «
OJ./J.ijl OjjA
tl * • ".
I iS^y* ^/-y -LiLo Li
jLt?-
i »*
4 jlr y  Lj j L ^
4--^ *1jk\ J C jW*^“
i 5 '4 1
Aj X j j W -
^*i t
jLaJI <—>y f ^  j  J-J
^ U J  I / k  JA->
- 59 -
Texts A- 38 ( see E- 12 ;E- 13 )
jVjUL**Jl 4jjJU
t\Sp jjnJl ( J  o U -
x^Jull (_5 o t  jp
* *-b~Jl (_5
c c-LLlj ^-^LiJlj ^UiJI £^-bL*
C A 3 * -b L *
^ ^ i S . # —  • f
C j-P* j l l  J  c j j SJ l  o J i j
J  j  <3 j
J jy J l
• **•'•. . _r. ‘. ^ l iJ I  J J J lj
c l» Cd>- j  
• J pl^.*ixll ^  V - - 1 .^>00
c -^>waJl 3^-is_i_j 
^ScpIj d»lysJl c dJ^L* ^  t ^ l i j
V-7y  ‘ -^r*J
I U^a>Jl C-?-U»j 
. j l k J l l  ^  ^)l v _ - a I j  c 4 jS / l  i J j b
! 2^^* I* oli
I -b^ >- Qa j i  3 j )  
i J j  J j> -  ^y> O  jJ T  j J  ^
oUl b«
I oU-i U-JJ
aJNI IoIpI jJ ijJ 
( «X>—ill 4*P ^1
Ji^laJl b jj ^  j> 
. «LxJl « J  JL) d-~>- c 3^J.
-> Jr4 * j j ^  * Jail 
Lj~ ^ ')}\j ^LvaJl <J* jiS
t  * b l ! l j  iU./?11 j
< a^ZaJl o_r^  (_/_^ jT
‘ <s k^ jM j 
{ \ j L i ij  j u Q h  j j u j j i  ‘. ..-■tj
c u~J
!  « -U  j d l  d J L L w  j
- 60-
Y I*  ^U -l t U ^lp t ' j *
S' Up j ) j  (J 4—JN t ^ a
Upy*** o j)\i <u
• Upja} ^Jp oJLa>- 
Y
S' *1jJ -1  IJL* t IJLa I
S' «»3Lci-i 1JU j  c v—» i Ji Aj
S' *lw?H ^y l S* IJIa I
S' vJjUajsJl 
c JUo^- V  ^J^-U* 
c JLtfxJ V  j & \ j l  
! j;P  J A  £ j \ y
S 4b ^ Ja ll jjw -J i j l i i l j l  1JL&1 
S' 4J j >  j l l  Uuhl 
V *LJ1 <ju1 1*i*i 
. a)jkJI jUaiV I ! ’^ ~jJi\ 
J)\ iU i  O j l l  p lk> - JUJ
4*JijJl 0^ b.jJb C-JLilj
: 4PjUJl 4yg-;Jtibj 
f » - m ‘
^  JL^ . 'U i-iO  
<-Ua2^- V
w *
. ^ jJ l j  ^Ua*Jl (_£j— 
! 'juJIj ? ^ 1
S *AJ ^jy*
S <xjJ ««0» 
r
c _ ji) l (J
4 J
• ° y L  ^  U J S j
O^Jl (J ajJL^ J »lll 
. v i-A lj
c «31p j <£011 ^yai i I^Lil jGjJI
• • , s  ,. <* .» | . ^ «  * *
# OUwal*  ^^ u c
*V Jll^ c 0^ aaJI  «L4.5* 
«> \  ^
a\a jjl Ojli J C 4jL^>- *• ^3->
4j^ P  JjA* I 4jJL> ( 4~«Jlj (j/«
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. (J <i—J'Vi (3 y -\j
I I (_$
•
i (^1  y ) l  ( J  £ c » ~ l l  l _ . l v ? - . *  1-Ip-
. j l  ^ _Ji ^  ^  js 'I l-  
i
i
( ^ J i j l  U *  *SJ\  y  l i
* >  ^  C J ^
C ‘^ Aj ^  C-l>-
c ^  CJ^
ij|ji^» j^i« ois*3
4j5JL>
^t-lp <_ 0 ../*\\ J-jlj
C ^ y A  Oj\^ 
t ^yxjJi *—*~£- *-* j
‘^U«a_>»AI J>wi) 
CLZS"j
c iU j!l j  ^LJl C.~U j  
(  J_A j l l  4} J  ( j I  £ "L > U I fJ-^~
c jy N l Colpl Ji c jbJLf-
OjCTj
^UaAwll < j l  i^~^’
j^t£-1 AliJL* y^- ^*ljl 
(_3 oU-1 ill-*-J jU»5
9 yaJl 3 Jj£ j l  y *yN l *-(S J^iJ
! IAUp ,y ,jii>l ^ 3il y
V y  .y-> <^all y
! Jlall (J VL>-J
■> t , . > * «. 
c O ( J  OjM
alJ-l f \ r * i ^  j- t
C « L l l  ^jt4 ^ y j « y  j^l <y
j l i i l  p.lla..» 
c jjM *  cJ (ya.^>^Jj
(. j^ lji (J fj^ ju
c jjUJl ^  £r~^
 ^  ^ T
^ U J I  ^ - j U  U U *  < y  ^ o j l
• -  * . .* t
c u* a J  o~*
j^m\jcS\ ol j
c j- ^ y ^  o>JJ
J-Q' U* *<sJ* 4
c-L-jJi jJ-r^i 
* .aL»JL11j ^ ^ s<?<J 
! j  j  *U ii]l 
o
o j  yJil J j b  0 1 ^ "
” * . c ^  -5_j^
JOJb- cJl^ laM ^ Li
C <* *• | . «
6 jJU> JO Vj-*
J J Jji f b» »l«.J'j I
j  o U l U l l  l ^ J b > -  
c J \*j4
i r^j^  0* /j'j• i
iyy^ -1Jl ^  jJj 
j** **JJ
jjiiyi diAi ? j^ju ojut 
« o L ^ - l  C - i U  ) l^_ip V ^ L
<Jl C U  j t J
? J_^- V j t *u V j t i^ j 
? (_^JU oJLaI 
. «jbJi VI-4IJJ c If-b J j i  XJJ 
? j* J i\ U j j  j,  c Ij. j  Jj>.
••• cJj>-\ - 5 (J*
cs^i <jj. p^y~ j-
j~>t>- Ujlr aJL- Jj (_^j
Jr^Uj • *> *=r-jj
f p : 8 |r> I
1 0 p  i ^ p*
r  r |0  i—^i*" |fr:>  ’ jS’  <P f jn - # i
r ^ c  ifap i"f^cr=^  5 r i r ^
— r-cf1 r^po —
R m C  ^
*** r r ^  r  \ f &  *P  r ^ *  ’ r i^c * i r ^
\ ’ --<Trnr9
I5^ 5"> *0 |i^ c * iprrr
CT~^ |-p|0 r^ ry r  0 * 1 0  c^V^j 5 ”< tV  
ljW“* rp**y»  ^ > r  iyr^> *^ ? <*V
k (^  ' k -f”'? r ’ ^  ^  •^ i(?
<? i ^  •i r f5 ’  ’ 1 '!r> 'I.3!  ^  k  *5 l<?
5 e^^cf } -cf'rO
r m fjA o  i r ^
{*) jr"^  5 ^ |C ■*!*
• f ?  i n *
k ^ p
* ‘" + 
r in rj.^«r in 5?
^  wcp
r ,n -  'HrP — P ||r "n} |K^ »r^ | 8 n^p j 8
r prf jy ^  ••• ^  J^O  IlflP
^  SP^ P
in ^ '?  vf'~ty  ^ \ f "^ip
"rjK *■> ^  I j ^ p  
r |^ r? n f 1 T |p  > ‘‘' I  f |P  i f - i ) p  
*rc_ i f  op
|p^rr2 "nrf 9 C-<^p
^  w .
f\ r -Ij> 5 R r|r P  *** rr|c^ : « «^p j »
j^-r* is n -* ’ r f* i f '3  j ' ^ ,rh  £ lc' f > : * i* ip  i >
k  r ^  ’ k  -'\r ’r? . f  ’ *? R 
¥°  &
i r ^  y r n ^
- fr9 -
{ 6£ -3 9 0 S ) 6£.>v S^ xaj;
Text:
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A- 40 ( See E- 38 ) I*...,) 1 Jll j
• ^  f^iLpI Ojiif
1 JUj j t
taUj t ^ L iil t (jjyJI (3^ *1-i*
J^&Ji J  (Jr^  ^*
• * c^ " V  JUj
• iPV -*>• J* ^ j — OjJjVl
• lHs*~ Cr*
J->jl jjiL* jjJl J p  1 1 t > V - ^ j
( . ^ LuxJl
jjj* J  iS*J\ *j* 1 i / f  j?& C^ y-Xj
*
p^ *ij 4 jJUaJlj dJL^ ljS \Zjj~£ Jj If ^ *Uip »cJji
d > '
( y^Lji» <J|P 4^ *^ "^  4 ^ Vj  ill.lLi.* jl viJUUb y^>-l^ >* 
‘ J jj* U* * iy~*uy,'xi J l 1^ Vj 
. J^il t 4_)i-^ f ( »ll*i ( c_o^ >- 
J j y J l  *lilaJl J j^ JJJl yk JLj 
• *y-> J  t. JS" jJ jlfj ^Jj[ t O jil yk (JUj
0
* • • ‘—^ 1j i  ^cil 1>jJ t i
! .1 Ojl t XzyJ* o V
Text: i
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1 7 41 ( See E- 27 )
O-ijJI
j l  J * *  *— Ai
. iiljl iiaJ-
,yj ^  «>* OiV^ I £r^ 
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Winter's sharp blade cut into the platform,
The storm miaowed like a cat,
Over the rails 
Swung an ancient lamp,
And our frugal village 
Quivered in its light.
"What will I do in the city?"
She asked me:
"W hat will you do in the city?
Down its long streets 
Your ignorant steps will go astray 
And its blind alleys 
W ill swallow you up.
Night will glow in your heart's numbed depths,
And sad longings spring up.
What will you do there, without a friend?
No, there's no friend to be found in a city."
You laughed at me,
And still I waited for the citybound train.
You walked away from me,
And I from you.
Beyond the windows of the train,
Villages passed by,
Rose up and sank back in the sand,
And I waited for morning 
In  the city.
For whom should I return?
For my village?
For winter's sharp blade that cut into the platform?
The light in which our frugal village quivered?
O r the women dead with modesty and shame?
No, I shall not return.
For whom should I return?
M y village is become a city.
A t every comer,____________________________ _____________________
(  E - I  ) Translated by Khouri and Alfear( 1974 s 12^25) •
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A  new lamp's harsh light 
W ill cry out to me:
"W hat do you wish?"
W hat do I  wish?!
Here, there is nothing I  know, 
And nothing that knows me;
Nothing I remember,
O r that remembers me.
I shall drag my short steps 
Down the long streets,
And be swallowed up 
In the blind alleys.
No, I shall not return.
For whom should I  return? 




A H YM N  TO AL-ZAHRA ’A
The ruins of Al-Zahra *a are distant from bustling lifef and unvisited. 
The poet rented a car and went to see it, crossing unpaved roads, 
until he disco vered its remains. The poet *s presence dispersed its long 
silence.
What startled steps strangely coming 
Dissipa ting sheer silence ?
• Time has dismantled ail love!
Who’s coming to see me heaped stones? 
Ransacked by Time’s incessant wars.
Spiteful Time, hating love’s lamplight 
Monument of sweet hope I  was,
and desire’s whisperings,
Proud as Jerusalem’s mount,
the world overflowing tenderness 
With sweet melodies we’ve planted them love, 
But drank for recompense hateful cups, 
destroying life.
Who’s coming to waste misery’s silence?
*  *  *
Had he come in day’s loving prime,
When on the jasmine bed,
woven by love, I  recline,
Velvety of warmth, hearts’ lovely warmth,
And my happy fountains among cups and lovers: 
Yearning’s perfumer was I, and inspiration,
For love my meadows scented all alleys.
( E-2) Translated by Khattab ( 1984 :44»46) •
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Where are my shades,
Waterfalls, bird-songs?
In  me inspiration burgeoned, the stammerer 
thus flowed,
M y love inspired the player
to sing it multifold.
*  %  #
Zahra’a, it9s i, coming from distant East,
An Arab coming to chant caravan melodies, 
Yearning-driven to inhale your holy incense, 
And quench soul’s thirst, recluse-like praying, 
Kneeling over scents, slowing over dust.
Would I  could, full of longing, 
walk on eyelids,
And plant love flowers the way along, 
Jasmine-white, genuine snow-white:
Thus love, i f  springs from truthful hearts, 
Eternal is, in your eternity,
Enchanting is, in your anthem.
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Texts E-3
A Message from the Grave
to  th e  A lg e r ia n  h l u ja h c d in
B. S. As-Sayyab
From the depths of the earth I cry out 
Till all the graves moan 
With the echo of my voice of sand, of wind. 
From a world which rests in my tomb 
With ruins of palaces heaped on either side. 
There is all but the beat of life in it.
There are even songs and flowers.
And a sun which does not go round.
And worms burrow away at the grave.
From the depths of that world I cry out. 
"Do not despair of birth or resurrection":
Light here is made of mud or glass.
A lock on the door of a wall.
The light in my grave is darkness without light:
The light from the window of my house is made of glass. 
How often have eyes pierced it to fix their gaze on me. 
Eyes black as shame.
Wounding my secrets with their lashes?
Today my home is not mine.
The light from my window is but suspicion 
Which sucks me to the core.
The hungi y shriek at my door.
"Your daily bread nas the warmth of blood in it 
Fill up your bowls every day
( E-3) Translated, by Bishai ( 1986:40-42) •
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With your living flesh which we desire";
There is the flavour of sun in it 
And the taste of the wind!
The wretched knock at my door: "Squeeze out • 
" Squeeze out the light from your eyes for us 
For there is darkness within us.
And informers shriek at my door,
Rough is the ascent to Golgotha
0  Sisyphus, heavy are the fcpcks,
The rocks are others!"
But voices pour into my tomb
From the world of the sun
Like the beat of drums
These footsteps of the living in the fields
Where our graves lie.
Its green echoes 
Pour the leaves of flowers 
Into my house
From a world of sun which we desire.
Its white echoes
Cleave the frozen air around me;
Its red ones
Pour a torrent of light
Into my house,
For the light from the window 
Is blood seeping through the rocks 
Over the mouth of my grave.
The earth shows signs of labour,
Do not despair.
1 bring you glad tidings, dead bodies,
The resurrection is near.
Glad tidings in Wahran,
There are echoes of Soor!
Sisyphus shed the burden of aeons from him 
And received the sun on the Atlas peaks.
Woe to Wahran for it does not rebel.
Text: E-4 A. W. Al-Bayati
An Apology For A Short Speech
Ladies and gentlemen 
My speech is short
I *d hate to let words take up my time •
My tongue
Is not a wood sword •
My words , ladies , are golden ,
My words , gentlemen , are grapes of wrath 
I fm not drunk , just tired •
The candles flicker out 
The nights get colder •
I carry my heart in a brief-case 9 
Like a dead.child
Through thousands of betrayals and cheap lies* 
.My speech was short ,
And I *m not drunk , just playing my suffering • 
I *m not a caesar :
Rome is burning .
My soul is suffocated
By thousands of betrayals and cheap lies • 
Goodbye
Ladies and gentlemen •
( E-4 ) Translated by Al-Udhari (1974a :57»59) .
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Texts E-5 A. W. Al-Bayati
Apology for a Short Speech
Ladies and Gentlemen:
M y speech was short
Because I hate that words take my time,
And my tongue
Is not a wooden sword
My words, Ladies, are of gold
My words, Gentlemen, were grapes of wrath
I am not drunk but I am tired
The candles are put out
The nights are cold
And I carry my heart in a suitcase
Like a dead child who drenched his cross with tears
Overthousands of treacheries and thousands of mean lies.
M y speech was short
I am not drunk but I am mocking
Mysuffering
I am not Caesar:
Rome is burning 
M y soul is choking
Among thousands of treacheries and thousands of mean lies 
So farewell
Ladies and Gentlemen.




O, Shahrazad, the Curtain of night fails:
No w let us enjoy visions o f  beauty.
The tunics of virgins whirl:
Regale us with the beauty of art.
Sing of remembered embraces.
O f lovers enveloped in the sense of time past;
From palaces Oriental relate a tale
To flood my passion with tears of the lute string.
Thy lucid voice, of wanderer sublime,
Ecstatic with beauty of a sweet dream.
Thou hast, love-lorn, annointed love.
And he, love-lorn, by your kindness, lives again. 
And I  remonstrated with thee in loving dalliance. 
And a feeling brimful of noble love.
The hopes of my fertile imagination
Yearn for the dream of union after your farewell:
Thy absence, ever a long affliction,
And silent are my long nights.
Blame not (Shahriar) for love,
No succour could he obtain!
Be thou then gentle to a poet whom 
Boundless memories of faithless love have pained, 
Whose love-song these now have stilled 
And deadened bis poetic yearning;
Who, brimful, her cup he had drained 
While she. too, broached fire-poison.
• Izzidien
( E-6 ) Translated by Hawari (1984 t 10,12).
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His heart oriental in its yearning 
He never inclined to love profane.
Thy Yearning pulse, a fleeting tune,
Has shaken bis heart’s hope of hopes. 
Remember him and sing his song:
The music of life be in his love.
Whenever a throe has shaken the heart,
Which was wont to breathe the essence of love, 
A draining of his brimming cup like unto 
A flood of matchless worried plaints:
Waxing restless and with his fleeting tunes,
He fills the world with vision-Songs.
Hapless, the sweet Oriental essence,
Bleeding of pain, and wafting of the scent,
’Tis verily a loving heart’s tune:
The poet’s complaint does become bis wine. 
The deep-delved wine of a damsel 
Whose farewell made still-born his love 
And be in Baghdad, quaffing passionate love, 
Whose essence he dissipated upon its earth, 
There he sang a weeping song:





Held together by profound exertion,
The same silence.
W e used to say:
Tomorrow it will die,
And there will awaken 
From every house 
Young children's voices,
Bursting forth, with the daylight, onto the road 
And they will mock our yesterday,
Our grumbling women,
Our dead and lusterless eyes.
They will not know what are memories,
They will not understand the ancient path,
And they will laugh because they do not ask 
Why they laugh.
We used to say:
Tomorrow we will understand what we say;
The seasons will bring us together—
Here a friend,
And there some shy, retiring one.
Yesterday our desires were strong 
And maybe we did not mean 
What we used to say.





And on the road,
The same road,
The same houses,
Held together by profound exertion.
The same silence.
And there
Behind closed windows 
Were the sunken, listless eyes,
Waiting for the children,
And afraid that the daylight 
Would pass down the road.
( E-7) Translated by Khouri and Algar( I974sI27fI29) •
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Text E— Q  Buland Al- Haydari
Barrenness
The same road
The same houses tied together by a great effort 
The same silence.
We used to say
Tomorrow it will die
And in every house will wake
Voices of little children
Rolling with day on the road
They will mock our yesterday
Our grumbling women
Our frozen looks with no brilliance
They will not know what memories are
They will not understand the old way
They will laugh because they will not ask
Why they laugh
We used to say
Tomorrow we will understand what we say
And the seasons will gather us together
Here a friend
There a bashful person
Yesterday it was a deep love
Perhaps
We did not mean what we used to say
For the seasons have gathered us together today
That friend
Is without a friend
That love
Is a callous face
And on the road
The same road
Are the same houses tied together by a great effort 
The same silence 
And there
Behind the closed windows 
Are sunken eyes 
Frozen
Waiting for the little ones 
Afraid that the day will pass away 
With the road
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Text: B. S. As-Sayyab
Before the Gate of God
Cast down before your great gate 
I  cry out, in the darkness, for asylum
0  you who guide the ants in the sand 
And hear the pebbles on the streambed
1 cry out like thunder in a mountain cave 
Like the sigh of the noonday heat
Do you hear my call? O  blessed one, you hear 
And, hearing do you answer?
O hunter of men 
Wrecker of women, o torturer
Who efface your servants with cast stones and earthquakes
Who desolate homes
Cast down before your great gate
I feel thought collapse within me
Am I in revolt? In anger?
Does the sinner rebel in your holy shrine?
I desire of life only that which I have:
Darkness crowds the length of the grainfilled bam
While my harvest-field grows in the morning light
I  have shaken its dust from my hands
What matter if tomorrow
There come sowers or reapers
Let the years scatter the tombs and ears of com
I wish to live in peace:
Like a candle melting in the dark 
W ith a tear to die, and a smile
I  am weary of the blazing of noon
O f wrestling with its torrents and my mind
And of my nights with palm tree and lamp and thoughts
Chasing rhymes
In the darkness of sea and desert 
In the waste of doubt and lunacy 
I am weary of my great struggle
Splitting my heart to feed the p o o r  ______ _____ _ _____
( E-9 ) Translated by K^uri and Algar V 1974:83,tfc.Bf
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Lighting their hovels with my eyes7 candle 
Clothing them in ancient banners 
That exude the smell of defeat 
I am weary of my last spring 
I  see it in the pollen, the marigold, the rose 
I  see it in every spring, traversing frontiers 
I  am weary of life's deceit 
I live on my yesterday and call it tomorrow 
As if I were an actor in the world of doom 
Sought out in darkness by the fates 
The candles are lit on his great stage 
He laughs at the dawn, and his heart is full of the 
noontide blaze 
I am weary as a child wearies of weeping
I want to sleep in your holy shrine
Beneath a blanket of sin and error
Cradled in whores' convulsions
So your hands would disdain to touch me
I want to behold you . . .  yet who may see you?
I run to your great threshold
In the procession of tormented sinners
Our broken voices crying
Our throats rending the air in lament:
Our wasted faces
As if  scratched by children in the dust
Have known not beauty or charm
Childhood passed, the flash of youth died
And melted like a cloud
And still we wear our same faces
No eye regards them as they pass
They reveal not our souls, reflect not our concern
O  exploder of beauty, to you
We wander, straying in the gardens of outward form 
Alas
For a world that sees the waterlilies 
And sees not the shell on the oceanbed 
And the peerless pearl within the shell
Prostrate and biting at the rock I  cry 
"O  god, I  wish to die!"
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Text: g_XO B. S. As-Sayyab
Burning
And even when I smelt your body of stone in my fire
And wrest the ice from your hands, between our eyes
Persist whole wastes of snow that devour the night-traveller
As if you saw me through mist and moonlight
As if we had never met in hope and longing
Hope for love is a meeting . .  . where then did we meet?
Your naked body is torn open
Your breasts, beneath the roof of night, are torn by my nails 
M y ardor has torn apart all but the veils 
Which hide within you what I desire
As if the blood I drink from you were salt
Whole draughts of it still not my thirst
Where is your passion? Where your unbared heart?
I bolt on you the gate of night, then embrace the gate 
Conceal within it my shadow, memories and secrets 
Then search for you within my fire
And find you not, find not your ashes in the burning flame 
I will cast myself into the flame, if  it burns or not 
Kill me, that I may feel you 
Kill the stone 
With a shedding of blood, with a spark of fire 
. . .  or burn then without fire
( E-IO) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974:87*89) •
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Text: E-7 II. B. S. As-Sayyab
Christ After the Crucifixion
After they brought me down I heard
The long wail of winds sweeping through the palms,
And footsteps growing more distant.
The wounds, therefore, on which they have kept me 
Nailed all through the evening have not killed me.
I listen: the wailing traverses the hill 
Which separates me from the city 
Like a rope which pulls a ship 
As it sinks to the bottom of the sea,
Like a thread of light between morning and dusk 
In the sad wintry sky.
Then the city sleeps.
When the mulberry trees blossom, and the orange trees. 
When Jaikur spreads itself to the limits of imagination. 
Then it grows green and its fragrance sings,
When the rays of the sun which suckled it 
Make it sparkle.
When even the darkness grows green.
Warmth touches my heart
And my blood courses through its soil.
My heart is like the sun when its pulse beats with light. 
Like the earth when it beats with grain,
Flowers and translucent water.
My heart is the water and the ear of corn
Whose death is resurrection,
Feeding on whoever it finds 
In the dough rounded and moulded 
Like a small breast,
Like the breast of life.
I died with fire: -
It has set the darkness of my soul ablaze.
Now God remains.
I was the beginning.
And in the beginning 
There was he who was poor.
I died so that bread may be eaten in my name 
With the coming of the new season.
How many lives shall I live?_______  ______ _____
( E-II ) Translated by Bishai ( 1986:45-48).
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I have become the future in every tomb.
I have become the seed.
I have become a generation.
And one or some drops of my blood 
Flow through each heart.
I came back. Judas grew pale when he saw me,
For I was his secret.
He was a black shadow.
And like a shadow from which the soul 
Has stolen away,
I froze in his thought.
He feared death should reveal itself in his eyes, 
(They are a rock behind which he hid 
His grave from people)
He feared its warmth, and what
Was impossible for him he made known.
You? Or is it my whitened shadow shedding light?
Do you come from the world of the dead?
Death comes once,
Thus have our fathers spoken,
Thus they have taught us,
Could it have been false?
This is what he thought when he saw me,
And his look betrayed him.
A  passing footfall, a footfall,
And the grave is about to sink in
With the weight of each footfall.They come?
Have they come? And who else is with them?
A  footfall, a footfall,
A footfall threw a rock on my breast.
Did they not crucify me yesterday?
Here I  am in my grave.
Let them come —  I  am in my grave.
Who knows who I  am? Who knows?
And Judah's friends! Who will believe their claims? 
A  footfall... a footfall,
Here I  am naked in the darkness of my tomb: 
Yesterday I  was wrapped,
Like suspicion, like a blossom,
Beneath my icy shroud,
Moistening the blood red flower.
I  was like a shadow between light and morning ~  
My soul burst forth with treasures 
Which I  exposed like fruit.
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When I  made of my pocket a bandage and my sleeve a 
cloak
When one day I  warmed the bones of children with my 
flesh,
When I  exposed my wound and dressed another,
The wall between us and God was destroyed.
And soldiers came and reached 
Even my wounds and heartbeats.
They came, all those who were not even dead.
They came to me just as the palm tree 
Laden with fruit bursts into view 
When a flock of hungry birds 
From a poor village lights on it.
The eyes of suns devour my road 
In which fire dreams of my crucifixion,
Whether made of iron or of flames.
The gaze of my people is like the light 
O f the heavens, of memories and love.
They bear my burden and moisten my cross.
How small is my death, and yet how great!
After they had nailed me and I  
Had turned my eyes towards the city,
I could hardly tell the plain from the wall, from the 
tomb:
There was something stretching as far as the eye could 
see,
Like a flowering forest,
And at every turn there was a cross and a griefstricken 
mother.
Praised be G o d !
Such is the city in labour.
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Text: E-I2 B. S. As-Sayyab
City Of Sinbad
Hungry in the grave and without food,
Naked in the snow and without shelter,
I cried out in the wrinkled face of w inter: 
Rain! Make my bed hard—
A  bed of bones and the dust of doom,
A  bed of snow and stone.
But let seeds grow and flowers bloom;
Let lightning burn our barren granaries.
And swell the roats 
And load the trees.
And then you came, rain,
Anointing the dark forehead of the sky.
You split the rocks open 
And w ith your gifts flooded the Euphrates. 
The tombs moved. The dead rumbled and rose, 
And their bones cried:
Blessed be the god who gives us blood in rain. 
But alas, rain.
We should like to sleep again;
W e should like to die again.
There is awareness in our sleep;
There is ignorance in our death.
We wish god would return us 
To the heart of his divine mystery;
W e wish god would lead us back 
To the distant beginning of the road.
Who awakened Lazarus from his long sleep 
To discover our mornings and evenings?
To feel the cold teeth of hunger 
And the hot coals of thirst?
To avoid the grip of death
And count the slow, swift minutes?
To please the rabble and shed blood?
Did he who resurrected us 
Bring back what we fear?
Who is the god that haunts our houses?
His fire feeds on our candles;
His malice dotes on our tears.
( E-I2) Translated by Bennani ( 1982:17-21 ) •
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II
Is this Adunis, this emptiness?
This sallowness and dullness?
Is this Adunis? Where is the glow?
And where is the harvest?
The sickles are not reaping;
The flowers are not blooming.
The fields are black and without water.
Is this the gift of so many years?
Is this the cry of men?
Is this the wailing of women?
Alas, Adunis! This is the end of heroism.
Death has destroyed our faith in you.
You come to us with a wandering look 
And an empty fist:
W ith  a threatening fist 
And a sickle that reaps nothing 
But bones and blood.
Today? or tomorrow?
When will he be born?
When will we be born?
I I I
There is death in the streets 
And barrenness in the fields,
And all that we love is dyin -i.
They have stopped water from flowing;
The brook's are dry and thirsty.
The Tartars have struck! Their knives are bloody 
 ^And our sun is bleeding. Our food is blood. 
They have burned Mohammad the Orphan - 
The evening glows from his fire—
And burned the god in his eyelids.
They have chained Mohammad the Prophet 
On top of M t. Hira. The day they nailed him 
Has become eternal.
Tomorrow Christ will be crucified in Iraq.
And the dogs will drink the blood of ahBuraq.
IV
Spring!
W hat has maimed you?
You come without rain;
You come without flowers;
You come without fruit.
Your end is like your beginning:
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Dressed in blood . . .  And now 
Summer is upon us w ith its dark clouds.
Its days are full of cares,
And at night we stay up to count stars.
And until the wheat stalks 
Are ripe for harvest,
And the sickles dance 
And the grains fill our sacks,
W ill it seem to the hungry 
That Ishtar, the goddess of plenty,
Has brought the captive to mankind 
And crowned his fresh forehead with fruit?
W ill it seem to the hungry that the shoulder of Christ 
Has removed the stone from his tomb 
And resurrected the dead from the grave 
And cured leper and restored sight?
Who has unleashed the jackals?
Who has given us drink from the mirage 
And hidden the plague in the rain?
Death is being born in the houses.
Cain is being born to tear out life
From the earth’s womb and from water wells.
And tomorrow will be dark 
And women will abort in slaughterhouses 
And fire w ill dance on the threshing floors 
And Christ w ill perish before Lazarus.
Let him sleep. Christ did not summon him.
What do you want? His flesh
Is sold in the city of sinners
The city of ropes and rocks and wine.
The city of bullets and blood.
Yesterday they removed the copper horseman; 
Yesterday they removed the stone horseman,
And drowsiness reigned in the sky 
And anarchy spread everywhere.
A  human horseman rode in the streets 
Killing women,
Smearing cradles w ith blood.
And cursing fate and divine decree.
V
Ancient, walled Babylon 
Seems to have returned once again 
W ith its towering iron domes.
Its bells sound like a mourning cemetery;
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Its sky looks like the courtyard.
O f a slaughterhouse;
And its hanging gardens are sown 
W ith heads chopped off with sharp axes.
The crows peck at their eyes 
As suns set behind their hair 
In its crimson branches.
Is this my city? Are these the ruins 
On which was engraved “Long live life !”*' 
W ith the blood of its slain?
Is there no god in it? No water, or fields?
Is this my city? Where the Tartars' daggers 
Are sheathed on its gate, and the desert pants 
W ith thirst around its streets,
Unvisited by the moon?
Is this my city? These graves and bones? 
Where darkness looks out from its windows 
And mixes blood with the dust of battle, 
Concealing the city from the annihilator?
This is my city! Its domes are wounds.
And red'robed Judas sets the dogs 
On the cradles of my little brothers 
To tear their flesh apart. And in the village 
Ishtar dies of thirst. There are no flowers 
On her forehead, and the fruits of her basket 
Are stones with which every woman is stoned. 
And the palm trees along the shore 
Are laden with lament.
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Text: E-I?
C ity  o f Siribad
i
Hungry in the tomb without food,
Naked in the snow without a cloak,
I cried out in winter:
Bestir, o rain,
The beds of bones and snow and particles of dust, 
The beds of stone,
Make the seeds grow, let the flowers open,
And set the sterile threshing floors 
On fire with lightning,
Make the roots break through,
And burden down the trees.
And you came, o rain,
The sky and the clouds broke forth to anoint you, 
And the rocks were split open,
And, flowing over with your gifts,
The Euphrates muddy turned 
The tombs moved, their dead 
Were shaken and they arose 
And their bones cried out:
Blessed be the god who grants us 
Blood in the form of rain 
And alas, o rain,
We should like to sleep again,
We should like to die again,
And with our sleep will be buds of awareness,
And our death will conceal life;
We wish the god would take us back 
To the heart of his deep, many-layered mystery; 
We wish he would lead us backward on the road 
To where it has its far beginning.
Who awakened Lazarus from his long sleep?
That he might know the morning and evening,
And summer and winter,
That he might be hungry, or feel 
The burning coal of thirst,
And shim death,
And count the heavy, swift minutes 




( E-I3 1 Translated by Khouri and Algar ( 1974*93.95.97.99, 
v ' 101 , 103) .
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Did he revive too what we fear?
Who is the god in our dwelling place?
His fire takes life upon our wax candles,
His malice takes life on our tears.
2
Is this Adonis, this emptiness?
And this pallor, this dryness?
Is this Adonis? Where is the glow?
And where is the harvest?
The sickles are not reaping,
The flowers are not blooming,
The black fields have no water!
Is this the expectation of so many years?
Is this the shout of manhood?
Is this the moan of women?
Adonis! Behold the defeat of heroism!
Death indeed has shattered every hope within you, 
And you have advanced with a wandering look 
and an empty fist:
W ith a threatening fist
and a sickle that reaps nothing
But bones and blood.
Today? and tomorrow?
When will he be born?
When will we be born?
3
There is death in the streets, 
and barrenness in the fields, 
and all that we love is dying.
They have bound up the water in the houses 
And brooks are panting in the drought.
Behold, the Tatars have advanced,
Their knives are bleeding,
And our sun is blood, our food 
is blood upon the platter.
They have burned Muhammad, the orphan,
And the evening glows from his fire,
The blood boiled up in his feet,
In his hands and in his eyes,
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And in his eyelids the god was burned.
They have bound up Muhammad,
The prophet, on M t. Hira'
And the day was nailed down 
Where they nailed him.
Tomorrow, Christ will be crucified 
In Iraq, and the dogs will feast 
On the blood of Buraq.
4
Oh Spring
Oh Spring, what has afflicted you?
You have come without rain 
You have come without flowers,
You have come without fruit,
And your end was like your beginning 
Wrapped round in gore; Now Summer 
Is upon us with black clouds 
Its days full of cares 
And its nights
We spend wakefully, counting the stars;
Until that time when the ears of grain
W ill be ripe for harvest
And the sickles will sing
And the threshing floors
W ill cover up crevices
Then will it seem to the hungry that Ishtar,
The goddess of flowers, has brought back the captive 
To mankind, and crowned his lush forehead with fruit? 
Then will it seem to the hungry that the shoulder 
O f Christ has rolled back the stone from the tomb 
Has set out to resurrect life from the grave 
And cure the leper or make the blind to see?
Who is this that let loose the wolves from their bonds? 
Who is this that gave us to drink from a mirage,
And concealed the plague in the rain?
Death is being bom in houses,
Cain is being bom in order to tear out life
From the womb of earth and from the wellsprings of water,
And it will soon be dark.
Women are aborting in slaughterhouses,
And the flame is dancing along the threshing floors,
And Christ will perish before Lazarus.
Let him sleep
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Let him, for Christ did not call him!
W hat do you want? His flesh cut into strips and dried 
To be sold in the city of sinners,
The city of rope and blood and wine,
The city of bullets and boulders!
Yesterday they took from its place the copper horseman, 
Yesterday they took the stone horseman,
Lethargy reigned in the heavens 
And discontent stepped in
And a human horseman pranced through the streets
Slaughtering women
Dyeing the cradles with blood
Cursing divine decree and fate!
5
As if walled, ancient Babylon 
had returned once again!
W ith its high domes of iron 
Where a bell is ringing, as if a cemetery 
Were moaning in it, and the heavens 
The courtyard of a slaughterhouse.
Its hanging gardens are sown 
W ith heads cut off by sharp axes,
And the crows peck at their eyes,
While suns set in the west 
Behind their hair dyed in branches.
And is this my city? Are these the ruins 
On which was inscribed: "Long live life!"
W ith the blood of its slain?
Is there no god in that place, no water or fields?
Is this my city? Daggers of the Tatars
Sheathed above its gate, and the desert pants
W ith thirst around its streets, unvisited by the moon?
Is this my city? Are these the pits,
And these the bones?
The shadows look down from their houses 
W ith their blood dyed somber 
To be lost and unnoticed 
By the pursuer
Is this my city? W ith injured domes, 
in which red-robed Judas
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Texts
Set the dogs on the cradles
O f my little brothers . .  . and the houses,
They eat of their flesh
And in the village Ishtar is dying of thirst,
There are no flowers on her forehead 
And in her hands there is a basket, its fruit are stones 
Which she casts at every woman. And in the palm trees 
On the city's shore there is a wailing.
S-I_4 b
Death' and The River
Buwayb,
Buwayb,
And from a belfry 
The sound of bells lost 
In the depths of the sea;
Sunset gleaming through trees 
And jars oozing bells of rain.
Crystals which melt with a moan 
Buwayb.. .Buwayb!
And in my heart a tenderness deepens, 
Darkens for you Buwayb,
My river sad as rain.
I f  some day I  should pass through the night, 
I  shall tighten my grip 
Over the year’s longing,
Holding it fast with every finger
As I would the pledges of wheat and flour
I bear to you.
If  only! could
Look down from mountain peaks 
To catch a glimpse of the moon 
As it floats between your banks,
Planting shadows, soaking the heights 
With water and fish and flowers.
If  only I could wade through you
. S. As-Sayyab
( E-I4 ) Translated by Bishai ( I986;29-3l) •
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To follow the moon and hear
The pebbles rattle in the depths
With the twitter of thousands of birds on the trees.
Are you a river or a forest of tears 
Do the fish sleep after their vigil, at dawn?
And these stars, are they waiting to feed 
Thousands of needles with threads of silk?
And you, Buwayb,
If  I were to drown in you I would pick
The shells and build with them
A  house where the waterweeds and trees around it
Are lit up by sprinklings from the moon and the stars.
I would float along and be drawn
To sea with the ebb of the tide.
Death is a strange world which lures the young 
Whose door lies hidden in you, Buwayb.
Buwayb, O Buwayb,
Twenty years have gone by 
And each year is an age;
And today, when the night falls 
And I lie sleepless in bed.
Conscience grows sharp like a tall tree rising at dawn, 
Its delicate branches thick with bird and fruit.
I fee! that the sad world 
Overflows with blood and tears.
As it does with rain;
The bells of the dead sound a knell in my veins,
And my blood darkens with longing 
For a bullet to rend my breast 
With the coldness of death,
Like hell fires setting bones ablaze.
I wish as I fly through the night 
To help those who struggle;
And clench my fists to strike at fate.
I  wish if I were to drown }
In the depths of my blood,
To bear the burden with mankind,
To bring forth life;
In my death is victory.
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Text: E-I5 M . M. Al-Jawahiri
Descend Darkness
Descend , darkness and fog , and clouds without rain ,
Burning smoke of conscience and torture , descend ,
Woe and destruction , descend upon these who defend their own
destruction •
Punishment and retaliation upon the builders of their own tombs •
Descend f croaking [of crowsj, and let your echoes be greeted by the 
hooting of owls • Ruin , descend .
Descend upon those sluggards of whose laziness even flies complain •
Prom too much cringing of their necks they cannot tell the colour of
the sky .
Text : E-I6 M. M. Al-Jawahiri
Descend Darkness
Descend , night , on every side • Descend fog • Descend ,you barren 
clouds [literally: " clouds without water "J 1 Descend , burning smoke, 
from the conscience i Descend torment J Descend , ruin , on the defenders 
of their ruin 1 Descend , perdition 1 Descend , judgement , on the 
builders of their own graves J Descend. , punishment i Descend , 
croaking , let the owl answer your echo 1 Descend , destruction •
Descend on the sluggish whose idleness is scorned even by the flies I 
They have never seen the colour of the sky , so long have their necks 
been bent !
(E-I5 ) Translated by Badawi( 1975a *66-67 ) •




Eye of the  Sun 
I support Qasyun.
A gazelle courses behind the green moon in the dark:
A rose, I pin on it the steed of the  beloved:
A p la in tive  lam b, an alphabet,
I m ake of it a song: Damascus throws herself in its arms, a neck le t 
of light.
I support Qasyun 
An apple I b ite  it,
A p ic tu re  I c lu tch  it 
Under the  shirt of wool.
I speak to  the sparrow 
And the  Barada enthralled:
Each nam e I invoke, it is her I am invoking:
Each sunset house I c a ll ,  it is hers I im plore.
T h e  One with a ll is m ade 
One: shadow with shade.
A fter m e was the world born and before.
Addressed m e the Lord, the lover, the slave,
Lightning and cloud.
T he A ll-H ighest
C ave m e , after unclouding, a gazelle,
But I le t her leap  after ligh t in the cities of the depths.
Strangers caught her in the fields of the forsaken land;
T hey  flayed even before they slaughtered,
Of her skin they stretched  out lute-strings:
I pluck them . The trees of night put out leaves w hile weep 
T he song-bird  of the  wind 
T h e  lovers o f Bara da enthralled 
T h e  M aster cruc ified  upon the w all.
She leads m e blind-to ex ile : Eye of the Sun.
She enslaved m e , as I enslaved her, under the sky of the east.
I gave her, she gave m e , a rose: we pray in God's kingdom 
w aiting  for lightning.
But she returned to  Damascus 
W ith the birds and dawn light 
Leaving her slave in exile 
Jesting, rebellious, for sale:
Dead and living:
( E-I7) Translated by Stewart (1976)
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Drawing in w ater books or on the sand
Her ch ild 's  brow, her eyes the flare of lightning across night 
And a world tha t dies or is bom before the  cry of death or birth.
O land  on which decay
T he flesh of steeds and women
T he corpses of ideas:
O scant ears of corn -
This is the  tim e  of death and reaping.
Near is Damascus.
Far is Damascus.
Who staunches the m em ory of the condem ned before execution? 
Who puts on the robe of the saint and m artyr?
Who is burned like m e in the fire of longing?
O virgin town
0  prophetess
Are dea th  and separation, is voyaging, our decree?
On this earth with no w ater no grass no fire 
Only the flesh of steeds and women 
And the corpses of ideas.
To approach is forbidden:
On this ea rth , if you love, the law condem ns you 
At once to  madness.
1 return to  Damascus after death 
Supporting Qasyun.
For on this earth , bound by sky and desert,
By sky and ocean,
Its dead pursued m e , locked on m e tom b's ga te ,
B es ieg in g  D am ascu s ,
Arousing the A ll-H ighest against m e 
Who, a fte r unclouding, slew the gazelle.
Yet evading the besiegers I returned 
Supporting Qasyun.
An apple ( b ite it,
A pic ture I clu tch  it 
Under shirt of wool.
Who w ill staunch the bleeding?
All tha t wc love voyages or dies.
O ships of s ilen ce , O books of w ater: the wind arrested
Our m eeting : a new birth , an age oncom ing -




F o r  1 A m  A  S t r a n g e r
For I am a stranger 
Beloved Iraq
Far distant, and I here in my longing 
For it, for her . . .  I cry out: Iraq 
And from my cry a lament returns 
An echo bursts forth 
I feel I have crossed the expanse 
To a world of decay that responds not 
To my cry
If  I shake the branches
Only decay will drop from them
Stones
Stones— no fruit 
Even the springs
Are stones, even the fresh breeze
Stones moistened with blood 
M y cry a stone, my mouth a rock 
M y  legs a wind straying in the wastes




His heart is like a hearth 
its fire feeds the hungry 
its water boils and blows 
cleansing the bowels of earth.
The flame of his eyes 
weaves a sail 
from the threads of rain 
from the sparks of souls 
from the breasts of mothers 
during suckling
from the sweet knives of fruit eaters 
from the knives of midwives 
cutting umbilical cords 
and the knives of raiders 
slaughtering light.
His sail is luminous
as the moon is luminous at fourteen
swift like the blink of an eye
green like Spring
and crimson like blood.
I t ’s like the boat of a child 
who has tom his notebook 
to fill the river with boats.
I t ’s like Columbus’s sail 
swallowed by the waves.
I t ’s like fete.





There is a furnace in his heart.
Its fire feeds the hungry 
And water sizzles in its hell.
Its blood purifies the heart from evil 
And its eyes weave a sail of flame 
And knits threads together 
From spindles that weave rain,
And from eyes that emit sparks.
And from the breasts of mothers at feeding time. 
And from blades dripping with the fruits of joy. 
And from the blades of midwives 
Severing umbilical cords,
And from the blades of invaders 
Rending rays of light.
Its sail is dewy, like the moon.
Its sail is strong as stone 
As quick as the twinkle of an eye.
As green as spring.
Its redness is that of blood.
And is like paper a child 
Has torn from his book to fill up 
The stream with boats.
Like Columbus's sail.
Like fate.
( E-20 ) Translated by Bishai (1986:35 ) •
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Texts E-2I Buland Al-Haydari
He Said Something to Us
The other day he passed this way,
Said something to us, then went on his way,
And soon dawn flowed into our village,
And hopes flowered,
Our vines awoke from'their sleep,
Their boughs bending, laden with fruit, love and shade.
The other day he passed this way,
Said something to us, .then went on his way,
A  promise in his eyes,
And thunder in his smile.
The wound in his hand and the sorrows 
Released a light for the earth, ,
For history, for the world, for us.
The other day he passed this way,
Said something to us, then went on his way.
There were chains on his feet,
And his struggle showed in his eyes;
In his heart were his hopes,
And his wealth was free for all mankind.
To-morrow when children play in our village,
When lights shine in our homes,
From a thousand hands and a thousand lips 
A  greeting will rise, made of our lives,
To a passer-by
Who passed this way the other day,
Left something for us, then went on his way.
( E-2I ) Translated by Badawi ( 1971 s 98)*.
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Texts E-22 „
-------- Hymn to Rain B.
Your eyes twin forests o f palm trees at dawn 
O r two balconies from which the moon withdraws.
Your two eyes, when they smile, vines leaf,
Lights dance.. .  as water-reflected moons 
W ith languid oars beating the river at dawn,
As i f  in their depth the stars pulsate.
They drown in a mist o f transparent sorrow 
Like the sea touched by Even,
Winter-warmth it has and autumn-shiver,
Death, birth, darkness and lig h t...
A mournful tremor permeates my soul 
And hectic fear embracing the sky 
As a child apprehensive of the moon!
It seems Iris drinks the clouds 
And drop by drop dissolves in rain.
The chuckles of boys amid vine trellis 
And the excitement of birds perched on trees 




Evening yawned, still the clouds 
Wept heavy tears;
As i f  at bedtime a child raves:
His mummy he missed one morning 
A  year before; on persistent questioning 
They said: “ She’ll come on the morrow”—
She must be coming
Though friends whisper she’s there
Laid at the bottom of the hill
Forever chewing dust and gulping rain;—
As if  a sad fisherman gathering nets
Cursing sea and fate
Was singing with the moon in eclipse
Rain-patter___
Patter.. . .
Do you know what sorrow brings rain?
And the moan of water-pipes when it drops?
And how lost the lonely feel at rainfall?
Infinitely— like trickling blood, like famine
Like love, like swarming infants, like the dead— I t ’s Rain
And your eyes keep me travelling with the rain
Across the G ulf waters lightning sweeps
Iraq’s coasts with stars and shells
S. As-Sayyab
( E-22 ) Translated by Salama (1972:119-122).
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The sun as though willing to rise 
But Night spreads a gory cover.
I  call to the Gulf; “O  G ulf
Giver of pearls and shells and death!”
The melancholy echo returns 
“O giver o f shells and death..
I  almost hear Iraq thunder-fraught 
With lightning stored in valleys and hills 
So that when it is deflowered 
No vestige of Thammuz is left in the valley.
I  almost hear palm-trees gulping rain,
Villages moaning, and emigrants 
Fighting with oars and masts 




Famines in Iraq 
A t harvest time com scatter 
For ravens and locusts 
A rock-grinding mill 





What tears we shed on the eve of departure 
With the pretext of rain for fear o f blame
Patter___
Patter.. . .
Since our infancy winter-skies 
Were always cloudy 
And the rain fell.
With every fresh yield o f the earth we famish 




In every drop o f rain
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A  red or yellow flower-bud
Every tear of the unfed and unclothed
And every blood-drop of the enslaved
Is a smile awaiting a new face
O r a roseate nipple in the mouth of the new-born




Iraq will grow green with the rainfall
I  call to the Gulf: “O  G ulf
Giver o f pearls and shells and death!”
The melancholy echo returns 
"O  G ulf
Giyer of shells and death.. ”
And the G u lf spreads its many gifts
On the sand, thick foam and shells
And what bones remain of a desperate drowner
An emigrant gulping death
At the G u lf’s surge and depth
In Iraq a thousand vipers suck the odorous juice
O f a flower bedewed by Euphrates




In  every drop of rain
A  red or yellow flower-bud
Every tear o f the unfed and unclothed
And every blood-drop o f the enslaved
Is a smile awaiting a new face
O r a roseate nipple in the mouth of the new-born
Into the youthful world of tomorrow, lifc-giver.
And the rain falls.
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Text :E-I Nazik Al-Malaika
I Am
‘T h e  night asks me who I am
Its impenetrable black, its unquiet secret I am
Its lull rebellious
I veil myself w ith silence
Wrapping my heart w ith doubt
Solemnly, I  gaze
While ages ask me
Who I  am.
The wind asks me who I am 
Its bedevilled spirit I  am 
Denied by T im e, going nowhere 
I journey on and on 
Passing without a pause 
And when reaching an edge 
I think it may be the end 
O f suffering, but then:
The void.
Time asks me who I  am
A giant unfolding centuries I  am 
Later to give new births 
I have created the dim past 
From the bliss o f unbound hope 
I push it back into its grave 
To make a new yesterday, its tomorrow  
Is ice.
The self asks me who I am
Baffled, I stare into the dark 
Nothing brings me peace 
I ask, but the answer 
Remains hooded in mirage 
I keep thinking it is near 
Upon reaching it, it dissolves.”
( E-23) Translated by K. Boullata (1978*17)•
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Text: E-24
---------  A, As-Safi An-Najafi
Immortal Liberty
When I die, cast me forth in the plain:
Sweet unto me there are both life and death. 
Confine me not in the tomb:
Hateful unto me is prison, though I be dead.
I f  my corpse serve as nurture 
For eagles and beasts of prey,
Then will I see my dismembered body journey forth 
And bear me too in all directions.
O  peerless voyage of my dead frame,
In life I was dead to you, unseeing.
Each limb w ill traverse a separate sphere, 
Oblivious of its severed fellows,
And when again they reunite,
Having travelled throughout creation,
Each will come and relate to me 
The happenings it has seen.
Thus will I pass away, yet live again,
Bearing mysteries from the realm of death to life. 
This truly is that resurrected life 
Promised to man after his decease.
( E-24) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974:75-77)*




The door of the room is closed,
Silence is deep,
And the blinds of my window are drau/n.
Perhaps a road
Is eavesdropping, laying in ambush for me behind the window, 
My clothes, like the scarecrow's are black;
The closed door gave them
Soul, infusing them with feeling, they almost woke up 
From that death, murmuring to me while silence is deep:
"No friend remained
To visit you in the extinguished night,
And the room is closed."
I put on my clothes - in fancy -
And I walked by night. My mother shall meet me
In that bereaved graveyard.
She will say: "Do you assault the night 
Without a friend?
Are you hungry? would you eat from my food:
The thirsty carob of the graveyard?
You will drink water profusely 
From the bosom of the earth.
Won't you cast off
Your clothes and wear my shroud?
Time has not worn it out.
(For) when it tears, Izrail, the weaver 
Mends it. Come and sleep beside me]
( E-25 ) Translated by Loya (1968:392,394).
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I made a bed in my grave
For you, oh, dearer than my longings,
For the sun, for the vi/aters of the river 
That lazily flow,
And for the cock's crow when it resounds in the horizons 
In the last day of judgement/
I shall take my way in fancy
And walk, and my mother shall meet me.
-  n o  -
Text; E-26
--------  B. S. As-Sayyab
Jaikur and the Trees of the City 
Its trees are evergreen 
And tall as pillars of marble.
They are neither bare nor sear,
Their nights are sleepless 
And from their darkness 
Goblets of sunshine arise.(1)
But in Jaikur
The summer has colours of its own.
So has the winter;
And the sun sets
As though the sky were a field
Drinking water.
And its drunken flowers 
The songs of birds 
Its crystal melodies pierce 
My heart like daggers;
Making it bleed with light.
The sun is setting
And tonight there is rain in Jaikur
Showering shadows —
Night stealing over Jaikur.
And at night in Jaikur
The stars whisper their melodies;
Flowers are born 
And in the eyes of children 
There is the flutter of wings 
In the world of sleep.
The clouds have passed over the road 
Whitened by the light of the moon,
Almost wiping it out,
Stealing the flowers.





Stay, O beloved before you depart
A moment so as to see you
And fill my eyes with your grace and art,
To prolong the fervid stare at a masterpiece 
of beauty.
Stay, O beloved
You nourished my orchard with hope,
Since we sipped the bedlamite kisses,
Sweet as wishes, companions of kindness.
Leave me not sipping alone in dull tiresome 
boredom,
Surrounded by my injured feelings,
Brooding in my slaughtered heart.
Before parting forever,
Stay, O my beloved.
Behold our memories through which the breeze 
blows
Innundated with kisses.
A melody in enchantment that induces,
Our lips delightedly a-quiver with wine, 
Memories of love and happiness in an essence 
of dawn sweet full of bliss. 
Delighting the night with rapture 
which we exhausted
with embraces and tenderness.
Izzidien
( E-27 ) Translated by Bosworth(l984:30,32,34).
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We drank it as a crimson wine.
Our love made the night drunk.
Then take these memories and chant,
Before parting,
O stay, my beloved.
VU not see the ducks sleeping in the brook, 
Chattering in the spring of youth with the 
breeze-song.
With my tears the course of water will flow, 
With pain and agony.
The beauty of the moon shall make me weep, 
Remembering the songs of my days and the 
sweetness of idle chatter.
Will my memories complain of my weeping? 
Who will sing to me and give me my cup?
I f  you depart today quietly and gracefully!
Then stay, my beloved.
For poetry and love you are songs and wishes. 
And for my heart you are the harbinger 
of fine song.
O my beloved, be merciful to a lover.
Let not your tears flow.
The echoes of deep sighs are roving in my heart. 
So smile on me before you go.
And let this be the last look,
With a smile of remembered pleasures,
Take this suffering heart,
Which in the far loneliness will not be happy.
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Text : E- 28 Nazik Al-Malaika
Memories
It was a night in which stars were an unsolved riddle •
In my soul there was something brought about by the wearing silence; 
In my sense there was numbness and fading connsciousness ;
In the night there was an unbearable stagnancy.
Darkness was secrets shed •
Alone I was, none to follow my steps but my shadow •
Alone am I, alone with tne wintry night and my shadow •
I was not dreaming , but there was something in my eyes ;
I was not smiling , but there was a light in my soul ;
I was not weaping , but there was a burden in my self •
There passed by me a memory of something unlimited ;
Something which has neither a past nor a future ;
It might have been imagination brought about by mind and the night.
I looked around but I saw nothing but my shadow •
Around me was a stagnant silence like the silence of eternity.
The birds have died or slept in some hidden nests •
Silence that gave voice not even to human desire ,
Except for a voice which resounded in my ear , then melted away 
For a moment , then I did not know even where it went.
( E-28 ) Translated by Subhi ( 1968: 197 )
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Texts E-29
--------  Buland Al-Haydari
Old A ge
Another winter,
And here am I,
By the side of the stove,
Dreaming that a woman might dream of me, 
That I  might bury in her breast
A  secret she would not mock;
Dreaming that in my fading years 
I might spring forth as light,
And she would say:
This light is mine;
Let no woman draw near it.
Here, by the side of the stove,
Another winter,
And here am I,
Spinning my dreams and fearing them,
Afraid her eyes would mock 
M y bald, idiotic head,
M y  greying, aged soul,
Afraid her feet would kick 
M y  love,
And here, by the side of the stove,
I would be lightly mocked by woman.
Alone,
Without love, or dreams, or a woman,
And tomorrow I  shall die of the cold within, 
Here, by the side of the stove.
( E-29 ) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974:129-131)*
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Texts E-30
________  Y. Izzidien
PERPLEXITY
Lovesick he is, and longing for you?
Should he declare it,
or should it be revealed?
But when he does reveal his love, you all 
reproach him.
With heart inflamed and overcome with passion 
he hides his wounds,
of which e9en the smallest hurt.
May you never feel my longing, nor be nourished 
on the pain I  feel -  
Who makes a lover spend his nights awake, 
yourself asleep.
Why should a heart which cannot be cured 
Persist in its passion and in this sickness that 
you bring?
Translated by G. Morris




Your eyes are palm groves refreshed by dawn’s breath 
O r terraces the m oon leaves behind.
When your eyes smile the vines flower
And the lights dance
Like the m oon’s reflections on a river
Gently sculled at the crack o f  dawn
Like stars pulsating in the depth o f  your eyes
That sink in mists o f  grief like the sea
Touched by the evening’s hands
And wrapped in w inter w arm th and autum n shiver,
Death and birth, dark and light.
A fit o f  tears, a shot o f  jo y  reaching the sky 
Sweep m y soul
Like the thrill o f  a boy frightened by the moon 
Like a rainbow  that sips the clouds 
Then melts in the ra in . . .
And the children giggle in the vineyards,
And the rain song
Tickles the silence o f  the birds
In trees . . .
R a in . . .
R ain . . .
R a in . . .
The evening yawns and the clouds
Go on pouring their loaded tears
Like a little boy raving about his m other
He’s not seen since he aw oke a year ago
And is told: ‘She’ll be back the day after tom orrow
She has to  com e back,
Though his chum s m urm ur she’s over there 
Asleep in a grave on the side o f  the hill 
Licking soil and drinking rain 
Like a sad fisherman pulling in his nets,
Cursing the w ater and fate,
Scattering his song as the m oon recedes.
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
Do you know  w hat sadness the rain brings?
And how  the gutters burst into sobs when it pours?
And how  lost the lonely feel?
Incessant -  like running blood, like the hungry,
Like love, like children, like the dead -  is the rain.
Your eyes float around me when it rains.
W ith the shells and the stars across the waves o f  the G ulf 
Lightning sweeps Iraq’s beaches 
As they turn into sunrise
But the night draws a blanket o f  blood over them.
I roar at the Gulf: ‘Gulf,
Giver o f  pearls, shells and death!’
And the echo rings back
B.S. As-Sayyab




G iver o f  shells and death . .
I can almost hear Iraq collecting and storing 
Thunders and lightnings on plains and mountains,
And when the men snap their seal 
T he winds leave no trace 
O f  Tham ud in the wadi.
I can almost hear palm trees drinking rain,
Villages crying, emigrants
Struggling with oars and sails
Against G ulf storms and thunders and singing:
‘R a in . . .
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
There is famine in Iraq:
People watch the com  harvests thrown 
T o the crows and locusts 
And grinders pounding 
Grains and stones in the fields 
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
T o avoid suspicion on departure night 
We hide our tears under the rain . . .
R ain . . .
R a in . . .
Since w e were children
The sky has slipped into clouds in winter
And it always rained.
Every year the soil grows into leaf 
Yet w e’re hungry.
In Iraq not a year has passed w ithout famine.
R a in . . .
R ain . . .
R a in . . .
Every drop o f  rain
Holds a red or yellow flower.
Every tear o f  the starved w ho have no rags to their backs
Every drop o f  blood shed by a slave
Is a smile awaiting fresh lips
O r a nipple glowing in the m outh o f  a newborn
In tom orrow ’s youthful w orld, giver o f  life!
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
R a in . . .
A nd Iraq springs into leaf in the rain . . .’
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I roar at the Gulf: 4Gulf,
Giver o f  pearls, shells and death!’
And the echo rings back 
In sobs:
‘Gulf,
Giver o f  shells and death. *
The G ulf casts its abundant gifts on the sand:
Foam, shells and the bones o f  an emigrant
W ho drank death
A t the bottom  o f  the Gulf.
In Iraq a thousand serpents drink liqueur o f  flowers 
Reared on Euphrates’s dew.
I hear an echo —■
Ringing in the Gulf:
‘R a in . . .
R a in . . .
Ra i n . . .
Every drop o f  rain
H olds a red o r yellow flower.
Every tear o f  the starved who have no rags to  their backs
Every drop o f  blood shed by a slave
Is a smile awaiting fresh lips
O r a nipple glow ing in the m outh o f  a new born
In tom orrow ’s youthful world, giver o f  life.’






In  the wakefulness o f the star 
A  beam of light appeared in a comer;
God’s shadow cleft a sweet quiet path.
No breeze crossed ever after,
N o whisper was heard other than that o f love,
Whilst a bridge collapsed,
A  youth with amputated arms toppled over.
The water turned black,
A  gypsy song bellowed,
And a sinful woman
Gosed the gate o f repentance in heaven.
(2)
She is a niche,
I  am a prayer,
A  prayer to an omnipresent God,
To  reminiscences o f a worn out road.
On a tattered gown a poisonous insect was perched,
I t  imprinted a kiss.
The decrepit man was shaky,
He cut his prayers short.
The shiny creature gave him the curse.
He began to quiver.
Something like a silver piastre shone in heaven,
And all things turned sacred.
(3)
Humiliation and the West wind!
Indeed all the corpses rise as scum,
And the length o f the bridges woven with hatred 
Lead me nowhere but to sin,
N ot to God, not to the mosque nor to the church 
But to the deaf eyes and twisted alleys,
And you are right at the top o f the cupola 
As a bell ringing, a long wailing sound,
Whilst I  am dumb.
A  sad prayer on a soft hillock extends
And the crazy thing gets interrupted
And the long caravan drinks the thirst o f the desert.
( E-32) Translated by Khulusi (1980*65-67)•
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( 4 )
I  do not look in the stockade o f beasts
Where pleasingly plump oxen with golden saddles
Kneel down,
For something sinks deeply, deeply in a vessel of blood. 
Stickiness sways to and fro.
I t  dries up and a stray prayer is cut off 
D id  you hear?
There is nothing more to be created.
( 5 )
I  am cultivating this,
I t  is some of the root o f sin 
And the unfinished crimes,
A  wind in the bag o f fate.
An antelope falls smitten with an arrow.
I  raise him to his feet.
Chivalry demands the rescue o f an antelope,
While your own flesh turns blue 
In  the glow o f sunset.
(6)
Stop running!
A  soft hillock is at hand, I  shall not struggle.
Vice is love, excretions or power,
Whilst I  am love in a lost parade.
Without swamps elegant reptiles creep along,
M y  lamp blows off the wind;
Lights are subdued.
I ,  who am the leader, have come to an end,
And the snake’s skin shrinks:
I t  gives birth and screams, it screams and gives birth,
The snake and the woman.
This time the woman gives birth to a child without arms 
That is our deed, our Creation.
We have begun challenging,
And behold, we are making creatures 
Crippled creatures without arms,
Our own creation;
Whilst the snake gives birth to long serpents 
That lack nothing whatsoever.
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TEXT : E-33 . _  .
----- -------  B•S•As-Sayyab
Song of the Rain
Your eyes are two palm groves of palm-trees 
During the hour of dawn •
Or two balconies, from which 
The moon started to depart •
When you smile your eyes like vines bloom 
And light dance like moons in a river 
Gently shaken by the oar during early morn ,
As if in their dephths stars were throbbing ,
And drowning in a fog of transparent sadness ,
Like the sea over which evening has stretched its two hands •
In it there is the warmth of winter and the trembling of autumn •
As if the bows of the clouds were drinking the clouds ,
And drop by drop melted into rain •
And with laughter the children roared in the bowers of vines ,
And the song of the rain tickled the silence of the birds on the trees.
Rain , rain , rain •
I almost hear^Iraq hoarding thunders ,
Storing lightning in the plains and in the mountains •
Once the men unseal it
Never will the winds leave behind
Any trace of Thamud in the valley «
I almost hear the villages moaning f and the emigrants
Fighting with the oars and the sails
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-35 B. S. As-Sayyab
Take Me
Take me to the heights,
Let me fly through the heavens 
Like the echo of a song,
Gurgles of laughter or a cloud.
Take me, for the rocks of gloom 
Are dragging my soul 
Down a bottomless sea.
Take me, let me be 
The light in your darkness,
Do not leave me to the bleakness of night.
If you wish, do not be 
Just fuel to my flame,
But a blazing fire.
If  you wish to be rid of my fetters,
Do not set me free.
Take me to your heart
Heavy with the burden of the years.
Take me, for I am sad;
Do not leave me on the road alone.
A  prey to the unknown.
My roads have been threads 
O f ardour, of longing and love 
For a house in Iraq
Whose windows would light up 
The night of my soul,
For a wife in whom I  have found joy,
Who was a haven to me,
Whose stars outline the way, my way.
And the simoom winds sweep over it,
( E-35) Translated by Bishai (1986: 32-34)*
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Scattering the threads of those distant roads; 
And all the stars are embers 
On which I  have been crucified,
Would lead me back to you,
Like the rhythm which sets the pace of the poem.
How my heart longs for you
And for a road which leads me to you.
Do you know how yesterday 
I.longed for you?
I can breathe in
The scent of your gown
As though I  were a prisoner come home,
Who buries his face in its walls:
Here is her breast.Her heart 
Was beating as though longing 
Were stinging him, lighting up 
The yearning in him like a passing cloud,
Going towards the land of the loved one.
Its corners will ooze with melting dew.
I longed for you yesterday,
So I  kissed the hem of your gown.
Here are her arms, here her armpits;
Cavern of my imagination
And haven of my mouth
When it is swept by pleading winds,
O r rolled alone on a tide of longing,
Persistent, finding no answer to its questions.
" Do you love me? Are you shy? - 
O r has pride sapped your desire,
And nothing remains but a pitying smile?
Are you sorry for me? O r perhaps 
M y heart has crushed your pity 
Under the cross hanging 




No hope, No joy,
my life passed in sighs 
Since sweet whisper
and flirting tunes died 
And endless night persists,
whilst I  still groan 
Again I  refill my thirst-stricken cup 
and moan 
With my own fevrish tears 
My lovelorn heart divulged its yearning 
then in Pain 
Notion after notion and my wounded 
Memories back they turn 
Beseeching the ever unabating grief 
and my dormant delight 
Melting in rapturous anguish 
in the whirl of love 
Extinguishing sorrowfully the songs 
of my youthful days 
My memories turned but as an echo 
of an undying moan 
And the chants of remonstration 
Ceased to rise 
With the bewildered whisper on the wound 
of torment.
Izzidien
( E-36 ) Translated by Al-Samarrai (1984:42).
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Texts E-37 „ A.________  A.W. Al-Bayati
The Book o f Poverty  and Revolution  
1
From the depths I call out to you,
W ith my tongue dried up, and 
M y butterflies scorched over your mouth.
Is this snow from the coldness of your nights?
Is this poverty from the generosity of your hands,
W ith its shadow racing mine at the gate of night, 
Crouching hungry and naked in the field,
Pursuing me to the river?
Is this silent stone from my tomb?
Is this time, crucified in the public square, from my life? 
Is this you, o my poverty,
W ith no face, no homeland?
Is this you, o my time,
Your face scratched in the mirror,
Your conscience dead under the feet of whores?
And your poor people have sold you 
To the dead among the living.
Who then shall sell to the dead?
Who shall shatter the silence?
Who among us
Is the hero of our time to repeat what we have said? 
And who will whisper to the wind 
The hint that we are still alive?
Is this dead moon a man,
On the mast of dawn, on a garden-wall?
Do you rob me?
Do you leave me
Without a homeland and a shroud?
Once, alas, we were small and there was . . .
Would that poverty were a man,
Then I would kill him and drink his blood!
( J-37 ) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974* H I » II3*IIf>)*
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2
Would that poverty were a man!
I  called out to the departing ships,
To the migrating swan,
To a night, rainy despite the stars,
To autumn leaves, to eyes,
To all that was and shall be,
To the fire, to branches,
To the deserted street,
To the drops of rain, to the bridges,
To the shattered star,
To the hoary memories,
To all the hours in darkened houses,
To the word,
To the artist's brush,
To the shade and color,
To the sea and the pilot—
I called out,
"Let us burn,
So that sparks will fly from us,
And illumine the rebels' cry,
And awaken the rooster that is dead on the wall."
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B-38 b . S. As-Sayyab
The Call of Death ‘ ~
They call me.
Stretching out their necks from a thousand graves 
With a cry which pierces the veins,
Which shakes me to the marrow,
Turning my heart into ashes,
Scattering them:
Here the sunset hour
Is afire from behind the shadows,
Come and catch the flame 
Till it bums you out of existence.
My forefathers move past 
Like phantoms in a mirage,
And a firebrand burns within me.
Ghailan calls me,"Father’
Do not give in,
I am struggling along a narrow
Mountain road
Longing for the dawn
And my mother cans from the grave,
"My son, hold me,
For death lies cold within my veins,
Warm my bones
With what I  have given you
To cgver your arms and breast;
Protect my wounds with your heart.
With .your eyes.
And do not leave the path 
Which leads you to me **.
There is nothing which does not point 
Towards death, which does not 
Shriek of extinction.
And only the night remains
After the lightning has been quenched.
Open your arms, O  grave of my mother.





--------- A. As-Safi An-Najafi
The Flower Seller
A  gazelle came selling fresh-plucked flowers,
Their beauty enhanced by artful display.
Her arms full of bright roses and anemones,
She said: "W ill you not buy of me a flower?"
I said: " I  wish to buy your finest flower,
And will lavish on it all I have."
She said: "Then buy the anemone like unto 
A goblet of wine or a maiden's lips."
I said: "No." She said: 'Then  buy a rose bloom, 
Truly the queen among all flowers."
I said: "No." She said: "So buy, if you will, a lily. 
Flowering in frigid white."
I said: "No." She said: "Buy then a jasmine,
Gifted with the hue of dawn."
I said: "N o." She said: "So buy the narcissus,
That frames specks of gold in icy silver."
I said: "No." She said: "Buy then the myrtle."
I  refused, and with narrowed gaze and neck inclined, 
She said: "Let me be; I have naught else to otter."
I  said: "You have yet the flower of your cheeks." 
She said: "For what price would you have it?
I know not." I  said: "M y  whole being."
She said: "W hat might that flower avail you,
W ith once your being lost?"
I said: "M y  gain from the purchase 
Is a passion higher than all profit.
Truly the loftiest of pleasures it is 
That leads to utter effacement.
The joy of drunkenness is at its peak 
When the righteous departs from his path.
The farthest limit of my voyage 
I reach after passing beyond all bounds."
( E-39) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974:77-79)•
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Text: E-40
 :-----  B. S. As-Sayyab
The Fox of Death
How a heart writhes in pain 
When man falls prey to the hunter,
Like any gazelle, any bird 
Weak and crouching in fear.
Starting when a fearful shadow falls,
And falls again against the light,
Spectral. Azrael the wily,
Azrael the knight of death 
Draws near with sharpened blade.
.Fear the fox.
He gnashes teeth 
Glinting with menace.
God, would that life before this end 
Had been extinct,
And would that the end
Had been the beginning
How painful the sight of children is
When their eyes fall on this rampant menace
Whose hands are smeared with blood,
Whose eyes flash,
Whose jaws are aflame with fire.
How often have they wrung their hands 




Who has seen the country chicken 
In its night garden
When the voracious fox creeps towards it? 
Paralysed, stricken with fear.
It stands rooted where death is 
As it sweeps by like a giant.
Like Niobes locked fast 
Within the walls of Baghdad 
With no hope of rescue or escape.
Such are we then
When AzraeLthe hunter, draws near...
Then a tremor, a massacre.
( E-4o ) Translated by Bishai (1986:36-37 )•
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Texts E-41 B. S. As-Sayyab
' The Informer ""
I  am what you choose to call me.
I am the infamous bootlicker of the invaders,
The seller of blood and conscience to oppressors,
I  am the raven which feeds on the carcasses of chickens,
I  am destruction, I  am devastation.
The lip of a whore is purer than my heart,
And the wings of flies cleaner and warmer than my 
hands.
What you wish... I  am the infamous one!
And from my eyes two needles will weave a net 
For you, if they but follow your footsteps,
And fix themselves on the features of your face!
They will weave a shroud smeared with blood,
Smouldering embers which will terrify if not bum your 
vision.
And the sheets of a newspaper are propped up between 
us,
And your longdrawn sighs slip out as you speak.
"He can no longer see m e..." But my blood can see you;
I  can feel you in the air and the readers’ eyes.
Why do they read? Because Tunisia 
Is being woken up to the struggle,
And because the revolutionaries 
O f Algiers weave the shrouds of tyrants 
From the sands, the torrential storms,
From the panting breath of the hungry?
And the bullets of the volunteers, do they still 
Whizz past in the darkness of the canal?
Why do people go on reading 
And looking at me from time to time 
As if gloating?
They will learn who it is who has gone astray.
And for which one of us the rust on the chains.
For which one of us...
The vile one has risen.
I shall track him down to hell.
I am what you choose to call me!
The cunning, the stupid, the envious one;
But I am what I choose to be:
The strong, the powerful one.
I bear shackles deep inside me,
But can chain whoever I please
( E-4I ) Translated by Bishai ( 1986:49—52 )•
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And can tread on the loftiest among them.
I am destiny, I am fate.
Malice is like a furnace within me.
If  my writing blawes with it 
It would quench the fire 
In the faces of mothers.
And stop the blood which flows in their breasts.
At first a ghost was wont to haunt me:
Conscience they called it, and I 
The thief who hears the footfalls 
O f the guard in the night.
It is a ghost which has breathed its last,
And the thief came back as the guard. ^
At first I was no more than a hireling in the fray,
Like women who sell their milk,
Like the professional mourners of India
Who are hired to wail
Over the dead who are not their own.
They start off with their false tears 
And persisting become grief itself.
Fear, blood and children. Is there any hope left?
There is blood on my hands,
And in my heart the rush of blood,
Blood in my eyes and the foul taste of blood in my 
mouth.
Burden your conscience with misdeeds 
And it will not tax you for them;
Forget a crime by means of another,
A  victim by means of others.
Do not wipe the blood from off your hands
For then you shall not see it
And be stricken by sorrow and fear...
Embrace sin as warmly as you can,
Only then will you escape its thorns.
My food and that of my sons 
Is human flesh and bones.
Let them smoulder like lava with envy,
So that they should not be my brethren,
- ‘133-
So that I  may not be
The heir of the accursed Cain --
They will ask about the murdered one...
I  shall not say
"Am I  my brother’s keeper, damn you!"
For informers are keepers.
Away with this entire earth,
Let destruction come down upon it!
What have I  to do with others?
I am no father to all the hungry.
I wish to eat and drink 
Like others after hunger,
So let them shower insults upon me.
Mine is the handful of corn in my hands,
The handful of years before me,
Five or more... or less — the spring of life.
Let them dream of illusive morrow
To bring about the spirit of growth in the desert.
Let them dream of threshing floors
And the success of those who toil.
Let them dream if dreams 
Can satisfy the hungry.
I shall live without asking 
Or longing or endeavour;
There is nothing but agonising fear 
And anxiety over one’s destiny.
Ill - destined fate!
Oh God! Death is easier
Than the tormenting expectation of it.
Ill-destined fate!
Why am I the lowest of the low?
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Texts E-42
--------  Buland Al-Haydari
The Lost Footstep
The winter rain made traces on the platforms of the station
While a storm was mewing like a cat
And on the road
An old lantern was quivering
And shaking our frugal village
What will I do in the city?
And you asked me:
What will you do in the city!
Your stupid step will be lost in its great streets 
The blind alleys 
Will crush you
Night will grow in your deaf depths 
Assad hopes
What will you do in the . . .  and without a friend  
N o . . .  there are no friends in that city 
You laughed at me
And I remained waiting for the train to the city
You went away from me
And I went away from you
Through the glass window of the train
Villages passed
Floating and sinking in the sand while I waited
For day in the city
And to whom shall I return?
To my village
Or to the winter rain making traces on the platforms of the station 
Or to the light shaking our frugal village 
Or to the women dying of modesty?
N o . . .  I shall not return
To whom shall I return since my village has become a city
With lights at every corner
Glaring from new lamps
Which will shout at me
—What do you want?
—'What do I wantl
( E-42 ) Translated by I.Boullata (1976:2I ).
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Texts E-43 Buland Al-Haydari
The Mailman
0 Mailman What do you want ?
1 am in a place far afield from this world * 
You are mistaken • Undoubtedly there
is nothing new which the earth 
brings to this fugitive •
What was remained what was ,
Dreaming or buying or restoring •
And people still have their feasts »
And the funeral ties one feast with another •
Their eyes dig in their minds
For a new bone , for a new hunger .
And China still has its wall 
A legend which has been erased 
While time repeats it •





W hat is your desire of me?
1 am far removed from the world,
Surely you are mistaken,
For the earth holds nothing new 
For this outcast.
What was,
Still is, as it was before.
It  dreams,
It  buries,
And tries to regain.
People still have their festivals,
And mourning connects one festival with the next. 
Their eyes dig in the graveyard of their minds 
Looking for some new glory 
To quiet some new hunger.
China still has its wall,
A  legend once effaced brought back by time.
The earth still has its Sisyphus,
And a rock that does not know 
Its desire.
O  mailman,
Surely you are mistaken,
For there is nothing new. . . .
Return along the path whence you came,
The path that so often brings you.
What is your desire of me?
Buland Al-Haydari
( E-44 ) Translated by Khouri and Algax (1974 5121*123}* •
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Text: E—45 B* S* As—Sayyab
The Messiah after the Crucifixion
When they brought me down I  heard the winds 
In  long lamentation weaving the leaves of palm-trees,
And footsteps receding far, far away. So the wounds
And the Cross to which I  have been nailed all through the afternoon
Have not killed me. I  listened: the wail
Traversed the plain between me and the city
Like a hawser tied to a ship
That is sinking into the depths. The cry of grief
Was like a line of light separating morning from night
In the sad winter sky.
Despite its feelings the city fell asleep.
When orange trees and the mulberry are in blossom
When Jaikur1 spreads out to the limits of fantasy
When it grows green with vegetation whose fragrance sings
Together with the suns that have suckled it with their brilliance
When even its darkness grows green,
Warmth touches my heart and my blood flows into its earth 
M y heart is the sun when the sun throbs with light 
M y heart is the earth throbbing with wheat, blossoms and sweet water 
M y heart is the water; it is the ear of corn 
Whose death is resurrection: it lives in him who eats 
In  the dough that grows round, moulded like a little breast, 
the breast o f life.
I  died by fire: I  burned the darkness of my mortal clay, there 
remained only the god.
I  was the beginning and in the beginning was the poor man 
I  died so that bread might be eaten in my name,
That they might sow me at the right season.
Many are the lives that I  shall live: in every pit 
I  will become a future, a seed, a generation of men,
In  every heart my blood shall flow 
A  drop o f it or more.
Thus I  returned and as soon as he saw me Judas turned pale 
For I  had been his secret
He was a shadow of mine, grown dark, the frozen image o f an idea 
From which the spirit had been drawn out 
He feared that it  might betray death in the tears o f his eyes 
(His eyes were a rock
In  which he tried to hide his tomb from the people)
He feared its warmth, its impossibility for him, so he informed 
against it.
( E-45 ) Translated by Badawi (l975h :I36-I38).
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*Is it you? O r is it  my own shadow, grown white melting into light? 
You struggling back from the land of the dead?
Men die only once, so our fathers said, so they taught us, was 
k  a lie then?
That is what he thought when he saw me, what his glance spoke.
I  can hear footsteps o f someone running, a step and a step and a step 
The tomb shakes with their echo and almost falls apart.
Have they now come? Who else could it be?
A  step and a step and a step.
I  flung the rocks on my chest
Did they crucify me yesterday? Here I  am in my tomb.
Who knows that I . . .  ? Who knows?
And the friends of Judas? Who shall believe what they say?
A step and a step and a step.
Here I  am now naked in my dark tomb 
Yesterday I  wrapped myself up like a thought, a bud 
Under my shrouds o f snow, the bloom of blood grows moist 
Like a shadow I  was betwixt night and day—
Then my soul burst open with treasure, unfolding like fruit.
When I  tore off my pockets to make swaddling clothes and turned my 
sleeves into a cover . ;
When one day I  kept the bones of the little ones warm with my flesh 
When I  laid bare my wound and dressed the wound of another 
The wail was demolished between me and God.
The soldiers surprised even my wound and my heart beats 
Surprised all that was not death even if  it was in a tomb,'
Took me by surprise just as a flock of hungry birds storm a 
fruit-laden palm-tree in a deserted village.
The rifles* eyes devour my road
Pointed they are and the fire in them dreams o f my crucifixion 
Iron and fire they are made of, while the eyes o f my people 
are fashioned 
O f the light o f skies, o f memories and love.
They relieve me o f my burden, and my cross then grows moist.
O  how small 
Is that death, my death and yet how great!
When they had nailed me and I  cast my eyes towards the city 
I  hardly recognized the plain, the wall and the tomb.
There was something, as far as the eye could see,
Like a forest in bloom.
In  the place o f every target there was a cross and a grieved mother. 
Blessed be the Lord!
These are the pangs o f the city in labour.
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Texts E-46 2. s. As-Sayyab
The Messiah After The Crucifixion
After I was brought down, I heard the winds 
Whip the palm trees with wild laments;
Footsteps receeded into infinity. Wounds 
And the cross I was nailed to all afternoon 
Didn’t kill me. I  listened. A  cry of grief 
Crossed the plain between me and the city 
Like a hawser pulling a ship 
Destined to sink. The cry 
Was a thread of light between morning 
And night in sad winter sky.
Despite all this, the city fell asleep.
When the orange and mulberry trees bloom 
When my village Jaykur reaches the limits of fantasy 
When grass grows green and sings with fragrance 
And the sun suckles it with brilliance 
When even darkness grows green 
Warmth touches my heart and my blood flows into earth 
M y  heart becomes sun, when sun throbs with light 
M y  heart becomes earth, throbbing with wheaC blossom 
and sweet water 
M y  heart is water, an ear of corn 
Its death is resurrection. I t  lives in him who eats 
The dough, round as a little breast, life's breast.
I died by file. When I  burned, the darkness of my clay 
disappeared. Only God remained.
I was the beginning, and in the beginning v/as poverty 
I  died so bread would be eaten in my name 
So I would be sown in season.
Many are the lives I'll live. In every soil 
I ’ll become a future, a seed, a generation of men 
A  drop of blood, or more, in every man's heart.
( E-46 ) Translated by Bennani ( 1982:23-25 ).
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Then I returned. When Judas saw me he turned paie 
I was his secret!
He was a shadow of mine, grown dark
The frozen image of an idea
From which life was plucked
He feared I  might reveal death in his eyes
(his eyes were a rock
behind which he hid his death)
He feared my warmth. I t  was a threat to him 
so he betrayed it.
“ Is this you? O r is it my shadow white 
emitting light?
Men die only once! That's what our fathers said 
That's what they taught us. Or was it a lie?!''
That’s what he said when he saw me. His whole face spoke.
I hear footsteps, approaching and falling
The tomb rumbles with their fall
Have they come again? W ho else could it be?
Their falling footsteps follow me 
I lay rocks on my chest
Didn't they crucify me yesterday? Yet here I am!
Who could know that I . . . ? Who?
And as for Judas and his friends, no one will believe them. 
Their footsteps follow me and fall.
Here I  am now, naked in my dank tomb
Yesterday I curled up like a thought, a bud
Beneath my shroud of snow. M y  blood bloomed from moisture
I was then a thin shadow between night and day.
When I burst my soul into treasures and peeled it like fruit 
When I turned my pockets into swaddling clothes
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and my sleeves into a cover 
When I kept the bones of little children 
warm within my flesh 
And stripped my wounds to dress the wounds of another 
The wall between me and God disappeared.
The soldiers surprised even my wounds and my heartbeats 
They surprised all that wasn't dead 
even if it was in a tomb 
They took me by surprise the way a flock of starving birds 
plucks the fruit of a palm tree in a deserted village.
The rifles are pointed and have eyes 
with which they devour my road 
Their fire dreams of my crucifixion 
Their eyes are made of fire and iron 
The eyes of my people are light in the skies 
they shine with memory and love.
Their rifles relieve me of my burden;
my cross grows moist. How small 
Such death is! M y  death. And yet how great!
After I was nailed to the cross, I cast my eyes 
toward the city 
I could hardly recognize the plain, the wall, the cemetery 
Something, as far as my eyes could see, sprung forth 
Like a forest in bloom
Everywhere there was a cross and a mourning mother 
Blessed be the Lord!
Such are the pains of a city in labor.
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Texts E-47
________  Buland Al-Haydari
The Postman
What do you want,
Postman?
I am remote from the world
Doubtlessly you are mistaken . .  Tfor there is nothing new
That the world can carry to this fugit
What was




While people still have their feasts
And their funerals joining feast to feast
Their eyes dig up in their minds
Another bone for a new hunger
China still has its wall
A myth effaced and a destiny repeating
The earth still has its Sisyphus
And a stone that does not know what it wants
Postman
Doubtlessly you are mistaken . .  .fo r there is nothing new  
Go back on the road 
For oftentimes the road brought you 
»{\nd w hat. .  .do  we want?
( E-47 ) Translated by I. Boullata ( 1976:17),
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Text j E-48 B. S. As-Sayyab
The R iver and Death
Buwayb . . .
Buwayb . . .
Bells in a tower lost on the seabed,
Water in jars, sunset in trees,
Jars brimming over with bells fashioned of rain, 
Their crystal melting in the lament:
"Buwayb . . . o Buwayb!"
And in my blood a somber yearning 
For you, o Buwayb,
0  river mine, as sad as rain.
1 long to run through the darkness 
With fists clenched, bearing in each finger 
A whole year's hopes, as if bringing you 
Pledges of wheat and flowers.
I long to look down from the hills' high throne
To glimpse the moon
Sink between your banks
Planting shadows
And filling its baskets
With water, fish and flowers.
I long to plunge in and pursue the moon,
To hear the pebbles rattle in your depths 
Like a thousand sparrows in the boughs.
Are you river, or forest of tears?
Do the wakeful fishes sleep at dawn?
And these stars, do they still wait 
To nurture with silk a thousand needles?
You, o Buwayb,
( E-48 ) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974 s 105-107).
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I long to drown in you and gather shells 
And build of them a house,
And drops of light from the moon and stars 
Would suffuse the verdure of water and tree,
And on your ebbtide I  would flow down to the sea.
— Death is a strange world that enchants the young 
And you held its hidden door, o Buwayb.
Buwayb . . . o Buwayb,
Twenty years are past, each like eternity,
And today as darkness falls,
I come to rest in bed, but not to sleep,
M y  senses taut like a lofty tree
Stretching its branches, birds and fruit out to dawn.
I feel this world of sorrow
Gushing over with blood and tears, like rain.
Bells tolling from the dead shudder wailing through my veins, 
And in my blood a somber yearning 
For a bullet whose sudden ice 
W ill bore the depths of my breast,
Like hellfire set ablaze my bones.
I  long to sink to the depths in my blood,
To bear my load with other men,
To resurrect life. Then is my death a victory!
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Text: E-49
 _____   B. S. As-Sayyab
The River and Death
B uw aib . . .
B uw aib . . .
Tow er bells lost at the bottom  o f  the sea,
Water in the jars, sunset on the trees,
Jars overspill w ith rain bells 
Whose crystal melts in the call 
‘Buwaib . . . B uw aib\
Longing for you races in my blood,
Buwaib, m y sad rain.
I wish I could walk in the dark 
Bearing a year’s longing on each finger 
As if  I were bringing you gifts 
O f  wheat and flowers.
I wish I could go over the hill 
To see the m oon
Coursing through your banks, planting shadows
And filling baskets
With water, fish and flowers.
I wish I could follow the m oon through you 
And hear pebbles rattling in your depth 
Like thousands o f  birds in trees.
Are you a f6rest o f  tears or a forest o f  a river?
The unsleeping fish, do they sleep at daybreak?
The stars, do they go on waiting.
Threading silk through thousands o f  needles?
Buwaib,
I wish 1 could plunge in you to  pick up shells 
T o  build a hom e
And switch on the moon and the stars
To light the greenness o f  the water and the trees.
At low  tide in the m orning I’d sail through you to the sea 
For death is the children’s spellbound w orld 
And you, Buwaib, are its hidden door.
2
B uw aib . . . Buwaib,
Tw enty years have gone.
Bach year has been a lifetime.
At nightfall 
I lie sleepless in bed
M y conscience strained like a tree whose branches.
Birds and fruit weigh until daybreak.
The grieved world moves my blood and tears like rain.
M y death bells are ringing in m y veins.
M y longing for a bullet’s coldness ripping my breast 
Like hell burning bones '
Races in my blood.
I wish I could drown in my blood
T o share hum anity’s burden
And bring back life. M y death is a victory.
( E-49 ) Translated by Al-Udhari (1986:32-34 )•
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Texti E-50 B.S.As-Sayyab
The Song of Rain
Your eyes are two palm groves at the hour of dawn 
O r two balconies from which the moon recedes. 
When your eyes smile, vineyards leaf 
And lights dance like moons in a river 
Which an oar shakes at the hour of dawn 
As if, in their depths, stars are throbbing.
Like the sea when evening spreads its hands over it 
They are drowned in clouds of transparent grief 
Full of the warmth of winter, the shiver of autumn, 
Death, birth, darkness and light.
The tremor of weeping awakes in my soul 
With a frightful thrill embracing the sky 
Like a child's when awed by the moon.
As if the rainbow drinks the clouds
And drop by drop melts in rain
And children babble under vine trellises
And the song of rain
Tickles the silence of birds on the trees
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Evening yawns, and the clouds
Pour down their heavy tears
Like a child who before sleeping raves
That his mother—whom he did not find
On waking up a year ago and was told
After persisting questions
That she would return day after tomorrow—
Must by all means return
Although his comrades whisper that she is there 
On the hillside mortally sleeping in her grave 
Eating earth and drinking rain;
As if a sad fisherman gathers his nets 
And curses water and destiny 
And casts a song where the moon sets.
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Do you know what sadness the rain evokes?
And how roof-gutters sob when it pours?
And how in it the lonely person feels lost?
Endless is the rain: likeshed blood,
Like hunger, love, children and the dead.
Your eyes come to my fancy with rain.
And across the Gulf's waves lightning burnishes
With stars and shells the coasts of Iraq
As if they are about to shine
But night covers them with a robe of gore.
I cry to the Gulf, " O  Gulf,
O  giver of shells and death."
The echo comes back 
Like sobs,
"O G u lf,
0  giver of shells and death."
1 can almost hear Iraq gathering thunder
And storing up lightning in mountains and plains 
So that when men break open their seals 
The winds will not leave of Thamud 
Any trace in the vale.
I can almost hear the palms drink the rain 
And hear the villages moaning and the emigrants
( E-50 ) Translated by I. Boullata (1976:7-10)*
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Struggling with oars and sails
Against the tempests and thunder of the Gulf while they sing 
"Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
And there is hunger in Iraq!
The harvest season scatters the crops in it
So that ravens and locusts have their full
While a millstone in the fields surrounded by human beings
Grinds the granaries and the stones.
Rain . .  .
Rain. . .
Rain . . .
How many a tear we shed, on departure night,
And— lest we should be blamed— pretended it was rain. 
Rain —
Rain . . .
Ever since we were young, the sky was 
Clouded in the winter,
And rain poured,
Yet every year when the earth bloomed we hungered.
Not a single year passed but Iraq had hunger.
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
In every drop of rain
There is a red or a yellow bud of a flower.
And every tear of the hungry and the naked.
And every drop shed from the blood of slaves 
Is a smile waiting for new lips 
Or a roseate nipple in the mouth of a babe 
In the young world of tomorrow, giver of life.
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Rain. . .
Iraq will bloom with rain."
I cry to the Gulf, “ O  Gulf,
O giver of pearls, shells and death."
The echo comes back 
Like sobs,
"O G ulf,
0  giver of shells and death."
O f its many gifts, the Gulf strews 
On the sand its salty surf and shells
And what remains of the bones of a miserable, drowned
Emigrant who drank death
From the Gulf waters and its bottom,
While in Iraq a thousand snakes drink nectar
From flowers blooming with the dew of the Euphrates.
1 hear the echo 
Resounding in the Gulf,
"Rain . . .
Rain . .  .
Rain . . .
In every drop of rain
There is a red or yellow bud of a flower.
And every tear of the hungry and the naked,
And every drop shed from the blood of slaves 
Is a smile waiting for new lips 
O r a roseate nipple in the mouth of a babe 




_____________________________  ±J* 8. As-Sayyab
The Song of Rain -________ _
Your eyes are two forests of palms at the hour of dawn,
Or two balconies from which the moon is receding ,
Your two eyes , when they smile , the vine blooms ,
And lights dance , like moons in a river 
Which the tired oar ripples at dawn ,
As though stars throbbed in their depths.
They drown in a mist of wintry grief ,
Like the sea over which the hands of evening hovered ,
Containing the warmth of winter , the shiver of autumn ,
Death , birth , darkness and light •
Then in my soul wakes the tremble of crying
And a wild frenzy embracing the sky
Like the frenzy of a child , whom the moon scares j
As though the rainbows drank the clouds,
Melting , drop by drop in the rain .••
Children giggled in the vine-arbors ,
And the song of rain
Tickled the silence of the sparrows on the trees ,
Earn •  • •
Rain •..
Rain ...
Evening yawned and the clouds kept
Shedding , what they could of their heavy tears
As though a child numbled before he fell asleep ,
That his mother - when he awoke last year - 
He found not; then , when he relentlessly asked ,
Was told: " She will return the day after tomorrow..."
She will surely return ,
Although his playmates whisper among themselves that she is there ,
( E-5I ) Translated by Loya (1968:230,232,234,236,238,240)
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Sleeping, beside the hill the sleep of the graves 
drenched in their soil and drinking the rain 
Like a sad fisherman gathering his nets f 
Curses the waters and fate ,
And sprinkles songs where the moon darkens .
Rain,.*
Rain ...
Do you know (my beloved) what sadness the rain brings ?
And how the rain-pipes sob when it pours ?
And how the lonely feels he is lost ?
Endless ( like spilled blood , like the hungry, like the dead ) is
the rain •
Your eyes come to me with the rain ,
And across the waves of the Gulf , lightenings wipe 
The shores of Iraq with shell and stars ,
As though they wishes to rise like the sun
But the night draws over them a mantle of blood .
I shout at the gulf : ” Oh , gulf ,
Oh , bestower of pearls , shells and death "
But the echo reports ,
Like sobs ,
" Oh , gulf ,
Oh , bestower of shells and death ... "
I can almost hear Iraq hoarding thunders ,
Storing lightenings in mountains and plains ,
So that, when strong men would break open their seal ,
Winds from Thamud would not leave 
Any trace in the plain ;
I can almost hear the palm-trees drink the rain ,
And hark the villagers 1 moan , and the immigrants 
Wrestle by oars and sails





In Iraq y there is hunger ,
And the season of harvest scatters therein the grain
To fill the bellies of the crows and locusts 
While millions grind the grain and the stones 




How many tears we shed on the night of parting y




Since we were children , the sky 
Was cloudy in winter 
And the rain came •
And in every year - when earth was covered with grass - we hungered • 




In every drop of rain
There is a red or yellow bud ,
Every tear of the hungry and the naked ,
Every drop spilled from the blood of the slaves t
Is a smile waiting for new lips ,
Or a rosy nipple in the mouth of new-born babe •




Iraq will be green with grass by the rain •..
I shout at the gulf y ” Oh gulf $
Oh y bestower of shells and death ."
The gulf scatters of its many gifts
On the sand y the foam of its bitter salt-water and shells
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Together with what remained of the bones of a miserable, a
Immigrant who kept drinking death
From the water of the gulf and its depth .
In Iraq there are a thousand snakes that drink the nectar 
From a rose which the Euphrates nourishes with dew ,
And I hear the echo 




In every drop of rain
There is a red or yellow bud •
Every tear of the hungry and of the naked ,
Every drop spilled from the blood of the slaves ,
Is a smile waiting for new lips ,
Or a rosy nipple in the mouth of a new-born babe 
In the world of young tomorrow , the bestower of life I
drowned
And the rain falls .
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Text: E-52
--------  B. S. As-Sayyab
The Song of the Rain --------------
Your eyes are forests of palm at dawn 
Or lattices behind which the moon sets;
When they smile the vines burst into leaf 
And lights dance like moons on a river 
Stirred by an oar which flags at break of day,
Its depths throbbing with stars.
They drown
In mists of sorrow serene as the sea 
When the night spreads its hands over it.
They quiver with tremors of autumn,
With death and birth, with darkness and with light.
My soul wells over with sadness and an ecstasy 
Fierce as that of a child which fears the moon.
It embraces the skies
Like rainbows which drink in the clouds
Till drop by drop they melt into rain.
Children gurgle in the vinebowers 
And the silence of the birds on the trees 




The night yawns and the clouds 
Still drip with heavy tears 
Like a child who rambles in his sleep 
About having woken up one morning 
To find his mother gone.
And to his persistent questions 
They had replied,
"She will come back 
The day after tomorrow.
No doubt she will return
Yet friends whispered that she lay
There on the side of the hill,
Sleeping the sleep of death.
Breathing in the dust.
Drinking in the rain
Like a sad fisherman who gathers in his nets 
While he scatters his song 
To-where the moon sets.
Rain...
Rain...
( E-52 ) Translated by Bishai ( 1986:24-28).
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Do you not know what sorrow brings rain?
How the waterpipes burst when it pours,
How desolate a man feels when he is alone? 
Rain without end, like blood that is shed.
Like hunger and love and children and the dead. 
Rain...
And in your eyes I surge along with the rain,
\ And across the waves of the gulf 
' Flashes of lightning sweep the shores of Iraq 
With shells and stars, making them glow 
When at sunrise the night casts veils 
O f blood over them. I cry out,
"O gulf, giver of pearls, of shells, ot aeatn .
I can almost hear Iraq hoarding
Thunder and lightning in the mountains and the plains. 
I f  ravished by men these will release 
Gales that will leave no trace 
O f Thammud in the valley.
I can almost hear the palms 
Drinking in the rain.
And I hear the villagers moan
And the refugees struggle with sail and oar
Against the storms of the gulf.




There is hunger in Iraq
And corn is scattered to feed
The locusts and ravens in harvest time.
In the fields the mills go round and round,





How many tears have we shed 
On the eve of departure 
Pleading —  for fear of blame —
The rain.
We have always known the sky 
To gather with clouds in winter 
And the rain to fall.
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We starve each year when the soil 
Breaks forth into shoot;
Not one year has gone by 




In every drop which falls,
Yellow or red from the heart of a flower,
In every tear shed by the hungry and the naked. 
And every drop spilt of the blood of serfs,
Is a smile awaiting a fresh one 
To follow in its wake, or a nipple 
Which flowers at the mouth of a babe 




Iraq will burst forth into leaf 
With the rain.
And I cry, " O  gulf,
Giver of pearls, shells, of death**,
And the echo wails an answer,
"O gulf, giver of shells, of death **.
And it strews its many gifts over the sands:
Shells, brine and the scattered
Bones of some immigrant
Who has drunk deeply of death from the gulf.
In Iraq there are a thousand snakes
Who have sucked the scent of a flower
Watered by the Euphrates with dew.
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And I hear an echo 




In every drop of rain which falls 
Yellow or red from the heart of a flower,
And every tear shed by the hungry and the naked,
And every drop spilt of the blood of serfs
Is a smile awaiting a fresh one
To follow in its wake, or a nipple
Which flowers at the mouth of a babe
In the young world of tomorrow;
World, giver of life.





The sun, the lean donkeys, the flies
A soldier's old shoes passing
From hand to hand, a peasant staring blankly:
"In  the new year
M y hands will certainly be full of money 
And I shall buy those shoes"
The cry of a cock escaping from a cage, a little saint:
"Nothing can scratch your skin as well as your own nails" and "The road to  H 
Is closer than that to Paradise," the flies 
The tired harvesters:
"They planted and we did not eat 
W e plant in humiliation and they eat”
Those returning from the city: "W hat a blind beast it is!
Its victims are our dead, women's bodies 
And good dreamers"
The lowing of cows, the woman selling bracelets and perfume 
Trudging like a beetle: "M y  dear lark, O  Sodom,
The perfume seller cast not repair what Time has im paired"
Black rifles, a plough, a dying fire 
A blacksmith fighting sleep off his blood-shot eyes:
"Birds of a feather flock, always, together.
The sea cannot cleanse sins, nor can tears”
The sun in the middle of the sky
The women selling grapes gathering their baskets:
"The eyes of my beloved are two stars 
His chest is Spring roses"
The market is deserted and the little shops 
The children catching flies and the far horizon 
The huts in the palm grove yawning





The sun, emaciated donkeys, flies,
And a soldier's old boots 
Pass from hand to hand,
And a peasant stares into the void:
"A t the beginning of next year,
M y hands will surely fill with coins,
And I  shall buy these boots."
The cry of a cock escaped from its cage,
And a little saint:
"None scratches your skin like your own nail,"
And "the road to Hell is closer than the path of Paradise." 
The flies,
And the men tired from harvesting:
"They sowed, and we have not eaten;
We sow, despite ourselves, and they eat;"
And those who return from the city,
O what a blind beast,
Whose victims are our dead,
The bodies of women.
The good-natured dreamers,
And the lowing of cows,
And the woman selling bracelets and perfumes,
Crawling around like a beetle:
"O  Sodom, o my dear skylark!
The perfumier cannot repair the damage of oppressive fate." 
Blackened rifles, and a plough,
And a flickering fire,
And a blacksmith with a bloodshot eyelid 
Lured by sleep:
"Birds of a feather flock together,
And the sea can never wash away sins and tears."
The sun in the liver of the heavens,
And the women selling fruit collect their baskets:
"The eyes of my beloved are stars 
And his breast is a bed of spring-roses."
The deserted market, and the small shops,
And the flies,
Hunted by children,
And the distant horizon,
And the yawning of huts in the palm-grove.
C E-54 ) Translated by Khouri and Algar (1974:115-117)*
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Text;E-55
--------  B. S. As-Sayyab
The Wind Is Knocking at the Door
It was only the wind knocking at the door 
In the deepest night.
It was not your knock upon the door.
Where is your palm 
With the road so deserted?
There are oceans between us,
Cities and deserts of darkness,
And the wind carries the echoes of kisses to me. 
Like flames leaping from palm to palm, 
Glowing through the clouds.
It was only the wind knocking at the door...
I f  only the winds would bring a soul 
As it passes by harbours 
And railway stations 
To ask strangers after me.
To ask after a stranger
Who had walked away on his own two feet,
Who, broken, crawls today.
It is my mother’s soul 
Shaken with love,
Deep mother love,
She weeps in lamentation,
"My son so far away from home,
How will you come back alone
( E-55 ) Translated by Bishai ( 1986:55-54 )•
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Without a guide, without a friend?”
M Mother, if only you had not gone
Behind a wall of stone
With no door for me to knock on,
With no windows in the walls:
How did you come to set off on a road 
Dark as twilit seas at dusk,
From which no one returns?
How did you set off without farewell?
The children wail as they race down the road 
Then recoil in terror 
To ask the night about you 
As they wait for your return.
The winds are knocking at the door.
If only you had sent a spirit
To visit this stranger, your sleepless son
Who burns with yearning.
Mother, if only you would return 
A spirit. How can I fear it 
Since the features of your face 
Have not been blotted from my mind 
By the passage of the years?
Where are you?
Can you hear my heart crying out,
Pierced by longing for Iraq?
The winds are knocking at the door,
Rising from eternal separation.
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Text: E-56
--------  A. As-Safi An-Najafi
To a Clock
0 Clock , worn out by regularity •
Rest and repose are all forbidden thee \
Thou hurriest , since .no crowd hindereth
Thy running footsteps ,swift and sure as death •
Our nights and daytime are thy properties ,
And thou.destroyest them , like enemies •
Sleep is a sword that cutteth our lives through ,
And dost thou never slumber as we do ?
If it would make thee drunk, I*d pour thee wine !
The months and years should share that draught of thine ,
And , when men slumbered , ye would take repose ,
The wine would sleep, yea , and the cup would doze ;
Then , while ye couched , our nights and days would be
Naught but soft dreams that in your sleep ye see ,
And , in those dreams , your fancies would be — we i
( E-56 ) Translated by Arberry (I967s5*"6)
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Text: E-57 a. y# Al-Bayati
To Anna Seghers 
Author of " The Dead Stay Young1'
Blood... on the trees
On the foreheads of the Black guards
And on the stones
On the eyes of the moon nailed to the wall 
On the lamps 
On the flowers
On the windows-of the railway sleepers •
As though fire
Had swept the world
And reduced the earth to waste
Peopled with crosses and cactus plants
But the hands of the dead , before dying ,
Hid the seeds under the earth
And rain fell •.•
Thus we returned from war without medals or laurels
Open your eyes 
And struggle
Before the fire blazes •
( E-57 ) Translated by Al-Udhari (1974a.:55»57)
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Text: E-36 Nazik Al-Malaika
To Keats
"Uy life and the sufferings of ay sad soulf 
My bitter withering hopes,
Qie procession of ay passing days,
And tiie shadows of ay cooing days
Are all gathered together in a bouquet of perfume,
Behind which stands ay aortal soul*
To you I offer it, a dreamy melody,
To your lnortal aabitious soul*
0 ay poet, all ay life 
Is the life of a dreamy girl,
Of divine soul, but she
On earth is but a handful of mud and water,
Tormented by cries of anguish,
Shaken by the shocks ef yearsf
Without y&u, she would not have found on earth
Consolation or been attracted by ooqpassioa*
Tour sweet immortal songs 
Are my song, ay piping song*
0 how many a sight la winter
Have Z 'sed them to turn back the tumult of the storm,
And recited them to the fixe in my stove,
And sung them to the outspread rhade*
How aany a night have I, beneath them, awakened my allurement 
And the fires of my sweeping emotions* *
( E-58 ) Translated by Subhi (1968:139)•
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0-59 A« W. Al—bayati
Traveller W ith o u t Baggage
From nowhere,
W ith no face, no history, from nowhere,
Beneath the sky, and in the moaning of the wind,
I. hear her calling me— "come!''
Across the hills.
The swamp of history crossed by men 
As many as the grains of sand.
The earth remains, and men too remain,
The plaything of the shadows.
The swamp of history, the sad land,
And the men,
Across the hills.
There passed over me perhaps thousands of nights,
While in vain I heard her call in the wind— "come!"
Across the hills.




Within me my soul dying with no hope,
While I  and thousands of years 
Are yawning, sad, bored.
I  shall be, but in vain!
I  shall remain from nowhere,
W ith  no face, no history, from nowhere.
Light and the tumult of the city strike me from afar.
The same life,
A  new boredom stronger than stubborn death repaves its road, 
A  new boredom.
I walk on, caring for nothing.
Thousands of years, and nothing waiting for the traveller 
Save his sad present,
Mud and clay,
Thousands of years,
And the eyes of thousands of locusts.
The walls of the city appear, but for what gain shall I hope, 
From a world which still lives with a hateful past
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And the coaches return frost-coated 
No horse between the shafts 
Driven by the dead 
Do thus the years pass?
And torture rip the heart?
And we, from exile to exile and door to door 
Wither like the lily in the dust 
Beggars we, o moon, we die 
Our train missed for all eternity.
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Texts E-60 A. W. Al-Bayati
Two Poems to  My Son A l i  
I
O  my sad moon:
The sea is dead and its black waves have devoured Sinbad's sail 
His sons no more exchange cries with the gulls and the hoarse echo 
Rebounds
The horizons are shrouded in ashes 
For whom then do the enchantresses sing?
When the sea is dead
And the verdure floats on its brow
Whole worlds floating
Filled with our memories, when the minstrel sang 
Now our island is flooded and song has turned to 
Weeping 
The larks
Have flown, o my sad moon
The treasure in the streambed is buried
A t the end of the garden, beneath the little lemon tree
There Sinbad hid it
But it is empty, and ashes
And snow and darkness and leaves entomb it
And the world is entombed in mist
Are we thus to die in this wasteland?
Is the lamp of childhood to smother in the dust?
Is thus the noonday sun to be snuffed out 
And the hearth of the poor left mute?
II
Dawnless towns asleep:
In their streets I called your name, and darkness was the answer
I asked the wind after you, as it moaned in the heart of the silence 
I  saw your face in mirrors and eyes
In the windowpanes of distant dawn
In postcards
Dawnless towns shrouded in ice:
The sparrows of spring have left their churches
To whom should they sing? when the cafes have closed their doors
To whom should they pray? O  shattered heart
When the night is dead
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W ho A m  I?
The night asks who am I?
I am its secret— anxious, black, profound 
I am its rebellious silence 
I have veiled my nature, with silence, 
wrapped my heart in doubt 
and, solemn, remained here 
gazing, while the ages ask me,
who am I
The wind asks who am I?
I am its confused spirit, whom time has disowned
I, like it, never resting
continue to travel without end
continue to pass without pause
Should we reach a bend
we would think it the end of our suffering
and then— void
Time asks who am I?
I, like it, am a giant, embracing centuries
I return and grant them resurrection
I create the distant past
From the charm of pleasant hope
And I return to bury it
to fashion for myself a new yesterday
whose tomorrow is ice.
The self asks who am I?
I, like it, am bewildered, gazing into shadows 
Nothing gives me peace 
I continue asking— and the answer 
will remain veiled by a mirage 
I will keep thinking it has come close 
but when I  reach it— it has dissolved,
died, disappeared.
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